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DSNProgressRepor142-51 MarchandApril1979

Network Functions and Facilities
N. A. Renzetti

Office of Tracking and Data AcqutseUon

The obiectives, fitnetions, and organization of the Deep Space Network are
summarized: deep space statbm, ground communication, attd network operatkm_ control
capabilities are described.

t

The Deep Space Network was established by the National 1978, at which time project management and mission opera- !
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Office of tions were transferred to JPL, and for which JPLprovided the : •
Space Tracking and Data Systems and is under tile system Orbiter spacecraft; Voyager, for which JPL provides project
management and technical direction of the Jet Propulsion management, spacecraft development, and is conducting

"., Laboratory (JPL). The network is designed for two-way mission operations; and Pioneers, for which the Ames
communications w;th unmanned spacecraft traveling approxi. Research Center provides project management, spacecraft
mately 16,000 km (10,000 miles) from Earth to the farthest development, and conduct of mission operations. The network
planets and to the edge of our solar system. It has provided is adding new capability to meet the requirements of the
tracking and data acquisition support for the following NASA Galileo mission to Jupiter, for which JPL is providing the ',
deep space exploration projects: Ranger, Surveyor, Mariner Orbiter spacecraft, and the Ames Research Center the
Venus 1962, Mariner Mars 1964, Mariner Venus 1967, Mariner probe. In addition, JPL will carry out the project management
Mars 1969, Mariner Mars 1971, and Mariner Venus-Mercury and the conduct of mission operations.
1973, for which JPL has been responsible for the project
management, the development of the spacecraft, and the The Deep Space Network (DSN) is one of two NASA
conduct of mission operations; Lunar Orbiter, for which the networks. The other, the Spaceflight Tracking and Data
Langley Research Center carried out the project management, Network (STDN), is under the system management and
spacecraft development, and conduct of mission operations; technical direction of the Goddard Space Flight Center _.
Pioneer, for which Ames Research Center carried out the (GSFC). Its function is to support manned and unmanned

project management, spacecraft development, and conduct of Earth-orbiting satellites. The Deep Space Network supports
mission operations; and Apollo, for which the Lyndon B. lunar,planetary, and interplanetary flight projects. _
Johnson Space Center was the project center and the Deep

Space Network supplemented the Manned Space Flight Net. From its inception, NASA has had the objective of ';'
work, which was managed by the Goddard Space Flight conducting scientific investigations throughout the solar sys.

Center.The network is currentlyprovidingtrackinganddata tern. it wasrecognizedthat in order to meet this objective, _
acquisition support for Hellos, a joint U.S./West German flgniflcant supporting researchand aclvancedtechnology devel-
project; Viking, for which LangleyResearchCenterprovided opment must be conductedin order to providedeep space _
the Lander spacecraft and project management until May, telecommunications for science data return in a cost effective

)
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manner. Therefore. the Network is continually evolved to keep Deep Space Station. Tile commands are then radiated

pace with tile state of the art of telecommun,catmn._ and data to tile spacecraft m order to initiate spacecraft func- _i
hand!ing. It was also recognized earl) that close coordination tions ill flight. '

: would be needed between the requirements of the flight
projects for data return and the capabilities needed in tile (4_ The I)SN Radio Science S)'stem generates radio science
Network. This close collaboration was effected by the appoint- data, i.e., the frequency and amplitude of spacecraft
ment of a Tracking and Data Systems Manager as part of tile transmitted signals affected by passage through media :

such as the solar coroha, planetary atmosphf'res, ,,,,u"-'
flight project team fronl the initiation of tile project to the

plantetarv rir_.gs.._a,,,,., iransnnts this data to Mission :
end of tile mission. By this process, reqmrements were Control.
identified early enough to tgrovi,q,,_ _:--• ._. ,unta,,g and implement::-
lion in tmle for use by the flight project in its flight phase. {5) The DSN Very Long Baseline Interferometry System

generates time and frequency data to synchronize the
As of July 1972, NASA undertook a change in the interface clocks among the three Deep Space Communications

between the Network and the flight projects. Prior to that co.nplexes. It will generate universal time and polar
time, since 1 January 1964, in addition to consisting of the motion and relative Deep Space Station locations as -
Deep Space Stations and the Ground Communications by-products of the primary data delivery function.
Facility. the Network had also included the mission control :
and computing facilities and provided the equipment in the The data system configurations supporting testing, training,
mission support areas tbr the conduct of mission operations, and network operations control functions are as follows:

The latter facilities were housed in a building at JPL known as (1) The DSN Monitor and Control System instruments,

the Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF), The interface transmits, records, and displays those paramete,'s of the
change was to accommodate a hardware interface bet;:'.-c, the DSN necessary to verify configuration and validate the
support of the network operations control functions and those Network. it provides the tools necessary for Network
of the mission control and computing functions. This resulted Operations personnel to control and monitor tile Net- _:
in the flight projects assuming the cognizance of the large work and interface with flight project mission control
general.purpose digital computers wlfich were used for both personnel.
network processing and mission data processing. They also
assumed cognizance of all of the equipment in the flight (2) The DSN Test and Training System generates and

controls simulated data to support development, test,operations facility for display and communications necessary
for the conduct of mission operations. The Network then training and fault isolation within the DSN. It partici-
undertook the development of hardware and computer aoft- pates in mission simulation with flight projects.
ware necessary to do its network operations control and

monitor functions in separate computers. A characteristic of The capabilities needed to carry out the above functions
the new interface is that the Network provides direct data flow have evolved in the following technical areas:

to and from the stations; namely, metric data, science and (1) The Deep Space Stations, which are distributed around
engineering telemetry, and such network monitor data as are Earth and which, prior to 1964, formed part of the _

,- useful to the flight project. This is done via appropriate ground Deep Space Instrumentation Facility. The technology

. communication equipment to mission operations centers, involved in equipping these stations is strongly related
wherever they may be. to the state of the art of telecommunications and

flight-ground design constderations, and is almost corn-
The principal deliverables to the users of the Network are pletely multimission in character.

carriedout by data system configurations as follows:

(2) The Ground Communications Facility provides the

(1) The DSN Tracking System generates radio metric data, capability _equired for the transmission, reception, and
i.e., angles, one- and two-way doppler and range, and monitoring of Earth-based, point.to-point communion.
transmits raw data to Minion Control. tions between the stations and the Network Operations

Control Center at JPL, Pasadena, and to the JFL Mis. ,.
(2) The DSN Telemetry System receives, decodes, records, sion Operations Centers. Four communications dts-

and retrammlts engineering and scientific data gener, ciplines are provided: teletype, voice, high-speed, and
ated In the spacecraft to MissionControl. wideband. The Ground Communications Facility uses _.

(3) Tha DSN Command System accepts spacecraft com. the capabilities provided by common carriersthrough.
manda from Miuion Control and tranunlts the corn- out the world, engineered into an intetzratedsystem by
mands via the Ground Communication Facility to a Goddard Space Flight Center, and controlled from the :

i '2 _

2"

i_. 41 _- Ill Ill i
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konlmunlcati,_ns Center Ioc4ted In the Space Flight tl_m,, tunctl_m,, ;ire carried out by cerlam flight pr(qccp, Net-

Operations Facility (Building 230) at JPL. work per,_unne] are directed hy an OperatJon,_ (%nlrol ('lnef
The lunctlon,, t)f the Network Data I)r()ce,,smg :tre '"

The Network Oper,mons Control Center is the functional

entity for centralized nperatlonal control of the Network and ( 1 ) Processing of data used by Network Operations Control
interfaces with the users. It has twu separable functional for control and analysis of the Network.

elements; .amely, Network Operanons Control and Network
Data Processing. The functions of the Network Operanons (2) Display in the Network Operations r'ontrol Area of
Control are: data processed in the Network Data Processivg Area.

(I) Control and coordination of Network support to meet (3) Interface with communications circuits fl_r input to

commitments to Network users, and t,utput from the Network Data Processing A_ea.

(2) Utilization of the Network data processing computing

capability to generate all standards and limits required (4) Data logging and production of the intermedmte data

for Network operations, records.

13) LItihzation of Network data processing computing The personnel who carry out the,,e fllllCtl{_ns arc located
capability to analyze and validate the performance of approximately 200 meters from the Space Fhght ()peratl_)n,,

all Network systems. Facility. The equipment consists of m,mcomputers for real-
time data system monitoring, two XDS Slgnl:t 5s. dl,,pla,,.

The personnel who carry out the above functions are located magnetic tape recorders, :rod appropriate interface equipment
in the Space Flight Operations Facihty. where mission opera- with the ground data communications.

!
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Voyager Support
J. E. Allen andH. E. Nance

Deep Space Network Operations Section

771is is a continuation of the Deep Space Network report on tracking and data
acquisition fi_r Project Voyager. This report covers the Jupiter encounter period for
Voyager 1. from 1 Januaw. through March ! 979.

I. Voyager Operation - Status A. SFOF Physical Plant and Data Systems

Voyager 1 made its closest approach to Jupiter and its Soft freeze from 0000Z 4 December 1978 through 2400Z
largest satellites on the morning of March5. 1979, 18 months 28 August 1979, except for the following hard freeze periods
to the day after its launch. This event was preceded by the (0000Z first day through 2400Z last day):
Observatory Phase, which started on 4 January 1979. and was 12/12/78 through 12/14/78 Voyager 1 NET
followed b) the Movie and Far Encounter Phases. The closest
Encounter Phase was followed by the Post Encounter Phase 1/29/79 thro,tgh 3/14/79 Voyager I TCM3. Movie,

that continued through March 1979. The entire period went FEI. FE2. TCM4. NE and
well vAth the spacecraft performing in an excellent manner PEI
and the DeepSpaceNetwork (DSN) acquiringand procesdn$
thedatawithout undueincidents. B. I_N Flcillti_

Modified configuration control is in effect from 4 Decem-
her 1978 through 30 September 197'). The Voyager NOPE
defined, prior to 1 December1978, modified confisuration

II. DSN Operations control to encompasslevel of support for encounter(OB :
As the Encounter time approached, a modified ce "tgura- through PE2). spae-ctaft maneuvers and tracking cycles, the

tim control/freezewasimposedon thesupportingfacilitiesto Movie Pha_, Far Encounter2. Near Encounter,and Post.
., ermtre that the encounter activities were supportedwith encounterI Phase.the Near Encomlter Teat.and the major

known hardware and mftware ¢alxtbtlitknt.This required that _an platform ¢alibcatimt precedln8 each encounter. The
any known or newly discoveredanomalieshad acceptable definition of a nomt=l I)SN freeze was modified to accommo-
work around _ocedures to ¢nmre continued support. The date relpdar alternatinl tracking between Voyaler and l_'tmeer
control euantially wu within three ¢atelodn. Venus.

t.
t
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C. Encounter Configuration Obtaining the Last Bit of Data

The Jupiter encounter phase for Voyager 1 began on (1) The station did not initialize for the new bit rate until

4 January lO70 and will continue through o April 1979. tile telemetry stream dropped lock, or was requested t,) ,.,
Supplemental procedures and configurations were required by acquire the new bit rate by Network Operatl,ms
the DSN to support the Jupiter encounter activity. Generally, Control (NOC).
only the telemetry configuration changed significantly while
other subsystem configurations remained essentially the same (2) Even though the TLM stream was not initialized for the
as they were for the Cruise Phase. new TLM rate, there was always the danger that the

Symbol Synchronizer Assembly (SSA) and Maxi,.mm
Likelihood Convolutional Decoder (MCD) would false

Figure I shows the standard 64-m telemetry c,_nfiguration lock to th.e new rate. Therefore, the station and the

which is 7.2 kb/s to I15.2 kb/s convolutionally t ,coded TLM Network Operations Control Team (NOCT) guarded
on the X-band carrier with simultaneous 40 b/s uncoded TLM

against false locks in this moue of operation, although
on the S.band carrier, neither the NOCT Real-Time Monitor (RTM) or Test

and Telemetry System (TTS) were able to obtain
There were times when the Project configured the space- synchronization on the data if tile station was false

craft for the same high rate encoded telemetry transmission via locked. The best solution found was to initialize for the

both RF carriers (360 kHz and 22.5 kHz). This was normally correct bit rate immediately after losing lock on tire
done when the Project wished to ensure full recovery of present bit rate within the guidelines of the SOE.
critical data. Figure 2 shows the S/X-band configuration that

was used when the Project exercised its option to put the same I. Critical Periods. During the encounter phase, there were
telemetry rate on both carriers (S/X-band carriers). This specific time periods when data collection was critical. These
configuration was also used when Voyager Project had critical mission periods are defined in Table 1. However, the
important TLM data on the S-band carrier and the X-band Project could and did declare as critical periods other than
carrier was not in use, or vice versa, those listed below.

In order for the Project to optimize the telemetry return Analog recordings and redundant Telemetry Processor
and to ensure that each experiment objective was met, there Assembly (TPA) DODRs were requited during cn,,cal period
were frequent bit rate changes during the encounter period. To support at the 64.m DSS's. The Project accepted the addi-

tional risks when a 34-m DSS (DSS 12) was used to support
support this operation, the DSN was required to be cognizant critical mission periods. When TIM data rates were above 44.8

• of the changes and the supporting equipment configuration, kb/s, DSS 43 was not requiled to record redundant TPA
; To obtain maximum data it was necessary to determine

whether the first bit of the new rate or the last bit of the old DODRs, but analog recordin,;swere required. During this time
rate would result in maximum return. When a determination DgS 43 utilized the backup TPA for data replay as described

below.
was made, the following procedure was used to support the

decision. 2. Data Replay Strategy. The primary concern during the
_. encounter period was the timely receipt of the high rate

Obtalnln& the lint Btt of Data telemetry and imagi_ data at JPL. Wide-banddata lines were

(I) The station initialized for the new bit rate per the time provided from all th,ee of the 64-m stations. However. only
the 230 kb/s capa,.ility from De_ 14 and the 168 kb/sin the SOE when the subcarrler fr, _uencyand modula-

tion index remain the same as for the gevtotm rate. capability from D$$ 63 allowed transfer of the data rates
above 44.8 kb/s in real-time. The _ kb/s capability fromThe Subcarrler Demodulator Assembly (SDA) had to

be in lockprior to stream inltlaltzattcm. DS$ 43 requ_ed special consideration and strategy to provide
the data in as near real-time as possible. To accomplish this

: (2) When the SDA sub_r or modulation index was _qulrementa special return procedure was instituted as

chimled Itmult_oudy with data rate, it was tmpos, follows:
slble to let the first bit of data since there was a

i delay in acquiringSDA lock. 3. Methods o( Dan Return from DM 43. Two methods oftelemetry return were employed; real.timelind near real.time,

(_) _ dW _ bit Of dat8 Was h_:)Oftlmt, tJWq

statJomdid no4 widt for TIM strewn lock to put TLId & Rem/-7'fn_ DmtaRenan. I_S 43 processed and returned

dalI to Jino;Jnstad, they put data to JJne8t th8 m in real-time (on the ._, J_/I W_) 811J_ rate data with

i time that theTLM mmm wastlm imitbdized, mt_ of 44.8 kb/a m lower, s
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b. Near Real-Tune Data. For data rates above 44.8 kb/s off the WB processors to prevent processing of non-
D;_S 43 recorded real-time data on a DODR using one sequential data.
tele,netry string and replayed the DODRs. using the second
telemetry string, as soon as they were available. The data Duripg other specified periods requirement for near

real-time DODR replay was for the latest datareplays were done at tile maximum line rate of the 56 kb/s
recorded. The station replayed the first completedwide-band data circuit. With the replays occurring at less than
DODR tape followed by the latest DODR tape to bethe real-time record rate a TLM return backlog existed until all
completed, regardless of the order in which it was

DODRs had been replayed. Negotiations with othe, station recorded. As each tape replay was finished, the nextusers ensued to utilize their S/C track. All low rate data,
40 kb/s. were returned via the IISDL m real-time, tape to be replayed was the most recent tape recorded.

This oui .,f order DODR replay continued until the end
of the track at which time the skipped over tapes wereFor DSS 43 passes containing data rates above 44.8 kb/s,

but with no Optical Navigation (OPNAV) data, the replay repla_ed. The Project exercised the option of request-
ing the replay of any ¢ompleted DODR tape during

strategy was: these periods of "Out. f Order" replay. Such requests
(1) DSS43 logged all HRdata on DODR. were made by the user through ACE to Operations

Chief. The DSN honored these requests at the comple-
(2) As soon as the first DODR tape was completed, the tion of the tape replay already in process and then

:,tation Immediately started a replay of that tape over
the 56 kb/s WBDL. resumed replay of the latest comrleted IX)DR

(3) When the first DODR tape replay was completed, the c. DSS 43 Telemetry Back-up. During certain real4ime
second tape was replayed and so forth until all data had data periods determined by the Project to require "hot
been played in. back.up" TLM system with redundant DODR, the station

configured both TLM strings for real-tiff,,, data and suspended(4) IX)DR tapes were normally replayed in the same
sequence as they were recorded, any data replays until the second TLM string was ,zgain

available. For a data rate of 44.8 kb/s or less, the station was

(5) Some passes contained perxods of HR data 44.8 kb/s or outputting data from the prime telemetry string, while at the
less between periods of higher rate data. During these .same time recording a DODR on the back-up te!.'met,y string.
pariods, the station suspended replay, returned the iugh When the data rate was above 44.8 kb/s, the station recorded
rate data in real-ti,ae and resumed replays when the DODR on both TLM strings for subsequent replay.
WBDLwas again available,

When high rate data (real-time or replay) was not required
During some of the DSS 43 passesshort periods of OPNAV from DSS 43 duringthe DSS 43/14 or DSS 43/63 averlaps the

data were contained in the high rate. It was a requirement of station was requested to halt the WB data output and record
the Projec* Navigation Team that each period of this data be on IX)DR only.

• returned within a time not to exceed 4 hours after it was

recorded on the spacecraft. To accommodate this requirement, d. Conflgumtion-DSS43. The telemetry configuration
_ the following replay strategy was used: used by DSS 43 was dependent on two ¢o,_ditions of the

(1) Replay of the OPNAV data periods were specifically downlink high rate data:
requested by the user. The requests were designated by
data start and stop Earth receivedtimes. (1) HR TLM 44.8 kb/s or lower

For data rates of 44.8 kb/s or less, DSS 43 used the

(2) Due to the DODR replay backlog, the OPNAV replay standard 64-m TIM configuration shown in Fig. 2.
requests in some cases required that DODRs be loaded
for out of sequence replay. This was necessary to (2) HR TI2,/above 44.8 kb/s
meet the OPNAVdata return time requirement. For data ratesabove 44.8 kb/s, DSS 43 used the record ,

and replay configuration shown in Fig. 3.(3) In such cases the station completed the IX)DR tape
replay already in process, mounted the tape containing : •
the requested period, made the short replay and then -*_/
resumed the normal replay sequence where it left off. III. Data Products

(4) During OPNAV replays, the data was processed by The Intermediate Data Record (IDR) t# the primary data
Mission end Test lnmfinf System (M7"I$/only. TTS product provided to the Project by the DSN. Although

_.I.E_,_I I madNetwork¢.]-_Md._'_Data|o;'_Pr°cessing_; _;_qTerminal/l.,.'._Aq(NDirf)t_, _t_,.;_,l"'....turned:r_.t telemetry data ii provided in real-time or near real-time to the

_-,_ ,_411BillUlmmallm"m_ ..... _ .......
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Mission ('ontrol anu C'on_putnlg ('enter (M('('C) for the frequency due to tile Jupiter atmospherewas largeand the

ProJect'suse,tl)cIDR is stillrequitedto pruvidethe existnngsy.,,t,.'ulcoulduot be used.,%,)cwsubsystemv,'as
l_rmancnt record and gap t_lhng of tllc data. In the case of mlplctncntcd; this new subsyste,_1 was called the L)SS Radio
radi,)metricdataandttackiilgcalibrationdata,thPIL)Risthe _icnce Sub,wstem(1)RSI.This ,_ul+svslPmmv,lved a

only source of data to the Proicct. Monitor data is provided to con)purer-controlled pxogr:mmml_Icfiust lucal oscillator in the
theM('('("tclemetty,+_,stcm,.,LtheNO('("rcal-tili|ellh+nitoropen+-looprccclvcrthatt\+llowed(usin+_'a scripsof linear

5-_datablock)formchlszonx,,'zlhtheto[erectLydatarecord, ramps}thetime-relatedfrequencyexcursionoftheexpected

Comtnandll)Rst+ifillt,lpcscouldbc,cqturcdby thel)r,+jcctmgualofinterest,therebyenablingthereal-timebandwidthto

io completethclrsystemd,_taiccomasreqt,lrcd. be reducedIt)the pointwhere real-timeanalog-to-digital

conversionand productionofa ('('Trecordingwas possible.
Stringent requireD)Pits ale placed on all IDRs provided by This is the new system that was implcn)cntcd at i)SS (+3, t\+r

the DSN. It) Ihe cam: of telemetry during cruise, the thefilstJupitercncountcr.
requirem¢nt is fur t)7.5+"+,of the in-lock data blocks andduring
critical periods it is at least qq% of the it_-Iockdata blocks. For In general terms, preparations for support of the o¢ctllta-
radionzctric data and tracking calibration data, the require- tion experiment began approxinmtely two nionths prior to the
mcnt is l\+r the IDR to contain, at least ')5";, of the data event. The project experitnentcrs supplied the DSN with the
rcqt,ired to be transmitted in real-time, by a DSS. As :,n indi- information necessary for the configuration and setup of the
cation of the impact of II)R production during this period. Occnltation [hta As+_mbly(ODA). The DSN then produced
307 telemetry IDRs were prodaced m January attd 820 ODA predicts for the station supporting the pass. NAT Track
telemetry II)Rs (with :':+addltkmal 74 stlpplcmcntary ll)Rs) in transmitted the predict file to the DSS in advance of the pass
February. Fvcn this later number increased m M:Hclt during to be supported and oilier occultation d,lta inl'ornlation was
critical cnomnter activities. These IDRs were in addition to datafaxed to the DSS prior to the encounter pass. The station
ti_c optical navigation attd radiomctnc data IDRs likewise supported tile expciintcnt, supplied pertinent information to
produced, the net controller, played back a portion of the recorded ODA

CCT. duplicated the CCT and then shipped the tape to JPL. In
addition to taking data using the Multinlission Receiver

IV. Occultation Data (Radio Science) OtmR)/OnA. the station used an Open D.)op Receiver(OLR)(300 kltz output) attd the Digital RecordingAsmmbly (DRA)
One Jupiter/Earth occultation was observed during the to record wide bandwidth data for backnp pnrpo_ only. Upon

DSS c_3 pass on 5 March Iq7(). To record this event, both special request these DRA recordingswere shipped to CTA-21
closed loop attd open loop receiver data and radiometric data where the bandwidth reduction equipment was used to
were provided as the complete radio science package. New produce a narrow bandwidth digital recording. The ODA CCTs :
operational procedures were developed for the open h)op shippeu to JPL were delivered directly to the Project. The high
receiver operation since the closed loop and radiomctric data speed portion of the recorded ODA data was processed by
were already provided. NDPT and an IDR provided to the Project, within 72 honrs,

for quick-look verification by spectrum analysis.

DSS 63 _s provided with the radio science occultation
subsystem during the later part of 1978. Testit;g and training Operational and initialization instructions for the radio
were accomplished d,mng January and February. Final science subsystem were in the ODA Software Operations

: preparation w:ts contpl_ted just prior to the Jupiter encounter Manual (SUM) DMO-5123-OP and the operation procedures
closest :tppro;.ch. were documented in the Voyager Network Operations Plan

618-700, Rev. B. Special real-tinte messages were used to

+ Figure 4 shows the Voyager occultation recording augment the operational and initialization instructions that
configuration. Figure 5 shows the Voyager open loop receiver were Voyager Project dependent. The open loop receiverPro-
configuration, grammed Oscillator Control Assembly (PUt'At predicts were

generated at JPL and transmitted to the ODA, where the

Prior to the Voyager mission, occultations were supported predicts were stored on disks. During Jupiter occultation,
using an open.loop receiver with a fixed first local oscillator the predicts v,ere used to drive tire S/X-band open It_p
passing a bandwidth sumcient to encompass the event of receiverPOCA. +.

interest, plus uncertainties, onto an analog recording. The !
analog recordingswere shipped to JPLand digitized at CTA 21 For the open loop recording, the DODR recording began !
and the resulting computer compatible tapes (CCT) were prior to the start of Jupiter occultation, it was necessary to i
delivered to th= experimenters. For Voyager, the total shift in cogect baseline data priorto and after occultation. The Project i ,

,++
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Sequence of l:veuts w,ls tile ¢omiolling document for the New or once used digital tape, at least 23(Pt) feel in length

()I}A recordm_ or+ :I,+(+Ioft" times. ()pen It+op (S-baud) b,,_kup for OI}A and I ",500 feel ifl l,.'nglh for I+)RA, were te,.luited to
r¢cordll|g was provided by tize wlde-band (3(.)0 kll,'i ()l.R. be used for feCOldillg Opel| Ioop data, to ensure opllltZtll1! d:It,l

attt.l its liRA. lelurl!. I')SS 03 requiled ;ibotfl 30 good di_,ital tapes (24 for

l)atrow-bal+d rec,,',rding, and () fc,z wMe-baml tecmdillg) to

Voyager did not make use of the lligh Speed l')ala l.ine meet this t_:quirement,

{HSDL) to get Opel| h_op ODA data to JPL. ex+.'epl for
prelintinary quick-look data, because the aumber of station

hours required to replay data via IISDL was prohibitive. The Stalion perstmnel t,sed the Spectral Signal Illthealt+l (SSI)

prime method of getting data tt_ JPL was to ship the open loop to verity' th;fl o¢¢ttlt,ltion dat;.i was actually being wcorded
DODRs. tulto the DODR, "rite SSi plovlded recording status l\;I botll

the narrow-band alld the wide-band lecordmg subsystems. The

DODR recording fi_r Voyager used six DODR tapes per tlarrow-band was tlSed for IIie prilue data and required luore
hour. five DODRs per hour for the ham+w-band MMR/ODA monitoring by the I)SS ol_rator than the wide-bail subsvs.

mtbsystem, and approximately one DODR per hour for the lenls. Tile Voyager Project t:l,tnned to use the n:ltrow-I+al|d

wide-band OLR/DRA subsystem. The DSS collecting the open d.'lt;i lily. but in the event lhat tile nallow-|}alld tlat:l was not

loop data was required to ensure that adequate persol|zlel were a,,:ilable, then CTA-21 would be requested to provide wide-
on board to handle the open loop recording task. Teclmical b;md IDRs. The I)SS was reqtziretl to report signal status to the

assistance was ,_nl froul JPL to DSS _3 to stlpport the NO(' at least every 15 minutes and more ofteu when the signal

occultation period, di_ppeared or w:ls malginai.

i

t

i

i
t.

L

iL

Tlbio 1. Critical million periods I:
[
t,

Criticalperiod Duration Remarks

I. Trajectory correction M-10h It)M+3h

maneuvers 12. &'ience calibrations 24 hours
(every I/2 AU for " ;
eachspacecraft)

3. Imagingmovie 4 days each SIC
for each planet

4. Planetarycloselt E-IOdto E+ld E-2d to E+2d for analog
approach ODR retention requirement

! 5, Spacecraft emergencies Whendeclaredfor as

, long as declared I'_

i 6. Targetsof opportunity No longer than 4 days I+ (specifiedat lealt
. _.. one month in advance) J

]+ -' II
F+
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DSNProgressReport42-51 MarchandAprd1979
,,j

Viking Continuation Mission Support
R. L Gillette

DeepSpaceNetworkOperationsSection

This report covers the period from 1 September 1078 through 31 March 1979. It
reports on DSN support of Vi_ing Spacecraft activities during t/w period a.d continues
reporting on DSN Viking Command and Tracking support.

I. Viking Operations On 19 February 1979, a command uplink to Viking
Lander-I {VL-I) terminated the Lander Continuation Auto-

A. Orbiters matic Mission (LCAM), and loaded a software sequence now

The Viking Orbiter I (VO-I) spacecraft continued to referred to as Post-LCAM. The original LCAM sequence
operate normally during this reporting period as it collected automatically transmitted data to Earth at preprogrammed
and returned to Earth weather data and Mars photos as well as times. The new Post-LCAM sequence requires a command
relaying to Earth data from the two Viking Landers. Viking uplink to the Lander-1 spacecraft to turn on the downlink
Orbiter 2(VO-2)ceascd operation on 25 July 1978. transmitter. Commands transmitted to the Lander are now

manually entered in the Command Processor Assembly (CPA)

B. Landors at a Deep Space Station (DSS) prior to the start of a Lander
pass. Prior to the Post-LCAM, commands were remotely sent

The Viking Land_,rsalso continued to operate as expected to the DSS CPA from the Mission Computer and Control
during this reporting period as they collected and relayed to Center (MCCC) at JPL. Figure 1 shows a typical Lander Pass in
Earth, via Orbiter 1, Marsweather information and photos, support of the Post.l.£AM.

On 25 October, an attempt was made to turn on Trans- On 6 February 1979, a command uplink to Viking
mitrer2 on board Viking Lander 2. Transmitter 2 had only Lander-2 (VL-2) terminated the VL.2 I.CAM sequence and
been operated from Lander touchdown through the first loaded into the spacecraft computer memory the VL-2
month of the primary mission and for a few weeks in the POSt-LCAM sequence. Since the downlink transmitters
Extended Mission, at which time it ceased operation during a onboard VL-2 no lonBer function, data collected during the

playback link. A decision was made not to attempt to power VL-2 Post-I,CAM must be relayed to the YO.I spacecraft for
up the transmitter alPdnuntil closeto the solarconjunction transmissionto Earth. '"

i peflod during the Viking Continuation Minion becauseof the. limited life expectance after transmitter turn on. Because Durin8 the Pcat-I.£AM, both Lander spacecraft will collect :
the attempt to turn-on tHmmtitter 2 wasunsuccessful, and meteorologyand imagingdata. The VL.I spacecraftshould be

because of the earlier fallu_ of Transmitter I, all data from capable of returning Mars data up through 1990. VL-2 will ba •
_: VL-2 for the remainderelthe continuationMissionwill be via able to return data only as long as there is an Orbiter

the Or,biter-Irelaytransmissionlink. spacecraft. i

14
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II. Viking Survey Mission telemetry passeswtth _ t,4-m stat,on some t,me ,n Apr,I h, '

retrieve about 70 VIS picturesstdl on the tape recordersand .,_

Tile Survey Mission is tile fourth phase of tile Vikmg the [eccipt and relay of a data readout l'n_m Lander 2 m t'
Mission, fi)llo_ng the Primary Mission (terminated 31 May mid-May.
IO78). tile Extended l_hssion(terminated 31 May 1978). and

tile Continuation Mission (termmated this reporting period, Science acquisition with Orbiter I ts expected to resume in
25 Marcll ICJ7q).The Orbiter operations in the Survey Mission July when DSS availability wdl make a reasonable level of
will terminate 31 Oct,_ber 1970. but the Lander operations operation feasible. A fairly simple sequence of VIS observa-
could ctmtmue untq 20 December 10oo. lions will be carried out. probably daily, fi_r approximately

three months. Infrared Therm',d Mapper ORTM} and Mars

The objective of the Orbtter Survey Mission is to acqu,re Atmospheric Water Detector (MAWD) data will be acquired
high-resolutton contiguous coverage with tile Visual Imaging simultaneously with the VIS operations, but few if any special
Subsystem (VIS) of a region on the planet that is likely to infrared sequences will be run. S- and X-band doppler and
contain the landing sites fi)r tile next Mars mission. The ranging may be scheduled simultaneously with Lander.i direct -=
Lander mission objectives are to take advantage of the unique links.
capability of a transponder on a planet surface, to make
frequent radio ranging measurements and to conduct a
long-duration monitoring of weather conditions and surface
changes at the Lander I site. III. Radio Science

Viking Radio Science activities and experimentation con-
Throughout the Survey Miss,m. the landers will be in an tinued during this reporting period. These activities include

automatic-mission mode. operating autonomously on the near-simultaneous Lander/Orbiter ranging, the General Re]a-
programs that have previously been stored in their on-board tivity Experiment. and the Solar Corona Experiment. The
computers, Lander I will be repointing its high-gain antenna General Relativity and Solar Corona experiments were con-
and acquiring and storing imaging, meteorology, and engineer- dueled during the solar conjunction period of December IO78ing data frequently, and will be ready It) transmit the_e data to
Earth every 7 or 8 days in response to a commar-d. Lander 2 through February 1979.
will be operating in a similar manner, but as it has no direct

downlink capability, its data can be retrieved only through a |V. NlRwOl'k Supportrelay to Orbiter ! in May and possibly another in November.

Table I shows the DSN tracking support for the Viking
Because of pressurefrom Voyager and Pioneer for Network Continuation Mission from June 1978 through 25 March

support, Orbiter I was placed in a housekeeping mode with all 1979. Tracking support continued to decrease throughout the
science instruments powered off at the end of the Continu- continuation mission with a slight increase during the Solar
ation Mission. New operating and sating sequences have been conjunction Radio Science activity in December and January.
stored in the CCS to make the Orbiteras nearlyself-sufficient This reduction in Viking operation activity was anticipated
as feasible so that neither uplinks nor downlinks will be during the continuation mission. An even further reduction in
required more often than every two weeks. This mode is tracking support will occur during the Viking SurveyMimon.
expected to be continued until a date not yet determine.d,bat
probably after 15 July 1979. In the meantime, the only s_ Table 2 gives the total number of commands transmitted by
Orbiter events that have been planned are a small number of*" the I_N duringthe Viking Continuation Mission.

\
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Table 1. DSN Viking Contintmtion MIwIon trmcklng lupporl

!

Iq78 i I _)7t)
I'ISS Jun. Jul. '_uf _cl,. ()_t. N,_. , I')c_, tan. I cb. Mar.

Ia 2 I _ I _ 5
11

I b I I 3 2 32 14

4 2 7 2O 8
12

2O 5 20 145 23

3,1 14 13 3 q 13 13 23 3 I
14

' '_ 85 "_ 29.4. 89 I. 48 51 45 4 8

2 l 4 6 6 8 4
42

9 3 22 23 19 39 15

40 51 23 28 27 I 7 23 2(', 12 I
43

340 449 135 188 181 116 188 122 49 8

3 3 I I 1
44

17 I! 5 2 4 '

I I 3 2 I

61
5 8 19 7 3

3 I I I 3 2

6" ] i __ . __ ;
33 : 7 9 8 9] 7

* 21 1-- 18 _' 23 8 ' 4 i

41 _ 40 16 I "" ,
/)3 ' , t '

343 ' 291 ,30 130 i 7 7
'r ..... r--12_--8, [- I1-0 i58, '* 53 1 58 [--56 "_---7/ ..... 78 - _-57i ....... 24 --
Jl' Total ] i i I i i !

.................... s

aNuml_t of tta¢;,;; the summation of all Viking _pacecrat't tracked.

b'l'rack time: scheduled station support in hours.

I
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Table2. Number of commands tronsmillodd,,ringtheVlkingContinulltonMisslon

1978 ....... 1979
DSS Jun. Jul. Aug. Sop. O_t. N_)v. Dec. .an. I.cb. M,ir.

II 6 0 0 0 0 IIII 3

12 - - I 0 17 531 ?

14 1214 870 562 0 2 694 149 0 0 4

42 0 0 0 0 -- 0 0 1006 458

43 1567 7ql 7 70 252 648 1914 1141 419 8

44 0 - 30 - - 332 0 0

61 0 - 0 - - 0 15 0 0

62 _60 0 683 - - 0 15 5

63 2451 2984 2073 4988 3376 2690 8 53 3 4

Total 6198 4645 3355 5058 3630 4032 2403 1241 3070 485
...........................

COMMAND UPLINK"_

SWEEPSTAIIT--_ x_ F I_VTAT' ,N ON

SPACB3ArI'ANT|NNAPOSITION'NG'--_ \ \ //--OOWNL,NKSTAR, /---DOWNL,NKST(_

2_x..q ill ,O_L,NKSpACE(_tll'T TIMli "-i
15,_n._tuauM--ov _ II \ \

I I Ii \ \
I .i__.l,. _:Qu_,.(_// \ \

/ / Icvl_o /_ \
/ / cM, . , \0(rt(:Tol / / \

COMI_O DATAVAUI_T ION "_ / / tocx I/ \

' /I I ' \ \_m _,.u._xTM .t._T_ ,' , I I \ \ t)_SPOSTCALIMATION I

TIMI!--I_ "" F llilll" _ i'_" 4 mtn" '_ nlin. _

90 in. _---i

w
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PioneerVenus 1978 MissionSupport
T. W. Howe

DSN Operations Section

This article reports on the Deep Space Netu_rk support of the Pioneer Venus Mission.
It describes the Orbiter's Venus Orbit Insertion, Multiprobe Entry, and Orbiter •
Occultation Experiment support.

: I. Venus Orbit Inurtion (VOI) I. Pre-yO! Strategies. The Pioneer Venus Orbiter and Bus
Spacecrafts had experienced random singlebit changes in their -

A. Supporting Stations SCLs duringthe entire transit phaseof the mission.The bit
DSSs 11 and 14 were the prime stationsfor supportof changesoccurredaboutonceperweekandwerethoughtto be

_- VOi. DSS43 provided support for the reoricntation of tbe caused by cosmic rays passing through the solid state

. spacecraft into the orbit insertion attitude at approximately memories. Since the ignition of the Orbit Insertion Motor was
45 hours prior to VOI. They also supForted the loading of to be initialized by the SCL, there was concern that a bit

_" spacecraft Stored Command Logic (SCL) with the orbit change could cause ignition to be earlier or later than the
f_ . insertion parameters, programmed time. To guard against such an occurrence, a plan

was devised to provide for continuous monitoring of the

The DSN Real-TimeTelemetry System Analyst (NAT TEL) address pointers in the redundant SCI._ during the 7 hours .?
provided monitoring for spacecraft stored command load prior to VOI. The DSN extracted these words from the
addresspointers beginning at VOl minus 7 hours, telemetry data and made comparative counts with Am_

Research Center (ARC).

The Ground Communications Facility (GCF) provided

; criticalsupport duringthe VOIperiod. In the event of a computer failureat ARC, the DSN would !
: then have relayed the SCL count to ARC by v ,ice until the :

i r¢computer could _ restored. No ARC computer failure

B. VOI Support Procedures occurred, and this failure strategy was not required. _ -

The VO! sequence was executed by the spacecraft by The Pre-VOl uplink strategy was essentially to maintain the i
, preprogramn_l command=. To insure a successful VOl, a uplink until approximately 10 minutes prior to occultation in ,

_. contingency plan was formulated. The plan Included an uplink order to retain a command capability. DSS14 provided an _ _
and downlink strately for Pre-VOI, an uplink and downlink uplink with the prime spacecraft receiver while DSS 11
strategy for Post-VOl, and monitoring of SCL Issued com. acquired an uplink with the backup receiver. This conftgura.

. nmndl duringPre-VOI. flon provided redundant command capabilities and, in the i
it -.

11 i '" "
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event of a problenl at the prime station, the other stations DSS 11 concentrated on downlink acquisltkm for a
co,remand modulation would be turned on and commanding m+minal orbit insertion with theu prime _eceiver vsed for

continued, two-way search and the backup used for one-wa.v search ,!+.,
Y

Both stations turned off their transmittets at 10 mimntes Following the fadure to acquire uplink lock upon exit
occuhation, a second sweep was performed by I)SS 14 and

prior to occultation to insure a one-way doppler mode at uplink established.
entry.

Pre-VOl downlink strategy involved ramping the ground
receiver during the hot_r prior to occultatton in order to II. Occultation Experiment Support
minimnze the receiver phase error at entry and exit

The occultation exreriment is divided mt_ three major
occultation, scientific obiectives.

2. Post-VO! Strategies, For Post-VOI. the desire was to (I) Radio Science Occultation L To determine refracttvit:,'
obtain uplink lock as quickly as possible and transmit profiles in the lower atmosphere of Venus, at different
commands that would complete the VO! sequence in *.heevent longitudes, from the analysis of phase perturbations of
the preprogrammed sequence failed• It was estimated that a the S- and X-band telemetry carriers during occulta-
burn command reachit:g the spacecraft at the time of exit tion. The refractnvity profiles are used to obtain
occultation would result in an ,irbit with a 48-hour duration temperatures, pressures, and densities in the neutral
instead of the desired 24-hour orbit for the nominal burn. For atmosphere above about 35 kin. Also measurements of
each minute's delay in the execution of the burn command, d_spersive (S- and X-band) absorption by analysis of
the orbit duration would increase by an estimated 5 hours, signal attenuation during occultation. These yield data

on possible radio abs,_rptive byers below about 50 km

The strategy for uplink acquisition was to use both DSS 11 in the lower atmosphere of Venus, data used to
and DSS 14 to simultaneously attempt to acquire the prime measure electron-density height profiles by analysis of
spacecraft receiver. The sweep was to cover a range of best dispersive S- antd X-band phase effects observed during •
lock frequency plus or minus 5 sigma or about 1700 Hz at occultations at a variety of solar illumination angles

S-band. over the life of the mission, and data used to observe :
dynamics of the lower atmosphere as obtained from

Following transmitter turn on for uplink acquisition sweep, the hori,,ontal pressure and temperature gradients, as
command modulation was turned on and motor arm and fire well as pressure and density variations with respect to
commands were transmitted by both supporting stations, time. Dr. A. J. Kliore of JPL isprincipal investigator.

Burn occurred at the nominal time and resulted in an orbit (2) Radio Sciesrce Corona Turbulence. To observe and

of slightly longer than the desired 24-hour duration, i,terpret the small-scale turbulence characteristics of
the Venus atmosphere above about 35 kin, measuring

The Post-VOl uplink with the spacecraft was missed by the intensity variation of turbulence with altitude.
both stations. This was because the uplink tuning sweep planetary latitude and longitude, and the distribution

of scale sizes in the atmosphere. A secondary objective
strategy had been optimized for the anomalous no-burn ease. is to determine the solar-corona turbulence and solar-

Commanding for the no-burn case would have been mission wind velocity near the Sun. R. T. Woo of JPL is the
critical. As a consequence,the uplink strategy was very
conservative for the no-burn predicted doppler, but quite principal investigator.
optimistic compared to the uncertainties for the burncase. (3) Rad/o Science Occultation I!. Determination of atmo- :

spheric and ionospheric structures from radio occulta-

For Post-VO! dowrdink acquisition, a rapid lock was tions; solar wind irregularity detection through S-X
desired to determine the status of the orbit insertion and tb differential delay coupled with adjunct information;

health of the spacecraft, search for relationships between solar wind variations
and Venus ionospheric reactions; comparison of orbiter

• .. ! DSS 14 used the Spectral Signal Indicator (SSI) in scintillations to one another and to probe scintillations

conjunction with an open loop receiver to detect downlink to deduce evidence of turbulence or ,,,yerins, and
i presence. A 300-kHz filter was used to detect signals in any of possibly also a study of solar wind scintillations. T.A. _'

the possible modes (i.e., one-way, two-way, three-way, burn, Croft of Stanford Research Institute is principal _

no-burn), investigator.
7
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The DSN supports this experiment with four separate data During tile first 3b occultations there were 144 data t/eats. _::'
taking ctmfigurations. The open loop receivers ill conjunction There were four events during each occultatiotl, defined as '_':
with the Occultation Data Assembly (ODA) arc used to entry S-band, entry X-bat:,L exit S-band and exit X-b_'nd. Of

: produce digital tapes containing digital data decimated to a these 144 events, 22 percent were lost due to va:tous
reduced bandwidth. The wide bandwidth Mu!timission Open problems. Since _ wide b,,ndwMth tecoldmg of b-o,.Iid _
L/aop Receiver (MMR) together with tile Digital Recording data was taken by tile MMR/DRA m parallel with tile r)L"/
Assembly (DRA) is used to produce wide bandwidth ODA data, tile total percentage of data lost was reduced ,o +
recordings of S-band only as backup to the prime narrow 14 percent.
bandwidth ODA recordings.

Table ! shows that for tile first 36 occultations, the

The closed loop receivers are used to produce S- and ntajority of problems were associated with error_ at the
X-band doppler that is transmitted to JPL in real-time, supporting Deep Space Stations tDSS). Tile second highest loss

_afdata was due to hardware problems. These problems 'vere

The closed loop receiver and Digital Instrumentation mainly due to the operator unfanuliarity with the equipment,
Subsystem produce high-rate sampling of X-band AGC for and problems uncovered through operational use of :'.e
real-time transmission to JPL. The AGC data were not equipment.
originally committed to the mission until concern over
reliability of the ne_ ODA made the taking of the AGC data For the next 36 occultations, the total loss of data

L

prudent, increased slightly, however DSS operator errors decreased to
21 percent, while Project errors increased to 31 percent. The

Figure 1 shows the Occuitation Experiment (S/X) Project experienced difficulties in maintaining spacecraft
configuration, high-gain antenna pointing during the data taking periods. :

Support of the Radio Science Experiments began on During the final 18 occultations, data loss continued at a :-

5 December 1978, DSS 14 provided support on thi_ date with constant level. DSS operator errorswere decr*ased still further
good results, using the newly installed ODA. The S-band to just 9 percent. Again, mainly due to high gain antenna
10-kHz OLR bandwidth was used to allow for any uncer- pointing problems, the Project contributed to 72 percent of "_
tainties in predicts or ODA operation, the total data lost. The second occultation season is scheduled

to begin during May 1979.

o Suppo.t continued for the next two days with data taking
suspended on 8 and 9 December for Multiprobe Entry

Support. A spurious signal was detected during these first I|L liJultiprobe Entl V
_' three occultation passes and was tound to be caused by the
' OLR local oscillator mixer. A. Supporting Stations

,,_ DSSs !4 and 43 had the prime responsibilities of supporting ,
The S-band OLR bandwidth was reduced to 5 kHz during probe entry real-time :elemetry, radio metric data, precarrier

r . the third occultation pass as confidence in the system was analog recording, DLB! recording, and uplink to the large ,
gained. The bandwidth was further reduced on orbit 7 to pr6be during the entry period of the four probes. DSSs 14 and _
2 kHz. 43 also supported the Bus after probe intpact on the surface.

DSSs t I and 44 supported the Bus during the entry sequence, i
The initial occultationa occurred over DSS 14 only. The _

spacecraft perlaptil passage was allowed to move later each DSS 11',_prime responsibility was to support the uplink for i
day until It reached the mutual DSS 14 and 43 view period, the But for command and 2-way radio metric data and I
Spacecraft maneuvers maintain the periapsis passage in the telemetry during the entry period. _ :
mutual v_w period. _ '_:

DSS 44 acted as a backup to DSS ! 1 for Bus coverage. _ _.
DSS 43 support of the occultation experiment began during

orbit 29 ea 2 January 1979, in parallel with DSS 14. DSS 42 equlpmet,: provided a radio metric data procetting _,

dmnnel for small probe three.
Pmllel support ,ontinuad when po_bb through orbit 90

when the finn occultation Nason ended. Table I lllmtrate, the Spaceflight Tracking Pod Data Network (S'rDN) statiom at ;
perfomumceof the DSN ilul PioneerProjectin tam of total Santiago,Chile, and Guam supportedthe Differential Long

' data taken and lint dining the lint occultation/. Bate lnterfetometry (DLBi) experiment. ' i_

b

g
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B. Configu=ations Throughout tlu._eatly period, both st;ItJonswele u._mgtheir
Sngnal Spectrum lndicatol_, to look for tnobe downlmks. ThL',

Figuxe 2 illustrates tile teleuhetrx at_d I)LBI ¢oxlfigtlratloll _,
• wa_ donle to see if all._ o] the probes had 3c¢ldeltl.lll_. Itllllk'd ,,/::

used by DSS I-1/43. on L.'J|]._. Thole vvd_. COIICCIII Ihal Ih¢ _dl||e S(_']L, ladl3|loll *'F
(

effects descubed above loj lhe Orbiter dlh.l Bus could cause

= This ctmfigutatiol) provided oile closed h)op receiver for lJie t)lobe coast tmlers to lime Cut p_ematu_el_ ,rod cause :lie
each of the fotll probes and one open loop receiver for each of dtw,'nllxlks lo be ttHIled o11.
the 1,robes. Receiver numbers 3 and 4 (BIk IV Receivers)were

both used 1o .,,upport the lalge probe. One was tuned to the

one-way downlmk fiequency, while the other was configured Another checklist was pet formed at ["- 60m by both
for e_ther the two-way (I)SS 14) or three-way (.DSS43) DSS 14 and 43. At this tmlc DSS II was providing an uplmk

to the Bus (S/C 13) and DSS 12 was suppo:titlg the Pioh_
doppler mode. The Muh.i-Mission Open Loop Receiver (MMR)

Venus Orbiter (S/C 12). At E - 21 m, the large probe downlmk "_
was used to support the DLBI experiment.

was detected and found to be m two-way lock with I)SS 14.

Figure 3 shows the DSS 14 R.adio Met,it Data c.mfigura- h:tch of the probes was to foUow th,: same sequence ofe_ents.
._, ._ _ First. the RF downlink was turned on. This was followed by

tion. whde Fig 4 gives the I)SS 4_:4. radio metric aa,,; the subcarrier beu,g turned on five minutes later. Entry into

configaratton. "Ibis configuration provided real-time doppler the aimosphere ot "venus _,ccurred some it_-i/2 minutes later.

from each of the four probes. The time from ._:_::v until impact on the planet wa_

C. D_I_ Multiprobe Entry Sequence approximately 56 minules. Figure 5 illustrates the predicted
timing of each of the probe events. Table 3 gives probe entry

A prelinunary DSN Muitiprobe Entry Sequence was devel- parameters while Table 4 gives th predicted event times versus

oped as early as March 1978 and remained basically unchanged actual times. Prior to ground observed entry of the large
t\_r the actual event, probe, a specially designed uplink acquisition sweep was

performed to reacquire the large probe uplink following

Development of this Sequence of Events (SOE) was atmospheric entry blackout. This began at E- 3m.

described in Progress Report 42-46 while the actual SOE was

shown in Progress Report 42-48. The criteria used for uplink acquisition were:

(lJ Unperturbed large probe downlink for at least ioO

Preparations for the entry event began on 8 December 1978 seconds after the observed entr'. This was required to

when DSS 14/43 commenced an entry countdown sequence, allow time for the reverse telemetry playback data to
F'uring this sequence the stations checked out all of their lock up.

_, support equipment in the entry support configuration. A
-" Configuration Verification Test (CVT) was then conducted (2) Minimized sweep times.

with each station. Following successful completion of these (3) A good probability of uplink acquisition. "
tests, the stations were placed under configuration freeze.

Following the implementation of a freeze, the stations were The final plan used both DSb 14 and 43 for the uplink i

- not allowed to alter their configuration or support any other acquisition. DSS 43 performed the primary acquisition sweep .:

:I" flight project, while DSS 14 performed a secondary sweep. The total sweep
range covered 20 kHz centered at the predicted best lock !

The entry sequence of events timing was related to entry frequency. Figure 6 shows the sweep range versus time for
(E) of the large probe with entry defined as an altitude of 200 each station, it shows an overlap in coverage centered at best

: kilometers, lock frequency, which insured the chance for an early '
acquisition.

c At E - 3n a check list was performed. _

The DSS 43 sweep began at the predicted atmospheric :,
The Bus was acquired at E - 2h49 m by DSS 14 and they entry blackout time minus three minutes to preserve cri-

began their large probe uplink acquisition sweep at E - terion(I)above. =
2h30 m. At this time the large probe downlink had not yet "_

been turned on. Table 2 shows the uplink tuning performed by DSS 14's sweep began one minute later causing a separation :

. "_ DS3 14 for large probe acquisition. The sawtooth sweep of 1000 Hz at S-band to minimize any uplink interference.
pattern was used to insure a successful uplink acquisition.

Once the determination of which station had actually _.
At E - I h19m D._ 43 acquired the Bus downlink, acquired the uplink had been made, the three-way station was _.

¢,/
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I
to turn off their transmitter and tune to a frequency 460 Hz surface. This may not sour,d like much, but it meant that
(S-band) away from the final frequency of the two-way Probe 3 as well as 2 provided an anchor for the DLBI wind "
station. This was done so that if a problem occurred at the measurement. Last to enter the atmosphere was the Bus. It

". two-way station, the other station could turn on their appeared to burn up some 2-1/2 minutes after entry when the
transmitter and have a good chance of capturing the uplink as signal was lost.
the transponder drifted toward its rest frequency.

Support by all stations was excellent. Telemetry lock was _
Due to a late exit from blackout, DSS 43 was unsuccessful obtained quickly after entry and data rate changes. The

in acquiring the uplink, and DSS 14 reacquired the uplink amount of real-time data returned was:

during the secondary sweep. 95 percent for the Large Probe,

Table 5 gives the actual sweep message used by DSS 43 for 95 percent for Small Probe 1,

large probe postentry uplink reacquisition. Table 6 shows the 84 percent for Small Probe 2, _"
DSS 14 sweep. -

88 percent for Small Probe 3.

All probes with the exception of Small Probe 2 impacted ,
Venus on schedule and were presumed destroyed. Small Other than DSS 14 acquisition of the large probe uplink :
Probe 2 survived the landing and continued to send data for following blackout and the survival of Small Probe 2 following
some 67 minutes. The DLBI Principal Investigator reported impact_ everything went according to plan. The multiprobe
later that from the DLBI data processing at M.I.T. he could entry planning and training described in Progress Report 42-48
detect the Small Probe 3 lasted about one second on the had paid off.



f,<:

Table 1. DSN occultation performance

('au_c_ of data h)_

S/W

Occultatmn l'otal Data It)st. l)ata lost I)SS .tlardware Project NO('I prohletn
error.

number data ,. alter I)RA t.rror, problem,', t'rl or. t, an I
events recovery. _; ', ', unknot, n, +

1 - 36 144 22 14 63 20 7 5 5
37 72 256 25 14 21 25 31 23

73 90 148 22 15 9 72 10 9

Table 2. DSS 14 large probe preentry upllnk acquisition
(Revision 1)

TXR on: 16:19:00 GMT

TXR power' 20 kW

I:requenc,_ : 43966874.51 }lz Table 3. Predicted probe entry parameters
Start tuning up CI'0): 16:20:00 GMT

, Tuning rate (R0): +1.16 Ilz/s ...............

_' Tune to: 43967823.39 lit l.,ntry Entry Maximum Descent

Start tui, ing down (TI): 16133:38 GMT Probe time a. angle+ g's time.
Tuning rate I R I ): - I. 13 IIz/_ (; MI deg ram.
Tune to: 43966899.05 H/ --

Start tuning up (T2): 16:47' 16 G%IT Sounder Probe (LP) 18:48:44 -32.8 308 54:36

Tuning rate (R2): +1.17 tD/s North Probe ISP-I) 18.53:08 -67.9 503 55 54
Tune to: 43967856.11 Hz Day Probe (SP-2) 18:55: I 1 --25 3 241 5f : 18

Start tuning down (T3): 17:00:54 GMT Night Probe (SP-3} |8:58:45 -41.8 382 56:16

Tuning rate (R3): -1,13 Hz/s Bus 20"24:06 -9.(} b h
Tune to: 43966932.77 Hz

Start tuning up (TO): ! "7:14:32 GMT aEarth receive time of entry at 200 kilometers altitude.
Tuning rate _R0): +1.18 Hz/s
Tun,' to: 43967897.01 Hz hCommunication with the bus was lost at approximately 60 s at 120

Start tuning down (TI): 17:28:10 GMT km altitude when aerodynamic forces began to tumble and destroy

Tuning rate (R I ): - 1.11 Hz/s the bus.
Tune to: 43966989.03 Hz ................................................

Tune to TSF (T2): ! 7:41:48 GMT

_ Tuning rate (R2): +1.19 'lz/s
TSF: 43968254+0 Hz

Stop tuning (R3/T3): ! 7:59:31 GMT

OItI(IINJV-"I Rn .. _

'" 24

t
..... * .... 4

,+ * - + +"+ + +++t -+
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Table 4. Predicted probe event time vs actual time

Prcdtcted Z, Actual Z,
Probe Event (;MT (;MT AT, s

LP R! on 182724 182739 +15

SPI RI, on 183112 183110 - 2
SP2 RI' on 183344 183340 I

SP3 RI" on 183706 183721 +15

LP TLM oll 183224 183240 +16

SPI rLM on 183612 183608 - 4

SP2 "[LM on 183841 183840 - 1
SP3 TLM on 184206 184221 +15

LP l'_ntry 184844 184845 + 1

SPI Entry 185308 185253 -15

SP2 Entry 185511 185531 +20

SP3 Entry 185845 185926 +41

LP Impact 194353 194306 -47
SPI Impact 194906 184553 -193
SP2 Impact 195154 185112 -42

SP3 Impact 195502 185518 +16

Table 5. OSS 43 large probe poetentry upllnk acquisition
(Revision 1)

TXR on: 18:45:44 GMT

TXR pow, ,: 20 kW
Frequency: 43966747.0 Hz
Start tuning (TO): 18:45:45 GMT
Tuning rate (R0): -1.I 7 Hz/s
Tune to: 43966513.0 Hz

" Stop tuning (TI/RI): 18:49:05 GMT

If confirmed three-way: turn TXR oil and map to:

TSF: 43966926.0 Hz

Tllble a. D_i 14 blflle probe pOll_ UlPlknkacquhdtlon i
(nev_km_)

Start tunin8 (TO): 18:46:44 GMT
Tun/hi rate (R0): -1476.0 H=/s
Tune to: 43966?'/8.0 Hz

Tune to TSF (TI): 18:46:45 GMT
Tunin8 rate (RI): h(�€�Hal,
TSF: 43967003.0 Hz

Stop tuntn8 (R2/T2): 18:50:05 GMT

If confizmed three-way by NOC. turn transmitter off
mul map to

TSF: 43%6590.0 Hz
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Stability Analysis of the Multimegabit Telemetry
Demodulator/Detector Design

/

J. K. Holmes
Commun=cations Systems Research Section

Stability of the mult#negabit telemetry digital Costas loop is considered. It is shown
, that the present design is stable with about 35. 2 dB gain margin, and therefore is quite

stable. This papcr considers the bandpass filter implementation of the data filters.

_ I. Introduction directly in the Z variable where Z = esTM with S being the La

=' The purpose of this article is to demonstrate analytically Place transform variable. The internal updating duration into
_ that the multunegabit telemetry Costasloop demodulatoris the loop fdter is TM where TM = MT"s with Ts beingthe data

stable over the expected signal dynamic range. The gain margin symbol t duration. At present, at all data rates, there are four ::
: samples per symbol out of the rate buffers (Fig. 1), so

is about 35.2 dB when M = 4 (see Fig. 1). It is well known that
_ a digital Costas loop becomes more unstable as internal delays averaging over four samples is equivalent in terms of delays in

: ' sampling every symbol (at rate RS). First we obtain F(Z), the •increase and this fact is verified by the analysis contained •
" _ herein, loop filter z-transform, i

;.- _

: _ If the input of the summer branch of the loop falter is "
_ -_ Two methods of stability analysis were employed. First,
• | Jury's stability condition was used and secondly, a root locus denoted asen and the output as Un, then (see Fig. 1) ::_ :

rd _S constructedfor the digital loop. Both methods yield the 1
: mine stability criteria. . _

•f I=0 _ ?
II. StabilityAnalysis

First we develop the system loop equation expressed In z or by adding Kte n+ t to both sides we obtain : ";
trand:orms. Condder Fig, 1, where the digital Costas loop

under con_deration is displayed. A portion of the phase Un. i = U.+Kten+ I (2) i =

• _" detector b analog with the filtering accomplithed digitally, t

An equivalent loop model it shown in Filb 2. Because the IThe parameterk b tel Jo that this fittrue, andM ,, 4 in thepremnt t ;_ filtering ts done digitally, the loop filter can be expre.ed dedgn(see Fill.1). -,.
1

% i :"
i

, _ , %,
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Taking ,.'-transforms we obtain the :-transfornl of {Un} ill Since tile phase error 0It) has lransl\)rm 'blZl and the phase

terms of tile :-transform of (e} estimate _7(t) has transfornl (-_,we have t

t,'(ZIK t ,I,(Z) = (-)(Z) _XZI (10)
U(ZI - (3)

I -Z -_
Now clearly

where

g_Z) Arc° T_I..... (;t:{Z} ((-)(Z) - (-'2)lgI) ( I 1 )
(2"_- 1)

t..'(Z) = :(e,,} = E e,,Z-" (4)
n 0

where

u(z_ = z{W,,}= k u z-" (5l &z) = :(&tY,,,l,(Zt = :{O(tl}, o_z) = z{ou)} _12)
t,=O

and where G is the signal gain of the Costas loop. Solving for
The proportional term, when J-transformed, remains unaltered 6)(ZL we have
so that

[ C,!,',._. o r,, _'(Z) ]
F{Z) = K t + ---- {6)

1 -Z -I L_--, _wo,.,,_1 j

Next we need the z-transform of the product of the zero Therefore, the closed loop transfer function in the Z variable is

order hold (/f"(S)) and the PCO(K rco/S) which we denote
by

GK;.co T_I F(Z)

H(Z) = (Z - 1) + GKvc o T,_ F(Z) (14)

2, { Krco }v : tt°(s)_ = B(Z)
For our case of a hard.limited, in-phase channel Costas

Taking z-transforms we have loop, the loop gain, G, is proportional to the signal gain
through the limiter times the signal voltage itself. The limiter

• signal gain depends upon the SNR into the limiter.

{l- t: S 2 } KvC o (7) Rearranging Eq. (14), we obtain

or GKvc 0 TM

(z- i) F(Z)
KVCO TM H(Z) = GKvc ° i,M (15)

B(z)= z-i (8) I+ z--1 flz)

in order to get the closed loop tranffer function (and Since the stability of the loop depends on the closed loop

letting O(Z) be the transform of O(t) etc.), we write the z poles of H(z), we consider the denominator of H(z), whieh we
transform of the oscillator output phase estimates as denote by OH(Z),

1

: _ _(z) - _."(2:i_ ] OF(Z),(Z) (9) On(Z). l +CKvc°ru "Z- I F(Z) (16) ,

1

_ _ - i -___/Z_ll
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-_ - = (-.tUsing Fq. (Ol in Fq. (16) we obtain I+a+b _+ I a b>O "_

GKt Kt co Tv Ght 1 _ h I¢o Z From condition II ofl2) we have
DII_Z) = I + - --+ -- (17)

Z- I (Z- I)2
l+2-a-b+l -a = 4-2a-b>O t26)

Setting Dll{Z) = 0 produces
{.ff

Z z +ta+b- 2)Z+{1 - a) = 0 {18) 4- GKvc o TM (2K L +Ktl>0 {271

where The present design calls for

a = GKI, Kl.co T_I {lOt

KI _ ._-8 = O.003qi {281

h = GKI K_ co T',t (20) I(L "

so that for stability we must have
We apply the Jury stability criterion (Ref. i) to Eqs. (18)

to (20) to determine if the loop is stable. The Jury stability
criterion is based on the coefficients of DH(Z). Specifically for GKvc o K1, T_, < 1.9961 _ 2 129)
digital first and second order loops, we have

(1) First order loop: if The third condit,on is met trivially, i.e.,

DH(Z) = a,Z + ao = 0 ,a I >0 (21) 1 -a- I = -a<O (30)

and which is true since

ao - GIQ Kvc o TM <0 (31)

< 1 (22}

We conclude fiom Jury's stability criterion that for loop

then the system is stable, stability we require GK vcoKt, Tg < 2. At threshold condi-
tions, it has been shown that GO K vco Kt. 7"4= 3.9046 X

(2) Second order loop: if !0 -3 wluch is much less than 2.

As a double check on the stability result (Eq. 29) and also
DH(Z) = a2Z2 +ajZ +a o = 0, a2>O (23) as a way of determining gain margin, we consider the

root-locus plot for this system. To utilize the toot locus we
and consider the open loop transfer function given by

: OL(Z)= 6 Nz) z it'(S) - o
, (ii) a2-a I+a o<0

(111) ao - a2 < 0 (24) ot
!

then the system is gable.

OL(Z) CXt Xvco Tm+CKII'mKvco g ! "- (s2) :
Ule of condition (!) of(2) in Eq. (18) ruults in (Z - I) (g - 1)2 '_i

U _!,
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Using tile notation of Eqs. (I0) and 1201we have We o>nclude, then, that for stability

• a bZ GKI. Kv('o T,tl < 2 1391 7
OL(Z) = _-- 1- + (335(Z - I)2

III. Gain Margin
or

Now we shall determine tile gain margin of the loop. that is,
how many dB increase in signal level is needed to just make

( a ) the system unstable, To determine the gain margin we nutst(a +b) Z- (a-+b)
OL(Z) - t34) compute the range in G which is the product of tile AGC

(Z- 152 output signal voltage A and the gain through the limiter or,

which depends on tile limiter input SNR (SNR,), i.e.

Using tile methods of the root locus (Ref. 2), which apply to

the Z plane as well as the S plane, we know that tile locus G -- aA. c_ = o_SNRi) (405
starts at the poles of OL(Z} with zero gain (a + b = 05, and

terminates on the zeros for unbounded gain (a + b = _). We do this by considering the widest pre.AGC filter case
Further, the locus exists at any point along the real axis where (53.4 MHz = B) in which data rates vary from 4 MSPS to
an odd number of poles plus zeros is found to the right of the 32 MSPS. First we determine the range of the signal compo-

point. Using the above facts and the remaining rules of root nent rms voltage A out of the AGC. Consider the noncoherent
locus construction yields the root locus of our digital Costas AGC model as shown in Fig. 4. Denote the input noise power
loop, as shown in Fig. 3. ,y NoB and the input signal power at threshold by S0. Fur-

ther, denote the gain of the AGC at threshold by go, and the

Since system instability occurs when the root locus goes total output power by PT' Then we have
onto or outside of the unit circle, it is necessary to find the
value of "gain" (a + b) such that the locus just crosses the unit
circle at the point Re(Z) = - 1 and lm(Z) = O. Since the "gain" go (NoB + So) = PT (.1.1)
is given by zero and pole distances we obtain

or

a+b -1-212 (35) "PT_

I °1 ,o=taJ ;So ,,2,- 1 - _-_--_

Equation (35) yields At a higher input signal level, S ! , we have
¢,

2a + b = 4 (36) gt (NoB + S, ) = 1'1. (43)

or or

= - (44) _
a + _ 2 (37) gt S t

For stability, therefore, the locus must be inside the unit .?

circle, so we require where gt is the AC,C gain when the input signal power is S t .

" + < 2 (38)

eo"Soeo (4s) ,.
; TI_ condition is precisely the same as that derivedfrom Jury's

stabil/ty criterion (Eq. (26)). Pt = St t'l (46) :_

)
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lleilce, the dynamic range of the ot, tput signal power is given At the lowest data rates (4 MSPS) m wluch the 53.4 MtIz

by bandpass filter is used and at the lowest value of b.'s/N °
(-4 dB). we find that the SNR. in 53.4 MHz, is given by

PI gtSt NoB + So St t47) E R
= ___s.s _.--15.1 dB (54)

Pc goSo N°B+St So SNRo N B
o

or

The hnuter suppresston factor is equal to

Pc ',fi 1 -So- (48) ao = erf(_/'g._) = 0.627 (55)

L _ + 1 At the maxmmm data rate (32 MSPS) and the maximum

value ofEJN ° we find that the SNR m 53.4 Mltz is

Then, when the final &VR is very large, Eq. (48) approaches
E R

SNRt = ._L.s __.L = 9.8 dB (56)
PI N O B

Pc - SNR°I +1 (49)
and the corresponding limiter value is equal to

where SNR o is the input SNR at threshold, i.e.,
a t = erf(_) -_ 1.0 (57)

So Therefore the direct component loop gain at the maximum
SNRo -- N---B (50)

o data rate and the maximum value of E/N o. assuming that :
it is set to threshold at the lowest data rate (4 MSPS) and

lowest value ofEsJN ° (-4 dB), is given by
Now the direct component loop gain GK v K L T increases

by the ratio alr/a o where (al/ao) is the ratio of limiter

:" suppression factors. The suppression factor is given by r _ GoK1.KvT 4 = 3.48 X 10 -2 (58)
_0 ;

ot _-2'erf _ (51) where we have used Eqs. (48), (53), (55), (57) and the fact

: that GoKLKvT 4 = 3.904 X 10 -a at threshold• We conclude
_ that the gain margin (GM) is

where

__.nfox 2 GM = 20log 3.48X 10- = 35.2dB (59)
erf(x) = e-y a_, (52)

when M = 4. It, therefore, is clear that the loop is quite stable, i

The signal voltage ratio into the loop (out of the AGC) is given

by IV. Conclusion _

in the present digital Costas loop design with M = 4, there i

At gVr_tst _t r (53) is about 35 dB of gain margin. Further refinement in the {
Ao gX/_oSo V_o model will be discussed in a later report. !

i
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Pre-A/D Filter and AGC Requirementsfor Multimegabit
i TelemetryData Detection
, J.K. Holmes

: CommunicationsSystemsResearchSection

This article presents a candidate pre.A/D filter bandwidth venus data rate design for
the Multimegabit Telemetry Demodulator/Detector, which i; based on considerations
of AID bias, quantization errors, and automatic gain control (AGC) effects, as well as
the deleterious effects o/ filtenng.

_ • Two methods of gain control of the input level to the AID converter are considered.
_. The first method uses a partictdar value o/gain, according to which bandwidth is selected.

_ The second method uses a seco_ldnarrowband noncoherent AGC(in the LPF bandwidth)
: i to attempt to keep the AID input level constant. This second method reduces the BER

degradation slightly but appean to be more difficult to implement.

" _ I. Introduction buffers is at four timesthedatasymbolrate. Further,internal
samplerates (data handlingrates) are reducedto onefourth

; The purpose of this article is to develop a table of data rates the symbol rate into the loop filter.
vs the pre-A/D low-pau filter requirements for data detection

(as an initial design) for the Muitimegabit Telemetry Demodu. The noncoherent AGC b important also since the signal
later/Detector assembly, and to specify the types and the component variations out of the phase detectors (multiphen)
number of automatic gain controh (AGC_)needed. To do thb can tolerate only so much dynamic variation before they are
task, it was required to consider the bit error rate (BER) degra, affected by dc offsets •t weak dgnal conditions or, at the
detion due to the effects of AGCs, A/D qmmtization, A/D other end, limiting occurs at strong signal plm noise power
bias, phase detector utur•tion, and the number of AGCs ¢ovdltio_.
required. The systemunderconsiderationisshown, in • dmpil-
fled form, in Fill. i. Since data demodulation was the primary The narrowband noncoherent AGC, If uaed, can better con-

concern, the upper turinof Fill. 1 is the system under primary trol the signal and noise overthe data rate extremes for • given
Invettillatinn. filter bandwidth than can the pin set approach that fixes the

lain for a particular bandwidth (see Fi& I). However, the
The system philosophy b to arranlP the sample rate, via the advantalle in reduction of BER degradation is rathersmall and

rate buffers, so dutt the internal sample rate out of the rate the implementation advantele of the filter.determined pin

k
i .I IIIII II II III I I - " -q "_
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,nPPro,lch. = + 12 dB (4.)
p

B'.l.,,,,.'don the lutl,..'li_',n:d s,.',.]uitcmevll IJl,'",C|ti'l|lqlt| |hA"

.,,ynibol ,,.'u-r_,rr'atc degladatl,.',n Is ().5 d13Ir,.',nl lhcor,,.'tl¢,l] behw,
Thcreloie the ili,lklnlilnl _,;lltlt' of the A(;(' tiiput _NR i,_given

I0 Msp_ ,ind I d13ll:_in lheoiCllC,iI abo_.e 1() _1._t_,Ill! ,ylnbol
d%

,<_'VB/.s, t', ,- 4dll.

= (n) " S.Tdlt 151
II. Dynamic RangeConsiderations _n ._, ' t n

II1 ,I x

First we collslder tile d)namic rail_,e reglilrenlenl'_ of lhe

_,videbantl noncoherenl A(I(" [,4ee I:ig. i l having t_le-A(;(" fox Ihe lll:l\lnlilnl [i '\',, _,,lhle,llld lll',l\llllllnl _)nlbol rdlc ill

noise bandwidth B. l;roin Ref. I. the r;iti_ of lhe _ignal i_o_er .12,%l._p_:lnd _ittl o I -- 0.,"47.Therefore, Ihe rallO of lllaxlniuill-
Cl_lllllOllenl Otll of _.1nt_ncoherenl A(.I(' dl ;.in llll_lll _l_' _lVell Io-nllnlllltnn %Vlilebdndilonu'ohcrenl _ignal po%%cri,_. b)' I:g. I.
b) ,_'A'i_O --"t_o)l"O .V iJ, Io lhe _ign:il power coinl_onenl oul of

the A(](" at an input SNR given by .%'.VRI -ctt,_" I ',_'[I was
sho-.'n to he (see Fig. 2). PI

- 31._"dll t(,l
l)0

i' I

Po / + el°S° (nlultq',l,ers) nlust be 31.2 dB. If thus dynamic range is too
°_1" I I.',rge.,_neoPdon to reduce II would h,."to narrow Ihe bandpass

filter handx_idth at the lower d:ita rates h)'. sa.%'.I0 dB so that

wher,." .V is the one-._ided noise spectral deil'_il)', B i_ the ill_ise lhe e|leclive dynamic railg¢ would be only ab, ltlt 21 dB.

bandwidlh of the BFP preceding the noncoherenl A(;('.

ci t_ = O, I ) i_ the filter Ios,_througtl the BPI', lind ,tl" is the
III. Approximate BER Degradationdue tounl'illeicd input signal power, This re_ult,liq. (IS, at_pIl¢._il_

both the wideband and narro_,_,handnoncoherelit A(;('I. Quantization and dc Offsets

o The ('otnputer l.ahs MOD-4100 A/D cllnvertcr was ch,isen
N_lw we shall determine the dynanlic r,lllge ll|'signal power t\)r the lllilllinlcg:ibil syslcm. It has adc accuracy el

Olli of the iioncoherent A(;C. First delerrlline the mininlunl IO lt,lV ± I/2 of tile least significant bit. It has t'lllir.bit

widehaml noncoheienl AG(" inpiit S_I. The nlinlnllim value re,_hltion so thai we have four bits per sample. We consider
of F.'i,V is given by the worst case data rate range i when the rate baiTer sets k = I.

and therefore the ,ritisti¢ (a sample and dump filter), based on

[ \b." sampling four samples per hit on which bit decisions are made,

m in

4

,)that theminimtlmAOCinplltSNRisgivenbv e, = E lg(v"-aA,+Nl)+b,+e,l (7)
i:l

N,B (a o) = -31 dB 13} where ,4 i is the sampled signal voltage. ,Yl is the sampled noisevoltage, bi is the sampled dc bias, a is now the power filtering
ml. loss through the Iow-pa. filte_ (having bandwidth BLp), g is :

the product of AGC voltage gains, and ¢_ is the sampled

where the bandpau filter hat a bandwidth orb = 60 MHz. and quantization error. Based on this statistic, we will derive an

the minimum symbol rate (Re) of 125.000 Ip$ through it. and expremon for the matched filter output SNR in terms of the

a o --- I. quantization spacing. ,1/,. and the bias b. Since our analy_

The maximum value orE#IN o Is lliven by: lice Tibk I.

,2
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only meant to be approximate, we neglect intersvmbol where we Ilave used +'T _ 1/B+.P. Tile bracketed term is tile. . -- $

interference, wluch will be (;ipproximately) accounted for by a degradation in terms _+t"tile quanti/er spacmg AL and tile
separate calculation, quantizer bias voltage h for a given bit and given bias. :

First note that (letting b(') denote the ensemble average) The C,mlputer Labs Mod4100 A/D ('onverter has a 4-bit
rest+fusionand ;i maximun+ input range of +-2.1 volts, so that

_' [3,'_] = .V,mLp (S) ..Xl. = 0.2025 volts (14)

wlth Bt t' be,ng the low-pass litter bandwidth preceding the
A/D converter.Now the meanoutput signalof the sampleand IV. Candidate Filter Bandwidth Versus Data
dump filter (just before dumping) is given by Rate Design

As was mentioned in the introduction, the basic philosophy
4 in the digital demodulator/detector d_ign is It) minimtLe the

&'l,',,I= _ (.+_/,_,l++t,,)=4g_a_,l +4b (t)) analog filter count and to set th." internal sample rate
i- u (processing rate) at four times the data symbol rate out of the

rate buffers (see Fig. I). This way everything after the rate
buffers can be scaled acct.rding to data fate.

assuming the voltages satisfy A i =A and bS= h with a being
the power loss due to filtering of the LPF (see Fig. I ):. The

The two basic requirements of operation into the A/D

variance of the output statistic is given by converter are, one, that the signal plus n° times the rms noise
be less than the one-sided A/D input voltage range, or

4 ,4

Vat (t,,,) --- ./+: E "g2N2 +EE, ,2 (10)

If ,.V. is the quantizer spacing, then (assuming a uniform The second requirement is that the signal voltage into the
distribution) A/D converter shall always be bigger than b, or:

W

,s[q] .',t,,,.= 12 (11)

Therefore. the output SNR is given by where gwa is the noncoherent wideband voltage AGC gain,
gNa is the noncoherent narrowband voltage AGC gain, V is

: the one-sided quantizer input range, and Pro and nt, are
confidence safety factors (numbers greaterthan one). To keep

,+ SNRo _ (4gA _/o + 4b) 2 (12) the BER degradation down to around 0.5 dB or less, below I0

4g2NoBL p + (A/)2 Msps, BLpT should be greater than about 1.7 (Ref. 2). Above
3 10 Msps, BLpT should be _eater than 0.8 to hold the BER

degradation to about I dB (Ref. 2).

Rearranging, and using the fact that the symbol duration

T =4T:, with Ts being the time between samples, we obtain Table I illustrates a candidate filter design that requires six
analog Iow-F_ filter pairs (Btp's) and should keep the

_Ol b)'] tymbol BER jma abom within speciflcatiom.

""'g (") v.comp.m o+.,.m.,-co.m,kmmm
•:., j withthe foe:I +..mmm :

,' In this section we will compare the relative peffmrmanoefog '_
STl_ t, • fim.odw _ fm tle al'0ct¢1_ to _ the ¢me that the tlllmdplus nobe into the AK) is controlkd by

- elm,,.

: 411

• I . I _ Ill _l
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a fixed gain, set according to the low-pass filter bandwidth ,m assuming an ideal h,w-pass filter preceding tile A/D converter.

one hand. and to tile I:arrowband noncohereat A(;(" to control It follows from Eq. (20). with tile fact that B/,I,T = 0.83 and
tile .signalplus noise into tile A/D on tile other hand. We wdl a x = 0.87. that the rmsnoise voltage int_, tile A/D converter is
consider the 20.7-MIIz filter data rate range since =t (_pe=ate.s given by
over tilelargest data r::terange.

CaLSeI:filterbandwidthcontrolledgain gwn f,, VrA?'/I_r= 0.472w)_ts (21',

First we consider the case when the selection ()fa particular

low.pass filter pair specifies a fixed gain into tile A/D From Eq. (17), it fldlows thai tile signal voltage into tile A/D
converter based on achieving acceptable b_l error rate degrada- converter is given by
lion.

g,, _/(_/.1 = 0.6_4 volts {_
At the highest data rate (32 Msps) and at an EJN,, (3 dB), '¢wt_I I -"

which will provide a nonlinal maxnnum bit erro, rate of
I X 10-'_, we require that Eq. (15) be satisfied as follows:

Now it is easy to check to see if the condition of Eq. (18)
has been satisfied. _,e have

[Vo,A,+,,"%",.,1":_,lv.lts
(17) gw" tg" %/a_:1t 0.684

nh h 0.01 68.4 (23)where g,, is the filter-controlled gain value fixed to tile

26.7-Mliz filter. This gain g,, is in lieu of the narrowband gain

g.vw wllich, as we silall see, causes a negligible degradation.

At the lowest data rate(4 Msps),for the same fiher, and the From Eqs. (13), (14). (21), and (23). the restiltlng
same gain setting, g,,, and with the minimum l.'JN,, (-4 dB). degradationj due to bias and quantization only (the filtering
we require that Eq. {16) satisfy: h)sses will be considered below) is

where b = 0.01 :',Its and hi, should be at least 3 and preferably DEGR(A I) ..................
larger, and the subscript 2 denotes a different level of that I + ...... (:-1!,)_:_....

variable. Now using EffN ° . 2.0 (3 dB) we conclude that the l_VBl.l,g2ojCwa_SNR into the AGC (see Fig. I) satisfies

a,A2 ( I )'2.0 I-
/,, ,9, . ,:4)

... ro;,<'L0.472 J

l.,e,tt_|n o " 3,0, which is equivalent to considering ,i 30 noise or
amplitude, we obtain fron_,Eqs. (17) and (19)

DEGR (4 i) " 0.24 dn (25)

&WaltO_'N---_ [3¢ _2'---O0 ] • 2.1volta (20) Now considerthe dqvadationdue to fi|tedng,which ["

e I J effects.

; Now _ BLI,T • 0.83 at this maximumsymb_ rate (see )The. ¢qaatma _ area.what _ wrestc_ _ it aaum_ th_ bia_i_
• i Table 1) we can dcten.ine the filtering _ to be a t • 0.87, .d_y, "buctml" th,

i
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S,nce tile baseline LPFs are 2-pole filters with B;,pT = 0.83, We can now compute tile SNRs in tile l_amlwldfl_ B:
we have that the loss, tronl Ref. 2.4 is about 0.6 dB.

Therefore, the total degradation of about 0.84 dB is to he

expected at the maximum data rate (32 Msps). Hence using SNR = o_t = 2(0.87) t,(J = O'°2st_BLp = 26.7 Mllz and a '_ymbol rate at 4 Msps at h'v/N = .1dB t IX
we have i

(311

DI:'GRro r = 0.84 dB (26)

(/ (*! i=tThis degradaiion does not include c:lrrier loop or bit 't;'\'R2 = .\', a2 B" = ().3_pS(().0(l) = 0.0263

,_ynchromzation loop tracking inaccuracies. When h'J,V,, : I32)
-- -4 dB again at tile highest data rate i; can be shown that the

degradation increa_s less than 0. l dB so that the total It folh ..vs from l'qs. (28). (_ I L anti (32) that
degradation is about 0. () dB.

Equations (21) and (22) apply to the case tile highest data "¢wz_2 _ I + O.o28tf
rate is in effect along with the assumption that the symbol-to ..... / - = I..t72 CL';)

m)ise spectrai density rati,_ is 3 dB and the gains, g,, and gwB t gwB t x/ I + 0.0203

are set to satisfy Eq. (17)at E,/,V, .=3 dB.

Now consider the case that the lowest admissible data rate We can now compute the new noise power assoctated with the

(4 Msps) of the 26.7 megahertz filler is used (see Table I ) _vd lower symbol rate and lower h'/.V,. From Eqs. (21 ) arid (33).

the Es/N,, ratio is minimum (-4 dB). Since the same LPF we obtain
hand_dth is used. the gain ,¢, will be unchanged, tlowever.
the wideband noncoherent AGC will change gain since tile

signal pc,we_ has been reduced. To compute tile new gain level g,)rwn: x/'V,,Bt.P = '¢,,'¢w1¢I x/,v,,B (1.372) = 0.64,_ wdt.,,
of the noncoherent AGC, we equate the noncoherent output (34)

power under strong and weak signal conditions so that

illustrating the fact that the noise level has increased from the

e 1 res,,tofEq.,',,.; .,Fw_ I • o* WO2 2I'

(27) From E'q. (22) we can compute tk new signal voltage into

From Eq. (27) we can obtain the ratio of gains: the A/D converter

I

, l0 log t l0 log _0.ml
where the gNRs out of tM filter preceding the wideband AGC

isgiven by
t 20 log (! .372) (35)

aiA _

SNR I ,, NoB (20) where, for example. _ 7 dB means red,Joe the previous
quantity by 7 dB. We have

a2A _
' SNR3 • N B (30) (36)
:_ o lt"Xwl_2 'q"a2A2 = O.158w)lts
¢

i 4'Th¢ de_adztioeJ computed hcr¢ wct¢ at a BER- tO-s. _ were the From Eqt. (13), (.kl), and (36) the resulting d_radation

only oaos available. (neglecting th¢ f'dtering loss) is

"19790"169"17-049



(1-O.Ol (g B, .,)2(NB,.,,,'- =o 3,vo,ts2
DEGR (A 2) .... 0.158 / = 0.63 dB (37) (43) ;

1 r0_.2625] 2 Now since the wideband noncoherent AGC gain has
1 + I_0.648 J increased by the factor 1.372 (rq. 42), we find that tire new

• noise voltage and signal voltage into the narrowband AGC are

Now the filtering losses with the low data rate correspond- given by

ing to BLpT= 6.68 obtained from Ref. 2 is 0.10 dB, so that
the total degradation at Es/N o = -4 dB and at a symbol rate of
4 Msps is given by gwn 2 go V'-N,,-_Le = (1.372) (0.472) = 0.648 volts

(44)

and
DEGRTo T = 0.73 dB (38)

rates suffer greater BER degradation.
[0-99 /

1"lO log _.--._1Case 11: narrowbandnoneoherent AGCcontrolled gain

Now we consider the case where a narrowband noncoherent f 20 log (1.372)1
AGC is used to control the signal-plus-noise level into the A/D f

converter, rather than a fixed gain in addition to the wideband or
noncoherent AGC. Using the same initial gain conditions at

the high EJN o (3 dB) as in the fixed gain method, we have
from Eqs. (21) and (22), " g;vB 2 go V/_2A2 = 0.158 volts (45)

gNBIgWB! v/N-oB-_P = 0.472 volts (39) The result of Eq. (45) can be verified using Eq. (1) directly.Now the narrowband noncoherent AGC gain must be set so
and that the total power given by Eq. (43) is maintained at the

: output; therefore, it must be true, using Eqs. (43), (44), and

_- gu31gwa I VC_zAI = 0.684volts (40) (45),that

('/'and, furtb_'_ the same degradations occur as before since the NB 2

signal voltage and noise voltage are the same. Therefore, the -- [(0.648) 2 + (0.158) 2] = 0.f'! (46)
?_ , total loss is as before (Eq. (26)) \gNBI ] :

"; DEGRTo r = 0.84 dB (41) or

Now we confider the effed of both the wideband and gNB2 _"
= 1.37 (47)

nalrowband noncoherent AGCs at the lo'a_estsymbol rate gNB I ;
(4Msps) and ' " E'minimum s/No (-4 dB) for the 26.7-MHz filter.

. The wideband noncoherent AGC sets the gain as before, from

Eq. (33), and increaseswith weaker input signal by the ratio Therefore, the signal voltage out of the narrowband
noncoherent AGCis given by

t gwa 2, _ = 1.37,': (42) gwa 2 gt¢l_2 go _A2 = 0.158 X 1.37 = 0.216 volts

" I gwa ! (48)

Notice that the narrowband AGC output power is deter- gwa= gNS 2 go VrNoB--_P" 0.648 × 1.37 ,, 0.888 volts
mined by l_qs.(39) and 40), i.e., (49)

A
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i:uom II1¢ dCgl,ld,llton t¢'_tlll, I'q. (13), flus new ,,,tgnaland I)t.(;tql._ r : 0.54 dl'l

I|OI,_L _ ICVt'] |')lodtl<¢ .'| dL'ghld,llloll GI

VI. Conclusions

( o.o: t"I 0.210/ An nnntud h)_,-I'_;l:.;sf)ne-A'l)to.re,let fillet I)an..l_,,,idth
1)1(;[¢ (..I,) = --- 0.44 dB (50)

I ) it2 (l)'20251 : ,,'eususcoded symbol late t,,ble has been c,,',nslutncted ,lqdL).SSSI showxl to meet the exscntual F.':R ,Jeglad.nion Sl'*ectl'ic.,tuon
whd¢ 0eqt,ttmg onl._ six low-pas.,, l'iller |'JdllS.

l'he degr:i,,l.tllon due to l'ill,,.'umg when /_I I 'I' =o.o_,.,.'as l't, tht't tefilwnlenls in llw 13FR degn:Idahon ,,vdl l',e
aheady found I,,_l',eO.I0 d13.'.olhal the tol.ll degt:td.'ilnon is ,:,.)ns,deoedIn a filet I)SN ;ull,..'le.
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Table 1. Candidate filter BW vs symbol rate

_.lttl;_llng _,,it o

i'),_tJHIt "PI I|__. zal¢ bufI_.'r SdI|I_IL '%

Rs" HI.I_ _s" dr',lsur _,. BI ;,a per
MW_a MII/ .Msp, a /_ S._mbol

16 _32 26.7 64-- 128 I 2.4 -°4 X 4
84 16 267 64_ 128 2 2.4 -4.8 8
4 _ 8 26.7 64 _ 128 4 2.4 -+4.S 16

2 -4 13.35 32_04 4 24 --4_ 16
I -o 2 0.(,8 16 -- 32 4 2.4 -* 4.8 16

0.,_ _ I 3.34 8 -- 16 4 2.4 --4.8 16

0 25 _ 0 5 1.67 4 _ 8 4 2.4 _ 4 8 16
0.125 _ 0.2,_ 0.83 2 --4 4 24 _4.N 16

aThe notation 16 _ 32 denotes tile range of 16 to 32 Msps. I or e\am-
pie, a data rate of 32 Mq)s corresponds to a samphng rate of 128 Msps
and a ratio of data rate to low-pass Fdter BW of 4.&
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Recovering the Spectrum of a Narrow-band Process From

Syncopated Samples
P. H. Milenkovic

Communications Systems Research Section

Losslessly sampling a band-limited narro_band process at an average rate equal to the
Nyquist rate may require a nonuniform sampling strategy. One such strategy is phase

; quadrature sampling, in which a process of bandwidth B is sampled at rate B in each of
: two channels where the two channels are 7r/2 out of phase at frequency B. Phase

quadrature sampling is a special case of syncopated sampling, where the phase between
: channels is fixed but arbitrary. A simple method for recovering the spectrum of the input
; process from syncopated samples isderived. The derivation indicates what values of phase

- between channels result in lossless sampling.

E

I. Introduction (VLBI) clock synchronizationmeasurements(Ref. 3). The sig-
nalenteringWBDASfrom a stationreceiveris centeredat 50_ Band-limitednarrow-band processes can be losslessly sam-

" MHz and has been bandpass filtered so that most of its energy_ pied at rates which correspond to the Nyquist rate for the

: passband width rather than a rate of twice the highest fre- is in the range from 25 to 75 MHz. The WBDAS samples, ._
quency present. This is accomplished by sampling at periodic quantizes, and recordsthis signal.

: but nonuniform intervals (Refs. 1, 2 and 3). Time domain : :_
interpolation formulas are known for recovering the original In the WBDAS, phase quadrature sampling is employed.

process from such samples (Refs. 1 and 2). The general ap- What this does to the signal is similai to what is done by single i "
proach is based upon syncopated sampling, where a process of ddeband demodulation, but without the side effect of signal
bandwidth B is sampled in two channels at a uniform rate B in group delay from an analog demodulator. The narrow-band
each channel and a phase offset 0 between channels. With signal s(t) going into the sampler can be expressed in termsof _
phase quadrature sampling, 0 isequal to Ir/2, or one-fourth, of cosine and sine components, x(t) and y(t), relative to the
a sample interval. A simple method for recovering the spec. wo =2n (50 MHz)center frequency: i

- trum from two channelaof samples is derived. _ _,

-, .;r*. s(t) =x(t) COS(OJot)+y(t) sin(COot) (1) i
The current motivation for studying syncopated sampling b _

the Wide Band Data Acquisition System (WBDAS), which is Both x(t) and y(t) are baseband processes of bandwidth ! _,
Bed to collect data for Very Long Baseline Interferometry 25 MHz. The in-phase channel samples are taken at times nT

" l• "_ r

a7............. _.__ ,
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and the quadrature phase channel samples are taken at times
(n + 1/4)7" where n is an integer and 1' is 20 nsec. Tile in-phase s2(t) = 2.a T6 [t - (rot + 7_,)] (t_) !i
C]lallnel s:inlplesare: m=-_ _'-

s(nT) = xin/3 • 1 +3'(,/3 " 0 T = samphng interval l\u botil cllatmcls

(2) I_, = rune offset between the two channels
=.v_n73

The resulting sampled signals on the two sampling channelsand the quadrature channel samples are:
are:

x2(t) = sz(t)x(t) 1_1

The two channelscontain uniform samplesat theNyquist rate
for x(t) and y(t). respectively. The quadrature sampling Next, the effect of sampling in the frequenc_ domain is
scheme can thus be intuitively viewed as a combination of considered. Fourier transform pairs are denoted as follows.
demodulation and uniform sampling, using capitals in the frequency domain:

Uniformly sampling s(t) at a rate equal to the average rate X(f) ._.x(t)
of the phase quadrature scheme will result in the loss of
information. _mpling at times nT. where T is 10 nsec. gives Xt(J) °xt(t) ;
the following result from Eq. (I):

Xz( D .-, x:(t)

s(nT) = x(nT) (-1)" (4)
The sampling functions can be written in the time domain as a

The result is that while x(t) has been sampled at a rate of I00 sum of exponentials:
MHz or twice the Nyquist rate for a 25 MHz baseband signal. **

_" v(t) has been completely lost. s I(t) = E t,2njm tiT (t)) :,$,
m = -oo

II. Recovering the Spectrum -_2(') = _ e-;.,0e 2./,,,,/r (io)
_. The spectrum of a band-limited narrow-band process of m=-®

bandwidth B will be recovered from two channels of uniform

samples taken at rate B where the two channels are offset by a where 0 = 2nTo/T
" phase 0. Being able to recover the spectrum indicates that the

sampling is lossless as the process can be recovered by taking The frequency translation theorem X{f + f,,) *" x_t)e 2nil'or

the inverse Fourier transform of its spectrum. This syncopated results in:
sampling scheme gives us the spectrum for any center fie- -,

quency of the narrow-band process. One restriction is that Xt(f) = _ X (f+T) (I I) 'given the center frequency, there are values of 0 for which the m=-**

method breaks down; these values are specified here. :._

The input dgnalx(t) issampled bytwoimpulse trainss,(t) X20') = _-e e-im° x (f +T ) (12),_ and s:(t) where: m=-I_

._.

The purpose of this discussion is to describe circumstancesst(t) = T6 (t - mT) (5) under which X0_) can be recovered from Xl0 e) and X2(f). , .;
m---- Suppose x(t) is band-limited to the range f_ <f<f_ + l/Tand ; ?

/

_ ?
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- l/T- I'_ <1'< -It.. Then for f¢ <f <1_ + l/T. l'klS. (I I )and the Nyquist rate. lhis system can be e\pressed as two channels

(12) reduce to: of salll|-,llng r'ul ;.It late I/T. ,_ffset in time by 7"/2. Equation

(l 6) reduces to ,_

" (X IU') = ._t0")+>,".t+7: / (131
X(.I ) = I• [A, (.l _+ ), : (.f)] ( I q

X2_ = X(J)+e-"_°.," (f+ '_11: (14) which by Eq. { l 7) and (18) results In

where t_ in an integer function of f satisfying:

x() ,1" ".nlt,,I "_ 120)X(f) = T x . _ c .I . t_

-.t_- -f<.t +y < -t_ (l 5) " ....
whi,:h, in [acl, corresponds to uniform sampling ;it rale 2/T on

It then follows that: one channel.

Xt(f)- d _° X:U') I B. Quadrature Phase Sampling

(il X(f) = forf_ <J'<j'_ +_- The second special case is quadrature phase sampling. Ilere.i - e i;_ o
the sampling period on each of two channels is T. and the

(16) sampling times cP the two channels are off'set by 7"/4. Thisl

(ii) X(f) = X* (-f) for -f_ T<f<-fe type of sampling is applicable to narrow-band signals
of band-

width I/T centered about frequency l/T lor some integer

(iii) X(j')= 0 elsewhere multiple of I/T). Considering the signal to be centered about
I/T:

where * denotes complex conjugation. Property (.ii) is a con-

_quence ofx(t) being real valued, j. _ T_._ T_•<1.< 3T.__ T, = 4T

III. Examples r,,
"_ =-" 0 = 2rr _ lr

in this section, the method for computing X(.f) is applied to T 2

specific cases. First XI(.D and X20' ) are expressed in terms of
•: the samples: which by Eq. (_6) results in

X,(,') =f_ x,(t)e'2_fftdt Y(J') =l[x,(f)+X2(f)]. ',21,

: (17) Employing Eqs. (17) and (18) to express Xt(f ) and X2(f)in
; _ terms of the samples gwes:

= T E x(mT)e-2_H'rat

; X(f) = x(mD e- 2,,i/,,,r

21r/J't
e- dt

J-.

,,,, . 1 :
= Te -lost _ x(mT+ To)e-2"ffmr -" (

m =-- T 3T (22) -:T<f<T
A. Uniform8stapling

The first case Is uniform sampling on one channel of a For the channel offset TO differing from T/4, one can still _,

baseband signal of bandwidth I/T. The sampling rate is 2/T, formulate X(f) in terms ofXt(f ) and X2(f) by way of Eq. ._

49 i
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(lo). The quantity 0 will differ from _',,2and the formula will -, sm (_, It - ml')) "_v
be more _:onlphcated lhan |'q (211. When the sample oftset is _(t) = E v(mT) _" cos I'

IT,)= T/2. then 0 = # and Eq. (I()) becomes smgtHar as_ (.i,,"7_) becomes zero. Sl)ICC thns corrcspoulds to iJvllt\)zm ,- ]. (t tPt/')

sampling on one channel, tllllforlD sanlpling will 1|o! work for 1231

'_ 1" '- 1'"+4 )l
Finally. taking the reverse Fourier transform of Fq. 122)

gives the sample reconstruction formula l\_r quadrature phase This formula has been obtained before b) working direcll.v m
samphng, the time domain (_ec Ref. 2).
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Installation of the Mu2 Ranging System in Australia
A. I. Zygielbaum

CommunicauonsSystemsResearchSection

The Mu2 Ranging System has been installed at DSS 42/,13 in Australia. It was used to
support the 1979 Viking Relativity Experiment and is currently supporting Voyager
Navigation and the Advanced Systems Program. This article describes these tasks as well
as Mu2 software and hardware modifications prior to installathm.

I. Introduction system, the Planetary Ranging Assembly (PRA), which uses
analog techniques. Digital radio frequency signal processing

In October of 1978, the Mu2 Ranging System was installed allows the Mu2 to be fully automatic and exceptionally stable
at DSS 42/43 in Australia. The Mu2is a researchand develop- in performance.
ment tool which has supported all range transponder-bearing

spacecraft since Mariner Venus Mercury 1973. it has provided Other distinguishing features include full two channel
the dat.arequired by several Theory of Relativity experiments (usually S-and X-band) operation and square wave range codes
and investigations into the nature of the solar corona in the up to 8 MHz in frequency. The PRA, on the other hah3, is
present case the Mu2 corroborated laboratory research by limited to having only a single code available on its second

• utilizing the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft and obtained data for channel and a maximum code frequency of 500 kHz. The
_. the Viking Project Test of General Relativity. This article re. advanced _, rare system, within the Mu2, facilitates radio

ports the rationale leading to the installation in Australia, the science measurements under adverse signalconditions and also
• results of the effort, the engineering involved, and the in. aids research into new rangingtechniques.

tended future use of the Mu2.

This article is organized into four sections. First the ratio-

" Let us review, in a most cursory fashion, some of the fea- nale behind the reinstallation of the Mu2 into the DSN will be

tures of the Mu2 (Ref. !). All ranging systems measure the presented. Second the significant results of the effort are de-
scribed. Third, we explain the hardware and software changesround trip time delay involved in transmittinga signal to some

_. object and receiving a correspondingecho. The Mu2b a binary implemented in the Mu2. Finally. in the last section, the fu-
sequentially-coded ranging machine. Its dgnal h a square wave tureof the Mu2 b proposed.

whme period b regularly doubled. The dgnal it pinBe modu. ,

lated onto a carrier, transmitted to a spacecraft which tran- II. The Wilysponds it back to earth. The phase difference between the
trammitted and received UlUarewave= b a direct meuure of Installation of the Mu2 at DSS 42/43 was motivated by the
time delay (and an indirect measure of range). Detection and Viking Radio Science Team, the ongoing advanced radiometdc
correlation of the received dgnal it accompibhed digitally in research program and the DaN commitment= for Voyager
the Mu2. Thit dbtinguishes it from the standard DSN ranging Navigation. We discun each in turn.

. II ;
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A. Viking Radio Science dl ted by the ranginghardwareand that assumedby the soft-

ware. Jr]essence, the st)ftware asstunes that the returned signal .,:
During ]07(_.the Mr,2 successfully s,pported both the solar Is a square wave whde hmitatJons of tile DSN transmitter. ,:

c_)rona and the Theory of Relatwity expermlents when Mars spacecraft transponder, and. to a lesser extent, tile I)SN reI
went through superior solar con unction. F,icditles av:.table ill cci,,cr, icduo: the ,,,ig_,dIt_d badly di,',torted.,,Irewave.
the Mu2 software and hardware allowed It to reliably obtain
range data when the radio ray-patll wa.,,close t_ the solar disc.

These include: When using the normal 500-kHz }ugh-frequency c(_de,
about 18.5 ns of peak- to-peak range error appear during rang-

( I ) Full dual channel operation which allows measurement ing pre- and post-track calibrations through the test translator.
of S-X differential delay to a nlaxllnuln of 2 _econtls. Measurements when using tire proof test MVM"73 transponder
The PRA is limited to 2 ,usec differentials, showed distortk_ns of 7.4 ns. The transponder has less error

(2) Full correlation voltages allow real-trine assessment O|" because it _sband-l,miting at -+1.5MIIz, thereby removing the
range valithty even when Doppler is unrehable as dur- adverse effects of distorted fifth and htgher-order harmonics. _

Unfortunately tile third harmonic is stdl propagated and ining solar conjunction.
fact is further corrupted by the transponder.

(3) Extensive clean-up of nots} Doppler signals by a quad-

lature fihering teclmique enables the Mr,2 to range dt,r- Ranging accuracy can be enhanced by simplifying the spec-
ing periods of great carrier phase jitter, trum of the range code. One way to accomplish tilts is to

utili/e a I-MIIz initial code. The I-MII/ _qudle wave Is cott4) Any of the range codes 18 Mllz to 0.5 tl/) avall:dqe tm
tile Mu2 can be used as the uutial or highest frequency rupted in transmission to the spacecraft. Fc_rtuitously. how-

ever, the band-limited transponder will filter oft the 3-MIIz
code. Thus tile precnsion O|" the range measurement can
be re:itched to the modulation phase jitter in the range third harmonic as well as all higher harmomcs prtor to any
chantwl. Time is not wasted on integrating components nonlinear transponder ele-',nts. To remove any harmonics
whose period is a ._mallmultiple ,,f the phase jitter generated by the spacecraft transmitter or within the DSN re-

ceiver, a band-pass filter is installed in the receiver IF hne con-
thereby increasing data yield, netted to the Mu2. In this manner the Mu2 is presented with a

(5) Fully automatic operation removes errorsources due It) well-scrubbed sine wave corresponding to tile fundamental fre-
incorrect phasing of the range code demodulator quency of the range code. Using this technique, the laboratory
IO Mllz station reference and inconsistent manual measured peak.to.peak error was about I ns during station
adjustment of analog front-end attenuators, calibration and 0.6 ns with the MVM '73 tran'_ponder. The

?

• system configured to 1 Mllz also exhibited less sensitivity, in
_' (6) The Mu2 uses "Tutorial Input" (Ref. 2)as an operator terms of range error to different transmitter modulators

interface. This highly interactive system enables real-

time modification to parameters in response to chang- The logical continuation of these tests was to, l,-v the tech-
ing signal conditions, nique with a spacecraft. Asdiscussed in the next subsection,

the Voyager Project provided the spacecraft.
Due to these capabilities, the Mu2 has ranged demonstrably

closer to the Sun than the PRA. The resultsof the 1976 solar _'

conjunction include a four-fold improvement in the confirma- C. Voyager Navigation RIKitl|rlnMmla
lion of Einstein's Theory of General Relativity (Ref. 6 ). Rein.
stallation of the Mu2 into the DSN was requested by the During the summer of 1978 it became apparent that some
Viking Radio Science Team for coverage of the January 1979 difficulty was being experienced in meeting the 4.5 VCf2-meter

Marssuperiorsolarconjunction, inters]at]on range accuracy requirement of the Voyager
Project. Ranging of this precision was required to assure ade-

B. Advancod RgdionMllri¢ Rllilarch quate navigation marginsduring the Voyager Saturn encounter.
During the period immediately prior to the encounter, the

An article by Layland, gygielhaum and Hubbard (Ref. 3) spacecraft will be near zero declination where Doppler will
described experiments which used frequency band-limiters to not provide angle data of sufficient precision to navigate the
remove distortion from the received or "downlink" ranging encounter.

" signal. Recall that the Mu type ranging systems (Mul, Mu2
• : and PRA) suffer from wave form distortion of the range code Accurate navigation is jeopardized by large range biases

due to asymmetric amplitude and phase distortion of harmon, which had been observed between DSN stations. Even between

leaof the range code square wave. Thisproblem is compounded conjoint, i.e., alma6] colocated, stations, biases were on tbe

by a mismatch between the actual correlation function pro- order of 4 meters, it was decided that the Mu2, with its higher _

• "i U
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precis.m ranging and full dual channel capabdlty, could be Table I summarizes a representative sample of data drawn
used to investigate the problem, from the comparison ph)tted m Fig. I and from normal Voy-

ager I tracking operations. The data arc given as PMS scatter

III. PreliminaryResults about a line fit to the range residuals. A lirlear fit is used since" errors in tile ephemeri_ or ionosphere model appear linear over
The results to date are encouragilig, but far from complete, a short span. While the Mu2 data appears "raw." the PRA

Uptm completion of the experlmeots, a full report will be residuals are shown both raw and corrected by Ihe second
published in The DSNPrvgrcss R_port. point of "DRVID'" tDifference R:.nged Versus Integrated Dop-

pler) measured after each range acquisHIot|. Data from the

A. Viking Radio Science Mu2 has about one-lifth of the sea!tar of the raw PRA data
and one-third that of the DRVID.corrected PRA data.

It was hoped that some defimte results could be given at
this time. Llnfortunately. the, "tar corona was ext,emely noisy
during the January. IQ'lg. cc ,orion. This created a problem Correcting the PRA data by DRVID involves extra ¢ompu-
in that the DSN receivers could not maintain carrier phase lock ration and requires thz,t tetnporal charged particle ','ariatlon in
with the spacecraft X-band signal when the spacecraft was the ray-path be small, it is difficult to distinguish the signature
"two-way". in this mode. the spacecraft downlink (spacecraft of a plasma event and the error imposed by wave-hmn distof

to Earth) signal frequencies are related by lixed multiples to tion. On the basis of these finding, we have proposed that the I I
the uplink (Earth to spacecraft) S-hand signal frequency. For DSN upgrade the PRA to utilize a i-Mli? high-frequency _,ode. _

"9 '_ "tthe S-band downlink, the multiple is ,40/,_1 while for X. 1band it is 880/221.

C. Voyager Navigation Requirements

The corrupting effects of a plasma upon a radio signal are !
inversely proportional to the square of the signal frequency It is too soon to report any results from the investigation

into the interstation range bias. The bias between DSS 42 and i
(Ref. 4). At first glance, then. X-band should be better than DSS 43 vaned from 6 meters to 2.5 meters during the period
S.band. However. in the multiplication of the S-band uplink April, 1978. through early January, 1979. During a Voyager
frequency to X-band. the jitter induced by the solar plasma is navigation cycle, it was observed that no bias existed when the !

increased by the same factor, resulting in a badly distorted Mu2 was used at DSS 43 and the PRA at DSS 42. Other titan i
signal, pointing out the sensitivity of these biases to ground equip-

ment variation, no further conclusions are justified at th_s
While the S- and X-band range obtained by the Mu2 appears time.

good, the S-band Doppler data is marginal and the X-band

Doppler virtually unusable. We had planned to use the S.X The Voyager navigation cycle consists of continuous track- i
F two-way Doppler data to interconnect the S-X range data

with earlier oneway Doppler data in a scheme to measure and ing of a Voyager spacecraft for a period of about 48 hours.
track the solar corona charged particle _'cn_ity. Because of the Ranging and Doppler data are taken in turn from each of the _64-meter stations in the DSN. As appropriate, some 26-meter
poor signal cortditions, we are forced to a lets satisfactory, stations are abo sampled. Figure 2, which is taken from Ref. 5, _,

_ and much mote labor-intensive fall back. shows the range residuals from a Voyager navigation cycle in :

Despite these problems, the recent data obtained by the late January 1979. The numbers in circles indicate the trackingstation used. (DSS 42/4,3 are at Tidbinbilla. Australia;DSS 63

Mu2 is expected to complement and improve the resultsof is at Robeledo, Spain; and DSS 12/14 are at Goldstone, :
the 1976 experiment. A thture article will discuss the data pro- California). The vertical lines indicate the bias between sta- ,
eemng and tracking operations involved in this latest test of tions as determined from linear fits to the res_ctive data sets. :

_he Theory of GeneralRelativity. Note that the bias between Spain and Califort.a is :mailer than i

II. Adv_ RadlOl_ _ that between the two Goldstone stations. Also. the lower _at. _, ,
,, ter due to the use of the Mu2 at _ 43 is readily apparent, i

The data from the Mu2 at DSS 43 b corroborating the ,_ ,:
experimentsrtpm'ted by Layland,et d. (l_L 3). Ftl_re I it a
Irsph of nmlle retktuab taken from obmuvatiom of the Voy- By the time thb article it published, several experiments
aMr I q_tcecraft at D6S 43. Leu than a 30-minute Sap sept. should haw been perfm'med testinll various theorit"s as to the ']

. : ratedPIL_ aid Me2 measurements.Not only it the Me2 data causeof the Intentation bias.The_ will in:'olw both I_S 42 'I
leu tattered but the PRA data ssen_ to have a bimodallty, and DSS 43 In an lnterchanl_ of equipment dudnll Voyq_r

a stltmtura b poadbledue to wave form dbtmtimt, trKidn|.
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IV. Modifications to the Mu2 used for X-b:md. Th_ ar'_angcm,,.'ntf:tc,hl:,tc_ ,nru];Jzwtm_ plu-

cc.',.',m_,)t S-b:md t.mgmg data lltmi bath '+talltm.,,.
It+, thxs section. X',¢ plesent the 111odlfledtlOll_ elletted OlI

the Mu2 software and hardware tt+ a¢ct)Inlnt+d:ite mstallat,on B. Software ,.+
at the conjoint Australian statlons dud It) int.'Olporat¢ the ill-
tered r.'tn_e +,.)de ¢orrtrlatlol+ al)'tjrltllnl Illtt) the operational The soltwar¢ _,hnch orchestrates the Mu2 ha,+ been de-
software. .%'rlhed m Rel. I. Only those features srhant tt_ the DSS 42/43

installation wd] he discussed here. B+x'fa, the tnl)sl exlcn.,,ive

modffi¢atlon to the software triw)lved deh.'tlng the fl)ll soft-

A. HIIrdwillre ware and addmg :.,oflw:.lre to .supPt_rt the MI)A. In total. _s,er
I_00 +.+'ll;.Inge__ere made in the Mu +'softwart It+;+ict+'omnlt+d;.lle

When the _,It,2 ,+,as l:,st mstalled in the DSN <at DSS 14). the DSS 4.]43+'] installatioi+.
the rangmg Interf+ce wlth the ll,gh- Speed Data Lme was via a

computer known as the Trackmg Dat:i I landler (TI)tl) When ()m" modification It) the ,,,oft_,_,arelnvolv¢d tran+t','rrmg the

tile DSN was upgraded l',r tile Voyager era. tile TDlt was mile-wave correlath)n algt)rithm from lest sol'tWale to the oper-

replaced by the Metric Data Assembly (MDA). While the TDll atmn.',l +t)l'tware. The nlodular construction of the Mu2 pro
was truly one-way, processmg ot, tput data. the MDA is two- grammmg made this a very straightforward task+ ModlficatLtm

way. also routing opcratt,r supplied pazameters and conmlands was also made It) the "'mr)de'" parameter tt) t'acihtate mdepen-

from the so-called "'host" computer to the rangmg machme. ,lently swltchmg tile two Mu2 channels between square-wave
and Sille-WaVe correlallOll routines.

Bee:lose tile Mu2 wa_ re,el;died m _Jconjoint station, two

MDA interfaces were required. Eacll interface attached di. A major change m Mn2 control phdt+sophy accompanied
rectly Io the Mu2 data and control lines. The Mu2 uses a the conversion to tile MDA. Specltically Mu2 param,'ters attd

simple sternal bus +dlenle which has live address lines, one directives w,uld n,rmally be provided through the MDA
enable line. two handshake Imes and two sets of I(_-bit umdi- rather than from the Pdu2 c_,nsole teletypewriter. Tile Mu2

re,:tional data hnes. A control circuit board and two identical uses an operator mterface lulown as Tutorial Input IRef. 2).

14-line interface adapter boards, compr,sing a total of more Through the foresight of the MDA designers, free-form ASCII
than 100 integrated circuits, were mstalled m tile Mu2 Inter- text can be transmitted from the MDA to attached devices.

face Unit. Therefore. all con)nlaudmg could retain tile T ._,,rml Input fur-

mat. h was necessary only It) place data bit)c, +tom tile MI)A

Besides the computer mterfaces, two band-pass tilters were into tile Tutorial Input buffer.
required ,o shape the IO-MII," IF signal prior to detection

,_ within the Mu2. These filters are described in Ref. 2. They are Addinonal control capability had it) be added to specify
F ±l.5.MIIz-wide with a IO.Mliz center frequency. When the whic_ MDA (i.e.. which station) was in control. In either case.

phase moduled IF slgn:,l is passed through the filters, all hat- primary, or overridin,,, control remained with the console tele.

monies of the I-Mll/ range code are greatly attenuated. In type. Three control commands were assigned only to the tele-
effect, a 1 MHz siJ,e wave tone is then detected and correlated type. They are:
in the Mu2. This tone is largely devoid of the wave.form

distortion plaguing lower frequency initial codes. M/MI Control from either teletype or MI)AI (DSS 43)

Installation at the conjoint DSS 42/43 required that the M/M2 Control from either teletype or MDA2 (DSS 42)

Mu2 interface to the Block Iil receiver at the D5S42 26.meter M/TrY Control only from teletype
station and the Block IV receiver at the DSS 43 64.meter sta-

tion. The signals supplied by these receivers are compatible ex. After program initialization, control may either bc specified at
cept that the Doppler tone which the Block Iil outputs is half the teletype or it will be assumed by the first MDA to "t',dk '°

the actual Doppler frequency. Provision for either receiver's to the Mu2. Control is returned to "unassigned" by using the
Doppler was originally made by using movable straps on the release command M/REL.
Mu2 Doppler scaler circuit board. This board was modified so

that the Mu2 computer could select the proper scaling. The V++kingera Mu2 had two interrupt buttons; one to start

range acquisitions, the other to attract the computer's allen-
.. Another clmnp to the Doppler scaler was to allow the lio. fm commanding. Remote control of the go2 neceuitated

computer to configure for X-band m S-band Doppler scaling a new command, M/ACQ, to start acquisitions. In order to use

(th_ differ by a factor of lID). "rhi+ allowed the _ 42 Iik- console teletype for commanding, the PDP-I I computer

ranstng to be processedby Mu2 chaJmel 2 which is normally now monJtolli the teletype for a fine.feed character. Upon

+ +-j 14
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receipt of hne-feed,tele,ype COnlmandingts initiated. The two .he default parametersarc copied irHo tire tr ,n,mutparameter
interrupt levels freed with these two changes were Immediately buffer and also stoled m the zecerve p,trameter circular buft_'r.
absorbed by the MDA interface. The transnut parameters can be observed m d]spla.v 2. After

one round-tnp-l,ght-r,me lan operator-supphed para,ner,'rl h;l_
A workable control c.neept would be useless _,ilhoul a elapsed, receive paraureters are t,ansferred from the cm:ular

means for outputting data. The MDA provtdes the data path- buffer to tile recerve parameter hst. Thr_ list is presented in
way. F.ach second, the MDA expects a range data block of 35 display 3.
words (Ret'. 71. This block reports both parameters used to

obtain tile ranging and the range measurements including cor- It rs because of tile receive parameter cm.'t,lar buffer that
relation voltages, DRVID. and power- to-noise estimates, e._.h range acquisHion done by tile Mu2 is completel> mdep.:n-

den' of art>'other acquisition, llenee, parameters can be
Within the block, the ran_ng system outputs Umversal changed at an)" tnne without affecting an],'acqu]slm)ns already

Time Coordinated (riTe). There rs also a field fl)r data valid- in space.

ity. When this field indicates "'new" data, the word containing
UT("L interpreted as is a time tag for the data. In a break with Displays 4 and 5 are m:ed to observe and ana!y/e data qual-
the PRA philosophy, the Mu2 always sets the time tag to the rty. The ranging correlatron voltages appear on drsplay 4. :ks
appropriate data trine. The MDA can then be late in sampling explained in the Mu2 technical report (Ret. I 1, these voltages
the block and still obtain the correct sample time. are a ,. rect and immediate indicator ofrange quahty. An mdr-

rect quahty indicator. DRVID is presented on drsplay 5. Ttus
As descrtbed in ReL !. the Mu2 software is modular. Three display is mainly used during pre- and post-t'::_'k range cahbra-

new modules were added ,o interface to the MDA and the lions. The actual range measured and the enoch tmle tTOI
TDti module was removed. Four ti_ousand words of core appear on both displays.
memory were added to the PDP-I I to contain the new subrou-

qnes. The first mLxlule, the MDA da;a output module, rs Some problenls arose in debugging the new software with
enabled by the syste'n scheduler to outpu! range data each the MDA. These were mamlest as large numbers of par'ty
second. This is done it, background, as is all dat:: handhng, to error._ irl the transfers between the MDA and tire Mu2. It
prevent time conflicts. Upon completing .he output sequence, appeared that there were tuning conllrcts wHlun tile Mi)A.
the module enables MDA data input by initializing an appro- The situation is aggrevated because most MDA actxvrtyoccurs
priate rant tag in the schedL.'ler.The subsequent transfer from unmediately after the stature one second timing pulse. The
the MDA to the Mtl2 contains either operator directives or a problem was ,;olved by dehymg ltre t_anslmssron ,,t tile Mu2
blankblock, range data bh)¢k to 0.1 second, and the transmission of tire

s display bh,ck to 0.5 seconds after the one-second pulse.
After these two transfers are completed, the scheduler is

again enabled to allow a se_:ondMu2 to MDA transfer. This

block contains information to be displayed on the station V. _ Fu|ure
operator's CRT screen. The display can either b¢ routine data,

-. a listof operator supplied parameters, status messages, or Several more experiments are planned for the near future

alarm messages, into the inters,_ation range bias prohL,.m. Other than the.,e
tests, the Mu2 will continue to be tlreprime ranging machine

Three of the five available displays are asstv,tiated with oper- at DSS 43. At t::e present time. it is planned to remove the
slot.supplied parameters. Display I shows the current default Mu2 on or about I October 1OT'LWehope to install _tat I)SS
parameters. These are the parameters directly chan_d by 13 tot continuing experiments with Viking Lander I and
operator input. At transmit time for a new range acquisition, researchinto automatic. "unattended." ranging.
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Some Effects of Quantization on a Noiseless

Phase-Locked Loop
C. A. Greenhall

Communications Systems ResearchSection

If the VCO of a phase-locked receiver is to be replaced by a digitally programmed
synthesizer, the phase error signal must be sampled and quantized. Weinvestigate effects
of quantizing after the loop filter (jrequency quantizationJ or before (phase error
quantizationJ. Constant Doppler or Doppler rate noiseless inputs are assumed. The main
result gives the phase litter due to frequency quantization for a Doppler-rate input. By
itself, however, frequency quantization is impractical because it makes the loop dynamic
range too small.

p-

I. Introduction tracked out by the loop) should be less than that produced by
: an analog VCO because the synthesizer phase is controlled by
_" This article contributes to the effort to develop a partly- a wideband loop that tends to trackout slow phase variations;
_:_. digital receiver for the DSN. In this connection, it has been and (2)the synthesizer input, being a digital signal, would

suggested that the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) of the yield directly a corn -nt estimate of Doppler frequency. It
, carrier tracking loop be replaced by a number-controlled would be urmecess: .. extract Doppler data by mixing

oscillator (NCO), an example of which is the Digiphase® analog signals from the ceiverand the exciter. The success of
Frequency Synthesizer. This synthesizer operates between 40 this approach depends on the truth of (1), for if the
and 51 MHz; the frequency decades down to 10-s Hz can be synthesizer exhibits slow, unbounded p;mse variations, then

: programmed synchronously during a specified portion of the the integrated digital Doppler estimate lnight vary unaccept-
lO/_s clock k.eriod. Thus, the filtered, digitized phase error ably from the true local oscillator phase. This question may be
signal, plus a bias derived from the Doppler prediction, would treated in a future article.
be used to program the synthesizer, whose output would be

multiplied up to the local oscillator frequency (RF - 1st IF). In order to program an NCO in the loop, the phase error
Some effort (Ref. 1), later abandoned, has already been must tint be sampled and quantized. One might do this either

• expended toward development of a third.order tracking loop before or after the loop filter. This article investigates both
• _ with thinsynthedzer as NCO. possibilities separately. Assumptions are (I)linearised second

order loop, active form of loop filter, with special attention
Two advantages of this arrangement are predicted to be: paid to the l.Hz bandwidth setting of the DSN Block IV

(1) the phase jitter produced by the synthedzer (and partly Receiver; (2) strong signal, at least 40 dB above margin; (3) all

] i": ! .)
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noises absent, including oscillator jitter; (4) quadratic phase The effective quantization interval of the RF radian frequency

input 0 = 0,, + toot + 1/2 ,_tz; and (5)/ero sampling intervah eo = 2nMz is
time is not quantized.

2Aw = 4nMAv
We show how the loop approache_ lock from conditions

close to lock. and we derive the steady' state behavior of phase

and frequency. In terms of the dimensionless variables

* r , _, ro*= -- -Ii. Loop Model , = -- 0
7"2 2 - 7"., ._u2

Figure I shows a block diagram of the mathematical model.

TI,e phase detector output is p and its quantized version is q.

The unquantized oscillator freqvency is y and its quamized v* = r ., = :
version is :. The phase detector gain aK a includes tile limiter _.v.. A;. z
output signal amplitude of the real recei,,er (the limiter

suppression factor a is I in a strong-signal situation). To
simuhte tile Block IV l-Hz loop at S-band with a 40-51 MHz the equations become

oscillator, we set 7"2 = I.Ss. r I =33919s. Ka= 5 volt/rad,

g = 4, K/2r, = 06 I-Iz/voit, and M = 40. The loop gain is v* ) (1)
oh" =oAre K,M = 4.83 X 105 s- i and the loop parameter . = r {¢* + re* dt*
defined by

:* = Q,0'*) (2)
0dk'7"22

r -

rt O* = O* -f z* dt* (3)

equals 32. This value also holds for the l0 Hz and 100 Hz

bandwidth settings. For tile 3, 30, and 300 Hz settings, the At tile risk of confusion, we shall drop the asterisks from tile
value of r is 18.55. At threshold, r = 2 for all settings, dimensionless variables tbr a while: when results are slated we

shall make clear what variables we are talking about. Equations

The quantizing function Qa(x) rounds x to the nearest odd (i) and (3) really mean
multiple of a. The distance between quantizer levels is 2a. The

F even multiples of a a e "decision levels." To make mathemati-

cal sense out of this model, we assume a small "dead zone" of (¢( £1,¢(s)ds)
width 26 around each decision level. For example, if x(t) is a .v(t) - Y(;o ) = r t)- O(t,,) +

signal that starts at a and decreases, then Qa(x), initially at a,

. flips to -a only when x reaches -e. Then Qa(X) does not return
to +a until x returns to +e. Resuhs will be obtained by letting

,_ tend to O. ¢(t) - O(t o) = O(t) - O(to) - z(s) ds
o

IlL Oscillator Frequency Ouantization

Let the phase quantizer be rem 'ed from the loop, whose for any to and t. Initial conditions for Eqs. (!) - (3) are

equations are then specified by _t o) and Y(to).

We shall assume that the quantizer Qr has a dead area ,,

¢ffCagh'v(ra¢+ fCdt) l-e, el.: Y = 2nr-------_

•: z -.-O,_y09 A. eonI)tnl Doppler Input
: Let 0 = 0o + tOot, where Ito o I < r. We show the loop pull.in

¢k = 0 - 2trM f zdt behawor for sufficiently small _0) and y(O). Without loss of

L •
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generality we can assume -e <y(0) < 2r and : is initially +r. and (3), with z =y, is 0 = ,_/r, y = too + At. We are going to
For t > 0, find a periodic solution of tile quantized system: the period is ,¢

necessarily 2r/A, the time it takes the Doppler to traverse oae

O(t) = O(O)+(,to o-r)t quantization interval. The itiea i_ that for small A the !
frequency y is normally stuck at a decision level of the
quantizer and the phase error has decayed exponentially to 0.

y(t) = v(O)+r [_,, -r + 0(0)1 t+_(_, -r)t" As 0 = to,, + Xt increa_s, though, there comes a time wheny
• can no longer remain at that level; it must eventually float up

to the next level in order to stay close to 0. During this

Let O(O)< r - _,. Then y decreases until it reaches -e at some floathtg period, 0 is allowed to wander off, In fact, it exceeds

time t ! . This makes : flip to -r. For t > t I , the nominal SPE. During the subsequent sticking period, when
y is stuck at the next decision level, _ again decays
exponentially to O. The sum of the lengths of the floating and

O(t) =O(t I ) + (too + r) (t - t I ) sticking periods is _/h.

J 1 _, So, let assume that at time 0, v is stuck at O (really,
y(t) =-e +r _ [too + r + c_(t1)] (t- t I) +S(Wo + r) (t- t i)2 _" us .. within [- e, e] ). Let O(0) = 0o" For small t > O,while ,7remains :

constant,

If y(0) is small enough, then O(tl) is not too negative, so that
+1we can assume too + r + ¢(t I ) > 0. Thus,y increases, and soon 0(t) = 0o + (to,, - :) t S M2 (5)

reaches +e. Then z flips back to +r, and so on. We see that y

judders back and forth inside the dead zone [-e,e],andz flips I-_ ' I 31
violently between -r and +r. Meanwhile, what happens to the y (t) = r L_too+ o,, - z) t + _ (_ + w o - :) t 2 + _ M .J
phase error 0? It satisfies the integral equation

(6)

f¢ _ y If I _ + Oo I < r, then the coefficient of t in Eq. (6) has signO+ dt r (4) oopposite to z, so y remains stuck at 0. In order to make the
time origin the start of a floating period, we assume

For small e, we can pretendy = 0 for t > t t . Then the solution
__ of Eq. (4) is ¢(t) = ¢_tt ) e tl-t. We could, of course, compute too + ¢o' = r, 0,, <. _ (7)

the additional _-disturbance due to the juddering of.v.

Then : immediately becomes +r and stays there. For t > O,
If too > r and O(0),y(O) are small, then whether z(O) is r or

-r. y floats upward, trying to make too - z small. Eventually, / :

:- the loop reaches a condition in which y = 2/0"(k is an integer), 0 (t) = _o - _,, t + -_- Xt2 (8)
where 2kr is the nearest decision level to too, and _ decays

exponentiaUy to O.(We ignore the case where c%/r is an odd [/ ! 3] :integer.) y(t) = r (X- Oo)t 2 +-_ _,t (9)

We state this result in real.wc,rld units: For a constant

Doppler input 0 = 0o + _o t to thefrequency-quantizedloop, The floating period ends when y reaches 2r, the next decision :'
_ the unquantized frequency y eventually sticks at the nearest level, where z must choose between r and 3r. This happens at

decision level 2kAy to ¢oo, the quantized frequency z flips time t I , the positive solution of
rapidly between (2k- l)Ay and (2k + 1)Ay, and the phase ._

f error _ decays to 0 exponentially with time constant r2. The I 1 .*, : _ 3+ (X-O o) a-2 = 0 *
static phase error is O. 6 D, _ t z ._

B. Constant Doppler Rate Input For t = t I + u, u smallandpositive,while z isconstant, ' "
We returnto the use of dimendonlessvariables(unstarred).

! xu= (to)Let 0 = 0o + ¢aot + 1/2 ht 2, _,> O.The unquantized loop has a ,_(t t �u)= _(t z) + (r- _o + Eta - z) u + -_static phase error (SPE); the steady-state solution of Eqz. (!)

eO

t
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.v (t I + u) = r 12 + [0 (t 1) - ¢o + _tl + r- z] u + O 012)} A special case should be exposed first. Equality in Eq. (I 7)
for a solution is equivalent to equality in Eq. (18), and means ":

(I 1) that the sticking period has zero length. Working backwards by

setting t t = 2r/_ and ¢t = 0o' we solve "'q. (14) for 0,, and Eq.
where 0(tt) is computed from Eq. (8). Assume that (13) for _,.Wefind that for r) 4[3 and _ = _m' where

(The left side equals (_,- _o)tl + 1/2 Xt_, and hence is
positive.) Then the coefficient of u in Eq. (11) has opposite

sign to z - 2r. Therefore, y is stuck at 2r. For t _, t I , 0 satisfies there is the admissible solution i

0(t) = O(tl)e tl-t ¢o = r, _1 = r, t I = 2r/Xm i

and the "microscopic" behavior of the system near t is For other values of h, Eqs. (13)- (15) can be solved :.
determined from numerically by iterating _o (Newton's method is used to solve _"

Eq. (13) for it). Convergence is slow, but Steffensen's
acceleration method (Ref. 2) yields the solution within about

1 2_u2 8 decimal places using only 6 iterations of Eqs. (13) - (15). !¢(t+u) = ¢(t)+(w o*_,t-z) u+
For h<r/lO we can take 0o_0 and solve for t I, Ot
immediately. We have not provedexistenceor uniquenessof

y(t+u) = r,_2+ [_o+O(t)+ht-z]u the admissible solution; indeed, some of the results are
empirical.

: oo )u2+_3 Eqs.(13)-(15)weresolvedforr=32,18.55,10,5, and2,
and for lO-3r_X_r 2. For _,>X,n, _'m given by Eq. (19), _
the solution became inadmissible. Evidently, for X_, _,n we

where z = 2r ± r. The sticking period ends and a new floating enter a situation in which there is no sticking period. We have

period begins when 0% + _ (t) + _,treaches 3r. Comparing with not looked at this yet.
Eqs. (5) and (6), we see that the situation is just like the one at

time 0 (except that now y = 2r) provided ),t = 2r. _(t) = 0 o, For any r dmissible solution, the time averageof ¢(t) over a
that is to say, _2r/_,) = 0o. Ofcourse, this makes sense only if period 2r/_ is exactly the SPE _r. The maximum of 0 is Or, !_
t I _ 2r/L We are led to the following system of equations: and the minimum is

1 3+1 o _
xq _ (X-_o)t_ -- 2 (13) _.,,, --_o-_-> o .,

1 2 obtained by minimizing Eq. (8). Thus _ doesflutauateabout !-
01 = 0o(1 " tl)+ _t I (14) the nominal SPEof _/r. The peak-to-peak variation :"

(, •_o " Otexp ,- (15) V_- _,- _,,_

is plotted vs. k/r in Fig. 2 with r u a parameter(the variables
A solution ¢_o,Ct' tt is calledadm/s.ab/e ff

are starred). These curves show that F_ is an insensitive '_
function ofr and _r. For r- 32,

0 < _0_ x 06) ::

O<tt < "X2 (17) mix F, • 1.72 ._"

lifow itc,-alwt I imtud ol'_bo,_ It Isnetn_ussa_Io_ • _uble - -_
_qmtim. U_fo_lely, _ itmtlm Is violmlly unstabl_at the :
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achieved for ?,/r = 0.6 approximately. Figure 3 sketches CAt) aclneved when
vs. t for r= 32, _/r = 0.5 (the variables are starred). As _,

decreases, V_ decreases slowly. The width of the @pulse, ?_= 0.05 rad/s 2 =0.00_ II//s _:
however, gets narrow relative to the period 2r/7_,so that the '_
RMS phase jitter decreases faster than the peak-to-peak phase SPE = 0.2 deg
jitter.

Tile maxmmm Doppler rate and SPE for wluch tile presel_t
We have actually been working with dimensionless vari- analysis is valid is obtained from kqs. 120) and (21 ) as

ables. Here are some of the results in real-world units.

Let ttw loop with RF jh'quenc|' qum, tization 2Aoo ttw _t'max = 0.422 IIZ/S

input 0 = 0o +¢Oot + 1/2 _t2 where the Doppler rate _

satisfies SPE = 10.7 degmax

_'2 _- + I - _-r (20) The phase jitter Vo is only 0.17 deg. a small ripple on the SPE.
At this point it appears that digitizing the phase error signal

at the oscillator input zs not practical. To achieve a 10-3 ttz
The steady-state phase error fluctuates about the static phase quantizatlon with a 12-bit A-D converter would mean a
error loop-controllable oscillator frequency range of only 4 tiz.

2X whereas the Block IV VCO, in narrow mode, has a range of
r2 (21) 960 Hz. It is probably necessary !o digitize the phase err,',r i,:

SPE = r front of the loop filter or even earlier.

periodically with period 2 Ato/X. The peak-to-peak amplitude

V0 of this fluctuation satisfies IV. Phase Error Quantization
Returning to Fig. 1, we remove the frequency quant_zer

0.86_ = and install the phase quantizer. The loop equations arevo 2A_ (r 32) (22)

, P = °_Kd_' q = Qap(P)

_I, V¢,<0.83 r-_22A_ (r = 18.55) (23)r

the maximum being achieved when 2_rrl

= 0.6 A___W (24) ¢) = 0- 2_tM dt
7"2

The effective quantization interval for ¢)is -.

c approximately. ..

2ACp= _ (25)

Assumea l-Hz loop with a synthesizerprogrammeddown °tKa ' :
; to the 10-a Hz decade.Then ,

Appropriatedimensionlessvariablesarenow

"_ i 2Ay = 0.001 Hz

t*=-L e*= e _,= ___ .

.- r2 _ A_ /2Aw = 0.04 Hz at S-band • ,": 2--7-

q* = ---q. y* = 2_'Mr2 _,
max V0 " 0.0101 tad • 0.58 deg 6#' -"-_Y ,o

-/
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m terms of which the loop equations become is just an offset quantizer whose decision level m lying closest =
to the origin satisfies

q* = Ql(c_*), (26) _"

: -I-<<m<_l , rn = - (mod2).

y*=r (q* +fq* dt*) (27) r

Assume that _/r is not an odd integer, so that m is unique and

¢* = 0* - fy* dt* (28) - 1< m < 1. We shall show merely that if ¢/(0) - m and y'(0)
are small enough, then ¢' eventually sticks at m. Without loss
of generality we can assume ¢/(0)> m - e and q'(O) = m + 1

As before, we shall drop the asterisks from these variables (rather than m- 1). For t > 0,
during the analysis.

The quantization interval of q is 2. As before, we assume Y(t) = y'(0) + r (m + I) t (32)

that Qt has a dead zone of width 2e about each decision level
2k. Implicit in this model is the decision to make 0 a decision 1
level, not a quantiz_t;¢=, level, Eq. (27) says that if q jumps by ¢'(t) = O'(O)- y'(O) t - _ r (m + 1)t 2 (33) +
:!:2then y jumps by +2r. If q is a constant, say 2k + 1, on the

interval [t r t2 ], then Let y(o) _ O. Then ¢)'decreases, reaching m at time :

Y(t2) - y(tl) = r(t 2 - ttX2k + 1). -y'(O) + x/_
t I - r(m + i)

+ + 1/2 ?/2, where we now allow ?_to be 0. !Let 0 = 0o COot
The unquantized loop has a SPE _= _/r. In order for the where c

quantized phase error q to be ?_/rin some average sense, it
must happev that 0 gets stuck at the closest decision level 2k D = 3,'(0) 2 + 2r(m + 1) 1_'(0)- m]
to ?_/r,while q jumps between 2k + 1 and 2k - 1, bracketing

_r. To show how this happens, it is convenient to define some (we neglect e). Now, q' flips to m - 1 and y' flips to
more variables

_, y'(O)+r(m + l)t I - 2r = v/D - 2,,"
_" ¢/ = 0 r' q' = q r'

"_ If -

" Y' = Y- coo- 2ff

_ D < 4r2 (34) -.
,_ (we shall not drop the primes from these variables). They
;"" _" satisfy

i Then O' immediately starts to increase again, so q' flips back to

.! _. q' =Q'(_') (29) m + 1, and so on. Thus 0' is stuck at m.

If y'(O) < 0 then ¢' initially Increases. We can make sure

r[q"+f q°dt) (30) that _', given in Eq. (33), never reaches the next dec/lion levely' :lg

m + 2 by requiring

¢' = -f y'at (30
where= D<4r(m + 1) (35)

In fact, Eq. (35) implies Eq. (34) ifr_ 2. Then _' reaches m at

Q'(¢') " OI (¢/+_) -7 timet t uhefore.

SeecaaN of thelndetlaJtelnteSras.addlttvecoamntslaF.qLO0)and When O' sticks at m, y' starts flipping between ,¢_ and
01) canbedeleted. VIff - 2r. By examining the micro_copic behavior of ¢' in the



2e-dead zone, one can show. us.ng an attalysls not given here, 2AO = 2-7 rad = 0.45 deg.,

that tile upper and lower hnuts.r+..v of r' change with :in" ',
and in fa,'t 1"

I" -- to = O.6X 10 a I1/.
Y 2rrM

.1'+ --, (m + 1 )r. ,1'_ _ 1n1 - 1)r
¢

We have been assunung m this section that tire oscillator '_

exponenttally with time constant 1. This result, though frequency.v is not quantized. Since an NCO is being used. its

intuitively attractive, is on shakier ground than the other frequency Is necessarily quanti/ed. If. however, we make its i
results here because it depends on tire detailed behawor of the quantlzation 2 A.t' small compared to Its peak-to-peak jitter
quantlzer in its dead zones, which, after all, are but mathe- I" , then tile results of this section still hold. In the 1-11zloop

matical artifices introduced to make sense of the loop example, w,: must assume that the synthesi_'er is programmed
equations, at least as far down as the IO-4 ii/ decade; tins is feasible

because the signal has been digitized earlier. Then the phase

If _/r happens to be an odd integer, then it appears that O' jitter caused by frequency quantization {Section III B) will be
wanders irrt.-solutely between the two nearest decision points small compared to the phase error quantization 2 ,A0. If tile

,_/r- I and X/r+ I. synthesizer is programmed down only to 10 -3 Hz, then one

must examine a more complicated model that includes both

Returning through two changes of variables to real-v, orld frequency and phase error quantization. I:
units, we state results: Consider the btput 0 = 0° + COot+ I/2
_t 2 to the h_op with detector output quantizathm, where 0 is l"

a decishm level of the quantizer and 2AO, defined by Eq. (25}, V. Conclusions
is the effective phase error quantizathm inter_'al. Then the

There is a rough rule-of thumb relationship
error 0 sticks at the decision level 2kA_ that is nearest to the

SPE of r_k/r. The RF frequen O' co of the local oscillator flips r2
rapid O' between the two vahtes AO _ -- Aa_ (38)

r

!) 'which holds when either the phase error 0 or the RF
dO+ r r _ +rAO (36) frequency w is quantized. If _ is quantized into pieces of

' 2 width 2Ato, then 2AO from Eq. 138) gives an upper bound for

f_, the peak-to-peak phase jitter. Conversely, if 0 is quantized into
_- Thus. the peak-to-peak /itter in to is pieces of width 2A¢ then 2Ato from Eq. (38) is tile

peak-to.peak frequency jitter. In either case. the variable being ,

quantized tends to stick at a decision level of the quanti/er, !-

V = _ 2A_. (37) which acts as a bang-bang control element in the loop. !.
to ,r2

__. It is not practical to digitize the error signal at the input to

Evidently, Eq. (37) is the counterpart of Eq. (22) or (23). the loop oscillator (frequency quantization), because the
_, oscillator frequency range would be too small. The digitizing

in the l-Hz loop let the maximum range -'tKa of the phase must be done earlier, in which case Eq. (38) still tells us how
detector be quantized by an 8-bit A.D converter. Then for fine the programming of the digitally-controlled oscillator

' strong signals (a = 1), we have must be to maintain phase jitter below a certain level, ii
I.
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A Transmission Line Phase Stabilizer

G. Lutes
Cole, mumcaUons Systems Research Section

To meet the phase stabiliO' requirements .[ certain experimentz perfi)rmed with the
Deep Space Network, transmi_s::m lines currying reference sig71alsmust be stabilized to
re.hwe changes in their electrical length due t. mechanical m._'ement ,_r changes in
ambient temper..,ture. A transmisshm line phase stabiliz¢,r hetng developed at JPL to
perfi_rm this function is described in this article.

I. Introduction The relationship betweenthe referencesignal(ER) and the
distributed signal (Ej) is a function of the Voltage Stand"ag

Reference signals that are stable to parts in 1014 are sup. Wave Ratio (VSWR) on the line and the propagation delay of
.; plied within the Deep Space Net (DSN) stations by a station the line, and can be found asdes,:nbed below.
F referencesuchasa HydrogenMaserFrequencyStandard.

For simplicitywewill solvefor the relationshipbetweenE t
The stability of these reference signals, as received by the and E 3 and assume that the relationship between ER and E t is

u_r, is degraded by changes in the propagation lengths of the constant, as it will be if the toad ,m the reference port is
transmi.ion lines used to distribute them. These cha._= ate constant.
due to thermal expansion, generally > 60 parts in 10? per *C.

and mechanical movement of the lines. From Ref. _,

Thesetransmissionline instabilitiesare greaterthan canbe E2 ZR + Zotolerated in some critical applications,suchas Very Long
Baseline lnterferometry (VLBI), and inte,station clock E3 _-_; (e_a+Ke -_a) (I)
synchronization, so it is necessary to stabilize the transmission
lines carrying these critical rt;,_erence=tlgnah. where

A trtnmdttton line phase Mobilizerto peril'era this functlon Zm _ Zo
it being developed at JPL and is described in this article, g •

Zm +Z 0

IL Bill(:: CoI1_ d - The length of the line

A model fog a trmtmdmionline dbtflbutlon system without Z o .. The characteristic impedance of the line
mbtlizatton is shown in Fig. i. ? • a +J0 " The complex propagation comtant

17

i=,

f
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t_ = The loss factor (nepers/meter) The transmitter is located near the station reference at one
end of tire transmission line to be stabilized. It transmits a

_3= The delay factor (radians/meter) reference signal up the line and receives a return signal coming . :.
down the same line from the receiver. These two signals are

mad from the model compared in phase, and an error voltage is generated th._ is
used to reduce the error by controlling a voltage controlled

El Zs +Zo phase shifter in series with the line.
- (_)

E2 Zs The receiver is located at the far end of the stabilized

transmission line near the use_'_ equipment. It receives the
Where, from Ref. 1, reference signal from the transrmtter, processes it so it can be

separated from the reference signol, and sends the processed
signal back down the line to the transmitter. It also supplies ae'r d + Kc -_'a

Zs ---Z o ----- (3) stable reference signal to the user.
e_a _ Ke-_e

Then substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) ao.I simplifying: IV. Analysis
As shown in Fig. 2, a reference signal (A l sin wt) from the

L'I 2e _a station standard is split into three equal signals(.4 2 sin wt) by

E2 eva + Ke -_a (4) three-way power splitter HY-1.

Two of these signals are used as local references in the
and multiplying Eq. (4) and Eq. (11we get: transmitter and are applied to the LO ports of mixers A2 and

A3.

E 1 ZR + Z o
= .-- e)d

E 3 Z R The third signal is sent through a hybrid, a voltage con-
trollc.d phase shifter, a manual phase shifter and then to the
receiver through the transmission line being stabilized.

- ZR +Z° ea(_ + i_)

ZR At the receiver, the received signal goes through another
, hybrid and t:ten thr< h a nanow (100-Hz) tracking f'dter that
" ZR + Zo greatly reduces leakages of the control signal to the output
l_' - e'/a (cos dE + / sind/3)

ZR reference and restores the amplitude of the reference signal.

The signal out of the tracking filter is split by power splitter

El ZR + Z° ea_ d__ (5) HY.2 into three equal signals [A? sin (wt + ¢0] where _ is
E3 ZR phase delay from the input reference to the output.

. It can be seen from Eq. (5) that the relationship between One signal is used as the stabilized output and provides a

the phase of E l and E3 is a fupction of the length of the cable reference to the user.
only, and is not affected by VSWR. The amplitude relation-

ship is a function of VSWR and line length. Another si_,.,al drives the frequency divider, which divides
the reference frequency by 1000,

The purpose of the line stabilizer is to set and hold the

phase relationship between ER and E._ constant under all The third signal goes through mixer AI where it is modu-
conditions likely to be encountered in the field, lated by the output of the frequency divider, which is

. |1|. I)ollcri0tion A_sin _. f0_ , (6)

The tran-,nissioa life stabilizer consists of two basic parts:
a transmitter and a receiver, why're 0/1000 = phase delay through the divider.
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The signal out of mixer AI co'lsists of two spectral lines V. Stable Operating Area ,-

around a suppressed carrier. Adjustmen" of tb.': manual phase shifter, which act_ hke a ;-

Ic ( ) i )1 narr°wband line stretcher' is required t° set the °perating
A a os _)99(wt+0)-0 1001 {_ t+O)+O1000 - COS I000 (7) point of the system near the center of a stable operating area.

Two conditions on the slope of the control voltage versus
The signal is _nt through the hybrid down the transmission line length curve must be met for stable operation.

line back to the transmitter.
(1) The slope does not equal zero or change sign.

At the transmitte . the return signal goes through the man- (2) The slope has the opposite sign to the slope of the
ual phase shifter, the voltage controlled phase shifter, and the voltage controlled phase shifter (phase versus control
hybrid, to a quadrature hybrid where it is split into two equal voltage).
signals in quadrature. The outputs of the quadrature hybrid

are The stable operating points can be found by plotting the
control signal Eq. (12) versus line length (0). See Fig. 3.

[c(999(wt+¢)+_)-0) ,
A s os 1000 Since _)_/j, then Eq. (12) becomes

] A s sin 2(¢)+_)_A s sin40 (13)1001 (wt + (p"__) + 0- cos I000 (8) It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the stable operating areas are

A s in lO01(wt+¢)+_)+O (n - 1) --ff<¢) < (n + 1) --ff1000

] where
(999 (wt + Cp+ _) - 0 [o)sin 1000

n= 0,4,8, 12, ... (15)

_- where _j= the return delay down the transmission line. It can also be seen that a stable operating point occurs every
rt/2 radians of line length.

These signals are mixed with the reference signals (sin wt) _:
in mixers A2 and A3.

VI. Correction Factor

L The outputs of mixers A2 and A3 after ,:ow-pass faltering The correcuon factor for a pc,fectly matched system can '
• are respectively be found by setting

A ;sin _ T-0(_)O- sin(O+/i (10) eo-Gsin2(C_+/j) = ec (16)k

cos,o.,,..,--
L _ ] "j1000

e0 = the open loop error
" and are applied to the final mixer (A4).
:" ec = the closed loop error

The f'dtered signal out of mixer A4 is
G = AK o K_

._ A s sin 2(_ + 0 (12) AKI_ = total voltage gain in the signal path from mixer AI : :

a dc voltage equal to the product of Eqs. (10) _.nd (I !). This output to the voltage control phase shifter input ; ,
signal is applied to the voltage controlled phase _ifter to times the phase factor (volts/radian)

reduce the phase error. = A e sin 2 (¢ + _) (12) :

i _ :;8g ;

I J
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K_ = tile detector gain (not solved lbr explicitly in this extremely low levels. In tile present system, these sidebands
analysis) are approximately I00 dB below the output signal. With

K° gain of the phase shifter (radians/volt) extreme care in shielding and grounding, it may be possible toimprove tilts. _

A stable operating point, assuming lhe phase shifter has the Thermal stability of the system is degraded because of the
proper slope, is where ¢ _ rr/2, and since O _ [, numerous cables that must be used to get signals in and out of

the ovens• An improved thermal design would improve the

(0 + _) _ (n/2 + rt/2 + ec) = (n + ec) (17) long-term stability.

Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (12) and dmplifying, Miscellaneous problems related to testing, measumxg, and
monitoring the system have not yet been addressed.

sin 2 (0 + _) = sin 2 e. (I 8)
VIII. Test Results

substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (16), Preliminary short-term tests have been run, and proper
operation of the system has been verified.

eo-Gsin2% = ec (19) _-
A line stretcher, placed in series with a 1-kin length of

for small e¢, Eq. (19) becomes coaxial cable (RG 223), was used to change the line length by
25 cm (883 ps). This change was reduced by the transmission
line stabilizer to a worse-case change of <0.3 cm (lOps), a

eo - 2 Gec = ec correction of > 83 times.

Therefore, the correction factor is: Preliminary tests indicate that the phase noise of the system
2

should not appreciably degrade the distributed signal from the

ec 1 station reference.

eo 1 * 2G (20)

IX. Conclusion
VII. Problems Preliminary tests indicate that the basic design of the i

system is sound, but there are several problems that still need
The dominant remaining problem with the rr,_sent system attention.

is the detector sensitivity to changes in amplitude of the signal
-" returned from the stabilizer's regeiver. These changes are due Work is underway to reduce the sensitivity to changes in
:=_ primarily to changes in VSWR on the transmbsion line as VSWR on the transmission line so that system performance :

pointed out previously in Eq. (5). This problem can be can be guaranteed.
reduced by redesigning the detector or by adding an automatic
level control circuit to the present system. A new packaging design should be considered to improve

: long-term stability and accuracy.
Another source of error is the contamination of the

reference signals by leakage, such as that which occurs Test and monitoring methods and equipment must be
between the ports of the hybrids. Since hybrid isolation is a developed if line stabilizers are to be used in the DSN on a

;" function of VSWR on the line, this problem can be reduced by regularbasis.
controlling the quality of the transmission line as much as

practical, as well as improving the shielding and power supply Transmission line stabilizers will be required if r.'t'erence
: decoupling, signalsare to be distributed with phase stabilities in the order

of 10 ps or less since there are no other transmission media "_
in some applications, the leakage of the 5-kHz sidebands available at the present time that are this stable without

: into the signal supplied to the user must be reduced to compensation.

./

?
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Antenna Feedhorn Software Upgrade
P. D. Potter

RadioFrequencyandMicrowaveSubsystemsSection

The HYBRIDHORN computer program was developed in J973 to serve as an item of

general purpose antenna feedhorn design and analysis software, and has been utilized

extensively since that time for this purpose. The 19 73 fi_rmulation contains a small flare

angle approximation which is subject to question for designs such as the Williams S- and

X-band feedhorn. Additionally, the original formulation did not allow azimuthal variation
indices other than unity. The HYBRIDHORN program has been recently upgraded to

correct both o.f these deficiencies. A new large flare angle formulation has been _mnd

r, which appears to hm,e escaped the attention of others. In the upgrade, all of the ma/or
= prograr_, elements have been converted to Univac 1108 compatible structured Fortran

(SFTRAN) for ease of software maintenance. This article describes the small and large
angle fi_rmulations and presents some sample numerical results.

,_ I. Small Flare Angle Formulation

The small flare angle approximation is discussed in Ref. I. The formulation is based on the fact that the fields on a spherical
r_

cap in the horn aperture are well approximated by the standard cylindrical (Bessel function) fields (Ref. 2).

Figure 1 shows the horn geometry. Clarricoats (Ref. 3) derived the cylindrical fields for the case of arbitrary index, m, of

azimuthal variation. For linear polarization, the following field expressions apply in the horn flare:

E = +Emn "Jm (x)sin(m_) (la)

.i H,,, =- ""l_'"_..AL,.._, _x)c=(m_) (Zb), _ZoI

• " mn Fm (x)+mBALmn sin (m_) (1¢)

! i
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[*]E ]E4amn = -/Emn " • " m • _rnn + BALmn "Fm (x) cos (m0) (Id) ;_

[ ]H_,,,,_ =-/ • _ ..... F(x)+m._...BALm. sin(me) (If) :

where

_x)=_. L_x)j (2)
J (x) = Bessel function of the first kind and order m

m

J' (x) = derivative ofJ,,_ (x)with respect tox

k = free-space propagation constant

Z o = free-space characteristic impedance

x - K • r" 0 (3)
mn

K 2 _I12_mn = 1- m_____) = normalized propagation constant (4)

7
The assumed circumferential grooves in the horn wall require that the azimuthal electric field components be zero at the wall

surface. Thus, from Eq. (ld),

BALm.--- m. _ (x,-------5 (5)

where

x t = Kmn'r °0 t (6)

; BALmn is the mode balance; at the balance frequency it is +1 for the normally-used HEron modes and - 1 for the EHmn

modes. At the balance frequency, the horn wall presents infinite longitudinal reactance (E.n n divided by H_mn) and _adiation
patternsresult which haveessentially equal E- and H-plane patterns.

By consideration of the boundary conditions, the characteristic equation, which may be solved for Kmn, is obtained as:

(::_.)'F_(x,)- m=-_ ' '#.,. - •_ (x_).s,, (xr %)=o (7) ;

t

i
"- | ] _.

_ t

1 i ,
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where
t_

: rm J ,x;,. (x;)
s t • i "Sm (X'l' x0) = radial line admittance function -_ x I (8)

(X l) Ym (X'o)-Jm (X'o) Ym (x'i)J

Ym (x) = Bessel function of the second kind and order m
o

Y' (x) = derivative of Y with respect tox
m tti

i

x z = k • r • 01 (9)

I J'

x 0 = x t +k "GROOVE (i0)

GROOVE = groove depth

An important special case of the above equations is that in which the groove depth approaches zero, i.e., the horn has smooth
walls. For th,s case BALmn either approaches a positive zero, and HEmn modes become TMmn modes, or BALmn approaches a
negative infinity and l_'Hmn modes become T_'rn n modes. The smooth wall case is thus easily accommodated by the above
equations.

The final desired outputs of the IIYBRIDHORN program are the E- and H-plane polar radiation patterns, given the frequency
of operation, horn geometrical parameters and mode excitation amplitudes and phases. By circular symmetry and resulting
orthogonality, the azimuthal radiation pattern dependence is given by the selected order, m, of the sinusoidal/cosinusoidal
variation.The following steps are performed to compute the radiation patterns:

{i) Given the throat region mode phases, the aperture mode phases are determined by numerical solution of (7)at points in

the horn fl_rean'Jnumerical integration of'_m n.

(2) The aperture cap fields are determined from Eq. (lc) and Eq. (ld),

t_ (3) The radiated far.fields are determined by a near.field spherical wave expansion (SWE) about the horn vertex of the
aperture cap fields (external fields assumed zero).

(4) The SWEfields are normalized and phase-translated to a specified reference point on the horn axis.

Equations (la-lf) are formal solutions to Maxwelrs equations in cylindrical :oordinatcs with the assumed anisotropic wall
boundary condition; for this cylindrical solution, x is the radialcoordinate times Kmn. In 1963 Ludwig(Ref. 4) showed that for
a spherical geometry such as the horn flare, Eqs. (la-I 0 closely approximate the true fields if the radial cylindrical coordinate is

replaced by the arc length (see Eq. (3), (6) and (9) above). This approximation, valid for small flare angles such as those typically
utilized in a Cassegrain antenna feedhorn, was discussed in detail by Narasimhan and Rao (Ref. 2). This approximation was used
in ,he original HYBRIDHORN formulation (Ref. 1) and has shown good agreement with experimental data for small (less than 20
degrees) flare angle horns. One of the purposes of the HYBRIDHORNupgrade was to provide the capability of accurate large flare

angle calculations. This more rigorous formulation is describedin the following section. _

II. Large Flare Angle Formulation
The allowable fields in an infinite conical waveguide follow directly from Maxwell's equations. In a source-free lsotropic region

and atsuming e+l_°r time dependence, Maxwcll'sequations are: ; ,_

l {
•, E .. .(vxa) (Ira i

H =_'(VXK) (lib) 1

i

tt

!

I j ":
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• (aH)= 0 ¢11c)

V-(eE) = 0 (lid)

Since dwergence (curl) is identically zero, from Eq. (1 lc) H may be expressed as the curl of a vector (known as the vector

potential). A£:

Hk.-(})'(V ×AF)
(12a)

Equating ( IIb) and (12a). and recognizing that curl (grad) is identically zero, the result is:

E_. = -V¢ E -/co • AE (12b)

where eE is known as the scalar potential.

Similarly, using Eq. (! la) and (! Id),

EH =-- (11. (V X AH) ,13a)

HH = - V0 H-/wAll (13b)

By combining Eq. ( !2a) and (12b) with ( 1!a), and Eq. (13a) and (! 3b) with ( I Ib). the two vector wave equations are obtained:

V× VX AE+ /Wt_eV¢ E- k2 • AE = 0 (14a)

V X VX At/+/_ueV0. - k 2 • AH -- 0 (14b)

As particularsolutions of(14a) and (14b), consider E- (TM) and H- (TE) waves:

:- Af mA E ar (15a)

All = All a r (15b)

From Eqs. (12a) and (13a) it is clear that Eqs. (15a) and (15b) result in waves with only transverse magnetic and transverse
electric fields, respectively.

The scalar potentials, ¢_Eand eft, are not independent of the vector potentials AE and Ax and may be selected arbitrarily. The
following selections lead to convenient results:

! 0Ae'

es " "/_--_7"a--'T (l_) ,

I 0 All

¢u _--lw#-"-_" _"-_ (!6b)
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Expressing Eqs. (14a) and (14b) m spherical coordinates and using (Iba) and I I(_b), die foUowing scalar wave equailutls are
obtained:

i

,,Th,
Equations (I 7a) and ( I7b) are readily solved by the method of separatien of variables. For outward traveling waves with the polar
axis included in the region,

= a.,_•/,_2)(kr)._ {cos0). l.si,,{mC,)J {;Sa)

r,,., 0,1= bray • h(2),,(kr)' pmu(cosO;" Lcos(m¢)J (18b)

where amy, bray are TMand TE wave amplitudes

h_2) (kr) - the fractional order, outward spherical Hankel function (Refs. 5 and 6)

pm (cos 0) r. fractional degree associated Legendre function of the first kind (Refs. 5, 7)/)

Equations (18b), (i2a) and (1 la) can be used to find the expressions for the Th4 field components, and Eqs. (18a), {13a) and
(1 lb) can be used to obtain the TE f'_ld components. The resulting expressions, previeusly published by Borgnis and Papas
(Ref. 8) are the appropriate expressions for the fields in an infinite, smooth wall conical waveguide. For anisotropic impedance

_, walls, as in a hybridmode horn, hybrid modes may be defined which are combinations of 7M and 7E modes. Thus, the
tl' HYBRIDHORNfields are expressed as:

h(:) (kr)it

F,m" = +Emn • i'n "(Un + 1) "_kr "P"v (cos O) • ,.,in(m¢_) (!%)

,°Ha,, a,: - 'BALmn'v "(v +1) kr 'P_(cos0)'c, 'O) (19b)

Ell,. . = -/E.." • [rh lilkr)] • ae + BALm," .m "h(_'ilk:. ' sin0"- • fin(m0) 119c)

8 [rh(a)(/o,)] " + eAL.,. • by(i)1_). 8P_'_(cm O)E.,.,, - -/Era. • "_7 _ _)_" • ca {m¢) {19d)i

H0.p,. +1 . m'/_(li(tr) /_ (cos0) /BALm. _al_llllb.) ! .cmlm_) (19¢1• Iln0 _ tr "&'_ _ aO

t

1

b,,
g

m
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!

t

!

aPm (cosO) .m a v
= -/ b_ . h(:)(kr) • -- Irht(2)(kr)l • -, • sin(,,/_) (lOt) [ilom . , i

Wilh (I,c d_unied ¢ircuml_rerlllal grooves, the hohndary conditions are:

E'_ = (, (20)
0 -O I

tl o
L-":--" = longitudinal wall admitiance -= Y,,, (krl ( !1 I

• i0:01 _1
i

which results in, !

jm _) " I. BALm. • h 12) (kr) " :- 0 (22)
l'm"" --_'r'_r [rh(v2)(kt)} sinO, u ao Io:o,n=! I

and

"=" I aPm(c°sO) o_v a pm_ (cos tY (kr) ] n= ! =_°1 kr ar Irtt_ "(kr)l sin 0I.... (23)

m Z0 .=. h (2) (kr)
Em "on "(11n + l)'--kr -- "Pm(c°sO I)

-=1

i

The technique of separating variables, which allowed expression of Eqs. (I 7a) and (I 7b) as two sets of three total differential l "_

equations with solutions as Eqs. (18a) and (18b). requires that Eqs. (22) and (23) be satisfied for ;,ll values of kr in the horn. The ;.

_, spherical Hankel functlOt ._)(kr)and the radial derivative funct: m, a/;)r [rh(,,2)(kr)] are both tomplex and bear a differing re- }
lationship to each other as a function of kr. It is thus cleat that Eq. (22) cannot IX satisfied by a _mgle Hl:'mn or EHmn mode, but

rather a summation of modes must be used, as shown. The literature contains an extensive discussion of this problem (Refs. and !
10). Clearly, some approximation must Ix invoked to arrive at the single mode characteristic equation analogous to (7) and the

balance condition analogous to (5). The apt ro'.,mations appearing in the literature are both numerically unjustified and lead to

eq_tions ,:hich cannot be directly compared to the small flare angle formulation discussed in the previous section.

._ neat solution to the above dilemma is obtained by using a result derived by Ludwig (Ref. 4). Ludwig showed that if

h (_) (kr) r= Ih( 2 ) (_) I -J%(*') (24)

th_

(_ (/"9 I
" _ " (exact) 125)

a(,r) 2)( )12

Using Eq. (25), i, it easily shown that,

J_. _.aIdl(2) (k,)! - h(,2)(k,). (- - EOR) (:6)It' &' ¢

t
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=,

where

I t a_.....
ERROR -= ......... (27)

' a_,,,, a {A:r)

1,..: normalized propagation constant _mn differs significantly from unity for typtcal horn geometries, but the change of flmtt

with kr is slow. leading to a small value for th: error term. Ftgure 2 is a plot of(I - _3,,nl, JERROR[ and JERRORI/(I am,,)

for ._:r from I to I00 and v from I to 20. The approximation of retaining the nontmtty vahle for /3,1,1. hut neglecting the

error term. is seen to be excellent: the relative magmtudes of the error and {I - l_rnn) terms are seen to decay as approxtmat¢ly
I/(kr). Thus, the approximation is made that.

L
• -_- [rh{J) (krH _--//3,,,. "h t2_{kr) (2x;kr _r v

Combining Eq. (28) with (IOa) and (19b).

h(_) (kr)
E.,.,, = vn",+1) .......kr pm_(cos0 _.sinim¢) (2*)a)

H"nn =- "BALmn'Vn "(vn+l)" kr "P'n(c°sO)'c°s(m¢) (2Oh)

P" (cos O)

l£e,nn= "/_"mn "h(_)(kr).--si--n-0--'--""[_-mn"F,nv(cos01+ m- BAL,nnI •sinlmO) 12c_c1

J

E,,,,.= - i/:',..•h_(=_(k.) /'_ (cos0)• - sine-- " Ira" _,,,,,+ BALmn " Fro,, (cos 8) I • cos {me) 12Od)

H#mn = +/__o)l_'mn_ "h(2)v (kr) ....... sinO-- "[m +_]m. • gALmn • F nv (ct,s 011 • cos Ira0) 12t)¢1

IIOm'' "i(_) "hi_)(kr)'P_m(c°sO)---_sine"[F_*-{c°s0)+m'Oms'BALmn[-sin(toO) (2Of)

where

a_"(cotoj
;)0

F.,, (cot0) = (3o_
p" (co,o)

Line

? 01
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A co. lparlsonof Eqs. 129a) to (29f) with Eqs.(la) to (1f) showsthat the approximationin Eq. (28) yieldsexpressionsfor tile
fields in a large flare angle horn which are identical in form to those for the small flare angle (Bessel) formulation. The
mathematical equivalence between the associated Legendre function and the Besselfunction is covered by Ludwig(Ref. 4). u
Direct numericalcomparisonsbetween the two formulationswill be discussedin the followingsection.

With the approximation in Eq. (28), the horn boundary conditions may now be satisfied individually by each mode, and
result in the followingrelationships:

BAL = (31)
"" /_m=,(Coso_)

vn (vn + 1) "sin 01 " IF'm='lcos 0 I) + m • _-m,,"BALmn] (32)

Equat!on (32) implies that the wall admittance must be a specifiedfunction of kr. The amount of mode conversionwhich ,.
would ,,:cur with constant depth grooves in the horn flare has not been investigatedbut, based on previous experimental
results, is expected to be small. In the IqYBRIDHORNprogram, a constant groove depth and the radial line impedance
formula (Eq. 8) are assumed.Withthe..lationship

t

Ym,kr :S°,Xo,- " (kr) 0l (33)

The characteristicequation is obtained from(31) and (32) as:

v .(vn+l) [stoOl1
F 2 (cos01)-rn'._'_, ' " • ' ' --- (34)" r (coso,)s,,,(,,,xo) o

_ The upgraded HYBRIDHORNprogram allows computations to be performed using either the small flare angle (ikssel)
-- formulation, given in SectionI above, or the large flare angle (Legendre)formulation, given in this section. The following

section discussesnumericalresults.

? • IlL Numerical Resultsand Conclusions

The upgraded HYBRIDHORNprogramallows user selection of either small flare angle (lkssel) or large flare angle "_,_"

(Legendre)computations. The formerinvolve less machine time and are thus normallypreferable. For the dominantHE t _ _!
mode, direct comparisonswere made as a function of flare angle. Table 1 gives the horn geometricalparametersand the _
resultsof this comparison.The general conclus;on is that the Bessel(small flareangle) option may be safely used for horn
flare angles less than 20 degrees.Numericalexperiments for a 20 degree flare angle were also performedfor higher.order
modes,azimuthal variationsfrom m = 0 to m : 3, and for both smooth and corrugatedhorn walls; a similarconclusionwas

_ obtained fromthese experiments. •

The relativepattern insensitivityto formulation selection is a somewhat negativeand surprisingresult,but does lendgreat _ _'
confidence to the correctnessof both formulations,and also settles the question of whether the lksse_ (old) formulation is _{ '_

_" sufficientlyaccuratefor typical DSNfeedhorn configurations, I

In the processof upgradingthe HYBRIDHORNprogramto handle both formulationsand the case of m =h1, the coding .;:
was generallyimproved,includingconversionof all majorprogramelementsto structuredFortran(SFTRAN,version2), This
codingImprovementshouldfacilitatefutureprogrammaintenance. :_
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Table 1. HE,, mode filro anglecomparisonsa

. 1 h._." _1 I BALL I I'm(O I )" I'mr,(c°'s 01 ) KI l Itc,,,,cl p,|ttt'rn

Angle (Aperture cap) (Aperture cap) (Aperttire cap) (Aperture cap) crror rcla_nvc
" " - " -- -....... _ 1_ I t'_t'lldre d[

13e.,,_el Legendre Bethel Legendre Be_sel Legendre Be,_,;el Legcndrc --40 dB level, dB

20" .90969 .99969 1.06386 1.06347 -.93968 -.94003 .I I 102 •1l 191 0. I

40 " .99973 .99971 1.05999 1.058413 -.94315 -.94448 .10439 .10748 0.3

60" .99978 .99975 1.05386 1.05072 -.94869 -.95149 .09385 .10024 t) 7

70" .09981 .99977 1.050t)8 I.(_b02 -.95213 -.95579 .08734 .09559 1.0

aFrequenc.v= 8.415 Gilt
Aperture diameter = 106.68 cm (42 m.)
Groove depth = 5.0927 cm (2.005 in.)
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Feasibility of Inertialess Conscan Utilizing
Modified DSN F  :lsystems

P. D. Potter

: RadioFrequencyandMicrowaveSubsystems

The closed-loop conical-scan (conscan) technique has proven to be a useful method

for pointing the DSN antennas more accurately than is possible by open-loop methods.

As presently implemented, the antenna beam is scanned about the received signal'direc-

tion by physical movement of the antenna. While straightforward, this approach has at
_ least two disadvantages. Firstly, because of structural distortion;, finite angle encoder

resolution, and drive servo response, the actual antenna beam direction only approximates

the commanded beam direction. Secondly, because of the large mass moved during scan,
the rate of scan is severely restricted. If there are stgnO_cant gain or signal level variation; :

during a scan period, the conscan system interprets these variation; as antenna pointing

:' error. Both of these disadvantages would be alleviated in an inertialess conscan system in

which the beam scanning was performed electronically. Recently, standard JPL antenna _,

feedhorn software was Ul_ed (described separately in this report) to calculate, among !
other things, asymmetric conugated horn radiation patterns of the type that would be

needed for electronic beam scan. A brief look has been taken r ";_erequired horn excite- :_
tton. The remits, described in this article, are higi;ly promising. |

I. Introduction periodare interpreted as pointin s errors; thus it would be _ -
The badc conscan technique utilized with the DSN anten- desirable to scan very rapidly and intelFate over maay scan ]

has has been describedin detail by Ohbenand Reid(P,ef. 1). periods,as the spectrumof dllmdfluctuationstends to decay
Badcally, the beam b continuoudy precmed at a specified rapidly with increadn$ frequency. This objective could be
scan radiusabout the expected dlmd arrivaldirection,and achievedwith electronic,rather than mechanical,beam can-
variations of _ are cross-correlated with the beam position, ning. A second important condderation is that mechanical

To a _ approximation, any error between the preceudon Jcannln 8 is inherently limited in accuracy by drive servo
cone axis and the djmd direction results in • dnnsoidal veda- response, finite ancoder resolution, and structural distortions.

tion of the received _ level. This variation may then be To be useful, an electronic beam scannfp4 Wmm would have

procemd and utilized to effect a pointin$ correction. A to be declined such that antenna aperture efficiency and sys.

limitation of conscan is that spacecraft _ level variations tern noise temperature am not s/lln_tly dqp_ by

and receiver pin fluctuations that occur durinj one scan introduction of the bum scanni_ capability. These prob-

II
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lems are only addressed conceptually in this article, but do has an exceller," discussion of this technique), each of which
not appear serious, takes the forul of a complicated polar (0)dependetlce multi- _-

plied by sinusoidal/cosinusoidal a/imuthal (_5)dependence.
Addittonalty. there are two general classes of these "'hybrid"

II. Method of Beam Scan modes, designated tll:'mn and Elt,n n. Thus the polar and
azimuthal electric fields for these modes are given respectively

A good way of visualizing the inertialess conscan system
is in terms of the ntore familiar monopulse technique. In the by.
monopulse technique, the feed system produces a "'reference"

beam (symmetrical with respect to the antenna axis) and a rsm (me) 1
pair of spatially-orthogonal "error" beams (asymmetrical Eor,,n = A,, (0) Lc°s(m¢lj (la)
with respect to the antenna axis). For small pointing errors.
the error beam signal is directly proportional to pointing

error. Each of the two error beams has a plane (containing ['cos (m¢_)"I
the antenna axis) of zero output called the "null platte." E°mn = B {0) i.sin (m¢)J (lb)
The two null planes are designed to be as orthogonal as possi-
ble, thus providing pointing errors in two perpendicular

The subscript n refers to the order of the Eigenvalue solutioncoordinates.
to fields in the horn. For the reference beam (as presently used

in the DSN feedhorns), the HEIt mode is normally used,It can readily be seen from symmetry considerations that if
sometimes in conjunction with the HE 1: mode for beamshap.the three outputs from a monopulse feed were contbined in
ing purposes. The index m is selected to be I for pattern

such a way that controlled small amounts of the error outputs symmetry, and A n (0) is made as nearly equal to Bn (0) as
were added to the reference output, the resultant beam would possible for polarization purity and high aperture efficiency
be scanned off axis by an amount directly related to the (see Ludwig. Ref. 4).
amount of error output added to the reference output. More-
over. if the total amount of error signal added to both chan-
nels was held constant, but varied sinusoidally and consin- Because the corrugated feedhorn has circumferential
usoidaily, respectively, with time between the two channels, grooves, it can also support smooth wall modes that have only
the result would be a precessing beam; i.e., a conscan. This is circumferential wall currents (the TEen modes). Figure 1
the basic concept discussed here. Although we are discussing shows the minimum three modes necessary to construct

"_ conical scan and not monopulse, it is convenient to retain the circularly-polarized error patterns; namely TEot EHo_/HEo_,
tr "reference" and "error" nomenclature to identify symmetry and HE2t. t At the horn balance frequency (infinite groove

properties of feedhorn modes and beants, reactance) all three of these error modes have the same
Eigenvalue solution and hence propagate with the same

Conceptually. the inertialegs conscan feed discussed here velocity (Ref. 3). Additionally. the polar field variation is
identical for each. Near the balance frequency, these desirable_. consists of a corrugated conical horn similar to those pre-

sently in use in the DSN, except that capability is introduced properties are approximately maintained. Thus, the circularly
in the throat region of the horn for generating a controllable polarized error beams are inherently broadband. The reference
amount of error (asymmetric) mode for beam scan. This gen- mode does, however, propagate with a different velocity. Thus
eration could be accomplished, for example, by a system of for the inertialess conscan system described here, the phase of

: probes driven by semiconductor devices The feedhorn propa- the beam scan is frequency sensitive and must be taken into
gation characteristics of these error modes and their radiation account.
characteristics can be calculated to high accuracy with recently

upgraded JPL software (Ref. 2). it turns out that these error Using the upgraded hybridhorn program (Ref. 2), HE t !
modes have very fortunate properties, which appear to have (reference), EHo=, TEot, :rod HEat feedhorn 8.415-GHz
gone unnoticed in previous work; these properties are dis- patterns were computed for the standard DSN horn developed
cussed in the following section, by Brunstein (Ref. 5); these are shown in Figs. 2 through 5.

Similar 8.415.Gtlz patterns were computed for the multi-
frequency feedhorn recently developed by Williams (Ref. 6);

IlL AIymnl_ric Fwdhom Modes for these are shown in Figs. 6 through 9. In all cares, the three
Buzm Scan

The fields inzlde a corrugated conical feedhom may be 'Ludwls's (Ref.4) proposeddefinitionof normaland cro,-polariza-
expanded tn a series of orthogonal modes (Clarrlcoats,Ref. 3, tlon isusedin Fig.1.

. 'TJ Im

_4
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erru: mode patterns have essentially coincident phase centers lowest cutoff diameters, thus allowing rejection of undesired
and nearly equal phase delay in travelling from horn throat hibher order modes.
to aperture. As can be seen in Figs. 2 through '). all of the
error patterns are essentially identical (for a given horn). Figure 10 shows ,:onceptual designs for standard and
thus insuring high polarization purity, multifrequency horns with electromc scan.

IV. Error Mode Excitationand Control V. Conclusion
This brief•study of beamscan by use of corrugated conicalFor the standard Brt,nstein horn, the computed 8.415-GHz

horn modes was performed as a part of the hybrid horn soft-mode cutoff horn throat diameter is shown in Table 1 for the
lowest modes, ware (Ref. 2) verification process. The results are highly

encouraging and indicate that inertialess conscan is feasible
with modified versions of present DSN feedho,ns. Mode

As shown in Table 1, the four required modes have the excitation devices have not, however, been investigated.
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TEO! HE21(EVEN) Y-POLARIZEDERROR

Ee =0 Ee =A2(d) sin (2)1, Et_= A2(e)s_,(2))Table 1. _ Cutoff dhlm_arll

E+- ao(e) et =8_e)_ (_,) E_=So(_)_s2(,)co,(2))

Cutoff _Lp

HE! i 2.29 (0.90) Normally.used (reference) mode "4- -"

HE2! 3.81 (1.50) Desired error mode

EHo! 4.06 (1.60) Desired error mode lANE
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EH! | 5.51 (2.17) Undcs_od mode Ee `) A0(e) Ee = A2(e) oos(2)) E_= A0(0) + A2(_) co) (2))

tiE12 5.97 (2.3S) Beamshapin$mode E_- 0 E#= -g2(0) sin (2)) E_= -B2(e)sin (2#)

Y'POLARIZEDERROR:

EN - I[_e) +e2(,)]+ [A_(e)- B_))Jo). (2))I _' *
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Fig. 2. Bnlnlleln holm, HEsl Mode, 11.41SGIHIz
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Costas Loop Demodulation of Suppressed Carrier BPSK
Signals in the DSN Environment-Experimental Results

Obtained at TDL
R. Reasoner

DSN Data Systems Section

G. Stevens and K. T. Woo

Communications Systems Research Section

Suppressed carrier binary phase.shift keyed (BPSK) signalling is currently being

considered as a design alternative for future DSN telemetry in the multimegabit range.

Carrier tracking of such signals is usually achieved by a Costas loop, as opposed to the

ordinary phase lock loop. A Costas loop capable of demodulating BPSK signals with data

rates up to 1 Msps has been designed and constructed and its Doppler tracking
performance with respect to a Block IH receiver has been tested at the Tele-

communications Development Laborato_ (TDL }. The purpose of these experiments is to
investigate the compatibility of suppressed carrier signaUing with the current radio metric

system; specifically Doppler tracking and ranging. This article documents the experi.

mental results obtained to-date with respect to Doppler tracking.

I. Introduction to data rates,data patterns,temperaturevariations,and 1 _"
Doppler conditions. Also, when the Costas loop is used in _

In future imagery missions such as VOIR, the symbol rates conjunction with one of the DSN receivers, the effects of

of the returnedtelemetrydataareexpectedto be in the hardwareconstraintspeculiarto these receiverssuchas
multimegabit per second region. In this range of data rates, it passband characteristics, mixer nonlinearities, and oscillator _"

is pointed out in Ref. i that, from the telemetry systems point phase instabilities on this new type of signal formatare also of _
of view, suppressedcarrierbinaryphase-_hiftkeyed (BPSK) concernin the overallsystemperformance.

, _ignallingwith Costasloop carrierrecoverywill offer advan.
- : ' tages both in bandwidth savings and improved tracking To investigatetheseeffectson systemperformanceit is felt

performanceover the residualcarrierformat.However,the that, aside fromdetailedanalyses,which areonly as accurate ":=
compatibilityof this approachwith the existingradiometric as the models assumed, actual testing of a Costas loop ':
systemhas not beenverified.The basicconcernshere are the performinecarrierrecoveryforsuppressedcarriersignalsin the _
Dopplertrackingandrangingaccuracies,andtheirsensitivities DSNenvironmentis mostbeneficial. :
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A scaled-down version of the Costas loop that wdl be Figure I indicates tile configuration used to generate BPSK
implemented in the mult.negabtl telemetry demodulatt)r/ S-band signals. The Data Rate Synthesi/er and Subcarrier
detector (MTDD) has been designed a,d constr,lcted. Tile Geuetator are locked to the Freqt,ency and Timing Subsystem *'

: symbol rates of the MTDD range from 100 kilosytnbols per (FTS) that provides reference tones Ibr the TDL. The Data
second (ksps) to 30 megasymbols per second (Msps) (Ref. 2). Rate Synthesizer and Subcarrier Generator are manually

The Costas loop described here Is capable of demodulating programmed to the desired data rate and subcarrier frequency.
BPSK signals with data rates up to I Msps only. A detail respectively. The Data Pattern Generator is manually set to
description of this Costas loop is documented in Ref. 3. This either a PN sequence or a switch selected data pattern. Either
loop has been tested with respect to the Block II! receiver at the modulated subcarrier or the data pattern itself may be
TDL. So far. the tests performed concern only Doppler selected to modulate the carrter.
tracking. Four categories of tests have been performed. The
first category consists of design verifications of the Costas The Block I!1 Exciter is also shown in Fig. 1. The exciter
demodulator. This consisted of measuring the loop's rms phase output is monitored by a frequency counter to provide
jitter and steady.state phase error at assumed Doppler condi- equivalent Doppler information (frequency counted × 96 =
tions and various symbol SNRs (ST/N o). Their sensitivities carrier frequency at S band). The signal level to the modulator
with respect to data pattern and data rate variations were is varied to adjust for the desired carrier suppression. The

investigated as were the loop's frequency pull-in time and output from the translator circa,it is the S-band downlink
pull-in range. The pull-in time and range tests serve only t_ signal.
verify the design, since sweep acquisition is planned in the
MTDDunit. Figure 2 depicts the re,'eiver end of the configuration. The

S-band signal is attenuated to a desired level based on Y factor

The second category of tests consists of long-term stability measurements at the 50 MHz IF output. The output from the
tests of the Costas loop in the TDL environment, which IO-MHz IF is fed to a narrowband measurement system ,*
closely approximates that of the DSN stations. The third measure the carrier suppression by testing the power at the
category of tests was designed to test the variations in the carrier frequency with and without modulation. The 10-MHz
phase of the Costas loop's reconstructed carrier due to IF output drives the Block 1I! receiver control loop and the
Doppler offsets and the effects of asymmetric passband Costas control loop. The Block !!I receiver VCO is driven by
filtering in the receiver front end (e.g., the maser amplifier), either loop by connecting the appropriate cables.

The fourth category of tests was designed to investigate the Detail descriptions of the Costas loop design can be found
performance of the Costas loop when used for carrier recovery in Ref. 3. For the particular loop that was intended only for
of residual carrier signals with an 80-deg modulation angle and testing purposes at TDL, no automatic gain control circuit was

d, with data on a square.wave subcarrier. The Voyager spacect'aft provided. The manual gain control (MC_,C)in the Block !I! was
transmits signals of this type. therefore used in testing this Costas loop.

The test results obtained at the TDL with respect to these Figure 3 shows the data acqul on hardware. The Doppler
tests are documented in this paper. These preliminary results extractor is fed by the exciter an(] receiver oscillator outputs

7 indicate that there is no noticeable incompatibility between (each tripled). The extractor simulates the up and down
• the current radio metric system and Costas loop demodulation conversions as well as the spacecraft transponder. The signals

• of suppressed carrier BPSK signalling, as far as Doppler are mixed to 50 MHz (in lock), divided by 4, and complex : ':
tracking is concerned. Of course, further testing has to be mixed against 12.5 MHz to provide a phase error/4 signal and a

; performed with respect to ranging accuracies, phase error/4 + 90 deg signal. These signals are fed to two
analog-to-digital converters (A/D) that are controlled by an ,

: II. Description of Test Configurations Altair 8800 microcomputer. The 8800 is initialized by, and !
transmits digital information to, a Modcomp 11minicomputer. _

The Telecommunications Development Laboratory (TDL) |
was employed to test the performance of this Costas demod- The software available at TDL has the capability to provide
ulator. The TDL contains the equipment necessary to generate mean phase (for long-term stability) and phase jitter (for rms)
BPSK signals at S- and X-hend, Block 111 and Block IV analyses.
receivers, Doppler extractors, and the capability to perform

, automated phase data pthering and analysis. The Block HI III. Performance VerificatlnnTests_" receiver wIs selected over the Block IV receiver for our

measurements due to hardware problems in the Block IV The first set of tests performed was intended to verify the
• during the test period, predicted performance of the Costa loop design.

/
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I|efoi¢ Itlsl,llllI_!,' the {'_st:l,+ loop In the I'l)l . the haldv,.ll¢ Pelfi_lm.lIIc¢ of the_e joel,,', sh,_uld be Id¢lltlc,ll. Ilowe_;'I.

x'+';+ISIeStt'Ll Xvllh Slttltll,ltL'Ll. +lOts¢-fIet' sngn,Ils. A IILMII] IneJ`;tIlt_'d t+.'stnltn show lhal lhe F,h,ls¢ IIIIL'XSt+l"thL' loops ,It

bll+,h,ls_.` ll|OLhll,ltL'd Stl++[+t¢','_ed¢.l, tlel ,:I_2tt'.iIw,in _¢Ib.'l.ited hlgh¢l d:it;l I+ites :Ill' l,lrg¢l tltall tho,,L"of the' h+wt+'Id,lt:.l F,ItL'

Wlth till' eqtlIl'qll¢ll| showI1 Ill l:lB, 4. l'lIC l'Ieqllelh,'._,' alld l+hjs¢ cases. +l'lus is due largely It+ tile Inhet¢llt b.itldhfllltltlg of tile
• +i

of )lie IO-MIIz C,IllI¢r t+s¢iti:itoi *,'+'.i`;COllttolleLl b+Xtile Cost.sis ¢Oilli'qt'\ lnt\¢t (Ref..It. hi '.Iddllion. thls ill,iV ,llso be Lille.

Iot+i'_h,ltdw,+I¢, lu [uttictd:It. pull-m lllIlt' of the Cost,lS h+oI+ thollgh tiltleh less slgnlt+ic.lnti+x, It+ lh_.' d,lt,i _eilei_llOl lit:it
W,IS IIle,IMIted b+_ steel+trig tile ¢.IIII¢t fuPqtteliCX osuill,- ,t i, _¢IIelJlPS les.,, l+,.,II+,.,,..tWJXet+OIIIIS _+lf higher d:It.l l:+iles. N¢itlieu

ki1ox'+'llIit¢l¢lllOtllS. RL";IIIISel +thL'.'.L'IL'SISill+."slIox*,IIIll l',lhlc l t+l' th,_'s¢effect+,, +.,.,isUlh:hldPd in the .lll[ll.X'.;isxe[_oIleLl ill ref, .L
+._Iso.`;hewn ill l',ibl¢ l ;+liptile lheol¢llC:ll i'qedl+.-t:Oll_ell tilg'_e New.'ItIIPIP,;S.|'_+lil.l_leelllei11 ';till PXlSt_++_eD+*.'eL'llIile,l`;tll.++.'iti¢lll+

i+IIll-tll limes, wlllch ,11¢ dL'tl_,¢d ill Re)'..; l'h¢ p,Iiltuul,i1 Iooi', ;IIh+ll'bredh.'tIOlI.,,.
Lle:,,IgllWlth ,I )rePlied Ll;.ItJtaft +st"lot)ksp, (Re)'. 3} was u+;ed

Ill obtalltilxg '+lt¢test d,lta slv,+wl_hel¢. In addItIon to tills Iqlase JItter, the' ste,ld)-sl,+lte phase error
of the Costas h>oP Ill the Pr_.'senceof a "Lkll/ l)oPpler ol'Is¢l

As showll ill Table I, le:ison,ibl¢ agI¢vmcnt tn tiil' pull-ill +'+':iS,ilso Ineasuzed for S7"/,'Vos r.+tngmg from -4 It+ +4 dB.
111111.'f_¢lfolluanct" betx+een f'qedh.'tlt.Hts ;.llld InedsLllelllelltS Were I'l_llle 7 shows tile steady-state t'_]las¢ errols of the loops

obtamed. Alsu measured was the Pull-ill r.mge of the Io,_p. The desiglled {'ot |00 ksps altd 2,_0 ksps r¢spectively, witlx a
mL'asuxed Plllbllt lallge w:ls .'llolmd 1000 lit. The pl,.'dlcted DopPler ol'fsel el _ kilt. It Is observed from FIg. 7 Ihal the

Pull-m lailg,." Is _)4 Ill fRet. 3). measured steady-slate Phase error of Ihe loop r¢ceivmg IOO

ksPs data is I11belle: :lgleeinelll with lheory than lhal Of lhe

After the ('ostas Iool_ was installed at TDL. ittterl_clng with loop rect,tvmg 250 ksPs. ThIs Is ag,fin due to additltmal
the lO-Mllz IF of the Bh)ck III re,.'e_ver, Its l_'rl\'Ptnlaltce was bandlinlltlllg ill the ¢onlplex I111XeF.which is not accounted I\+i

tested ill tile p[eselt¢¢ of thermal noise and oscillator phase ill the allalyses, atld which introdt,ces additional sQ,.tml
inslabilities. To verif.s its perfot mailer. 111¢ins phase .litter and st,pl_tessiotl m the h_op eltor mtm;*l.
steadV-state I+hase e:rors of tile loop were l)rst tested ;.Is

fultctions of tile K>llowing variables: In t11¢actt,al design of tile Costas Ioo1",m tile Mttltimega-
bit T,:lemetry Demodukltor/IX, tector, the mixer bandwidth

{I) lhta patterns {PN or square wave)
gill be selected much wider than tile data rate to minimize this

(2) Data rates (100 ksps to 1 Msps) effect.

(3) Symbol SNRs (from -4 dB to +4 dB)

The rms phase jitter of tile Costas loop was tested with tile IV. Long-Term Stability Tests
41' configurations shown in Figs I, 2. attd 3. Figure 5 shows the

: rms phase jilter of the Iot+,pas ST/No increases front -4 to +4 To quantify the effects of temperature variations and
,lB. The loop was designed for the t00 ksps data rate. Test oscillator long-term instabilities on the reconstructed carrier

results tbr bt+th PN and square wave data are shown. The phase, a long-term stability test in excess of 16 hours has been
+ results shown in Fig. 5 demonstrated good agreement between performed on the Costas loop. The test configuration was tile

predicted and measured pert\reliance. They also demonstrated _tne as that described in Section I. The Costas loop t_acks a
that the loop's performance is practically msensitive to suppressed carrier BPSK signal with PN data at 100 ksps, and

whether the data pattern is PN or square wave. Agreement at a ,_T/N o of 4 dB. The loop bandwidtil was I I0 tlz in this

between predictions and measurements are better at high case. The values of the reconstructed carrier phase were

ST/Nos than at low ST/Nos. This can be attributed to the recorded and are illustrated in Fig. 8. Each recorded value of

effects of oscillator phase instabilities, since, at low ST/Nos the reconstructed carrier phase corresponds to an average of ++
signal suppression due to the hard-limiter it) the in-phase 10,000 samples of the Doppler extractor output, sampling at a

channel (Ref. 3) of the Costas loop is more severe, resulting in rate of $5 ms per sample, Over the 16 hours of observalion. +

narrower loop bandwidths and larger phase jitter due to the reconstructed carrier phase of lhe Costas loop was

oscillator phase instabilities, The performance predictions observed to vary not more than 17 de8. This is well within its _¢

given in Ref. ,3 treated the effects of lhermal noise only, while error bud_t. In terms of transport delay, a 17-de8 phase shift ._
..+ the oscillator phase noise etfects were neglected. ¢orreaponda only to a distance movement of 7 mm al S-Band. -

and corresponds to an even smaller movement at X-IEhnd. :
+ "_" : Fignr.- 6 shows the rms phase jitter of the three loops +

designed for data rates at I00
ksps, 250 ksps, and I Msps At another test, the current Block II1 receiver's residual +

respe¢lively, as functions of STile o. By deaign, the theoretical carrier loop was used t,, track a residual carrier signal with +

"1
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mt)dulathm attglc 0 : SO deg ,rod I0() kips dat:i on a 3o0-klte tracking ts seen to be better than the e\tstttlg re.,,tdual catli,.'r

squ,uc-_ _c .,,ubc,t,tlel. at a Sf:A o el +4 dB. A Io,l_-Ietul tracking over the entire tatige ol'S]'/.V o frt,m _4 to +4 dB.
stab'hty test over a 00-hour period was perfornled. +]lle

l'econstrt.¢led phase of the xesndual currier Iot_|'_ wa.,, Jg.lttl

recorded ar,d tllese data art' dlustrated in t:tg o. The thleshold Vi. Tests on Asymmetric Bandpass
loop bandwidth settlHg was I " il,, In tlHs case. It was ob,_t`rvt`d Filtering Effects
lhat lile l:,COll¢,tlllcted phast` of tile carrier varies over a rallgC

50 kle? tv_ his Periud. hI the Preseizce of L_)Pl',lel offsets, the zecetved signal

spectrum will not be Centered with reset`el to lhe tllasCt

•_lll' C these phase varl,ltlOns depertd upoIl the [t},Olll :llll|+_hfh.'rI}:itzdpass ch:llaClPrlSllCS, The tek'Oflstructed cazItei
tCt|tl'_er tire, no kiel'intte o.mclus,on C:mleall) be drawn n] the Phase of the Cost:is loop will then depend uP,m the I.>.'q'q'_ler

offset as well .'is tile luaset phase delay chalach.-rtstics. The;._ov.? l_'k'altlOtled saxtlPlt'-of-olle tests. More tests ;irk"p]altlled

m 'he I+|lure. Nevertheless It ,.'an be sald th:it the phase.shift mlme is true for the residual carrier loop+ Tilts efl+e,'t has beell

V;lllatl+_ll of the Costas loop's recoflstructed cartier Oli a analy,,ed Ill Ref.-l.
l.+ng-ternl baAlS is not all+' worst` than that of the current

residual alli¢l h)op in Block II!. when both loops axe To receive telex]lorry :;ngnals with data rates up to 30 Msps,

t,perated t the TDL environment, it is necessal,y for the X-band maser to have a I-dB bandwidth
around 100 MIh,, Since the characteristic of this maser IS not

yet av:zilablewe can only make seine appro\lnzate tests here.

In our tests at TDU a turn,hie two-pole Tchebycheff bandpass
V. Tracking of Residual Carrier Signals With filter with a 0.5-dB l.ipple in the pamsbandwasused to simulate

Data Modulation On a Square Wave the maser passband characteristic. This filter was placed

Subcarrler between the Costas lot+l+ and the IO.MIL, IF output of the

Residual cartier sigrlals are Colnn'lonly used in the DSN. For Block I!! receiver, as shown it) Fig. i 1. This anlout'ltS to all IF
example the Voyager re_urn telemetry uses a modulation smmlatton of the X-Band maser. The bandpass filter was first

angle of 80 deg and data is modulated on a square-wave designed Io be centered at the ]O-Mll? IF and to have a I.dB

subc: tier al 300 kill To track this type of signal, the arm bandwidth of 350 kit,,, which is about 3.3 times larger than

filters of the Costa loop have to be bandpass filters around the the received data rate of IOO ksps. Ariel. tile ('ostas loop
subcar:ier frequency to achieve optimum tracking petter- acquired lock, the phase of the reconstructed cattier was -_

- manc¢ "i'i_epredicted pel,t'_rmance el" the Costas Loop and the recorded from the Doppler extractor output. The filter was
then perturbed by adjusting the variable mductol, and capaci-bandp_'_s al,m tilter design for tracking this type of signal ;ire

known 'or elements until the phase of the reconstructed carrier
- experienced a 37-deg shift. The filter was then recalibrated and +

the center frequency was determined. Figure 12 plots the

The test ,eslllts of the RMS phase jitter of the Costas loop amplitude responses of this two-pole Tchebycheff bandpass

: when t,ed I0 t_ack a residual carrier signal with a modulation filter bet\Ire and after it was perturbed, it was centered at the "

_'_" angle of 0 of 80 deg and a subcarrier at 3.6 times the data rat, IO-Mtlz IF before pel,tul,bing. After pel,turbing, the center
* of 100 ksps are shown in Fig. !0. The ann filters used in this ftequency was changed to q.95 Mttz. This corresponds to a

ca_.e are RE(' bandpass filters centered at the subcal,l.iel, shift of 50 ktlz, which is equal to one half of the I00 ksps

frequency. The low-pass equivalents of these filters have a data rate that the loop was tracking. According to the

on_'-pole RC ch, lracteristic, and the one.sided bandwidth of analytical result reported in Ref. 4, this frequency shift of the

this low-pass ehmacteristic u chosen to be at twice the data signal carrier with respect to the pauband center frequency
rate. Also shown in Fig. I0 ar_. the rms jilter ,neasurements of should have produced a phase shift of 12.5 deg in the Costas

the Costas loop used tu :ark a suppressed carrier signal (O = hop's reconstructed carrier. However, perturbing the tempo.
90 deg) with 100 k is, data on the carrier. Comparing these nents of the ban@ass filter also alter the filter's bandpass

_ two results, it i_ observed that the rms phase jitter of the characteristic in addition to changing its center frequency.
Costas loop tr king of the residual carrier case is about l.dB This explains the fact that the measured phase shift is more

.._ worse than 'hose of the suppressed carrier case. This is in fair than the analytical predictions, since the latter assumes no

• ,, agreeme,,, with ;'he analysis, change in the filter bandpass characteristic except for the
change in the signal's carrier with respect to the filter's center q

• die shown in Fig. I0 ts tire corresponding rms jitter of the frequency. Nevertheless, they do indicate a fair agreement. +
residual carrier loop 'n the Block !il receiver. The loop The (future) X-band maser is assumed to. have a I-dB ?bandwidthwassH to 12Hz at threshold.The Costasloop bandwidthof 100 MHz, which is about 3.3 times the

._-
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maximum data rate of 30 Mllz. In this czse, the Doppler offset VII. Conclusions
of h,llf the tl:lta rate ,,viii amount to 15 Mllz. In other words, it

, will take a Doppler offset of around I _ MIi/ to introduce a A Costas loop has been designed, constructed, and installed

37-deg shift m the reconstructed carrier of the Costas Ioot, if in the Block II1 receiver at TDL. Its purpose was to investigate
the maser passband characteristic can indeed be approximated the compatibthty of Costas loop demodulation of suppressed

by this two-pole Tchebycheff characteristic. Since reahstic carrier BPSK telemetry with tile current radio metric system in

Doppler offsets are not greater than I Mllz. this will imply the DSN. Initial tests with respect to Doppler tracking indicate

that the phase shifts in the reconstructed carrier are not a no noticeable incompatibilities. More tests are planned with

severe problem if we have a wide bandwidtl, maser, respect to ranging compatibility.
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Effects of Asymmetric Passband Filtering on the Phase of
the Costas Loop's Reconstructed Carrier

K. T. Woo
Communecat,on5 Systems R_erc_ Section

t

The reconstructed carrier of a telemetry return signal is used in deriving the Doppler
and range information in the radiometric systemx h/hen suppressed carrier BPSK

r signallin& with Costas loop demodulation is used. there are concerns on the amount of
shift in the reconstructed covter phase, when the received signal rafters asymmetric _

i bandpass filtering through the various stages of the receiver. This paper quantifies this
effect and concludes that the phase shifts due to asymmetric bandpass filtering on the

Costas loop's reconstructed carrier can be slightly worse than those mffered by the
: residual carrier loop's reconstructed carrier. However. they are well within the error

; budgets of the mdtometric system.

L |I_]'IK]_ carrier does not necessarily line up with the center frequency
of the matin when there ate Doppler offsets. Becauseof these

Figure 1 ilJustrates the vart,.msstales of a Block IV receiver, effects there will be phase shifts on the reconstructed carrier.
Various bindpeu filterinI occursin the chainof IF stalesin and theexactamountwill beDopplerandme, r-characteristic
the receiver before the sijmd b demodulated, either with a dependent. It Jt true. however, that these phase shifts will
phase lock loop. when restdmdcartier demds are received, or occur on the residual carrier loop's reconstructed carrier, as
with t Costss loop, when suppressed carrier diPuds ate well itson that of the Costu loop.
received. In either case, there will be Isymmetrtc blmdpeas

fllterinJ on the received sJilmdspectrum. The blmdpim filters The recc.jstructedcarder phaseis uNd in the rtdiometric
folowin| the tim mJxer-lmplJfierwill ll/Weyshave theb center sys;emin dedvtn$ rinse and Doppler information. Come.
frequem:_ line up with the proper IF frequem:ies, whim quentJy it li ueceml_ thst these _ shifts be msinttined it
carrier tm:ldq is Khisved .o tim the VC'O b in frequency retmmbly mull values over the nmle of Doppler offsetsof

- Sock with the received carrie. NevertheJm, Nteri_ oe Ihe intlmm, Foe the reddmd carrier loop in the existinl Block !11

. _ siilnlJ spectrum is still aot exactly _ with mqmct to or BJoik |V receiver, the phase Ihifts on the reimmmcted
the ceflter [requen_, due to JJmJtetJollskl _ _ cerrJ_ due to Dop_ idles imd I_nd ftlterin| ate well

T_ (J(NldJ_lt IfPJf_illMtrJ¢_ eJYeit, howeve/. ¢8_bmted 81_ _ _ to he weU wil_Jfl the effor DualiSts
comes from the _ ampIli/_, whk:h precedesthe _ of the e_ rlidion_d¢ systems.WheneCostu loopisused
mixln.amplifl_ in the _ IF duin. Since the mawr to demoduble supImmed can_ BPSK telemetry(i_f. J).
ImpIJf_ b in froat of"the tim mix_r-limFlffler,the _ however, no known dale are eveiblbJe. Further. since the

Yt".5'_' Ii
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Costas loop utilizes the whole signal spectrum in recon- S(t) = dsQ(t)cos(w c t + 0)
. structing its carrier -,base, it is rnclear how severe the effect of ,:

asymmetric bandpass filtering will be on the phase shift of the

reconstructed carrier in the presence of Doppler offsets. 1 k_o l [(2N2k+l)) 0]An analytical approach is attempted in order to answer this - _ = a2k+t cos w e _; t +
question quantitatively m this paper. Measured results are also

obtained (Ref. 2) which are in fair agreement with these l"J "1 /
analysis results, la our analyses, the dominant bandpass +cos /l_ +2_2{._+_1)__ ,+01 (3)

'i filtering is assumed to be the maser, which is approximated by k\- c T ] j
a two-pole Tchebycheff characteristic with a l-dB bandwidth
approximately equal to 3.5 times the data spectrum. It is
found that, in the case of the Costas loop, the Doppler offset where T is the symbol duration, and where 0 is the carrie_
has to be approximately on the order of one-third the filter phase, to be tracked by the Costas loop. Let G(o_) be the k

bandwidth in order to create phase shifts on the order of 25 trm_sfer function of the maser characteristic. The filtered
degrees. For a 30 MSPS data rate, this implies Doppler offsets output with input S(t) will be 9yen by "_
of 30 MHz or more, which is much larger than the realistic
Doppler offsets of practica nterest. For realistic values of

Doppler offsets around I Mttz, the phase shift will be on the 1 _ I [(_° 2n(2k+ 1)) _
order of I degree. S(t) = _ a2k+l a_(2,_+l) cos c- T t

k=O

II. Analysis )]+ 0 + 13_(2k+1 (4)In the presence of Doppler offsets, the phase of the

reconstructed carrier of a residual carrier tracking loop is .:
basically determined by the phase delay characteristic of the "1]

[(27r(2k+l))maser amplifier at the detuned carrier frequency, relative to +a(2,+ _)cos toe _ t +0 + _2,_ _I "the center frequency of the maser. In the case of the Costas T ;
loop, since the entirety of the signal spectrum is used to

_, reconstruct the carrier phase, this phase will depend upon the
it' maser delay characteristics at the detuned carrier frequency as where in Eq. (4) an and _n denote the amplitude and phase
: well as at all the harmonics in the data spectrum, responses of the ban@ass characteristic G(to), at co = coc +

n2n/T, respectively. In other words,

: Square-wave data has the highest nmnber of transitions of

-::: any data stream, and thus will suffer the most phase distortion / ,,__ "
due to filtering. Thus if the received signal is assttmed to be

" -- G ltoc + -_-'-n'|,T, "square-wave modulated, the results obtained will be the worst "
case bound. Since a square.wave can be represented by the

/3 - arg co, + (5)

d$o(t ) = a2k+l cos ___(2 + 1_____) (1)
, k=o and where arg(z) stands for the argument of the complex

function z.

where the cocfficientxd2k+z are given by The operation of the Costas loop is identical in pcffor- '
mmc¢ to that of the squaring loop, which squares the filtered
sigmll_(t) and tracks the 2coc component. Def'ming

":! t a2k+l fr 2k+ l

! anot_ ifn>O

i A - (6)
I The received RF signal at carrierfrequency w c can be written n, as: a_na n ifn<O

1

_.:1 lo6
l

I

,d-
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tile signal _(t) can be writtciL frtml (4), as and where for/_ = O, 1,2 .... i_

'_(1) =W A cos to +2rrn t+O+b3. 171
,, 7" / (137

'1"he ph.se shif! m tile Costas loop's leconstruclcd carrier for

square-wave modulating signals undergoing bandpass fihering

The squared signal IgU)l: is equal to is then equal Io q', ,'is given in Eq. (12). _

It is instructive to notice that, when bandpass filtering is

1'_'(1)]-" = _8-1 _ _ .'l_Am absent'i'e"whenc%=land/J'=0'umEq'(ll)bee°mes
_:-_ nl:-oo

( )"_.m: odd _,, 4 I " =o = ,.., _2_-_i (14)
/t=O

i cos 2w * I + 20 + 0e + _, and q_= O. tlence the error signal .1'(/) becomes

.v(t) = / cos2(_o,.t+ O) (15)

which is clearly the 2_,, component m the squared signal
[_(t)] 2 when the filtering effect is negligible.

The component at 2osc in IS(t)]z which will be tracked by

the squaring loop, is observed from Eq. (8) to be: In general, when the tilter phase response is odd symmetric
with respect to the center frequency, so that

i _ i_2k_t = -_-2k+, (16).v(t) = -_ _ a£a_t cos [2_et + 20 + /3_+ __t] (9)
_---t

-_ then it is clearly true from Eq. (12) that qz = O, i.e., there will
F be no phase shift. For a t..'neral bandpass characteristic such

which, after some simple algebra, can also be written in the that Eq. (i0) d,ms not necessarily hold, tire phase shift xp is

following form: given by Eq. (12).

. y(t) =-io cos12(_,t +0) +2¢,1 (lO) tThe value _ was u._d raflter than 2¢_since the Doppler system tracks
the carrierat _c rather than 2_ c, :

where

e 0 = C2k+t COS[_Zk+t +i_-(2k_'l)] 4" Cik+i fm [lI2k+t +_5_12k+t)] (II) :

i

{ i ;

i _k = _-tan- -_---- 02) 1 iC2k+lcos[#2k+,+iS-Ok+t)];

q9790q69q7-q q2



III. Numerical Results the ma\m,um data rate of 30 MSPS), ,t can be pretl_'..":'d that a
phase shift of 25 degrees m the ('ostas loop's ,econstrucled

Curret,tl_ tile X-b;llld ill;i,;er l,assband I dB baz_d',vldll; m car_,en v_dl zesult when there is a Dopple, offset of 30 MIIz.

tile Block III or Block IV receivezs is al_ot, t 40MIIz. To Tins. of course, assumes that tile two-pole Tcbebycheff

receive multimeg:_b,t telemetry w,th data rates up to 30 MBPS characteristic is a good approximat,on to the maser p_ssbaud.

at the DSN m tile It)80's ,l is imperat,ve to mclease the ,uaset Also shown in F,g. 5 ,s the phase shift thal the res,dual can,er

bandwidth. It ,s assumed here that the future maser will have loop will sul't_'r m the prese_,ce of Doppler offsets, lbr the
a,l equwalent baseband t,andw,dth of about I00 MIIz. m order same passband characte,islics assumed. It can be seen from

to receive data rates up to 30 MBPS. Without ,:variable data on F,g• 5 that the phase shift in the Costas loop's reconstructed

the future maser, the best one can do at lhe present is to cazner ,s only slightly worse than that of the residva] carrier
assume a certain bandpa_s cl, aractenstic for it a_d evaluate the loop.
phase shift effect on '.he reconstrt, cted carrier, in the p_esence

of Doppler offsets. Tlus has bc'en performed experimentally A 30 Mltz Doppler offset is much larger than niosl realistic

(Ref. 2). The experiment was actually performed at IF. but values. For a realistic Doppler off'set ot I MHz. wh,ch equals

was intended to simulate the effect of maser filtering. A i/'30 of the nlaximum data rate and therefore ts equal to about
two-pole Tchebycheff bandpass characterist,c was osed to i/100 of the (future) maser 2-dB bandwidth, the phase sh,ft Ill
simulate the maser bandpass characteristic. The circuit ,i_:_gram the reco,st_ucted earner of tire Costas (or residual carfie_)

of this bandpass filler is dlustrated in Fig. 2. It has center loop is on the order of I degree (see Fig. 5). This ,s much

frequency at the i0 MHz IF and a I-dB bandwidth of 350 smaller than that whLh is allowed by the rad/ometric system's

K|lz. This has Ihe,I a ba,rdwidth roughly equal to three ume,; error budget•
the data rate of I00 KBPS. whi,'h is one of the data rates used

in the tests reported in Ref. 2. The amplitude and phase

responses of this bandpass characteristic are plotted in F,gs. 3 IV. Conclusions
and 4 respectively. The phase shift in the reconstructed carrie,

in the residual carrier loop case. in the presence of Doppler, is Assm'ring the mzser characteristic to be approximately
basically equal to the phase response of this filter at the equal it. thal of a two pok Tchebycheff bandpass character-

detuned frequency• Por the case of Costa_ loop demodulation, istic, with a l-dB bandwidth at 3-5 times the data rate. the

the phase shift q_ can be comFuted from Eq. t i 2). with the phase shifts suffered by the Costas loop's reconstructed carrier

infornlation available in Figs. 3 and _. The computed result is have been quantified, a_ functions of Doppler oll'sets. These

illustrated in Fig. 5. It is observed that a Doppler offset of offsets are then compared with the corresponding ones of the

_. 100 kHz can only produce a phase shift of 25 degrees. The residual carrier loop's reconstructed carrier. It is concluded

F Doppler offset of I00 kHz corresponds to an offset of one that, even though the corresponding phase shifts of the Costas

data rate, which corresponds to one-third of the maser I-dB loop are slightly worse than that of the residual carrier loop,

bandwidth assumed. When these results are translated to the they are boa1 well witl in the error budgets of the radiometric
future maser with a I-dB bandwidth of 100 Mtlz (i.e., 3 times system.
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Design of a Costas Loop to Operate With the Block III
Receiver and Its Predicted Performance

G. StevensandK. T. Woo ,',
Communications Systems ResearchSection

A Costas loop has been designed and constructed to operate with the Block III ..

receiver. It is a scaled-down version of the carrier tracking loop design in the Multimegabit
Telemetry Demodulator and Detector (MTDD) unit under development. The constructed
loop has been tested with the Block 111Receiver at the Telecommunications Development
Laboratory (TDL). This article describes its system design, hardware construction, and ;

predicted performance.

I. Introduction II. System Design Considerations

. _ In order to test the compatibility of the current radiometric The Costas loop is designed to be operated with the Block
• system in a DSN environment with suppressed carrierbinary 111Receiver in the long loop mode, controlling the VCOinput,

phase-shift keyed (BPSK) signalling and Costas loop carrier the output of which is multiplied to S-band for use in the first
: recovery, a Costas loop has been designed and constructed to mixer. The system configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1. This
_ operate with the Block !Ii receiver. It has been tested with the loop will provide the Block ili receiver with the option of •

Block Ill receiver at the Telecommunications Development tracking suppressed carder signals, in addition to the existing
_. Laboratory (TDL) and its measured performance, with respect capability of tracking residual carder signals. In order to carry

to Doppler tracking, has been reported in Ref. 1. This article out the desired tests, as mentioned in Ref. !, at the earliest _
describes its design considerations. Its expected performance time possible, the Costas loop modification is a scaled down
regarding steady state phase error under assumed Doppler version of the carrier tracking loop to be used in the
conditions, rms phase jitter, and their respective sendtivittes Multimegabit Telemetry Demodulator and Detector 0dTDD)

with respect to variationsin dgnal-to-noise ratiosare discussed, now under development. In particular, thb current Cmtu loop
The loop's expected pull-in time is also given. System dedgn d*'qgnutilizes a complex mixer which was developed in earlier
condderations will first be discussed in Section 11.De=cdptlon= projects (Refs. 2 and 3) and has a bandwidth of less than
of hardware dedgn and construction will be given in Section 2 MHz. Because of this Inherent bandwidth limitation the ,:

IlL Predicted performance will be discussed in Sections IV, V, ded_ed Cmtu loop can only track dgnab having datarates
and VI. up to 1 mepsymboi per second (MSPS).

111

_e
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The Costas loop constructed has a hard limited inphase III. Description of Hardware Design
channel, so that the third multiplier which derives tile loop

A bluck diagram of tile Costas h)op phase detector and loop '_error signal is a chopper-type device, lhis is dlustrated in
Fig. 2. The mphasc (I) and quadrature (Q) arm filters are filter assembly hardware is shown in Fig. 3. The 10 Mllz IF
one-pole RC filters, which are scaled to the data rates received, signal is amphlied and applied to the input of a 2-way power
The loop filter has transfer function of the form splitter. One output drives a true rms voltmeter which is used

as a signal level monitor when adjusting the IF signal level. The
other power splitter output drives a 10 Mltz quadr:lture IF

I + r2s mixer (complex mixer). Inphase and quadrature (I&Q) base- _"

F(s) - _ + rt s ( I ) band signals are generated by the complex mixer by splitting
the IF signal into two paths and mixing with 10 MIiz LO
signals which are m phase quadrature. The re:,ulting baseband

so that the loop is a second order loop. mixer products are then bandlimited to 2 MIIz by 2-section
elliptic low pass filters. A detailed description of the complex
mixer is given m Refs. 2 and 3.

The design goal of this loop is to be able to track
suppressed carrier BPSK signals with symbol SNR's {ST/N o) as
low as -4dB with an rrm,phagejitter less than or eqtlal to

The inphase and quadrature baseband signals generated by3 degrees. In addition, the steady state phase error is to be less
the complex mixer are next passed through identical arm

than or equal to 3 degrees with Doppler offsets less than 2 kHz
filters. Simple resistance.capacitance (RC) low pass filters areand Doppler rates of 2 Hz/s or less. The design parameters to
use(1 when processing signals in whic|_ the carrier is biphasebe determined in a Costas loop are the arm filter bandwidths
modulated directly by the data symbols. When the data _sand the loop filter time constants, or equivalently, the
moaulated onto a square wave subcarrier, the low pass arm

squaring losses (Ref. 4), loop bandwidths (St) and damping filters are replaced by resistance-inductance-capacitance (RLC)factor ({'), in addition to the open loop gain. In order to meet
the steady state phase error requirements it is shown in bandpass filters, whose passbands are centered at the sub-

carrier fundamental frequency, lnphase and quadrature base-Section V that the total loop gain has to satisfy"
band signals generated by the complex mixer are also buffered
and supplied to test points to facilitate wave form inspection

K r > 2.4 X l0 s (2) with an oscilloscope. .i'

" A hard limiter follows the inphase channel's arm filter. Tile
P' The loop bandwidth constraint, in order to meet the jitter output of the quadrature channel's arm filter is linearly

requirement, is found to be amplified. These two signals are then multiplied together in a
double balanced mixer whose output drives an active lead/lag
loop filter. The loop filter's output is supplied to the receiver's

Bt, T< 2.4 × 10-4 (3) voltage-controlled crystal oscillator in its LO chain. Variable
gain control and an inverted output are providea in the loop

where I/T is the data rate received. For the four data rates of filter and amplifier. A built-in voltmeter monitors the VCO

concern in Ref. 1, the loop bandwidths are, at the desii_ point control voltage. Offset currents generated within the Costas
with ST/No ffi-4 riB, selected from Table I. These loop band- loop's phase detector are cancelled by an offset adjus :._ent
widths are design point values and they increase with ST/N o. potenttometer.
The arm filter noise bandwidths art, chosen to equal twice the
data rate, so that squaring losses are acceptable.

In this Costas loop design the bandwidths of the RC-arm
filters are chosen to be twice the received data rate. The arm

With the desired damping factor set to be l: 1 0.707 at filter design is illustrated in Fig. 4, while the respective
design point values, and with the loop gain KT satisfying Eq, parametric values of the filter components are described in •
(?), and Bt.'s given in Table I, the time constants r I , r2 in the Table 3.
loop filter can be determined. They aregiven in Table 2.

,1

Further discu.ions on performance evaluations are given in The loop filter design, corresponding to the time constants .
Sections IV, V, and VI. In the next section we first describe described in Table 2, is illustrated in Fig. 5, with its compo.
the hardware design of the Costas loop. nent values given in Table 4.

-. i i
*14

..!

i
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IV. Tracking Analysis of the Costas Loop V. Determinationof Design Parameters
The tracking performance of a Costas loop with hard and Perfc.-mance Predictions

limited in phase channel has been analyzed in detail in Ref. 4. The basic parameters to be determined m the loop design
Basically. the steady state phase error and the rms phase jitter are: the arm filter bandwidth, the total loop gain K T. and tile

of tile loop are dependent upon the signal suppression factor i_ time constants r I and rz in tile loop filter. The values of/_ r"
and the squaring loss factor St, in addition to other design r t and r 2 also detemune the loop bandwidth R/, and the
parameters such as loop filter time constants and the gains of damping factor _'.
the phase detector and the VCO.

The selection of arm filter bandwidth affects the squaring

loss St, of the Costas loop, as illustrated in Fig. 7. It isSignal suppression on the loop error signal is due to the arm
filters and the hard limiter, and varies with ST/N o and the observed from Fig. 7 that St, varies from -5 to --9 dB for
choice of arm filter bandwidth ,'lative to the data rate. When choices of arm filter bandwidths from 0.75 to 4.5 times the

data rate, at the design point ST/N o of-4 dB. Even thoughthe arm filters are one-pole RC filters, this signal suppression
not shown on Fig. 7, the squaring loss S/. decreases rapidlyfactor i_ has been evaluated in Ref. 4. The results are shown
when the arm filter bandwidth decreases below 0.75/T. where

here in Fig. 6. The total loop gain in the Costas loop design as
described in Section 111 is dependent upon _ through the lIT is the symbol rate. Squaring loss is least when the arm

filter bandwidth B is a_ound I/T. And as B increases above

following relationship: I/T. St. decreases monotonically again. Nevertheless, St, is
relatively constant for BT values ranging from 0.75 to 2.5. In
this particular design the one pole RC arm filters are chosen to

Kr = _ix/ff Kp Kv Ks,F (4) ha_,ea BT product of 2. The squaring losses with the arm filter
bandwidth selected in this way will be less than 6.6 dB for all

ST/N o > -4 dB.
where S is the average signal power at the output of the
manual gain control (MGC) unit, K is the phase detector gain,P With a squaring loss of 6.6 dB or less the required loop

K v is the VCO gain, and Ks,F is the variable loop filter gain as bandwidth Bt. at tke design point ST/N o of -4 dB can be
described in Section Ill. Both loop bandwidth and damping chosen, in order to have rms phase jitter below 3 degrees, :
varies with loop gain, and they are thus also SNR dependent, according to Eq. (5) as follows:
The same is thus also true for the steady state phar,e error and

the rms phase jitter of the loop. These dependences are further !
0' ' discussedin Section V.

Bt, T_ ._o SL = 2.4XI0-'* (6)

The tins phase jitter of the loop for a given loop bandwidth

BL is given by Ref. 4. This resulted in the design point loop bandwidths listed in !

Table 1. !

<,, o,.o,oo,,.oO: I
state pluum errors due to a indian Doppler offset f_o and a

: Doppler rate 121 are [lo/K/. and flt/w2n respectively, for a :
where S/. is the squaring lots factor, which is less than unity, second order loop (Ref. 5), where to, is the natural frequency ;
and is also dependent upon ST/N o and the arm filter of the loop. Auuming we choose a damping factor of t"of
bandwidth. The squiring loss of the Costu loop with a hard 0.707 at the design point, the valuesof wn for the selections of
limited in phasechanneland onepole lowpassRCarm filters BL shownin Table! will be • 45. Thesteadystatephaseerror
has b_n evaluated in Ref. 4. and the results are included in due to a f/t of 2 Hz/I will then be • 0.35 degrees. The

Fill. 7 for reference, combined steady state phase error¢)u due to both fl o and fit
can be modeled as

With _' and $/. known from FJp. 6 and 7 It It then strlqlht

forward to det,rmtne the pm'amet,n in the loop deign and to /[f_e_' (_z

of s'r/N..,, rh. ,. *"" v" + (7)discmNd in the next section.
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In order for ¢% to be _ 3 degrees for a Doppler offset of With Bi, requirements given m Table I and total open loop 1!i
2 kilt and a Doppler rate of 2 i|z/s it follows from Eq. (7) gain K r requirements given in Eq. (7), it is straightforward to 1

that tile total loop gain K T must satisfy determine tile loop filter time constants r I and r2 from the .
tolh)wmg well-known relationships (Ref. 5) of second order

_20 .... loops with loop filters of the forms given in Eq. (I):

gr > -- ---2 _(_z,/_:.) i > 2.4x Ios (8) i
JO,., K r

T, - 2 (I]) 1
With K T determined as above it is straightforward to deter- _n :
mine the variable loop filter gain KL. v from Eq. (4). given the
signal power S. the VCO gain K v. and the phase detector gain

Kp. The VCO gain K v m block ill ts equal to 2n X 96 X 400 2_nr i {"- I J

radians/volt. The phase detector gain Kp is measured to be r 2 - KT (12) I:
0.646 volts/radians. However, the signal level x/S is SNR !*
dependent, since it is controlled by a manual gain control

(MGC) which holds the signal plus noise power constant in the Requiring g'o (design point calue) to be 0.707. so that _,, =

IF bandwidth (Btv) of 7.92 MHz. It can be derived that the 1.89 B L, the respective values of rt and _'2 are determined
signal level v/_-S after MGC is given by from Eqs. (I 1 ) and (I 2) to be those given in Table 2.

x/r2_. Next we consider the performance of this loop design as

V_ = / BIFT (9) ST/N o increases above -4 dB. Both _. K r, St. and Bt. are

,/' -_- dependent upon ST/N o. The dependences on ST/N o of &'and

+ (ST�N) S L have alrea(:y been give;:.._n Fi_. 6 and 7. The dependence •

of K r on ST/N o comes from i_"as well as the signal x/S-level

where ). = 0.15 volt is the desired average signal plus noise after MGC, as given in Eq. (10). From K r and r I the natural
power in the MGC output and is determined by the appro- frequency, w n of the loop can be determined from Eq. (1 I),

priate input level to the complex mixer as described in Section and from which _"can be determined from Eq. (12). Given _,

!!. Since • equals 0.298 at ST/No = - 4 dB with arm filter and _'. BL .:an be determined by the following well known
BT = 2, the loop filter gain KLF is then determined from Eqs. relationship (Ref. 5)of second order loops:
(4), (8), and (9) to be:

= K r . ___"( 1)
- gtg _Kp K v ,V_ B/. 2 _'+ _ (13)

2.4 X i0 s The dependences of B L and _"on ST/N o are plotted in Fip. 8

= X/'2X 0.15 and 9 for this Costas loop design. Given B/, S/., the rmsjitter
can be determined from Eq. (5). Also. the steady state phase

(0.298) (0.646) (21r X 96 X 400) /. BtFT error, given K r and w., can be determined from Eq. (7). Their

j, +_--'_-o respective dependencies upon ST/N o are plotted in F'il_. 10
and I I.

(10)

At the design point ST/N o - -4 dB, with BtF • 7.29 Ml'Jz, VL Pull-ln Time ComddoratJon,
these required values of KI.F's are determined .o he the *
followin|: In the absence of noise, the dynamic loop error tilnal in :

Fill. 2 ha the form
Variable Loop Filter Gain Settinp KLF

Data Rates KLF elt) • $Ce qln [ 0 (t)] [ V_d(t) tin 0 (t)]
100 K_PS 331

• _" 250 210.5 (14)
, 500 149.6

1000 107 where _(t) is the phaseerror proceu, d(t) is the basebanddata
wtveform, and the notation _ is used to denote the

t

| °
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operation of the arm filters. Supposewe assumethe filtering _. This =sbecausethe gainin Eq. (1_) ,s 2K' rather thanK'.

operat=on is neghg]ble, which will he seen to he justifiable for The pull-m range of the Costas loop model (17) can then he ._
pull-m tmle ctmsldeIations, then the dffletentlal equauon thal gl+en m the same way as that ol'a phase lock loop (Ref. 5): :f
governs the dynamics of the Costas loop is given by

I I = 12noI ,; 2
d_O= !10__ KF(p) (sgnI,'o_O(t)] sinO(t)) (15)tit d/ "

= 4 _/x" _'c_n (10)
where 0 Is the recewed carrier phase, F =s the h)op filter
transfer function, p is the Hea'iside operator ,l/dt, and K is a
constant proportional to " e signal level, the VCO gain. and This imphes I_01 _ 2 _/A_'_n. Suppose the m,tial frequency
the phase detector gain. Strictly speaking. K depends also offset is small compared to the arm filter bandwidth: then K' .i
upon the frequency offset between the local VCO and the here should be very close to K T. the total loop gain design
incom.,ig carrier• The function sgn [cos ,_(t)l can he expressed parametc discussed in Section V. For the design at IO0 KSPS
in a Fourier series, discussed in Section V with K/. = 2 4 X IOs. r I = 112.5 s,

and r2 = 0.03124 sec, _"Is0.707 and w n is 4().2. When Ihese
values at," substHuted in Eq. (IO). the pull-in range Js

4 ,_. (- I)k computed to beggn [cos (t)l = -_ ,., _.4-i c°s l(2k + l )Olt)l
k=O

,,,, l°ol_--_ < 894 ltz
which consists only of odd harmonics of ¢(t). During the
acquisition phase the term corresponding to k = O has the

This pull-in range is much narrower than the arm filterdominant effect on the loop, since all terms in Eq, (16) pass
through the loop filter. Thus. to a good approximation, the bandwidth, which equals 200 kllz when the received data rate
beha_or of the Costas loop, neglecting the arm filters and is i00 KSPS, so we are justified in neglecting arm filter effects
ignoring higher-order I_)ppler derivatives, is governed by: for this computatton.

The pull,in time of the loop model governed by Eq. (17)

dO" = _o - 2/(' F(/) sin _' (17) can now be computed in the same way' as that of the phase
• dt lock loop (Ref. 5):
lr

where _"= 2¢, K' =I2/Tr)K, and _ = 212o, wr,ere IZo is the _o (2fro)2 f_oinitial frequency offset in radians per second. The 0"process

then satisfies the same well.known differential equation Ta"a = -_,_.1 2X/r_'2_.(_/'_hOn)._ _ 3 (20)
(Ref. 5) that is satisfied by :m ordinary phase lock loop. The
effective Doppler offset is now 2120, and the effective gain is
2K'. For the loop design at 100 KSPS mentioned previously the

pull-in times for various initial frequency offsets are given in
During tracking _'==0 and Eq. (I 7) can be linearized to be Table 5. These predictions agree closely with measurements

reported in Ref. I.

a-;" (iS) .,
VII. Conclusions

Let T and _, denote the damping factor and natural The design and performance prediction of the Costa= loop
frequency,respectively,of the linearizedmodel Eq. (ig). Then testedwith the BlockIll receiverat TDL asreportedin Ref. I ._

_._ _'and _. areequalto sJ'2-j"and_"_¢oa respectively,where _" is documentedin this paper.The testresultsreportedin Ref. I
and Ida are thmeglven tn Eqs. (l l) and (12) which corg'gtmnd are found to be in good alKeement wiih these performance
to the llneadzed differential equation Sovemin8 e rather than p_edlctions. _.

I17 _

_-"--
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Table 1. Loop Dandwidths

l)esi_, point

Data rates Loop bandwidth at ST/_Vo = -4 dB
................... t.

100 KSPS 24,04 Hz i
250 KSPS 60.1 Hz ;,
500 KSPS 122.2 Hz

1000 KSPS 2,'4.4 Itz

Table 4. Loop filter designs

Data rates R I R 2 R 3 C

100 KSPS 50K 3.08K IOM 9.92 uf

250 KSPS 50K 6.68K IOM 1.866 uf '_
500 KSPS 50K 13.6K 10M 0.4498 ,f

1000 KSPS 50K 27.2K 10M 0.1125 _tf

Table Z Loop fl_

Loop filter time constants

Data rates r I r2

100 KSPS 112,50 s 0.03124 s "=

250 KSPS 18.00 s 0.01246 s

500 KSPS 4.500 s 0.006117 s

1000 KSPS !.125 s 0.00306 s

_" Table 5. Pull-in times of the Costal loop design receiving dam nile
at 100 KSP$

Initial frequency offset Pull-in time _-

:'. 100 Hz 2.83 s

200 Hz 11.3 s
300 Hz 25.47 s
400 IIz 45.25 s

Table 3. Arm filter designs

Data rates 21rx [: R C

100 KSPS 8 x IOs rad/s 510 ft 2451 pf

• " 250 KSPS 2 x 106 rad/s 510 fl 980 pf
: 500 KSPS 4 × 106 rad/s 510 fl 490 pf

1000 KSPS 8x 106 rad/s 510.q 245pf ""

(/c = 3 dB corner frequency) _" "P :

Imel!.Rumla .

119 _ ;

0 }

f l "

-t
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The Constantin-Rao Construction for Binary Asymmetric
Error-Correcting Codes

R. J. McEliece
Consultant

E. R. Rodemich
Commumcations Systems Research Section

Recently Constantin and Rao gave an ingenious construction for a class of binary
codes capable of correcting a single asymmetric error. In this article we shall give a
complete analysis of the size of these codes.

,V I. Introduction elements of G are indexed gO), g(2), ..., g(n). For each x =
(xl,"" , x n)e Vn, we define

Most known classes of binary error-correcting codes have
been designed for use on symmetric channels, i.e., channels for
which the error probabilities 1 _ 0 and 0 _ 1 are equal, n
However, in certain applications (e.g., LSI memory protection 7(x): = E xig(i) (1)

(Ref. 1), optical communication (Ref. 6)), the observed errors i=l
are highly asymmetric, and the appropriate channel model

may in fact be the Z-channel, in which the transition 0 _ I is the addition in Eq. (1) taking place in G. For each g E G,
impossible. Of course any code capable of correcting t errors define
on a symmetric channel will also be capable of correcting t
Z-channel errors; but at present there is no entirely satisfac-

v _): - {,.e _ : r(x) = g} (2)tory technique for dealing directly with asymmetricerrors,
comparablesay to the BCH-Goppaconstruction(Ref. 5) for

symmetric errors. Recently, however, Constantin and Rao Constantin and Rao showed that each of the subsets Yn(g ) is
(Ref. 1) gave an ingenious construction for a class of binary (qua code) capable of correcting one asymmetric error. They

codes capable of correcting a single asymmetric error. Since ,}bservedthat since there are n + 1 sets Vn(g), and since each
our article is based on theirs, we begin with a description of of the 2n elements of Vn belongs to exactly one of them, then
the C.-R. codes.

2n

, Let V. denote the set of binaryn.tuples, and let G beany IVn(g)l _' _ for someg E G (3)Abelian group of order n + 1. We suppose the nonzero , _ ' _
t

1_!4
7
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Since 2n/(n + I) is an upper bound on the cardinality of a We will also show (Corollary 2, Section 111):
single symmetric error-correcting code of length n, the simple
bound of Eq. (3) already indicates that something interesting

: isafoot,' and one naturally wishes to know more about thc 1 ( n___2)numbers IVn(g)l. As a step in this direction, Constantin and IV (O)l _ _ 2n +n2
Rao showed that

with equality if and only if n + i is a power of 3 and G is an
I Vn¢O)I_>IVn(g) 1, a'l g"E G (4) elementary Abelian 3-group. And finally, we will show

(Corollary 3, Section IID that among all Abelian groups of

order n + 1, IVn(O)I is maximized only by those groups whose
in effect Eq. (4) eliminates the need to consider Vn(g) for g :_ odd Sylow subgroups are elementary Abelian.O. However, this is as far as Constantin and Rao went; they

were unable to find an exact formula for IVn(0)l except for
certain special groups, and they did not identify the group or Change in notation:

groups of order n + I yielding the largest value of [Vn(O)l.We In what follows, the order of G will be denoted by n rather
have been able to fill in these gaps using finite Fourier analysis, than n + 1. Furthermore, in Section 11Iwe shall index the

The details of our work appear in Sections II and 11I.but here elements of G, zero included, as G = (g(O), g(l),..., g_n- ! )},

we sketch our main conclusions, and redefine the mapping 7: Vn _ G by

First, we have obtained an explicit formula for IVn(g)l in
n-I

general. The formula depends on the characters of G, and is
#yen (with the change in notation noted below) in Theorem 1 3,(x): = E xig(i)
of Section !il. Forg = O, the case of primary interest, however, i=o
the formula simplifies to

We shall then study the numbers

_ 1 E 2(n+l)lo(h)- I (5)
IV(0)I n+l f(g): = I {xEV:3,(x) = g}l

h odd

the summation in Eq. (5) being.extended over all elements h E The effect of this is that to translate our formulas forf(g) into

_, G whose order o(h) is odd. We can also show (Corollary !, formulas for IVn(g)l, one must:
t¢" Section I!1) that the maximum of IVn(g)l is often not attained

uniquely: (1) Replace n by (n + 1).

(2) Divide the f(g)'s by 2.

-" IVn(g)l _ IVn(0)l, with equality if and
_ only ifo(g) is a power of 2. Thus, for example, Corollary 1 in Section ili readsf(O)_ I/n
_- _, 2n/°(h); using (I) and (2), we obtain JVn(0)I < ll(n + l)
,: 2(n+t)/o(_)- i, asclaimedin Eq. (5).

in particular, if n + 1 is a power of 2, all CR codes of length n
_- have exactly 2n/(n + 1) codewords. Since this is also the

d number of words in the Hamming single (symmetric) error II. Son_ Fourier Anal_iscorrecting code of the same length, we conclude that the CR

, construction is uninteresting for these lengths. However, it will Let G be a finite Abelian group of order n, which we write f
follow from our results that for all other lengths, the CR additively. Then G is a direct sum of cyclic subgroups, This
construction produces codes that are strictly larger than the means that there exist elements 7t, 72,"" •, 7m in G of orders
best single symmetric error correcting code. n t, n2, ... , nm with n = n I n_ '" nm, such that every

element in G has a unique expansion of the form g -gt_/t

we write g+ "'" + g__, with.",gin)'0<gi < nr l " I, 2,-. •, m. For brevity,|Indeed, if n is even, the maximumsize for a single symmetric _1,"
• _. error-correctingcode is < 2n/(n + 2), andif n m l(mod 4), it is_ .:_

2n/(n + 3). (See Ref.4, Chapter17.) Hence(3) showsthat the best
CR code of lengthsn 0, 1, 2(moa4) hasmorecodewordsthan any For each I E {1, 2, ..., m}, let _'1be a complex primitive ,_
codedesignedtocorrectonesymmetricerror, ni-th root of unity. We define a mapping _, h) of G X G into

i:

_ i ii i i iiiiii _ III II [ L . .- ±:: _ -_- ? 13 I ,_f _"
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the complex numbers as follows. Let g = (gl, " " ". gm )` h = !f h, has order d,, then every element h E Gi has tile form tt =
(hi,.... h m ). /h i for some to.teger I _</_<d) with (/', d,) = I. Thus by Eq. (O)

the innel stun in Eq. (13) is
". m

_, It): = H -,(3/" (6)

(14) ,
I -_l_d i I _j_d i

This mapping enjoys the following easily-checked properties. (/.dj)= I (J,di)= I

(g, h) = (h, g) <7) Now by I_q. (9)+ (hi, g) iS a complex efth root of unity for a
divisor ei of di. and it follows from a theorem of Ramanujan

(g', h) (g. h') = (g, tl + h') (8) (see Ref. 2, Theorem 272) that the sum (Eq. (14)) is equal to
_5(di)bl(ei)/c_(t'l). where ¢) is Euler's e-function and/J is Mobius'
function. Hence Eq. (13) becomes

(g, �It) = (jg, h> = (g, h)j (9)

I ___ I_(ei)0 if ft.o T(;,?..,., (15)(g.h) = n if h = 0 (10) t = I

Now let/(g') be any function mapping G into the complex Notice that if we define the product ofg = (gt'"" "' gm )
numbers. The Fourier transform _of fis defined as follows: and h = (h ! , " • • , hm) by

?(;,):= u,.-e>f(g) ()1) gh:= Oh;,,.'".g,,;,,,) (16) i
g_G then the integer e i appearing in Eq. ( i 5) is just the order of the ,

element gh i. Thus if for g E G we define c
Using the properties of Eqs. (7). (8). and 110), it is easy to
verify the Fourier inversion formula:

_, Igi = _ e = order (g) (I 7)_ ¢(e)"
I

f0 ) --7, U,.g>7(h) (12)
_: Eq. (15) can be written as

This is well.known and can be found, at least implicitly, in any
r

:- good algebra text, e.g., Ref. 3, Chapter 1. We now derive an I E ¢P(di) [ghi] _(hl) (18) :alternate version of Eq, (12), which is not as well-known, but f(-¢) = n
which is often useful, i--t

Let uscall two elements h and h' of G equivalent, and write Finally we note that [gh] = [ghl] for all h E Ge and that
h "" hJ, if h and h' both generate the same cyclic subgroup of IG_I= ¢(d_), and so Eq. (18) can be written in either of the ,.
(7. From now on we shall assume that the Fourier transform _ following ways:
of f has the property that'(h) = f(h') whenever h " h'.

If G = Gtt._2U .... UG, is the decomposition of G into ! • ....
"'-" equivalence classes, and if h t. "-', h r are arbitrary f('g) =-ff E ¢_(d_)[hth_] ?(h_), ifg"h i (19) ;

.... representatives of these classes, then Eq. (I 2) can be written as i=J

i 1 r I "
! f(f) =_=:" ?(hl) E (h.&) (13) 1"(I) ='n" E [gh]fi(h) (20) -_

I=I bEGI bEG

)

51
,)
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III. Main Results "'
= 11 l1 + (-h. gO)>) (from !!q. (_))

Let (; := tg (°), g(I )...., g(,-t)} he ;I l]flile Al_elian group , o

(we ;i.,,sume g(0) = 0). and let i_,a denote the set ofn-tuples of

O's and ['s. For x = (x o, .vn. - • -, x l @ l'. define tile One can ea',dy see from Eq. (__) tha! for a fixed value of h.
mapping ). t" _ G by with _(h) = d. file mappin._, g -" (-h. g'_ is a hom,_morph,.sm of

(; onto the complex d-th root._ of unity. Thus fl K denotes the

,i-j product !! '_-e (i + _'_). _" being an appropnate primmve• r=O

_(X): = E xigO) (21) complex d-th root of tmity,_(g) = g I'/'t. But the d complex
i=O llunlbers {I + _'lt d I1:O are roots of the equatmn (:- I)'/ I = O.

and so their product is I - (-I)". hence K = 2 ifd i.,,odd,
Our problem is to count the number of times each element m K = 0 ifd I.,,even. Ilence

G is covered in thns mapping, i.e.. to find the numbers

j:"(h) = 0 ifo(h) is even
f(g): = ( (xE V,, : 3,{x) = g}l (22)

= 2"/"(/0 ifo(h) is odd 125l
We will solve this problem by using the results of _ction II.

Here is the result: i
and theorem I follows.

Theorem i :

For each g E G, Corollary I : i

fog) _.s'(O)=-I _ .,,,/ou,)/,1

1 E (h, g) ")n/o(h) (23) h odd "[ ¢e)= .
h odd

with equality if and only if o(g) is a power of 2. 2
In partncular, i ,

Proof:

I

f(O) = -;_ E 2n/°(h) (24) From Theorem l,
-_ h oddJ
p

(in Eqs. (23) and (24), the symbol o (hi denotes the order of f(g) = _($)1 _/n E I (h, g) I 2n/''(h) (26)
the element h E G, and the summation is extended over all a odd

elements in G of odd order.) : "

But (h, g), being a complex root of unity, has absolute value !,
Proof: and so ,

This will follow from Eq. (12), once we compute 7(h).

From Eq. (11),
jr(g) _ / ,_ 2./00,) = jr(O) (27)el

h odd

/(o,)= <h.-s>/(g)
EEG This inequality will be equality, if and only if(h,I) = ! for all

elements h of odd order. Now from Eq. (9) (h, g) will in

= E (-h. g)f(g) (from Eq. (9)) general have an order which divides g.c.d. (o(h),o(I)), Hence if
_ =,ca o_) is a power of 2, then (/I, Jr)• I for all h of odd order, and "

i equality holds in Eqs. (26) and (27). Conversely ifo(g) is not a
power of 2, then in the expansion t = tit = + ". "+or,,,m.3','V' (-&Xo_o) �xn_rff(n- I))

�t,-: _ there will exist an index/such thet t,* O, and o(ei3'i) isnot a__ -

seen power of 2. If o(3'_) - n I • 2°q with q odd, let d • g.c.d. (2mtr
(from Eq. (22)) nt). Then d _ 0 (rood n i) since Ep/s order is not a power of 2.
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It the integer h is chosen so that 0 -<.ha_<ni - I and (2ag,)ht _ Corollary 3:
d (rood ha), It follows that h = 2alzT_ has odd order, and thaf

IfG is a group of order n, then

(h,g) = -i_':''_''hi = _'_ _ I . QED.

.f(0) (- __1 E a,fl 'z)2''/l'_l (32}n
Corollary 2: _ : v I (")

f(O) ¢ I/n (_ + (n - I )2"/3). with equality it"and only it"n

is a power of 3. and G is an elementary Abelian 3-group. with equality iff for all odd p, the Sylow p-subgroups of (i ;ire

elementary Abehan.
Proof:

From Corollary I, Proof:

Let

!

f(O) =-n _ 2"/°v') G = EGh odd P
pin

I 2n/o(h))= n (2n + E be the decomposition of G as the direct sun: of its Sylow
h odd subgroups. If n is a subset or"Pt(n) let S be the subset of G
_,*o consisting of these elements whose orders involve exactly the

primes in n. Then clearly IS,,I = ot (n), and every element m S

lfh=O, but o(h ) is odd, theno(h);a3.11ence2n/o(h)_2n/a has order at least ltd. The inequality of Eq. (32) follows.
and so Furthermore. equality holds in Eq. (32) iff each element in

each S r has order exactly lit]. and this will happen iff each

odd Gp is elementary. QED.N !

I'(0) < -_-(2" +(n - l)2"/3) (28)
We conclude with one illustration of how Theorem I car, be

used to compute the values f(g), for all g E G. Suppose, then,

ff F lt,ality clearly holds in Eq. (29) if and only if every element that G = ZpeZq is a direct sum of a cyclic p-group and a cyclic
in G (except O) has order 3, i.e., iff G is an elementary Ahelian q-group, p and q being odd primes. We represent the elements

3.Stoup. QED. of G as pairs (x, y), O g x < p, O g y < q. There are just four

equivalence classes of elements in G, and we can choose as

To state our final corollary, we need to introduce some representatives of these claraes(0, 0). (0, l).(l.0),(1, i). The

number-theoretic notation. Let the prime-power decompoti- following table will prove useful:
tion of n be

i h, a, ¢(d,) 7(h,)

111ii p'p (') (29) O (0,0) I ! 2#a
n I

pin

i (0, I) q q- I 2p

and let Pt be the set of odd primes dividing n. If • is a subset 2 (I, O) p p - I 2q

of Pt. we define 3 (!, !) pq (p- I)(q- I) 2

- ..(.):"11(;'"'-,) o0) 0,),.,,., .=.,,.,,,,.,,,. ,.
•, _t the/-th component of the vector f = I/n H _, where H is the

• X r matrix defined by

1"1 : " I'IP (30
_, n#: - _(d,)I/'pfl (33)

" =

/
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I (2,, q )2p ._q (q I)2
and f" is tile column vector whose i-th component ts _h), in /(h.)= Pq + (q - I - -tile present case, clearly

!

= I t2pq _ _p _ ._q+ ._fT (2rq"Y" 2q _) .t(h._)=_q _ _ .

and from the above table we compute

For exampl,, wnth p 3. q 5, we get/'(h o) .I .,f(h I) =

)l = = _Is_ Th,s,.e',,__hat,h_('_
1 (q- I) (p- I) (p- I)(q- I 2188, fIk z) 21_4. f(h 3) "_ "_

codes of length 14 defined by thi,,,grot,p have
! I (p- I) -(p- I)/

H = /i (q- I) -I -(q I) IOO_ |f g _ ho

L
I -I -I + I IOq4 it'g_h|

1l',4(_)1 = 1002 il-g_h2ltence

IOql |1",__ t13/
[(h o)=_-_{2 pq+(q- I)2 p+(p- I)2 q+ (p- I)(q- I

)2

The best possible single symmetric error-correcting code of
I {_m- "P+(p I)'q

/(hl)=_- _ - . - . - (p- I)2} length 14hasonly 1024 words (see Ref. 4, Appendi\A).
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Carrier Tracking Loop Performance in the Presence of
Strong CW Interference

B. K. Levitt

CommunlcstlonsSystemsResearchSect=on

In a coherent data link, narrow.band radio frequency interferem'e (RFI) near the

can,ier frequency can degrade the link performance by impacting the carrier tracking hx_p

behavior and producing a partial or complete I_ss of coherence. If tile RF! is strong
enough, this effect can occur even though tiw frequen O, of the interference lies well

beyond the carrier tracking loop bandwidth. In 1973. F: Bnmo and A. Blanchard

independently perfi_rmed similar analyses of the response of a phase.locked hx;p (PLL ) to

a continuous wave (CW) interferer, and derived conditions under which the loop dropped

• carrier lock and tracke_ _ the interference instead. This paper compares the contributions
- of these two analysts, and extends Bruao's closed form approximl, tion fiJr the h, lp phase

cmdr. This result is applied in a subsequent article to the general problem of coherent

derec'tion of residual and suppressed carrier telemetry in the presetwe of strong CW

Interference.

I. Introduction so_ earlier analyses of the impact of a CW interferer on the
performance of a carrier track;ng loop.

Because of increasing competition for the available RF

spectrum, the DSN hasbecome concerned about the disruptive One of the first investigafi()ns of this problem was the

potential of RFi on networ',, operations. In an effort to define experimental study conducted in 1966 hy Britt and Palmer at

the RF] threat, the DSN is currently developing a zendtive Langley Research Center on second-order PLL's (Ref. 3). They

wide-band RFI monitoring capability to detect and i6entify measured the loop phase error aqta function of the interfer-

murces of RF! at the Goldstone complex (Ref. I). This ante.to.carrier power ratio (Pt/P¢). and determined limiting
surveillance system will characterize the RF environment in values of PI/]Pc for wl'_k:h carrier lock was lost. for CW

which the _N functions, but a parallel activity is needed to interference within the loop pa,hand. In 1972. Ziemer, at the

invest|lptte the effects of different claue= of RFI on compo- Univerdty of Mi,ouri. repotted oct a perturbation analysis of
nents of a [_N receiver, and ultimately to determine the weak CW interference in Costas Ioo_ (Ref. 4). lie restricted

resulting degradation in link perforrnan.,ze. One reeent example the interference levels to be small enough to allow the
of this is Low's simulation wink at D_ I I to measure the dqp'aded ¢_rrier tracking loop to remain in its linear operating

increase in telemetry error rate doe to CW interference at odd range. In their independent aitalytical treatment of PLL's. ip

harmonics of the data sub,.'arrler (Ref. 2). As a further 19"/3. Bruno (Ref. 5) of Jlazeltine Corporation and Blanchard

contribution to this effoct, this paper reviews and extends (Ref. 6)of Centre Spatial de Toulouse (France)eliminated this

!
till
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constraint, permitting Pi/Pc to become large enough for the ing this trial solution for (b(t) into Eqs. I2) and (3), and
loop to produce a steady-state static phase error well outside equating the de, cos Awt, and sin Awr coefficients on both

; the linear region. Using the same mathematical approach, they sides of the resulting equation, Bruno derived the lock _,.
solved for the loop phase error and derived loss of lock constraints

conditions that are principally vahd tot strong CWinterference
beyond t-he loop passband. [lowever, whereas Blanchard left

his solutions in implicit form, Bruno derived explicit approxi- sin k - 025 ,.os _ (5)
mations for the degraded loop phase error that are accun, te .2Jo (o) '
over a small part of the lock region. In the rest of tilis paper,

we will examine the contributions of these two analysts in o26 cos

some detail, and extend Bruno's closed form approximate sin (3,-v) - "__JI (o)' (6) 4phase error results to the entire lock region.

II. Analysis _o(_)_ j2(o) : , ,
Considera FLL which is initially lockedto a carrier with (7)

amplitudeA and frequencycoo. In the presenceof a CW
mterferer at offset frequency Aw, with a 2 = Pl/Pc, the PLL where _ is the phase angle of F(/A_o), 6 is the normalized :"
input is offset frequency

r(t) = v_A [sin¢Oot+asin(COo+ ACo)t] • (1) A6o "_
6 - (8)

A Kvc o IFqAw) I '

Neglecting the 2w° term, the loop error signal is _
and _, and 5 are implicit functions of A_0in Eqs. (5) - (7). The

e(t) = X/'2-r(t)cos [wot- ¢(t)l Bessel functions above result from expansions of sin [o sin .
(A_ot + u)l and cos [o sin (A_0t + ',)1. This trial solution is

= A [(1 + a cos Aw t) sin ¢ (t) +a sin A_t cos _ (t)] valid if components at 2 Aoaand higher can be ignored, whichrequires that o be on the order of I rad or less so that terms of

(2) the form Jn(o) for n > 2 are negligible relative to their lower
li' : order counterparts. This does not severely limit the usefulness

_' Using the operator p = d/dt, the loop phase error is of these results since larger values of o correspond to peak
constrained by phase errors on the order of 7r/2 or higher, at which point it

becomes questionable whether the loop can properly be

r_t._ characterized as being locked to the carrier. Since o increases
: O(t) = - Kv¢ o IL'W2_YI e(t), (3) monotonically with a, the implication is that as the _terfer- ]LPJ, ence power rises, there is a brief transition region in which the

' loop is not locked to the carrier or the CW interferer, and the ] "

where F(s) is the loop filter and Kv¢ o is the gain of the form of the phase error differs from Eq. (4) for large o. ]i "¢oltage-controUedoscillator (VCO).

: _ Blanchard adopted the same trial solution and again
Equations (2) and (3) cannot Ix solved analytically for O(t) considered only components at dc and Ato, but he made

for all values of a and Aw. However, bzsed on their seveial simplifying assumptions. H-.neglected .ln(O) for n > 1,
experimental observations, Bruno and Blanchard both adopted restricted himself to second order loop filters of the form
the steady-state trial solution

1 + r2s

#(t) = ),+osln(Z_at v), (4) FO) = 1 +rt--'_ (9)

where the static phase error X[e - _r/2,_r/2]. Note that Eq. (4) or

ML impl/es that the averase VCO frequency is wo' reflecting the 1 + ras
assumption that the loop remalm locked to the carrierwith an FO) • "-- (10)
RFl-induced oscillation at the beat frequency Aw. Substitut- rts

_,' 131
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where r I ."> r,, ,,rid assumed thai _t,., >> I/r, so that prouded

TI tJ_ I O 2 , .s_
. . , o, it ;.

IFU..Xw)I -" (11) -_ sin" _-.lg[<< {!.) ,;
T

1

In parhculal, when ato is much latgel than tile PLI z
-_ O. bandwidth so that ¢, ---O, Fq. (15)is accurate for 04 <'< _)(+. ;-o

wluch is everywhere l'.'qs. (13) and (14) are valid.

Then Fq. (7) reduces to
For g(ven loop pat;lmelers and values of_ and o__o, it is

dit'ficul_ io compute o using Eqs. (7) or (12). Whde Blare.hard

,I F',(,,)l'l F",'"q: ,,,-, his solution m flus iinphcit for,,l. Brua,, .;i,,,plilied tile "1_ yLc /t coin,,,,:,,,oi,bys°,,s,itutii,,(X2 =

t__ ..J r I. _ ..I

(12) 3 2 _o) __ 1
Jo_v)- J2(o) -_- i -_-o and 2J i o

Actually. Blanchard's restrictions are not unreasonable. Most

Pi ! "s;ire currently implemented wifh second order filters, and in Eq. {7), resulting m the perturbation expressions,
for a given a, a large Ato is c resistent wilh a small o, which is a

necessary cotldllion t\_r tile analysis above to be valid. What a2
Bruno's results can accommodate that Blanchard's preclude o2 -- .... , .... 117)

;Ire situations in which Aco is too small for Eq. (1 l) to hold, 5 2 + 2?_sin _kcos A + cos 2 ,_+4 e:
yet a is low enough to yield an acceptably small value of o.

Note that Eq. (5) is meaningless when the magnitude of the for small o. Ilowever, Eq. (17) is still complicated by tile

right-hand side exceeds I. Consequently, Bruno and Blanchard dependence of cos X on o via Eq. (5). To circumvent this.

both adopted I k I = n/2 to be the limiting condition for the Bruno restricted his approximation to the region o << o,, ot

loop to be locked to the carrier. They later confirmed this [ sin X I << !, allowing Eq. (17) to trivially simplify to •

result experimentally. So, for a given Ato, the loop remains in

lock for I kl(_r/2, which translates into o _ oo ot ot _a,. o2 :_ __. a z
" - ----- 3 2" (18)

Equation (5) defines o,, as a function of 6: 8 2 + 28 sin _b+ i +_a

In Appendix B, it will be proved that for o2 << VrSand

.... °2,, = 2 (13) any value of I k I _ _r/2, o 2 can be accurately computed from
Jo(Oo) I 6 cos _ I ' the explicit approximation ;

0 2 -2" I iq) '
and, using o = oo with I X I = n/2 in Eq. (7) yields ao: ,5= + 25 sin ¢, + I

[Jo(oo)q' { [ 1 [ ',(oo)2 1 In particular' if oz <" _/-_Eq'(lg) is valid °ver the e"tireo "= 1+ 2 tan---_ 2 PLL lock region. Completing the solution for ), and v for small "o _ °o 1 L_/o(0_'_--_2(%) o, Eqs. (5) and (6) reduce to

(14) o2_ cos 0
sin h _ - 2 ' (20)

in Appendix A, it is shown that the implicit dependence of(z o
on 8 in Eqs. (13) and (14) can be replaced by :he simple 0'5 cos _ "

4 explicit relationship sin (X - v) "" (21)} (z
,: J

" a o (15) Itr_ ao); how_,er, the constraintof Eq. (16) under whichEq. 15 is -,
vzUd,isour ¢ont_Ibution. :¢

1111
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Ill. Example Applying Eq. (13) to the given loop parameters, we find
that oo ( I tad for Aw[2n_BL: this is tile region for which

To illustrate these results, constder a loop filter of tile form the analysis above is valid. Also, for this range of Aw, the
of Eq. (O). repre,_:ntative of a PLL in a DSN receiver. For constraint tff Eo. (1¢_)is satisfied, indicating that Eq (1_;)can
example, suppose be used to compute a2 the limiting interference-to-carrierO"

power for which the PLL maintains carrier lock. The loop lock

r ! = 2 sec region is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. Using Eqs, (5) and (7) for
Ato/2rr near BL, and the simpler approximations of Eqs. (1o)

! and (20) tbr Ato/2n >> BL, profiles of a 2 and d were also
rz =-ff sec computed for I_1< n/2 and presented in these figures. As

expected, the farther the interference lies outside the loop

A Kvc o 1000 sec-t (22) bandwidth, the larger the value of PI/Pc required to pull the= loop out of lock, and the smaller its effect on the loop

behavior as measured tv oo. Also, a 2 >> i over much of the" O

for which the loop noise bandwidth at threshold and at the lock region for which the analysis applies, which supports the
specified operating point are given by strong CW interference restriction in the title of this paper. Of

course, as mentioned earlier, for offset frequencies within the

3 loop bandwidth corresponding to oo _ I tad. the loop can be

2 Bt_o _ 2r--2= 12 Hz, pulled out of lock for Pi ""Pc" and Eq. (4) simply does not .,represent the form of the phase error in this region.

2 Figure 1 shows that for a given value of A_, the loop phaseA Kvc o r2
I+ error is not signific,'_ntly degraded until ot2 approaches tne

TI

B t _ 4r 2 = 17.6 ltz. (23) limit o12.This behavior is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 3 for• A_/2n = I000 ltz, using Eqs. (lq) and (20)•
!
it

.-t

l
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Appendix A ,,,;

Derivation of Lock Constraint Approximation

Equations {13) and (14) can be combined to .yield lhe ?omputing the inverse square of the last two polynonuals, we

expression find that

......... + - - 4 I_ _"
.I a , Jo_°,,_ oo LqC,,,,_-J..,,,")J ,'. -

302 7304
_" &'

(A-I) [Jo(O,,)- J2(o,,)] --2 _- i + 4 + lg2 " (A-3)

But to order 04 the Bessel functions above may be appmxi-
O"

mated by the power series Substituting these expressions into Eq. ( I ) yields the resull

0 2 0 2

,o,.°,,,_,-a+_'" .-°_-_ °: ( _°:1°',, I+_L .., o

1 o4 -_ _ 2 sin" _ I + -161 - _ (A-4)°o °o o -_-_
_!- +_

2'/t o _ 192'
9

30.2 04 Therefore the lowest order in o. Eq. (I 5")is valid provided theo

•, _.,/ot0o*- JatOo_. _ =" I ----8 + 84-- constraint of Eq. (10) is satisfied. The 04 term is retained in- " Eq. (16) because it dominates when _, = O.

i •

" i
-:| l_,
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Appendix B

Derivation of Extended Range Approximation for 0-2 .!;

<< 8/3, the Bessel function expressions of Eq. F82 + 28 sm _ + Il
For 0 2

(A-2) simplify to sin 2 X<< ,-,_-,minL i_-_ '_'_sin 8i j (B-7)

Jo(o) -_ 2JI- O- _ Jo(o)-J2(o) _ I (B-I) since,_e [-n/2. Tr/2]. But for o" <<_/2,

Substituting Eq. (B-l) into Eqs. (5) and (7) yields tile Jsin X I<< 18 cos _b1,/_/f, (B-g)
approximations

and, using Fxt. (B-4). tiffs implies that

o_ cos
sin X _ (B-2)

- sinz X<< 18 cos _ I • (B-O)

(22
02 _- (B-3) So Eq. (B-7) will follow if we can show that :

8 =+ 2_ sin _, cos ?,+ cos2 A

r V'_'2(62 + 28 sin _'l" I) "]

We want to prove that in the lock region. /3- ,'.,",'in'LT i ; iJ '
Isin X I< 1, (B-4) (B-IO)

From Fig. B-l, it is evident that/3 may be written in the ,'orm
Eq. (B-3) can be accurately approximated by Eq. (19),

provided o2 << _ V/2"2(82 + 28 sin _ + 1)

When [8 cos ¢ Ig _ we have [ 8 cos ff I(! + 2(5sin ¢,) ;O < 6 sin ff < *_

o: _/_-( 82 + 28 sin tk + I) "_
: I sin X I "-_-1 (5cos _k1(_ --_= = :-3,<8 sin ff <:0 (B-! 1)vr_ << I (8-5) _ 18cos,/,I(I +8 sin_)

" so that cos X_ I and the desired result follows trivially, vr._-2(82 + 28 sin _ + I) "
. 00<(5 sin C/_-3"_" 18 cos tk I (- I - 2(5sin tk)'

Now consider the region 14cos ¢_1;) V_. To demonstrate

:_ that Eqs. (B-3) and (lq) are equivalent, we will prove that the It can be shown that there is no loss of generality in restricting
difference between the two denominators is negligible. That is, 8 and _ to the range- lr/2 < _k< n/2 and 8 :_ Vt_2/cosif, since

: we want to show that other values of these parameters yield a value of/] fr, '1 this
restrictedrange. ':

A _= [ (28 sin _ + I) - (2(5sin _kcos X + cos2 X) [ >

Now, using elemeW.ary calculus, for a given value of _ in

:' [ 28 dn _ I 8z this range, [J in Eq. (B-I I) can be minimized over (5within Ps- sinx X 1 + I + cos XI << + 28 dn _ + !. range: the results are presented in Table B-I. As shown in the
(11-6) plot of _(6mi,) v_. _kin Fig. B-2. _ has a minimum value of !

which occurs it _k" 54.74 ° and _ = (stain = 2.45. This corn-
, To wdfy Eq. ('11-6),it b tufficlent to prove that pletes our proof. :

%
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Table B-1. Vlldlltion of minimum w, lue of/t with t_

m,n (;3) d(_mm)

8.65 _'_ _ < 31ff 2v_-(l -_ln_)/co_ (I- 2_,n_)-I

cos2 ¢/+ 4 vr_2 co,__ _Jn_ + 4
0_ _ c, 8.65 <` " G""v' _lco', ;5

2 cos 26 + 4 x/'22cos _ sin

2cos 2_ +4,¢/22 cos_ sin_+4
-I 1,77 ° < _, g 0 x/_/¢os

2cos 2¢+2_cosc_sin

-30 <`g ;5 g -I 1.7Y -( X/2 sin ¢/ cos _)--I

-47.fi0 "_ ,,_ _ < -30" 2 x/F2 (1 + sin _w)/eos _ - (1�" sin _,)-I

2cos 2 ¢, +4x/2 cos;5 ,;In¢, +4
-90 ° '_ g, *4-47.60 ° - - - V ./co_ ,_

-2cos l _ -4vr2 cos_ sin g,

ar

iF I ' 1 I I r I

II + ,xl

C
'1

_ X

-I -II,I-I/2 01 -90 -dO -30 0 _ 60 90

#_

" I 137
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DSS 13 Antenna Monitor System
B. Siev and D. Bayerqu

Communications Systems Re,earch SecUon

A monitor system is being developed fi)r the 26-meter antenna at DSS 13 so that

unattended station operation can proceed safely. The antenna has been successfidly

operating unattended since July 1978. This article documents the part of the monitor

system that is currently in use. A later article will be issued which will document the full
monitor system.

2, I. Introduction (3) Fluidlevel
If it is greater than 23 cm or less than I! cm, the

_' The part of the monitor system that is currently function- antenna is shut down and the problem is logged.
in,:. at DSS 13 checks system pressures, accumulator pressures,

differential pressures, wind velocity, power supplies, fluid (g) The 2 control room power supplies

temperatures and fluid levels. These system measurements are If either is not functioning, a warning is logged.

sent to the antenna controller from a data sampler that (5) The fluid temperature

interrogates the transducers. The antenna controller decides If the fluid temperature is too high, the antenna is

and takes appropriate action. Some measurements are checked stowed and the problem is logged. _
continuously and some measurements are checked as a
function of antenna state. (6) The lube oil pressure switch

If the system is not pressurized, this test is ignored. If

the system is pressurized and the lube oil pressure

II, Continuous Testa switch is off, the system is shut down and the problem
is logged.

A. &Second Tests :-
B. TIFSecondTests

(1) The datasampler ._
If it is not functioning, the antenna is shut down and (1) Wind velocity and gusts
the problem is logged, if the wind velocity exceeds 20 m/s or gusts exceed 25

i (2) The wind tower power supply m/s, the antenna is stowed and the problem is logged.• If it is _0t .(u0ftioning, the antenna is shut down and (2) Wind direction .

J

the prol_.l_nflg r6_ed,,: '_. Wind direction is displayed.

..... '_ _C_

I_IO
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III. ElectronicsOn, Pumps Off B. Brakes

A. Disable Monitor Circuit If any brake is tiff, the anlemla is shut down and the _;.
problem is logged. '_-_

: If it is off, the antenna is shut down. The momtor system
determines which of two condltio_J_ c,,used the t_=oblem:loss
of the tlydro-Mech 28 v power supply or disable button, and
logsthe problem. V. Pumps On, High Speed, No Drive

B. Accumulator Pressures A. Accumulator Pressures

If any pressure is not within the specified range, the if any pressure is not wtthin the specified range, the
antenna is shut down and the problem is logged, antenna is shut down aqd the problem is h_gged.

(I) Azimuth low speed (I) Azmmth low speed
5.5 X 106 -- 8.3 X 106 N/m 2 5.5 X 10° - 8.3 × 106 N/m:'

(2) Azimuth high speed _1 (2) Azimuth high speed _1 :
0.q X 106- 9.3 X 106 N/m2 8.3 X 10° --15.5 X 106 N/m:

(3) Azimuth high speed #2 (3) Azimuth high speed --._
6,9 X 106 -9.3 X 10° N/m2 8.3 X l0 ° - 15.5 X 106 N/m2

(4) Elevation System #1 (4) Elevation hirh speed
8.3 X 10° -- 10.3 X 106 N/m2 18.6 X 106 -- 21.4 X 10_' N/m2

(5) Elevation System #"2. (5) Elevation system ¢1
8.3 X I0t' - 10.3 X 106 N/m2 18.0 X 10 6 - 21.4 X 106 N/m z

(6) Elevation system #2

C. Brakes 18.6 x 106 -- 21.4 X 106 N/m 2

If any brake is off, the antenna is shut down and the

problemis logged. B. Brakes

"- i if any brake is off, the antenna is shut down and the

_ IV. Pumps On, Low Speed, No Drive problemislogged.

, A. AccumulatorPressures Vh Low Speed Drive

: If any pre.ure is not within the specified range, the
. ! antennaisshutdownandthe problemislogged. A. Differential Pressures
• (i) Azimuthlowspeed If any pressureexceedsthe specifiedlimits for longerthan

8.3 X 10e - 13.1 X 106N/m2 20 seconds,the antenna is shut down and the problem is
• logged.

(2) Azimuth highspeed#1
6.9 X 10e - 9.3 X 10e N/m2 (!) Azimuth low speed

5.5 X 10e N/m 2
(3) Azimuth high speed #2

6.9 × 106 - 9.3 X !06 N/m2 (2) Elevation low speed
3.8 X 10e N/m 2

(4) Elevation_=tem #1
8.3 X I06 - 21.7 X 10e N/m=

($) Elevation _/Item #2
8.3 X 10e - 21.7 X 10e N/mz B. Brlkel

(6) Elevationlot Ii_ed if anybrakeb set, the drivecommandvoltageissetto zero, -_
12.4 X 10&- 20.0 X 10e N/m 2 the antennait shutdownand the problemis logged.

"*,l° .( ' _ "" tall'_ t _,

%
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VII. High Speed Drive B.F.rakes

A. Differential Pressures It any brake is set. the drIve uommand volt.,_e t,; ,e_ io/ero.
the LIIItCtIIIJ+,',,',hut dow++:'nd the problcnl i.,,IoggeJ. e '

If :my pre;sure exceeds tile ,',p',.'cll'l¢d nil+lit,,, |Ol [OliVe+ thJl'n

20 seomds, lhe altlel++l,l IS shut down and the problem +s

i,,_g,,u. VIII. Comments
( I ) A/mmth lugh speed

13._ X I0 (' N/m z The ¿t+ollxtor .system It:is beell l+l+letlot+l++,+,,is,pl,lnned. It ha',
bee++ used since July IqT_. It ha', performed properl_ m lugh

(2) t:levatltm high speed winds and has correctl+x reported all mallun,.tlt't+s +hal II v+a,,

12._ × I0" N/m: de.',lgned to identff:,'.

i,.+

,...D+r
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Codes for a Priority Queue on a Parallel Data Bus
D. E. Wallis and H, Taylor

Commun0cat0ons Systems Research Sectaon

77re article de._crihes some codes fi)r arbitration o]" prioritie,t among suhsv,_tem
computers or peripheral devh'c ¢'ontrolh, rs connected to a paralh,! data hu._. A t arhitrathm

time, several suh.£vstems present wire-OR, paralh'! c_nh, words to the hus. attd the central

c_mpttter _'an not _mlv Idt'tttt]Y the suh_.vstem o/'h_lhcst priority, hut can also determine

whh'h o]" tm_ or more transmi._'sbm services the stth.wstem requires. The artich' _'ontahls a

mathematwal di.wtts,_ion ,_]"the optittutlity o]" the codes with regard to the number o]

subsystems that mat, participate in the scheme fi_r a given numher of wires, attd also 'he

numher o] ,_en'ices that each ,vJhs.vstem may request.

I. Introduction By way of,'oding we can design a black box for user i. with

_' This article describes some codes for arbitration of priorities buttons tl_ and B i causing t,',,_ preselected choices of signalsW fi_r the bundle of wires, Pushing neither butt_m will contribute

among subsystem computers or peripheral device controllers the i_olean zero; pushing ,,1_will send one _lean word of n

connected to a parallel data bus. At arbitration time, several bits (not all O); pust_ing B l will send anotber; pushing both A_

subsystems present wire-OR, parallel code words to the bus. and Ba at once will be prevented by a mechanical contrivance
and the central computer can not only identify the subsystem inside the black box.
of highest priority, but can al_) determine which of two or

more transmission services the subsystem requires. This article When the system is operating the _;entral terminal is

contains a mathemati,:al discussion of the optimality of the supposed to be able to ....understand every p*_ssible merge it

codes with regard to the number of subsystems that may gets on the bundle of wires. Whatever Boolean word it gets it
participate in the scheme for a given number of wires, and also must ident,fy the user of top priority in that word, as well
the number of servicesthat each subsystem may request, the demand of that user.

The example in Fig. ! has users 1.2.3 on a bundle of four

wi_. Each wire b represented by a column in the fi_Jre. For

each "button" there is a row representing the Boolean word of

II. II_them_tl¢_l Dl=cumlion four bits that button will contribute. Thus, if user3 ptudtel
button B_, user 2 pushes button A z' and user I pushes button

'g Con=alderm users strung out =long a bundle of n wires, B=. then the word at central will be wtwlw]w 4 = OII1, and

,_ =ions which they =ndoneofthreedem=md=e_ch, toacentr=l central will know thal the top p.iority u_r3 is "on" and
terminal. User i can demand action A t. action Bt, or no action, specifically demandin$ Bz.

:. Each individual wire _rrk_ one bit of information ((1 or I ) to
; the central terminal, mmely, nouscr_s/_nalis,m tim wire or To show that the system always work= we need an

_om¢ usc,r_ z/&,nai_are on tim wire. algorithm to analyze =my Boolean word wtwzw_w 4 which

i
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nughI appearal the centralternnnal.One such algorlthmis The purposeof tlzearbztratmnby tilecentralcomput:r was to

pictured by the decision tree nl Fig. 2. tdentify, from among nlany subsystems having simultaneous

pending requests for data transnnss,on, that particular sub_ys-
Now more generally we can try for the most efficient

tenl whose priority was the highest at that instant. Furth:r.
priority queue (PQ) ,)n n wires. In the exa,nple of Fig. I we the scenario for use of the data bus tdentffied tw,, :l,-tl,,n._ (t)r

could handle one more u_er of higher priority than the others. ._rvices) that each subsystem could request:
allowing lure just one button. The schen)e m Fig, 3 shows a

way of putting n users on n wires, giving two buttons each to (I) Data input (suhsystem has read and unl,,aded =ts
all tile lower priority users and one button to the top priority data-input register, and is ready for next input ).

user. (2) D-'.ia output (suhsystenl has written and loaded It,_

data-output regnster, and is ready to output ).
A clearly defined combinatorial problem arises from the

exaniple schenze of Fig. 3. Under the given conditions, could It was then destred to vector these requests to tile cent,al

any of the users be given more buttons? Arthur Rubin has computer, so that the central computer would not have t,)

given a proof that the answer is "m,.'" Thus the optimality of make any further tests to determine the direction (input or

the scheme in Fig. 3 has been proven, output) of the desired data transmission. It was evident that
¢,:onomy of wire usage would require the subsystem computer

tlere is proof (due to Lloyd Welch) that if there are n users.
to determine, for itself, which direction of transmission was

then there must be at least n wires, and the top priority user
can be given only one button, the more iml_,rtant at a given instant. Then, the subsystem

would make an interrupt request, and would drive the bus at

We assume, of course, that each user has at least one but- arbitration time with a parallel code word, the receipt of

ton. and say that the users are 1,2, • • •, n with n having top which at the computer would be sufficient both to identify

priority. Consider the following sequence of possibilities, the subsystem and to iaentify the desired direction of
transmit,ion.

(1 _,User I (lowest priorixy) pushes one of his buttons• For

central to know it there must be at least one wire - In the bus design, it was desired to arbitrate priorities in a
let's call it Pt' manner which was independent of the relative positions of the

(2) User I is on Pt and usei 2 pushes one of user ?'s various subsystem computers, and tile central computer itself'.

buttons. There must be another wire P2 just to tell that along the bus. i.e., independent of the electri_'u/('lo._envss ,,f
(higher priority) user 2 is demanding something, the subsystems t,, the central computer. Thus, tile parallel.

wire-OR connection for driving tile arbitration c_)de words

._ onto the bus was adopted. It then became evident that it
would be desirable to maximi/e the number of users that

could arbitrate simultaneously on a fixed number of available

(n) User I is on PI' user 2 is on p2. • • •, user n.l zs on wires. Thus. the combinatorial study of the various possibi-

Pe.t' and user n pushes one of his buttons. As in each lities and their degree of optimality was undertaken.
previous case, there must be another wire P,t different

from the wires P l'" "" Pr..t just to tell central that
user n it dentanding something, iV. Con¢lulion

Finally, the top priority user cannot be given a The number of wi_:s in the data bus is becoming a ma=or

second button because that would require yet another cost factor in computer and signalling systems,and it is highly

wire different from Pt''"' Pn.t and different from desirable to maximize wire utilization. When parallel arbitr:t-

p,. tion of transmission prioriti_ is used. as for example on the
Mod Comp mcomputers of the DSN. more arbitration infi)rma-

tion can be carried on the wire= than is presently transmitted.
III. Applicmion With 16 data lines and one "reqdest" line, the Mod Comp

The PQ Itm I_,,en used == _ _bttration code for parallel _esently arbitrates 17 priorities, with (in the terminology of

mb/trottoo of daUHrsns= priority mnong multi# risers this article) one demand per priority. The scheme discussed

--. (Ibey=tem ¢omlmten) of an optimized, 24.line. btMire_lion=l, here, when applied to tl_ tame case(where one wire of the 17

dtjttld data 1/O _ control bus comtetled to a central is a "request"), also permits 17 priorities, while aim affording
• _. computer ' two deman_ to 1.5of these priorities.

On this lint, it wit dedted to tlme-dulre the data t"ldod Comp" it _ reii=teredm_ice n_rk of ModuL,r Computer5ys-
i lrIlII 8fKI the l_lY Mll4lrJtJont on IM tame wires, toms, Inc.. Ft. I.gude_lale, Florida.!

"i
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Fig. 1. Example of pdortty codo on
four wires with three users arid

two auctionsper use_

A2 _ A3 • • • A4 • • • •At A2 • • A3 o I • •

DI [ • B2 •

AI * % •i* i

Slt • -

0 0 I "_

0 I

1

o , o I % _ " t

"'1 i • t ,

: :lg. 2 I)O¢lldon troo for decoding the oxaimple code glvon In Fie. 1. Fig. 3. Efficient prior_ codes that maximl=o the numher of uoors ;
: on n wires, n : 2, 3, 4, 5

,, _ pOOa_iJUl'(
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Mathematical Model for Preventive

Maintenance Scheduling
G. Lorden

Califorma Institute of Technology

D. S. Remer

Cornmumcat=ons _ystems Research SectMon and Harvey Mudd College

A model is formulated to describe the effect of the time interval chosen for preventive

maintenance upon the frequency of failure and frequency of total maintenance [preven-
tive and corrective}. Trade-offs between these two frequencies are determined by compu-

tation of an optimal interval in tile case where the failure distribution is known. For

unknown distributions, an adaptive statistical technique is developed that converges to an

: optimal preventive maintenance #lterval. A numerical illustration is given.

I. Introduction distribution. The broa't class of failure distributions considered

allows for the possibility of higher failure rate early in the

The proper goal of a preventive maintenance policy is to cycle, e.g., occasional bad effects resulting from maintenance
improve the availability and reliability of equipment. Such a activity.
policy is likely to be cost-effective, however, only if it is

designed to take into account and to control the overall cost After formulation of the model and derivatien of necessary
of corrective and preventive maintenance. DSN experience formulas in Section 11, it is determined in Theorem 2 of Sec-

shows that preventive maintenance is a substantial component tion 11I how to make optimal tradeoffs between the frequency _"

of cost (Ref. 1). This article is intended as a first step in the of failure and frequency of maintenance (preventive and cor-

development of effective methods for reducing preventive rective combined) by choosing the right time interval for
maintenance costs by performing such maintenance only preventive maintenance based on a knowr, failure distribution.

where and when it is most effective. Section IV considers a statistical technique for the case of *
" unknown failure distribution. This technique modifies the

, The basis for the method studied in this article is a probabi, cho,.'ee of intervals for preventive maintenance as experience

listic model of successive maintenance cycles. Each cycle ends accumulates. The sequence of choices converges in p, obability

r with the performan,.e of preventive maintenance at a sched- to the optimum, as shown in Theorem 3. A numerical example "

• : t_ uled time, or, if failure occurs earlier, with corrective mainte- illustrating the required computations is given in Section V. "

nance. Whichever way a cycle ends, the successive cycles are Additional remarks, including possibilities for further investi- :
assumed to be generated by independent trials of some failure gation, comprise Section Vi. ..

• 6.,..,_ r '" "P" "'
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II. The Model Ill. Optimal Preventive Maintenancefor
Known F

Consider a fixed type of reparable equipment whose tunes

"" between failures T l , T 2 , • • • are independent v,lth dtstrlbutmn Suppose that it is desired to choose a maintenance interval
functton F. Assume that F has a continuou_ _lel)_lt2,'t_ and let m > 0 to minimi/e

h be the failure rate function,f//_', where fi= I - F. Thus, it(t) ._

represents the rate of failures in the interval between t and R(m) = Frequency of failures + c. frequency of maintenances !
t + dt. Suppose that a time interval m > 0 is chosen for preven-

ttve maintenance. Then if a time m has elapsed since the last F(ml + c
failure, preventive maintenance Is performed. It will be rm

assumed throughout that preventive maintenance, as well as | /_'
corrective maintenance, restores the equipment to the con_i- Jo
tion where its tmw to next failure has distribution ftmction F.

where c/> 0 is chosen in advance. The choice of c determines

Theorem }: tire tradeoff between the two frequencies. If the choices made

If m > 0 is the preventive maintenance interval, then I\_r different types of equipment are proportional to the rela-

tive costs of maintaining them, then tire total spent on mainte-
F(m) nance is distlibuted optimally that is. minimizes the total

frequency of failure -
fm failure rate of all equipment types. Tlus ts analogous to tire

j F determination of optunal allocations of spares to diffelento types of equipment (Ref. 2).

and This section considers tire case where the failure distribu-

tion. F, is known and, hence, also ]'arid h. Though not veryi
frequency of maintenance = practical, it is an instructive case to consider, arid the results

_o m /_ obtained provide a tbundation for the more realistic formula-
tion in the next section•

the latter including both preventive and corrective mainte- Theorem 2:

nance. Assume that the failure rate function, h. is continuous and _ •

• positive on (0. _') and is "'peak-free," i.e.. is either monotonic
_, Proof:

or else, for some d > O. is nonincreasing on (0, d) and nonde- t

If T r. T 2, • • • are the successive times between failures in creasing on [d. _'). Then tire limit of h at +,=,, h(o_), exists t
the absence of preventive maintenance, then X, = min (m, (possibly infinite)and

TI), X 2 = rain (m, T2),...are the times between mainte-
nances, and flley are independent and identically distributed. (1) if c_h(o*) ET- I, then R(m) is nonincreasing and 1
Let N be the number of X's until the first failure, i.e., the first bounded b_'low by its limit at +,,o, (1 + c)/ET, which is _ i

time X n -- Tn. Since N is distributed like the number of attainable by choos, _= +o,,, whereas ,_

independent flips required to get the first "Heads," where (2) If c < h(_,) ET- 1, ,. the solutions of R(m) = h(m) 1
P(Heads) = P(T,_m) = F(m), EN= I/F(m). Let Sn = ]

X t + •. • + X n, n _ I, and note that the time of first failure is are an interval [m t, m21 (possibly m t = m 2) such that ,_ '
R(m) is decreasing on (0, ml), constant .m [m t, m2], t

SN = X t +.. • + X N, after which the whole process repeats and increasing on [m 2, o,). !itself. Since ESr¢ = EN • EX t by Wald's equation for randomly

. stopped sums. the frequency of failure is Proof:

" 1 = 1 = _ =. F(m) = F(m) The limit h(**) exists since h is either nonincreasing or else

._ ESN EN "EXt EXt fom P(X t > t) dt fom F iseventuallynondecreasing. Byroutinecalculation, -

_ R'(m) = Q(m) (I)

given by the formula stated in the theorem, and the proof is if(m) 0o)complete.

1 '
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where lrt no. of observattolls survivlt_g Ik
11K(X) = n-o.of observations w,lclnng tk

fu t k < x
: Qim) = h(m F- IF(,.) +cl (2)

-so
where tile tk's are tile points at which failures have been

and observed, ttere tile "'nu,nber of obsc=vatlons reaching t_'" i_
just the ntnnber of )'s _ t k, while the "nunlber of observa-
llOilS sttrvivii_g lk'" is tile gallic ntlinber inillUS the iluinl_er of

QlbI- Qla) = Ih(bl - h(all F+ Ihlb)- hi 1? 13t observed failures at t k. It is ctmventent t,, modify' the defim-
tion of K(x) by stipulating that K(x)=O for x > largcsl

..t o

obselvation (failure or nell. Note that K(O) = I and K is a step

It is clear from Eq. (3) that h(t)> h(h) t\)r all t <b inIphes function with downward jumps at the pOUltS where failures
that Qt.tl > Qtbl also. tlence. Q is nonincreasmg on any inter- have been observed, falhng to 0 after the largest observation. It

val tO.d) where h is. Also. if tt(bI>---h(a), then Q(b) >-- Q(a) is well-km+wn that K(x) is a consistent estimator of ['(x)

and. hence, Q is nondecreasing wherever h is. Thus, Q is (Ref. I). i.e., if K,(x) denotes the estimate after n c_clcs.
peak-free like tt and by (2) is also continuous. Since )'t.'". Y,,then

R(m) _ +co as m _ O. R'(m) < 0 for arbitrarily small positive m

and by Eq. (i), therefore. Q(m) < 0 for arbitrarily snlall post- K,,(x) -* Fix) with probabilit.v one us n -_"oo

tire m. Since a peak-free function cannot assume a sequence of

values negative-to-positive-to-nonpositive, evidently either Q is fi_r x Sltcll that 111n > x fl_r infinitely many n. in facl. this
never positive o r else it is negative on some interval tO, m l),

c.onvergence is unifornl t\)r such x because tile ftlilCtlOnS Kt,(x)
zero on [m t, m2]. attd positive (as well as nondecreasing) on are bounded and nonincreasing.
(m2.o*). These two cases occur respectively, as Q(oo)=
h(ooJET- (1 + c) is 6 0 or > O. Since, by (I). R' and Q have

A recipe for choosing ?tl t . ]It2 ., • • can be given as follov, s.the same sign, the conclusions about R(m) in the two cases
follow immediately and tile proof is complete upon noting Let Rn(.) denote tile estimate of the function R(') obtained

that. by Eq. (2). Q(m) = 0 is equivalent to Rim) = h(m). by using K,,(x) m place of _x) ill the definition of R (note
that 1 - Kn replaces F). Then let 'I'll = -4-ooand for :z _ I,

"' Note that ifh is differenttable, then

_: (I) Let M,_ denote the value of m mini:ni/ing Rn(m).
7

j_om (2) Choose/tin+ I = M,: with probability I - I/n
' Q'(m) = h'(m) F,

= +o, with probability !/n.

and Newton's method can be applied to solve Q(m) = 0 numer- Step (1) is computationally feasible since the numerator of

#. ically. R,(m) is constant for m between successive failure times, t k.

x whereas the denominator increases, and it is easy to verify that

, the minimum of Rn(m) is attained either at one of the failure

times, tt,, or at tile largest observation (failure or not). (Note

also that the integral in the denominator of Rn(m) is easily

: IV. An ApproilOh to th@ OptImill fit When calculated since the integrand is K n, a step function.) Tile
F I$ Unknown randomization device used in step (2) provides a means of

Under the assumptions of the preceding sections, we _ill increasing M n from time to time to gain itfformation about
now show how to choose successive maintenance intervals M t , possible m's larger than the ones used so far.

M2,..., based on accumulating experience, so that {Mn}

converges to the optimal interval [m t , m2] in probability. The For the scheme of choosing {/fin} just described, we obtain
choice of Mn+ t is based on the observations YI, Y2," " " ,Yn, the following result:

where Yi = rain (M i, T_) are the successive times between
• : nudntenances, and the choice also takes Into account which of Theorem 3:

' " _ the Yl's are failures (i.e., Tt _Mi). The method is basedupon
estimating the "survival function," if(x), at every stage by the If b < m t , a > m v then nl_.. PIM n < b) = O, II_m PtM. >

, Kaplan-Meter I "f. 3) Product Limit Estimate (PLE) a) = O, and n-...tlmP[R(M,_) >R(m t) + e] = 0 for e > O. :

q
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Proof: and "2(¢" columns would be recoHlpuled. A!s.. ff the cvdc
ended with :if:nlute(at:iucw i-_..tlue).{ht.m:inew colunln

SinceP(M¼ ¢:.11,)= I/n _"t), _t sufficc_t_proveallthree would be inselted l+t:,lthal /-value.
co1|,'hl,,,lons wilh+ l ,: ill place of M n . To prove the first conchl-

It*

'glt)ll for .t,,I, it Stlf|ices [O ShOWthat for tb_, m I , with ptob:d+d- Flus upd:ltnlg t,l" the ¢ohllllns after e,lch cycle 1,,,m)t dlfli-tt_. one, all but fittiteb,' many l/*'s are >_b.
cuh bcc:tttsc /killts ob¿:lllled bV muhq+l.,, i;ig the xalue m the

ptecetlmg column by a fr:lctltm, and the integral tff K(.x') tq+ to

Now, ,,,into t is _ffqanmble by adding tilt: area ofa .+ectangle to the mtegzal
in the pwcedmg cohllnn.

P(, In -#,11n )
t'!

Vl. Additional Remarks
dlverge_, mfimtely nlany 3/,)'s equal +oo. and, hence.
Rnlm)-_R(m) uniformly on tO, b + II. ., plactlce, the situation is u.,,u:dly slightly moJe comt_h-

cated than that described in tile preceding section, because ,,)tie

has ,,,everal pieces of the same type of cqtnpnlciH and simul-

Also, for all o: _ b, R(m) ,>-R(b) > R(mm [b + I. m/)), so taneously must set M,'s and accumulate experience flora all of
that. for sufficiently large n, by the uniform convergence, thetn. It is lint hard to modify the recipe, however, to deal

with this situation. One call ,',itnply recalculate h(. ) after each

Rn(tn)> R,(min (b + I. m I ))for all m _ b observatltm ion any of the pieces)and calculate the nexl ,,tin
desired. If t)ne or more pieces have already exceeded an

wl:tch implies that M,_ > b. Thus, only tim' ,ly many +If_ are elapsed time of M n since their last maintenance, then perform
less than b, and the first limit in Theorem 3 is proved, preventive maintenance on them. Thus. one sometinles ob-

serves longer cycles than the recipe v't)|lld call for, but there is

The second limit is shown to be zero by a sirnilar argument, no significant change needed m the proof of Theorem 3 or in

The flurd limit is zero since by Theorem 2 R(m) _> R(m I ) + e the carrying out of the recipe.

only if m < b or m > a for sonre b < m t or a > m 2 ,
It is interesting alld perhaps useful to try to relax the

assumption that preventive maintenance restores the equip-

V. A Numerical Example merit to its original failure distribution. F - say. to allow a
separate contribution to the failure rate depending upon the

,j. To illustrate the computations needed for tl)e method of age of the equipment. It is straightforward to modify the

the preceding section, suppose that successive cycles of lengths "known t7,, analysis of Section 2 to accommodate this sort of

(in days) 47. 20_._.26, 1___gq,27. 162 18, 20, 20. 35 are observed, extension even if the age-contribution is unknown (since 'it

where the underlinings denote failures. Assume that c = 0.5. is unaffected by the choice of m and, Itence, acts merely as a
The necessary, computations are shown in Table 1, and K and sort of "background radiation" of failures). The extension in

the estin)ated R are graphed in Figs. 1 and 2. Note that the the "unknown F" c:tse, however, seems more difficult. It is

computatic.ns only need to be performed at time points where perhaps helpful to assume that the age-dependent failure rate
failures occurred and at the largest observation {failure or nell is known.

The mininmm R(t) is at the largest observation, 47. Thus,

Mr' o = 47 and this value would be chosen as the preventive Another promising approach to the determination of pre-

maintenance :ime for the next cycle, unless the randomization ventive maintenance strategies is the use of measurements of

produced M l t = +** (the probability o_ this being 0.1). in "indicator variables" reflecting the need for preventive mainte.

which case there would be no preventive maintenance in the nance. These variables might be levels of contamination, pres-
next cycle, and the cycle would end at the next failure. At the sure, vibration, etc., or various measures of performance like

-' end of the next cycle, new computations of the entries in the rate of random errors. By measuring such variables, one

Table 1 would be required, if the cycle ended at 17. for can expect to anticipate failures that could be prevented (or, ':
, example, the "16" column would be unchanged, but the "19" at least, postponed) by timely maintenance.

' i
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Table 1. Computational results for illustration

Value of t 16 Iq 26 47

No. reaching t 10 8 5 1

r,' -riving t 9 7 4 I
_, t I 0.9 0.788 0.63

L ;" ,dx 16 18.7 24.21 37.44

-/t

estimated R (t) 0.0312 0.0321 0.0294 0.0232

1.2 l I I | 0.04 1 [ _'F

• 0._ _ _ 0.1)3

" tY _

0.6-
i,,-

0.4- _ 0.02

0 l 1 l o.01 I l ]
16 19 26 47 16 19 26 47

t, days _ t, d_---_

Fig.1. x(t) F_.2. e=um=t,nR(t)
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Preliminary Maintenance Experience for DSS 13
Unattended Operations Demonstration

D. S. Remer
Communications Systems ResearchSection

and Harvey Mudd College

G. Lorden
California Institute of Technology

This article summarizes the maintenancc data base collected for 15 weeks of recent
ut_ttended and automated operation of DSS 13. During this period, DSS 13 has beea
receiving spacecraft telemetry while being controlled remotely from JPL in Pasadena.

, Corrective and preventive maintenance manhours are reported by subsys:em for DSS 13
_- including the equipment added for the automation demonstration. The corrective and

preventive maintenance weekly manhours at DSS 13 averaged 22 and 40, respectively.
The atttem_ hydraulic and electronic systems accounted for about half of the preventive
and corrective maintenance manhours. A comparison is presented for overall preventive
and corrective maintenance manhours for a comparable attended DSN station, DSS 11.

,. I. Introduction This article will present the preliminary maintenance
experienceat DSS 13 for unattended,automatedoperation. ;.

The tracking time now available to the end user at a Deep Both corrective and preventive maintenance are considered, i
Space Station is reduced by time spent for maintenance, and where possible, comparisons are made to a manned [
operator training, checkout and calibration. The efficiency of operation at DSS I i. Before this maintenance data is pre-
the DSN would be greatly increased if the time for these rented, the automated system and its capability will be l
other functions were decreased.Also, the reliability of the described_ 1-

.' DSN may be increasedby reducingthe load on operations l_
personnel.

II. DSS 13 Du©riptlon -- Automated Station
As a result of these potential. Improvementsin DSN

; efficiency and reliability, a research program was started DSS 13 is a 26-meter station at Goldstone, California.
• _' _ several years ago at DSS 13. The station has now been Central control and monitor for this station are oone from JPL

automated _,nd is being operated in an unattended mode for in Pasadena by an at NOCC. This automated andoperator
spacecraft telemetry reception. Data are now being collected remote operation only for spacecraft telemetry reception was

i to evaluate this ope ratiOn, implemented in 1978. The operator enten conflgurational !i

- tBO

%
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control and predicts. Monitor data are also avadable to him. - ...... Corrective

Tile station is (I) powered up, (2) checked out. (3) spacecraft mait_tenance i_
telemetry is acquired and tracked, and. (4) the station is
shutdown,, all remotely from Pasadena w_thout an operator at Subsystem manh,mr_');
the station. There tsautomatic antenna shutdown capability ;n
case of high winds or certain servo drive failures.

Antenna electronic systems 38.1
Block I!1 SDA 17.1

Tile telemetry stream from DSS 13is sent to DSS 11 for bit
Antenna hydraulic systems 10.6detectton and then via high speed data lines to the flight 108 kHz subcarrier oscillator microwave

project at JPL. Work is underway so bit detection can be done link transmission 9.5
at DSS 13. Antenna terminet 7.7

Antenna clock 6. I
The DSS 13 unattended operations design uses micropro-

cessors ,.,r minicomputers on each controlled subsystem for (1) Block !1I receiver 4.7
configurational control, (2) monitoring, (3) operation, and (4) High-speed data line microwave linkchannel 3.0

checkout. Antenna control computer (MOD COMP 11/25) 2.6

A central station microprocessor is used for supervision of Maser compressur 0.6
subsystem monitor and control processors. The antenna, 100.() ,
microwave, and receiver subsystems are now under centralized i

control. Only downlink capability is now available; however, Th,e antenna electronic and hydraulic systems and the ;
uplink capability will be implemented in 1979. The 100- Bk)ck 111 SDA account fi_r over half of the corrective
kilowatt S-band transmitter and exciter subsystem will be maintenance manhours, Note that in Table 1 about halfofthc

added during 1979. While DSS 13 has been in the unattended subsystems, such as the maser refrigerator, required no
mode, telemetry data has been provided to the Voyage,, corrective maintenance.
Pioneers 10 and 1i, and ttelios projects.

B. DSS 13 Preventive Maintenance
The following section will describe the maintenance experi-

ence during this initial remote unattended operation of The preventive maintenance at DSS 13 averaged 30.5
DSS 13. manhours per week with a standard deviation of 14.8. Shov,n

below is the percent of preventive maintenance manhours for

_ each subsystem.

III. DSS 13 MaintenanceData Base Preventive

The maintenance data base for DSS 13 operation under maintenance
remote, automated operatioa from NOCC in Pasadena is Subsystem manhours
shown in Tables i and 2. These data are for the 15-week period %

of June 18, 1978 through September 24, 1978. The data al,_
summarized in weekly increments. Corrective maintenance is Antenna hydraulic systems 43.9
shown in Table 1 and preventive maintenance in Table 2. The Antenna electronic system ! 5.3
maintenance data are broken down by subsystem. An asterisk Masercompressor 1!.1
next to the DSS 13 subsystem means that this equipment has Block !!1 receiver 8.8
been added for this demonstration. Block Ill SDA 6.5

108 kHz subcarrieroscillator 5.1

Antenna control comput¢;,,,_,
• (MOD COMP11125) 4.5 ..

IV. Discussion of Results Maser refrigerator 3.8

i A. OSkS13_ _intenar_e Stationcontroller(8080 based _,
4, microcomputer) 0.7 •

• { _ _he corrective m_Jntena_ce at DSS 13 iv_ra,ed 22.2 _. HJ_ speed data ,i. l_icrow_ I_k _--

hours per week with a standard devtattoa of 12.8 during this channel 0.3 I
period. Shown below is the percent of co:rective maintenance 100--'_

i manhount for eachsubsystem, i] I

"_ -- .-w ,,
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The antenn_ hydraulic and electromc systems account for "traditional" subsystems were automated for this demonstra-
over half of the preventive maintenance nl;,Inhour_,. About half tit)n, such as the _ntenna electromc and hydrauhc systems.

: of the, subsystems received no preventive mainteuance during ,_
thnsperiod, as shown in Table _

"' E. Comparison of Maintenance at DSS 11

C. Comparison of OSS 13 Corrective and with OSS 13

Preventive Maintenance The average weekly maintenance manhours for DSS I I and

Several key subsystems had vastly different percentages of DSS 13 are shown below.
corrective and preventive maintenance as shown below. -- .............

Averageweekly( ijmnh_ours

Percent of Percent of Maintenance DSS 11 DSS 13
total total

corrective preventive Corrective maintenance 153.5 22.2
Subsystem maintenance maintenan,-e Preventive maintenance 56.4 3q.5

% % 209.9 61.7

Antenna electronic system 38.1 15.3 The DSS II data is from Ref. 1 for the period May 14
Block lli SDA 17.1 6.5 through July g, 1978. Both the corrective and preventive
Antenna hydraulic system 10.6 43.9 maintenance manhours at DSS I I are more than at DSS 13.

Ilowever, DSSII has more equipment than DSS 13. For
For example, while the antenna electronic system accounted exampk, DSS I1 has two receivers, two SDA's, two masers,
for 38.1% of the total corrective maintenance manhours, this

etc., whereas DSS !3 has only one of each. Shown below is the
system only received 15.3% of the total preventive mainte- average weekly maintenance manhours for "comparable"
nance manhours. The same relationship was true for the systems at DSS I I and DSS 13.
Block Iil SDA. On the e'her hand, the antenna hydraulic

system received 43.9% of the total preventive maintenance Average weekly manhours
manhours and only 10.6% of the corrective maintenance For "_omparable"systems
manhours. These rest "ts indicate that perhaps there could be a - - --
shift in preventive maintenance to reflect correctb, e mainte- Maintenance DSS II DSS 13
nance experience hi order to optimize the overall maintenance
effort. Corrective maintenance 153.5 27.2

Preventive maintenance 56.4 51.4

2o9.9- 78.6"
D. Maintenance for the Traditional Subsystems

VersuI the Sub4yMem8 Added for Thhl ':(37.5% of 209.9)

_. DemonetmUon

The subsystems added for this demonstration are shown by in this comparison, we made the conservative assumption that
:' asterisks in Tables ! and 2. The percent of preventive and if DSS 13 had had two SDA's, for example, then the

corrective maintenance for these _ubsysterm is shown below, preventive and corrective maintenance for SDA's would have
been doubled at DSS 13. In actual practice, this factor should

Preventive Corrective be somewhere between one and two. H" aver.even with this

Subsystem nuint_nance maintenance conservative assumption, the corrective maintenance at
% % _ 13 only increased by 22.4% and the preventive mainte-

,. atce by 30.2% in oJder to correct for the redundant systems
Subsystems added for this st DSS 11. Forcomparable systems, we see in the above table

• demonstration 10.6 28.9 that the preventive matntemmce manhours are about the same
,_ Traditional subsystems 89.4 71 .I at both stations but the corrective maintenance manhoursare ',

100.0 100.0 much higher at DSS I I.
.J.

The subsystems added tot ttC.s demomtretlon required Anotbef Jntetestin8 result is that at [_S l i about three-
; about 29% of the corrective nmintenance and received only fourths of the actual meintenance mtnhours are for corrective

I I_ of the preventive malnteMnfe. Note that tome of the maintenmtce, whereas at DSS 13. about three.foulahs of the
!

" llm
b*

+

' !
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actual maintenance manhours are for preventive ,namtenance. DSS 1I DSS 13

as shown below. Maintenance '_ _ ,_'

The data suggests that unattended operation may reduce -
maintenance manhours. There are other factors, however, that Corrective maintenance

may be responsible for the differences between the two manhours 73 26
stations in total maintenance manhours and tile breakdown Preventive maintenance

between preventive and correcuve maintenance. For example, manhours 27 74

DSS 13 has substantially different equipment, schedule of Total maintenance
operations, performance verification reqmrements, and type of manhours !00 100
personne; than DSS II ...........
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Table 1, DSS 13 correc'ive maintenance activities in mlmhours, lg78

f r I6,'18 6./25 7'2 7,9 7/16 7.'23:7/30 8/6 8 13 8 211 8/27 9 3 q'll) 9'17 q'21 l,tai_

('orrtctlve Malnt.cnanc¢ 1

26-m antenna I
}lydraulnc systems I.(1 0.5 6.0 4.0 13.5 4 0 I.._ 5.() F L_ > 11).6

Flrctrom¢._y,_tcms 13.0[ 3.11 4.0 Iq.S 7.0 42.0 170 _).5 6.1) 7.1) 4t) 41, ',271| 3_ I*Control computer i

(M(}I) ('O%1P11/2._) 1.0 2.._ 4.o 1.0 _.._l 2.6
"('lo,,k . 12.O 8.3 21).3 6 I
*rcrminct 16.3 I.t) 2 lb b 5 25 _ 7.7

Waveguld¢configuration
a,_..,¢m bly

! Low noiseamphficr (ma,,cr)

maSerrcfril_ratorCOmprcs_r 18.5 2.0 2.0 0.6

Block III receiver
Block III SDA 5.0 7.$ 3.0 15.5 4.7

*108 kllz subcarricr oscillator 14.0 6.0 18.5 57.4) I 7.1
(microwave link

transmmion) 2.5 ?9.0 31.5 q.,s
*Station controller 18080

: baled microcompuler )
"Star sv,'itch controller

: *SDA controller
*Block II! _¢¢tvcr conlrollcr

*Wav¢$uide confllPJfation
a.tKmbly controller

Hilh a_'ed data

*Mi_owue link charnel / I._ I 8.5 I_).0 3.0

TOTAL 30._ 0 2:.3 33.0,.s 6.s 21.0:9.0_.s ,.o _4._,5.5 :_..s:o.__.,, I,_,.,)

*F,qUllpU_t addled fo, automation demo_tratioa

• I

i
r- .... r
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Table 2. DSS 13 preventive maintenance activities in manhours, 1978

....................... _- ....... i ITr......... ] ' --[l 9/.4"7 -T,,talI-'_I6/18:b/25 7/2 7/g 7/16 7/2317,'3018/6.8/13 8/20 8/27 9/3'9/1019/17 _,.

Preventive Maintenance
j I r

26-m aotenna : I ! I

Hydrauhcsystem._ 4.0 6.0 4.0 t2.0 19.5 10.0 24.0 15.0127.5 23.0 29.0119.5 8.5 152,5 6.0 260.5 J,,
43.9

Electronic systems 8.5 14.0 18.5 9.5 3.0 9,0' 0.5 10.5 i 1.0 0.3 7.0 I 0.5 j 0.5 8.0 I 90.8i 15.3
*Control computer 3.5 6.0 1.5 15.5 26.5 ! 4.5

I.MOD COMP 11/25 ) :,

*Clock I

*Terminet , i ;

*Microproct:ssor

Waveguide confignration i
assembly r'

Low noise amplifier (maser) J !

maser compressor 3.5 26.5 8.5 5.5 12.0 10.01 66.0i I1.1
refrigerator 8.0 2.0 5.5 4.0 1.0 2.0 22.5 I_ 3.8

Block Ill receiver ,.5 2.5 4.0 8.5 1.5 3.0 4.5 1.5 52.0 I
8.8

Block II1SDA 1).5 1.0 0.5 3.0 5.5 9.0 7.0 I0.0 2.0 38.5 6.5

108 KHz(microwavesubcarrierlinkoscilla:or 20.0 Jtransmtssionl 2.b 2.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 30.0 5.1

*Station controller (8080

based microcomputer) 4.0 4.0 0.7
*Star switch controller

_. *SDA controller
- *Block ;i! receiver controller

*Wa :_.gaide ,-on figuration

High speed data lilk,Data S_t i 5__5 1"0_341"0-__ 4_1_62_-' '

*Micrt, wave Link Chamtel 2.0 0.3

TOTAl. . "_ 2 53.0 17.5 7.5 592. 100.0

*Equipment Added for Automation Demonstration

._," " . "r -. 'M - • _

? ;.
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LAAS Studies: 26-, 34-, and 40-Meter Elements
W. F. Williams

FladJo Frequency and Mucrowave Subsystems Section

The Large Adrance. Antenna Stathm (LAAS) studies hare now hwhtded arrayhtg
modified 34-meter atttennas attd new 40-meter atttemtas. This artich, discusses tit(,
tnh'r._wave perfi_rmance expected ]'tom these atttenna eh,mettts when arrayed attd fed
with the new dual-band coaxial X/S feed. PerJbrmance of the 26-meter elements is also
discussed fi_rcotnlmrison to the new modi]h'd atttenttas.

I. introduction The 34-meter al;tennas are obtained by expanding these
2e-meter antennas to the larger diameter. New surfaces are

The Large Advanced Antenna Station (LAAS)progrmn is provided according to special shaping that yields a near-
_ an ongoing study to determine a most cost-effective way to optimum combination illumination and spiilover efficiency.
. obtain a substantial increase in RF performance for a new 1"he newly developed coaxial X/S horn is used in determining

DSN station, over that presently available with the 64-meter this shaping, and the location of this feed relative to the
antenna network. Early in this study it was determined that reflector vertex is held near to that of the present 26-meter
this increase could be provided by a high-grade, IO0-meter antennas so that the present feed cone and feed cone designs

_ reflector utilizing specially shaped surfaces and improved feed can be used. This shaped design is a "best fit" to the 26-meter
horns, as well as updated electronic equipment. Later, arrays paraboloids, which mi'timizes structural cl,anges and suggests

,. of smaller antennas were !nvestigated for performing equally that some 26-meter panels might be reused
' to the basic 100.meter unit. Various sizes were considered.

These are discussed in Ref. i. This has led finally to a study of The new 40-meter shaped antennas are similarly deter- '
' some specific arrays _ _,zing modified versions of the existing mined, and the existing feed cone design can be used. An

26-meter antennas of t,ae DSN and STDN, as well as some new alternate 40-meter design is presented that uses a larger coaxial
antennas. X/S feed, but again the same feed cone. This design permits a

':, larger equivalent focal length to diameter (F/D) ratio that
Subjects to be discussed in this report are the microwave would, perhaps, be moreeasily constructed.

performance of improved 26-meter units, the 34.meter units, .
which are built by modifying the 26-meter antennas, and ."

40-meterantennas,which arenew. I|. The Antenna Types
A. Relocated 26-Meter Antennlie

, Improved 26-meter artennu are obtained by relocating the
antennas at a common array site and installing new subreflec- An exan,.pl_ ,'¢ this antenna is the 26-meter antenna located ;

' i tors more suitable to X-band. at DSS II. These antennas can be used at X.band with the :
i

\ ' ;o
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['_roVl_lOn o c llcxt..',tlblcl'10ClOlS that ,Izebelier stated to X-band Forw:Jrd spfllovcf O.t}(+0

pert\n inallce. Tics subzefleclor (retlturmg new |ot)llll_2)would, Back spllhwe[ 0.q97 t'.
relatlxe If the [_tcsdnt subtdflech+r, remain at 3+lueler:,dl:+._le- ilhlnnnation t).8._o '_:
ter. but tile outer tlange wglon wmlld be lcdu,:cd in v,idth ,rod ('ross i+olalt/.atnoll ().t)O7
tile veltex cone would be slnZl]lel. Phase 03954

Cell ral block:lge O.qt)0

The radiation pattern of t110X-band ftequency. X/S horn. Total RF el'ficwtlcv 0 753
wa_ theoretically scattered from ttHs new subrellectol dcstgl_

to determine nllcrowave perforlllallCe. The lesult is depict,'d ill "Flusa_ain shows the ii;Iprovenlent to I;e oblaitled tl,slng tile

Fig. I. The central hole region. ±8 deg from 0 dee. ts very dual+hybrid mode horn.
noticeable showing the success of the centlal relic\ plate. The

calculated efficienc:es tit"this pattei n .ire mdicated below" B. 34-Meter and 40-Meter Performance,

Special Shapes

Forward spillover 03;88 Tile X-band pattern of tl;e new X/S f_'ed horn :_ used to
Back spillover 03)98 determine tilt: special shapes t\,r both the modltied 34-meter
illumination 0.8:,_ antemm and tilt? new proposed 40-meter :lnlcnllaS. Re.',ulting

Cross polarization 0.Oo7 shapes are _imilal and the final _catterulg ts smulam.Figure 3
Phase 0.o(',8 delncts the solutitm for the 40+merci dish. Note thai m holdo

Central blockage 0.090 ing llle feed focus at 5.18-meters troll dish vertex and usmg
-- the 17-deg X/S feed, the equivalent F/D has become 0.3. i.e..

Total RF efficiency 0.784 a very deep dish.

When the X-band pattern is theoretically scatlered t'ron, tile
A dual-hybrid niece corrugated horn has been developed

34-meter and 40-meter shaped subreflector,;, tile followirlg
for enhaxtcenlent of performance at DSS 14. This horn has a resuhs:
pattern shape that results in a higher ilhtmmation efficiency

wbett usntg the standard paraboloid-hyperboloid cassegrain .4-meter 40-meter :
systenl. "Fileradiation pattern of th:s horn was also theoreti- - ............ :
tally scattered from the new subreflector with tile result Forward spil!over 0.992 0.992

shown in Fig. 2. The more tmifi_rm ilhunination function can Back spilk,ver 0.996 0.t)97 :
_, bc noted here when comp:_red to Fig. I. Below are tabulated Ilhnnnlahon 0.t)83 0.q87

the efl,ciency numbers: Crosspolarizatn,n 0.900 0.999
Phase 0.994 0.908 i

Central blockage 0.985 0.980

Forward spillover 0.961 Total RF efficiency 0.050 O,q60
Back spillover 0.997

lllunlination 0.889 It should be noted that a slight advantage accrues to the larger
: Ccoss-polarization 0.998 antenna. Figure 4 depicts the scattering from the 40-meier

Phase 0.961 +mtenna subreflector.
Central blockage 0.990

Total RF efficiency 0.809 When the dual-hybrid mode horn is used tier shaping deter-
nlinatio:l, the final reflecIol is more closely a paraboloid.

ttowever, illumination efficiency is no better than tile above -_
cases, and fi)rward spillover is worse, with a final result that is

This represents an improvement of over 2 percent. Although
the illumination efficiency improves by over 5 percent, much 1.5 percent below tile 34-meter unit.

• of this is lost in additional spillover from the sidelobes of the C. Using s Larger X/S Horn
dual-hybrid mode horn. It should be pointed out that in trials
using the special shape type of surface, all illumination effi- it is, of course, possible to use tire X/S horn gain-limited

'_ ;, ciencies became verygood and the dual-hybrid mode offers no technique with different horn flare angles attd consequently

particular advantage. To complete this picture, the standard different illunlination angles for the subrefleclor, For instance,
22-dB gain horn pattern (X-band) was also scattered from tile if"a narrower flare angle is used with this gain-limi!ed techni-

new subreflector. Tire resultsbelow: que, then the beams ',,,'illbe narrower also. , ,
t

: ,g.
157 -.
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A 14-deg half flare angle horn0nstcadofa ILl-d0g horn} { .,lh\2

was chosen It) use nl a sample shaped dDtenlla deslgtl of sr,ar blockage efficiency = _1- 1.2 ) ,•10-meter diameter. Tile consttalllt was that the Iced horll • "|o _
+

foctls have tile sallle It;,Catlt)ll I'rOnl d:sh vertex as tile other
wHh .-Iv tile subrellector blocked area and .-1, tile main reflec-

designs, about 5.18-nleters, all:Jwmg tile s:llne l_'ed cone u.v,.
tel aperture area.

Tile lesult of tills desige was an increase In tile equivalen! F/D

from 0.3 to 0.35. which is perhaps mechanically desirable. Spar area blockage on the 26-meter alvelmas ts al_Otlt 6

Furthel increases ill horn size would pernnt F/D to approach percent, resulting ill b,ockage efficiency ,,f 0.86!. For tile
0.4. Of course. P'greater feed location dlsplacelnents floIn dish modified 34-meter antennas, a value of 4.5 percent is ex-

vertex :ire allowed, then larger F/D values are possible without petted, t\_r a blockage efficienc_ of 0,,_t_5. An estimate fur the

the larger horns, larger 40-nleter antenna is 5 percent t'ot a blockage efficiency
of 0.g84.

The RF efficiency of this configuration was essentlall> tile

same as the other 40-meter design, about 0(_ percent. These antennas are to be alrayed in various ways to achieve
a final gain in excess of 77 dB. It is anticipated that ill
pert\)rming this arraying, each antenna will suffer a furthel loss

of 0.17 dB. meaning an additional efficiency term of 0.%,
III. Other Factors here called the "array efficient),." Also, each horn system will :

Surface tolerance efficiency follows the formula of Ru/e suffer some loss from dissipation and VSWR, This loss. or
efficiency term, is estimated at O.08 for tile X/S corrugatedRef. ""

-" horns.

_ {4_L32 The DSN 26-meter antennas have perforated sheet metal

surface efficiency = e [ x I panels for lightening the mare reflector. An investigation (Ref.3j of these holes in a "worse case" indicated that they might

add an additional 0.4 Kelvin to noise temperature, which will

with _ equal to the rms variations of the surface from its be ignored.
prescribed values. The rms variations for the 26-meter anten-

nas are about 1.5 ram. and this results in a surface efficiency IV. Final Performance of the Array
of 0.757 for these antennas. The 34-meter modifications

would, as discussed above, include nmstly new specially Below is tabulated the efficiency performance of each of _'

+".: shaped reflector sections mounted on the old existing strut- these antennas as elements of an antenna array.

ture. The mechanical design estimates for the rms of this .......................
nrodification are about !.25 nmt. This results in a surface Spar Sur. Array Percent-

tolerance efficiency for the 34-meter antennas of 0.824. block, face com- VSWR age

Potential suppliers of new 40-meter antennas have indicated an Antenna age rms bining loss RF total
tins estimate of 0.9 ram, or surface efficiency of 0.903. 26-meter 0.861 0,757 0.q6 0.98 0.784 48

+ The spars or subreflector supFort legs block or interfere 34-meter 0.805 0,824 0.96 0.98 0.95 66

_" with the aperture distribution. This "spar block:,,ge'" efficiency 40-meter 0.884 0.003 0.96 0.98 0.96 72
is directly proportional to the percentage area being blocked.

" It is not quite so sin+pie though, because the spars may be These larger antennas are compared with the present 26- 2

small enough to discount a geometric optics view altogether, meter antenna with its standard feed in Table I.

Also, because of the real aperture distributi'm being somewhat

greater in the central region, spar shadowing in this central We note '.hat, everything else being equal, i.e., if all an-

region becomes more important. These facto,s and past expert- tennas were the same diamzter, the improvement from shap-
ence leads us to a modificatio, cf the spar blockage efficiency ing, a more accurate surface, attd a more efficient horn feed, is •

rule, as follows nearly 2 dB. +

'+ ..,
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Table 1. Comparison of antennasby sizeand type

34-meter 4(I-meter
Parameter 26-meter paraholoid _h_ped _haped

22-rib Dual - X of X of X of
Feed used

_. standard hybrrd mode X/S X/S X/S

'IV Efficiency, % 46 50 48 66 72

,.-%dB (every-
thing else -I.95 -1.58 -I.76 -(1.38 0
bcmg equal)

?

". }

• 1

\
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-FX
P_AK -TO- PF..AK M_X |/_ M

DFViAI" _ON FROM "A _J_PARABOLOID= 3.226 cm 81 =75.0134 dog /

r.u'0.643cm / _ \ _=9.66deg

\ \ e2o77.3 1,,

4.

I I------ 714.4_¢__---_ I

IS'8c" _ "- _ 772.96|cm ___ ,. t

_ 707.8| 6 cm "--_ 5|5.405 cm --'_

Fig. 3. The "best fit" solution of a 40-m antenna using 8.45 GHz of
the X/S horn
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Fig. 4. Scattering of X-bend of the X/S horn from the mhmpedlubreflector of the shaped 40-meter antenna
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Quick-Look Decoding Schemes for DSN
Convolutional Codes

C, A. Greenhall and R. L. Miller

Commumcat_ons Systems Hesearch Section

The Galilco prelect will be tracked both by the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS) attd the DSN, whose ( Z 1/2) convohttional codes differ Ot the order of

the two o'mbols in each pair. To resolve this problem, we propose quick-look decoding of

the TDRSS data. Quick-h)ok decoding schemes requiring onO' simple shift registers are

given fi,r the DSN (Z 1/2) and (7, 1/3) convoluti_mal codes. These schemes can be used

, when the communication channel is known to be virtually error free. The schemes not
- only decode the data. hut can also detect svm&)i erro,'s amt the lack of node

synchronizathm.

_ I. Introduction Th.' second condition allows the possibility of quick.look
_. decoding the data, without attempting to correct any errors.

The Galileo project will require both the Tracking and Data The advantage of qaick-look decoding is that it revolves only a
: Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) and the DSN for tracking couple of shift registers of length 7. as against the need to

purposes. The TDRSS will be used for a few hours, the DSN purchase a new Viterbi decoder.
for a few years. A problem has arisen because the TDRSS

ground stations and the DSN stations have different Viterbi Section !1 contains a brief description of what the design
decoders. The connection vectors for the convolutional code philosophy of a quick-look decoder should be. Section I!1
that the TDRSS can decode are reversed from those of the

presents a tutorial discussion of the theory behind quick.look

DSN scheme, convolutional decoders. Section IV contains decoding for-
mulas for the DSN (7, I/2) and(7.1/3)convolutional codes.

This article presents one possible solution to this problem, We have _lso included connectio,', diagrams of these codes and :
viz, quick-look decoding. The following conditions are impli, their decoders. "_
citly assumed throughout:

• : (1) The Galileo spacecraft is equipped with only a

DSN-type encode=; TDRSS cannot process these data. II. I_llign Philosophy

(2) The spacecraft-TDRSS communication channel is vir- A quick-look decoder should be a simple, fast algorithm

tually error-free, that correctly decodes an error.free symbol stream, it does not

;"- f

t

i
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attemp! to correct errors, but may detect tile presence of From F_qs. ( l ) and (2) we have (droppmg the x's now)
symbol elrors or lack ot hit 3ynchronizatlon. Nevertheless.

such a decoder should not go looking for trouble ]'he less It B = (AIC I +--" + A C )B
know,,,, the bettel. The fewer symbols It has to look at, the , , i

fewer symbol errors it will see, and the fewer bit errors it will

make. I-mall v. it mus.' not propagate symbol errors mdefi- B = A IS I +" '+A,S (3)
mtely far down the decoded bit stream: each decoded bit

should depend only on the last few symbols, for any bit sequence B. llence the transfornlatlon defined by

Eq. (1) Is one-one and Eq. 13) gives its inverse. If

III. Theory
A. Inversion Formulas A(x) = a/o +a_x + • -. +a,x e . 1 _</_< J'

"fhe method of constructing qmck-h)ok decoders is taken
then Eq. 131 says

from MiJssey and Sam (Ref. I). The present exposition Is
self-contained. Let a convolutlonal code with constraint length

d + I and rate I/v, v an integer, be specified by co,nection

polynomials bn = _ "_(a/oSin + at iS/.n - I + " " " + a/e_.n-e)"
j:l

C.(x) --- _o+Cl,X+ "''+t)ax a, l </<v
-°o<n<_ (4)

The coefficients are 0 or 1 and arithmetic is performed Con,,ersely, if about lhe polynomialsC,(x),'-., C.(x)and

modulo 2. The sequences of ,ntk_rmatmn bits bn and coded A i(x)," ". Avlx) we are given only that I:q. (31 inverts kq.
symb°lvect°rs(S,n"",svn )'-_°<n<o_'arerepresentedby (I) for all B, then setting B=I gives Eq. (2_ and the

the formal power series, conclusion that god (C t , - •., Cv ) = 1. Thus:

An inversh)n formula of fi)rm (3) exists if and onlyB(x) = bnxn ifgcd(Ci.'" ", Cv)= I.

B

? _ B. SymbolErrorDetection
Sjtx) -- 2._ %x", ,</<_

Let gcd {CI. --", C,,) = I. Assume thai the tbrraal power/1=-_

series S I . • •., Sv are a code stream, i.e.. they satisfy Eq. I I )

related by for some B. Then trivially we t,ave

Sj(x) : Cj(x)a(x). _<i<v (l) ccs_: c s,. i <_./<_ (5)

ln othe ,vords, We show that /fq. (5) is necessary and sufficient fbr

Si,.", S v to be a code stream. We just saw lhat it is

sin = c/obn + clibn- t + " " "+ elabn-a ' necessary. Assume that Eq. (51 holds. Define B by Eq. (3) as
before. We show that Eq. (I) holds. It is enough to set / = I.
We have

1 <i<v,-**<n<**

Knowing the Cl(x) we must recover B(x). Assume that the CIB = CtA IS I + CtA2S2 + ' " "+ CjAvSv
., greatest common divisor (god) of Cj(x),'' ", Cv(x ) is 1. By

.; Euclid's Algorithm we can construct inversion polynomials = CIAISI + AzCIS I +
,, A t (x), ' " ", A v(x) of degree < d such that "" " + A verst

_: A ,(x) Cl(x) +"" +Av(x) C_,(x) = I (2) = S I

• _ 163
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by virtue of Eqs. (5) and (2). Equauon (5) thu_ yields panty B. (7, 1/3) Code

checks of the received symbols. To C I and C:, of the previous code we adjoin a third e
; polynomial

IV. DSN Codes

We give decoding t'ornlulas and parity checks for tile DSN C3(x) = I + x + x 2 + x 4 + x"

17, I/2) and (7, I/3) convoluttonal codes, whose connection

diagramsaregtvenmFigs.(I)and(2). Tile three polynomials ('t' C2" Cj are palr_,lse relatively
prtnle. Ilence we can treat each of the three .,,ubcodes((_. (_).

A. (7, 112) Code i <j. separately. For these. Eq. (2) reads

The connection and reversion polynotntals are

(x2 +x4)Ct (x)+{I +x+'¢2 +x3 +x4)C2 (x) = [ (8)

Ctlx) = ! _X 2 + x 3 + x s �x°

(x+x3)Ct {X)+(] +x2 +.r3)C3(x) = I (0)

C2(x) = ! +x+x: +x 3 +x6

At(x) = x2+x 4 (x3+x4+xS)C2(x)+(l +x+x 4 +xS)Cj (x) = I (10)

Of course, Eq. (8) comes from tile (7, I/2) code. One could

A2(x) = I +x +x 2 +x 3 +x 4 add these to get a single Eq. (3) with v = 3, but, according to

our design philosophy, there is no point in doing this. The
The quick.look mversiou formula (Eq. (4)) is simplest of the above equations is Eq. {9); thus we may as well

ignore the S 2 data entirely, use the inversion polynomials

bn =$t,n-2 +sl.n-4+S2,n +S2,n-I +$2,n-2 +$2,n-3 +S2.n-4 x+x 3 and I +x 2 +x 3 onS t and Sx.and use only S t andS 3
for a parity check.

(6)
The quick-look inversion formula is

in which bn is the nth decoded bit and (sin. S2n) Is the nth

symbol pair. Thus if we know (sin, s2n) for n;aO we can -'-s + {11)
recoverbnforn_4bythismethod, bn -- St,n-I +$1,n-3 3.n S3,n-2 +Sj,n-3

The parity check for detection of symbol errors or lack of in which bn is the nth decoded bit and (stn, san, s3n) the nth
bit synchronization (Eq. (5))is symbol triplet. The parity check is

q_

$l.n + $l,n-I -I- $1.n-2 + $1.n-3 �11,n-6+ $2,n $1,n 1"$1,n-I +/l,n-2 +$1.n-4 +$1,n-6 +S3,n

�$2,n-2+ 12,n-3 +$2,n-$ + S2,n-6 s 0 +$3,n-2 +$3,n-3 +$3,n-S -6_ 0

(t2)
(7)

Figure (4) gives the connection diagram of this decoder.
A short burst of parity errors in a good channel indicates one

or more symbol error,; a long run of parity bit,, with a high

proportion of error, indicates incorrect node synchronizltion. V. COI_|UlI|OII

Actual implementations of this code use trivial modifica- We have shown that both the (7, 1/2) and (7, 1/3) convolu-

lions of It; the DSN inverts the first symbol st,,, and TDRSS lionll codel _ill b_ decoded using quick-look schemes. Such a

• : ,,_ transmits s t n and san in reverseorder. In thesesituations, Eq. scheme may be used by the Galileo project to work around the
_ (6), Eq. (7), and Fig. 3 may have to be altered, incompatibility between the TDRSS and DSN code¢

114
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DSN Energy Data Base Preliminary Design
E. R. Cole,L. O. Herrera,andD. M. Lascu

DSNEngineeringSect,on

This article describes the initial designsand implementatio, n of a computerized data
base created to support the DSN Energy Conservation Project with data relating to energy
use at Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex. In addition, it briefly gives the
results of development work to date attd Mentifies work currently in progress or its the

planning stage, i

I. Introduction centralized data base which would provide: 1

The Deep Space Station facilities consume a significant (1) A readily available source of technical and descriptive i
amount of energy, for which the last few years have been the data.

focus for energy conservation. Crucial to any endeavor to re- (2) A central, standardized reference to augment engi-
duce energy consumption is the acquisition and maintenance neering analysis and design. I
of relevant information. Prior to 1976, information was man.

_- ually acquired, handled, and processed. In response to hmited (3) Information for effective energy management.

_ human resources and considering the emergence of a Central- (4) A historical record for comparison of actual perfor-
,. ized Management Data Base System (the DSN Data Base), the mance with project goals.
: DSN Energy Conservation Project commissioned the creation

of a computer-based energy data base whose preliminary (5) Information for preparing NASA Energy Program Re-

: _ design was implemented in 1976. ports.

Using these objectives as a guide, a preliminary energy data ;.

, _ II. The Goldstone EnergyData Base base was created and called the Goidstone Energy Data Base. *
f It was implemented in November 1976 and contained sixtee,
_ The concept of an energy data base was conceived from the files describing such Goldstone facility parameters as: building!• growingawareness of the need for a readily available and easily architectural construction, utilities, equipment loads, facility

accessable source of information relating to the use of energy operations, and weather, as shown in Fig. I. The data were
resources. Initial attempts to gather data for energy studies collected and pla_.-d into a publicly accessable permanent cata- :
being conducted at the Goldstone Deep Space Commu. log file on the GPCF Univac 1108 titled GOLDSTONE* ,
nications Complex (GDSCC) were frustrated by the degree of ENERGY, and an accompanying user document was written '
effort and length of time requiredto locate and researchinfor, and released to explain the design philosophy and provide user

_ mation. This illustrated the desirability of creating a formal, access instructions, One application for the data base was to ¢

_' "" 167 :
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provide input data for certain engineering energy analysis and power by voltage and frequency, telephone, public ad-
design computer programs such as E-CUBE, NECAP, and the dress, microwave fatalities, LP gas, water, and sewer.
Energy Consumption Program. These prt,grams require infor-

(9) The Weather Files, WEA/IO0, WEA/200, WEA/300,
mation about buildmg construction, operation, and equipment and WEA/400 describe dry bulb temperature, dew
loads. A brief description of each file listed m Table I follows, point temperature, cloud cover ratio, and wet bulb

(I) The interior architectural files, ARC/IO0 and ARC/ temperature, respectively. Each file conststs of hourly
200, describe each room of the Goldstone buildings by values for each day of a statistically representative year,
its wall, floor, and ceiling dimensions, and their con-

struction material U-factor (thermal transmissivity). III. PreliminaryDesign RequirementsBoth files designate which zone of the building air

conditioning system serves eacl_room. Certain data base requirements were determined to be de-

sirable by project management. For example, it was considered(2) Tile interior lighting file, INL/IO0, describes the num-
desirable that all data be "raw" data. due to the past expe-her of room lighting fixtures and their loads in kilo-
rience of having difficult3 in assessing the integrity of acquired

watts. Both quantities are listed separately by tlou-
data. This meant that, to the extent possible, data valuesrescent and incandescent light fixtures. Lighting is also
should be directly observed, unconverted, and not derived viaa heating load, which is imposed on a fixed zone of the

building air conditioning system. Average light level in computation from other data.
foot candles is identified as a requirement ',br the func-
tion and occupancy of the room. Another requirement was that data should be entered into

files in a format that would be human-readable, requiring no
(3) The interior occupancy file, OCC/IO0, lists the person- interpretive software to produce reports. In part, dt,e to the

nel capacity and actual occupancy for each room by limited size of the staff availab'.' for data base design and
eight.hour work shifts for week and weekend day implementation, user application software was left to the user
types, for development. Data base files were created on the Univac

(4) The Interior Electrical Equipment Files, EEQ/IOO and 1108 as system file elements. Thus they are compatible with
-_ EEQ/IOI, provide a listing by room, number of racks, MBASICtm and FORTRAN Programming languages. Plus

:. type of equipment, and total rack power load in kilo- physical record length was constrained to a maximum of 80
watts; also, there is a breakdown by rack of each piece characters to provide both system flexibility and a convenient

= terminal display format.of equipment giving subsystem name and number. Pow-
er load in kilowatts, and the corresponding heat dissi-
pated, is given for various operational modes, which Recently, standard guidelines have been published for the
include normal station tracking operation, standby, and design and implementation of data bases on the DSN Dat:
station closed. Base System. This DSN Standard Practice document and the

" recent inclusion of the DSN Energy Data Base into the DSN
, (5) The Exterior Lighting File, EXL/IO0, describes lighting Technical Facilities Subsystem is currently, resuiting in the re-

fi_rthe exterior area of each building, which includes assessment of DSN Energy Data Base functional design re.
r. number and type of light fixture on each wall, w_! quirements.

onentation, and power in kilowatts.g.

; (6) The Building Airconditioning Plant Files, ACP/100 and IV, Data Balm DlmignACP/200, identify and locate each air conditioning

plant. Each major component is described by size, ,ype The Goidstone Enc,gy Data Base is designed as a collection

_ and.energy load, Air handler size is given in cfm and of hierarchically structured groups of files (as shown in Fig. 2).
_- compressor size in tons. Power used by humidifiers, This design is intended to provide opportunity for data base

boilers, heaters, and candensor motors is expressed in growth with minimal structurallimitations as well as providing
kilowatts, flexibility in its eventual incorporation into the DSN Data

(7) The Power Plant Files, PPL/100 and PPL/200, describe BaseSystem.

.., and locate all diesel power plants at Goldstone. The Data is divided into groups of flies containing related data" number of freq_teney convertors, engine generators,
.; _', and their respective power used or produced is listed, categories as shown in Table I. All groups consist of one or :

_, more files that are structured into three levels: primary, see- :
i (8) The Building Utilities File, UTL/100, dedgnatas all util- ondary, and tertiary. Each level represents a breakdown of I

!: ities entering each _,Jildtng, which includes, electrical information or other relational association with the files in the I

i_._._ _: - [ '_

l
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level above. The t'itst file of each level is defined as the lnflial type, and the thermal equivalent that enables the corn-

file. Whett tile logical data record exceeds the nlaxnllunl length putation of Goldshme total energy corlsulnptlotl. Tile
: permuted m the initial file, tip to eight "contln,',,tation files •• other is a cross-reference file, provkhng meter serial

nlay be created to provide the requned logical record length as nun'tber, leading conversion f;lt.'tol,q, merci h'lc;ltlon.

showlt ill Fig. 3. and installation dates.

(2) The Progranlmattc linergy Change (h_mp (I'(.M)con-

Files are labeled by a three-character acronym preceeding ststs of three files whh:h keep a historical record of

a three-digit nunlerlcal sequence. The acronynl identifies the NASA program related changes m energy usage ;it
file group while nunlber sequence indicates level and whe|hei Goldstone. Such changes include installation or re-

It iS all "initial" or "•continuation" file, File structure• shown moral of equlpmertl, variation nl operational schedules.

in Fig. 4, consists of three record types. The first is the ldenti- and operational duty cycle.
ficatlon record containing infornlatlon required to identity, the

file, conapanion documentation, transaction dates, and tile in- 13l Th" Energy Conservation Ch:mge Group {CON} Is

dlvldual responsible f\+r data mtegrfly. The second record is planned to keep a record similar to the I_;M group, but

tile header record• which provides column headers aligned over relating It+energy conservation actions.
each data field that identify tile respective data items. The

temautder of the file is data records having tile same format as (4) The Building Operation Mode Group {BOM) is still m

established by tbe header record, tile planning stage• but is expected to contain facihty
operational specifications and related data for each

hi accordance with design specification• application soft- building.

ware was not developed, tlowever, two interactive data access (5) Tile DSN Data Base Interthce Group is a special care-
programs were written in MBASIC to provide the casttal user gory of four files required by a recently pubhshed DSN
with outputs of data base files. The program titled DISPLAY Standard Practice document, These files, which are itrt

displays files on the users demand terminal while COPY-EG tile planning stage• will provide tile user with a file

outputs to GPCF line printers, catalog, listing files with a narrative description of their
purpc, se and contents. Tile data dictionary defines each

Description of each file group giving narratwe and file com- data item and describes ils location, t;,,pe, and size

position data was doctnnented into a modularly organized within the data file. The interface gio f, t_ecomes a part

users document entitled: "'DSN Energy Project Data Base Fa- of a larger data base interface increment within the
; cility Parameters for Goldstone". The document describes data D_;N Data Base System upon the implementation and

base purpose and scope, design structure• description of each tiansfer of tile DSN Energy Data Base to that system.
file group, and data access instructions. Tile modular con-

struction of the document provides for addition of sections as Not only has tile Goldstone Energy Data Base expanded,

new files and groups are added to the data base. but there is consideration to extend tile d:lla base to include
5-

__ the Australi:'.n and Spanish Deep Space Communication Com-
plexes, which would result in tile creation of a DSN Energy

V. Current Status and Future Development Data Base. _.

: Several additional data categories have been added to the As mentioned above, the energy data base is being defined
data base since its initial creation. The sixteen original files

as a group with the Technical Facilities subsystem, and consid.
have grown to nearly thirty, and additional files are in the

eiable review of the data base fimcticmal requirements is
planning stage. This has resulted in five new groups as well as

expected. As a result of new requirements, coupled with the :.
additional new files to existing groups. Figure S and Table 2 potential for automatic data acquisition suggested by tile de-

show the current and planned growth of the DSN Energy Data velopment of a Technical Facilities Controller (TFC), DSN :.
Base. Monitor and Control (DMC) Mark Ill, and the creation of tile

(I) The Energy Consunlption Data Group (ECD)consists Configuration Control Assembly (CCA), which will contain
of seven files with five more in planning. This group the DSN Data Base, considerable change to the design of tile ::

• : lists individual readings from meters that measure con- data base is expected.

: sumption of LP gas, diesel fuel, gasoline, electrical pow-
er, and water. Also, monthly billing is listed for each in the new design, an elementary data manal_ement system

respective type. Two additional files complete the will be added consisting of data maintenance software, user

group: one lists total monthly energy usage by energy access programs, and some applications software.

¢,

,8
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At the same time of the development of tile Goldstone require the development ot some user apphcatlon software to

Energ? Data Base, a Goldstone Facdlty Management Data generate required NASA reports.

Management System was designed, and an automated data

system was mlplemented (see Ref. 2). Tius resulted m a Go!d- V[. Summary
stone Facility Management (GFM) Data Basethat, among oth-

er functions, collected facihty energy consumption data for The mitiat energy data base implemented for Gc_ldstone

m_nthly reporting to NASA. The DSN Energy Conservation DSCC provides information support to the DSN Energy Con-

Project and Goldstone DSCC management deczded that the servation Project. Recent events will lead to an enhanced and
GFM data base was duplicating the Goldstone Enexgy Data expanded data management system design that will not only

Base m the area of energy related files. Therefore, the DSN fulfill these objectives, but may provide other applications for

Energy Data Base will assume the energy related data manage- general facility administrati(m and engineering when incorpo-
merit tasks of the GFM Data Base in the new design. This will rated into the. central DSN Data Base System.
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Table 1. Goldstone Energy Data Base Content (1976) _

I. ih., I, tie

Group Name Number Type Description

Building Air Conditioning Plant I00 Initial Plant and cotnpressor t
(ACP) primazy type and swe: kilowatts

used iJ

Building Air Conditioning Plant 200 ('ontinuatioa Ilutxudffler, boiler and
(ACP) prnmary heater type. kilowatts

used

Building Utilities I00 Initial Electrical and Mechanical

(UTL) primary type and class

Exterior Lighting I00 Inmal Location and number of
(EXL) prmlary fixtures: kilowa:ts used

lmerior Architectural 100 Inmal Wall dimensions and

(ARC) primary U-factor

Intt .or Architectural 200 Continuation Ceihng and floor dtmen-
(ARC) primary sions and U-factor

Interior Electrical Equipment IO0 Initial Number of racks and
(EEQ) prunary kilowatts used per room

Interior Electrical Fquipment 101 Secondary Kilov, atts used per rack,
(El:Q) NDL number

; Interior Lighting 100 Initial Location and number of
7 (INL) primary fixtures: kilowatts used

., ', Interior Occupancy 100 Interior Actual occupancy by room:
(OCC) primary capacity by room |

_' Power Plant 100 Initial Station power plant
L (PPL) prim;_ry frequency converters

t Power Plant 200 Continuation Station power plant
(PPL) primary engine generating power

_ _ Weather I00 Initial Dry bulb data;

. _ (WEA) primary Hourly

[_ Weather 200 Continuation Dew point data;
(WEA) primary Hourly

_ Weather 300 Continuation Cloud cover data;

(WEA) primary Hourly

Weather 400 Continuation Wet bulb data;

(WEA) primary Hourly ,"

ORIQIletL
OFPOOR
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Table 2. Additional OSN Energy Data Bank Contents (1979-1980)

Group Name File Name l)escrq)tion

Energy Consumption Data E('D/100 Monthly I.PG meter readings
in g;dlons

ECD/101 "* LP(; billing data

ECD/2O0 Monthly diesel fuel nreter

readings in gallons

F.CD/201 a Diesel fuel billing data

ECD/300 Monthly water meter readings

in gallons

ECD/301 a Water bdling data

ECD/400 Monthly electrical meter
readings in kilowatt hou,s

ECD/401 Commercial electrical power
readings: SCE billing

ECD/500 a Monthly gasoline data m

gallons

ECD/50 i a Gasoline btlling data

ECD/600 Summary report of monthly
total energy use; megawatt
hours thermal

ECD/610 Meter cross-reference between

meter codes and S/N;
tlr installation and removal dates,

meter locations

Programmatic Energy Changes PGM/100 Summary report of kilowatt-hour

; changes in use

_- PGM/101 Journal entry of duty-cycle
and measurement code

PGM/102 Journal entry of type and
load change

Conservation Energy Changes CON/100 a Summary report of kilowatt*hour
changes in use

CON/101 a Journal entry of duty-cycle
and measurement code

CON/102 a Journal entry of type load
change

-It
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Table 2 (contd)

Group Natal: hie Name Description
a

Building Operation Mode BOM/lO0 a Building lighting and HVAC
Operational Specifications

BOM/200 a Building lighting and tIVA("
Operational Specifications

BOM/300 a Bu,lding lighting and H VAC

Operational Specifications

Data Dictionary DIC/100 a Element name, fde name.
: field length, position :

data type
i
J

DIC/200 a Element definition, and ,

relationships _i

File Catalog CAT/300 a File name, purpose, and
content

a'l'hes¢ files have not been implemented (planning stage).

2
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GOLDSTONE*
ENERGY

I I I __ _[_
ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING OCCUPANCY EQUIPMENT GROUP PLANT GROUP

GROUP GROUP GROUP GROUP /

i_ i I 1FiLE FILE I'-]EQUlPMENT FILE I--_ FILE TIONiNG FILE

(ARC/10g) (INIv/100) (OCC/100) I [(EEoAoo) J (EX_00) (_PA00)

I
EQUIPMENT FiLeI TIONING FiLE

(ARC/200) (EEO/101) J (ACP/200)

/
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ID
GOLDSTONE
ENERGY

I I I

I'*°I' '° " "° I"*INTERIOR ELECTRICAL LIGHTING CONDITIONING PLANT UTILITIES GROUP
OCCUPANCY EQUIPMENT GROUP PLANTGROUP GROUP GROUPGROUP GROUP

L, t 'ItlNG OCCUPANCY ELECTRICAL LIGHTING AIRCONDI- FREQUENCY UTILITIES DRYBULI
FILE tEQUlPMENTFILE FILE TIONING FILE _CONVERTERFILE FILE FILE

i/I gO) (OCC/100) I,EEO/100) (EXL/100) (ACP/10O) L(PPL/100) (UTL/100) I (WT_v/100)

CLOUD
COVERFILE
(w_v'_O)

T

WETlULl
FILE
(w_,m)

i_ 1. GokMoneF.neqwom I_m (_lr_)

/
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IDENTIFICATION RECORD

(RECORD HAS SAM£ FORM,ATFOR ALL FILES)

i !

(RECORD FORMAT WILL VARY FROM FILE TO FILE AS

REQUIRED IY THE FORMAT OF THE DATA RECORDS)

[

DATA RECORDS
(RECORD FORMAT WILL VARY FROM FIIE TO FILE
IUT REMAINS THE SAME WITHIN f.ACH FILE)

?
D

Fil. 4. Fllem

1111
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I GOLDSTONE ENI_RGY ]

DATA I_SE
(DSN e GED)

I I..... I i I

I 1-"-°'I '- -I -1 I
INTERFACE | ARCHrlECTURAL LIGHTING OCCUPANCY LIGHTI 4G

l GROUP _OUP ! GROUP GROUP GROUP

r H qOATA DATA JI WALL CEILING & LIGHTING OCCUPANCY LIGHTING
DICTIONARY DICTIONARY _ FILE FLOOR FILE FILE FILE FILE

(DIC/100) (DIC/200) L (ARC/'100) (ARC/200) (INL/100) (OCC/10O) (EXL/10O)

FILE r

CATALOG

(CAT/100)

FILE
LIST

(FIIJES)

! •
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F

7

=" •- FILESNOT IMPLEMENTED
|ONE ENERGY
- MASDAS-MICROWAVEA1MOSPHERICAND SOLAR

• -.D) DATAACQUISITIONSYSTEM(DCS13)

ul

I I I !

GROUP PLANTGROUP GROUP GROUP

_ LIGHTIhG AIRCONDI- AIRCONDI- FRrQUENCy ENGINE UTILITIES
FILE 1"BONINGFILE TIONING FILE a'_CONVERTORFILE GENERATORFILE FILE
(EXL/100) (ACP/10O) {ACP/200) / (ppL/100) (PPL/20O) (UTL/100)

2

=,

h , ,, i , i

• ! ,, I r.

ENERGY ENERGY ]

CONSERVATION CONSUMPTION
CHANGE DATA
GROUP GROUP

H h,..,,,h ,o.Ho.,o-CHANGE LPGMETER DIESELFUEL CONSUMPTION CONSUMPTION
FILE METERFILE METERFILE METERFILE FILE FILE

(CON/_00)., (ECD/500) (=CD/_00)

CONSERVATION CONSERVATION LPGBILLING FUELBILLING RILLING SCEBILLING
'J CHANGEFILE _ CHANGEFILE FILE FILE FIlE FILE BILLING REFERENCE

(CON/101) I I (CON/10_) (ECD/101) (ECD/201) (ECD/301) : (ECD/401) FILE FILE, , (ECD/501) (ECD/610)

; OF _o quAunrV

COVERFILE FILE ' ' SPEEDFILE
.-._.'2__, (w_v_) (Vrr_V4oo) (WE_V_0o)
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Microwave Time Delays in the DSN 34- and
64-Meter Antennas

R. Hartop
Radio Frequency and Microwave Subsystems Section

The microwave configurations at the 34- and 64-m stations have changed in the past
)ear dz'e to new equipments. To maintain time delay data logs, new calculations have
beet, trutde where necessary of both the microwave component delays and the antenna air
path delays for each type of antenntL

I. Introduction (2.997 X 101o cm/s) was used for the velocity of light in free
space, giving 0.084725271 nanoseconds per inch (0.0333

_ Previous articles (Refs. 1 and 2) have discussed the ns/cm)for the free space delay.L

i necessity for carefully calculating the group delays within the
_" DSN antenna systems to permit accurate ranging of spacecraft
: _ and for various other p1_jects such as VLBI. Because the All calculations for feed ci ,ys are from the phase center of

the horn to the defined outp of the feed. Where applicable,, microwave subsystems are frequently changed to incorporate
: _ the additional delay due to waveguide between the feed- . new equipment with improved capability, it periodically
". becomes necessary to recalculate the component group delays output and the TWMcoupler input is list¢d separately below

to update the total time delay within the antenna system, An the feed total. Individual component delay calculations are
extreme example of this has occurred in the case of 34-m DSN generally very accurate since they rely on the precise physical

" _ subnet, in which the antennas and their microwave subsystems dimensions of the component. However, certain complex
_ have undergone a complete reconfiguration in their growth components such as the dual-mode feed horns and the
i from 26-m instruments, orthogonal mode junction reduce the overall feed delay

* accuracy to the order of ± 0.2 as.

This article premnts the results and methods used to derive
_ new data for the recent changes to the DSN 34- and 64-m

stationsat both S-andX-bandfrequencies. IlL Feed Delays for 64-Meter Antennas .:_

At DS$14, the XRO Mod I!I feedisinstalled.Thiscontains

II. Basic Data the orthomode junction with the result that there are, in _
.. effect, two feed paths as shown in Table 2. At DSS 43 and ._

Table ! presents the calculated parameters that were used DSS 63, the XRO Mod !1 feed wdl continue to be used until

' ": throughout. The WC.504 circular waveguide is standard at late in 1979. The data in Table 3, corrected from previous
S-band; the WC-137 is standard at X-band. The WS-90 square sources, applies. The two travelling wave masers in the feed

• waveguide is used only in the orthomode in the new X-band cone are distinguished by their component designator_ AI7

i feed. The value of 1.18028543 X 10! ° inches per second and A24. 1t,1

.1
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At S-b:md frequencies, tile SPi) c_mc a,_embh remains Vl. Air Path Delays
UtlCh;IYlge4.t, _0 |_l_.lt the ,_]clay t'I_Hll |lie !1olii [_h:l._t, cell|el [o

tile phase cahl'_ratwm coupler input remain.,, 21.2_)1 ns at 2113 Air path delays ale ba.',,ed on the theo,ettcal geometry ol :_
MIll and 1_.7(',(, at 22')5 Mll/. each antem;a configtmmon. No allowance is made ibr manu-

I':lCttlrlng toletallccs,h_petbolold l'ocu.,,.,,mg,oz stluctm.d

detlectkms. The dichroic plate is treated sepatatel.,,. :rod a

IV. Feed Delays for 34-Meter Antennas smallerlolwas discoveledm previouscalculatkm.Thu,,anew
[l,Rt|ru'I_,_IVell hcle |'or the ()4-111etel all[eZllla ;is well a3 [l|c [IeW

The X-b,md f,.'ed used m the SXD cone a_,;embly ns vlenttcal 34-meter antennas.

m every le:,,pcut to the XRO Mod II feed a:,,.,,embly. Thus. the
data in Table 3 apply exactly, and the output elbow us the The basic air path delay tbt the ('as_egrain coxffiguratloxl is

same as t\'Jr the AI7 cozrt/gllratlt)ll, glVll'lg a total delay of given by
5.0_)0 ns.

path length =f+ 2a +d

The S-band teed in the SXD cone assembly has the time

delays shown in Table 4. where f is the paraboh_ld focal length, 2a is the transverse axis

of the hyperbolold, and d is the depth of the paraboloid from

vertex to rim. The last parameter arises because it has now

V. Oichroic Plate Correction become standard to use the aperture plane of the pataboloid as
the reference plane for antem_a-to-spacecraft path length. To

At X-band, the signal passes through the dichroic plate with

two results. The first effect is an offset in the ray path, making the above basic path .mist be added the dichroic plate delay
it longer than a direct path. The second effect is that the holes l\_r X-band. For S-band, the path length from the horn to the

in the plate act as small waveguides with a Ctlloff wavelength mirrored X-band phase center by way of the ellipsoidal

of 1.53(_ inches 13.00 cm'L The resulting group delay of reflector must be added. The theoretical depths of the dishes
0.2074 ns per inch (0.082 ns/cm) times the plate thickness of are calculated from the formula

1.400 inches lesults in 0.2q04 ns delay through the plate, r"
Adding the ray path geometry cor.ection of 0.020(_ ns and d =
subtracting the direct free-space delay of 0.1370 ns leaves a 4[

residue of 0.183 ns. This is the quantity that must be added at

" 8420 Mllz to any air path delay involving the dichroic plate, where d is the depth, r is the radius of the paraboloid, and/is

The correction does not apply at S-hand since the plate is the focal length as before. The air path delays r, fi_r both the
merely a reflector. 34- and 64-m antennas and presented in Table 5.

References

I. Komarek and Otoshi, DSN Progress Report 42-36, pp. 35-40. Jet Propulsion
i.aboratory, Pasadena, Calif.

2. Otoshi, DSN Pr_qress Report 42-49, pp, 45-56. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
Calif.
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Table 1. Basic wavegulde parameters

• V,a_:._'mde mchc_ (cm) Mll/ n,,/lnch n_:cm

V,R 43(_ 2113 u.|057 (K0416 Table 4. SXD S-Band Feed Assembly
al_d 8.600 ....

_.95 0.1114 0.043") rx..n,
_,', -504 (21.84) _

r,-125 2.500 842(I 0.1023 0.0403 Itenl 2113 MII] 2205 MII.,
(6.35}

Ih,rn 7.834 7.683

,('-I 37 2.336 8420 0.1059 0.0417 Rotar) 1011115(3) 1.005 (t.954
(5.03) Polarizer,; (2 ) 3.452 3. 256

Tral_lt]on (1.794 O.753
_ S-90 1.800 8420 0.1351 0.0532

(4.57) I.ecd total 13/"75 12.648

....... I'lbo_ ] .05(I O.qq6

Total to

ph:J,_ cJhbration cot, pier 14.135 13.644

Table 2. XRO MOD III Feed Assembly

TX. ns
................ Table 5. Air path delays

Item Straight path Side path ........
.................... Path Icn)2th. illt'ht.'_.(C111)

tlorn 3.050 3.050 ..........

Throat 0.477 0.477 Segment 34 meter 64 ,utter
; Rotary joints (2) 0.424 0.424 ........

Polariter 0.444 0.444 S X S X

Orthomode 0.707 0.709 ..........

_ Twist - - 0.51 ! f 432.000 432.000 1067.294 1067.204
, Switch 0.342 0.342 ( 10971 (271 I)

Ieed total 5.444 5.957

_'avv_uide 0.542 0.460 2a 203.247 203.247 356.057 356.057

• Total to TWMs 5.986 6.417 (5161 (904)

; d 259.231 259.231 371.875 371.8757

;_, 1658) (9451

Dichroic/ 106.963 I(Wb.963

'" ellipsoid/horn (272

Table 3. XRO MOO II Feed .J_mmbly Total 1001.441 894.478 1902.189 1795.226

(2544) (2272) (4832) 14560)
_" Itcrn

. Delay.rc, ns 84.847 75,785 161.163 152.101
Horn 2,070

Sl,acers (2) 0.675 Dlchroic -- O.183 O.183

Rotary j,_",ts (2) 0.424 correction
Polaris".... 0.444
Trunsitton 0.520 Total delay, 84.847 75.968 161.163 152.284

o- Sw,,ch 0.342 rc , ns

" " Feed Total 4.4"5

, Elbows ,.615 (to AI7) 0.844 (to A24)

Total to TWMs 5.090(A17) 5.319(A24)

i

4
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Assessment of 20-kWS-BandTransmitter
R. DickinsonandH. Hansen

Radio Frequency and Microwave SubsystemsSection

The recent performance history of" the 20-kW S-band transmitter, installed at three
64-meter antennas and six 2h-meter antennas in the DSN, is reviewed. An increasing
number of failures and Discrepancy Reports are characteristic of the wearout phase of a
failure curve. The type of/dilures are reviewed and four options toward reduchlg the
number and cost of failures are revicwed. These are existing (no change), refurbish
(replace worn components), redesign (extensive improvement)and replacement (with
completely new transmitter).

The options are compared on a ten-year life cycle cost basis using FY77 expenditures

e for existing equipment as a base. It is found that benefits, in terms of reduction of outage
:: time, increase with an increase of expenditure toward improvement. The choice of option

to be exercised is dependent upon the amount of outage which is acceptable and, of
_. course, upon funds available.

I. Introductlon partial cause.However,the reports do cite increasedoutage
_'- time as a result of failurcs. Further, many failures have

The20-kWS-bandtransmittersubsystemisinstalledat each resultedfrom wornbearings,pitted relay contacts,andleaking
of three64-mantennasandat eachof six 26-mantennasin the seals.These troublessurest that somecomponentsare in an

; DSN, making a total of nine transmitters.The installations "end-of.life" periodwhereina morefrequentfailurepattern is
: were completed in 1966. Recent performance has been typical. This situation requires attention immediately to

characterized by al, increase in both minutes of outage and prevent reaching a point where failure rate soars prohibitively
number of Discrepancy Reports (DR) on the subsystem, high. Another reason for searching for options for improve-
Figure 1 shows a sharp rise in outage and DR's for the years merit is that numerous components are becoming obsolete and

• 1977 and 1978. This record was the reason for initiating a difficulty has been experienced in locating replacement parts,
: study of the transmitter to determine what optimum remedy especially when needed immediately.
I would reduce this trend in failures. The object of the study Is

i to evaluate the record of recent failure reports and to _ For the years 1976 through 1978, the outage time ;
.i methods of improving performance, illustrated in Fig. I was divided among power amplifier (25%),

power supply (25%), heat exchanger (25%), miscelbneous

. ' II. Recent Failure Trend (2o_)and procedural (5%) sources. Table I, which describes
the reports for 1977, is representative of the failure pattern

An explanation advanced for the recent rise in failures is and shows many of the large outages whkh were the reason '
Increased emphasis on Discrepancy Reporting. This may be a for the sharp the in 1977.

, r _ ._W_

o;
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Note that total outage due to fan failure, cooling system shows outage of 470 minutes from fan and air-flow switch
leaks, arc detector tripping, and insulation faults is 38(_2 failure, 735 minutes from seal and fitting leaks, and 426
minutes, about 90% of the total, minutes due to low flow, fan bearings, etc., in the coolant

system. These ttlree areas total 1640 minutes and cump_i_c

Soma of the outage charged to the power amplifier was 38f; of a total 4285 minutes outage. .¢
des_.ribed as due to waveguide mismatch. Actually, the
transmitter subsystem arc detector is operating as designed and Other failures, such as wiring breakdown, offer additional
the source of trouble may be in the waveguide, possibly potential for improvement by replacing components which
leakage or other problems causing arcing or high w_ltage show the effects of aging or high w_ltage deterioration.
standing wave ratio (VSWR). The waveguide is subject to
mechanical vibration and probably needs preventive mainte- Thus, refurbishment was chosen as ot_eavenue for imp,ove-
nance applied, ment which should offer substantial gains, possibly as much as

30% to 409_reduction in outage, and at low cost.

The largest source of power supply problems is fan failure
due to bearing wearout. Reference i considers reliability of A third option would entail a more complete rebu,lding/
blowers to be composed of an electrical component, constant redesign of the existing transtmtter. This would allow ceplace-
with time, and a mechanical "wearout" component which merit of all worn components, replacement of deteriorated
increases with time. It appears that mechamcal components insulation with new wiring, and minor improvement in
such as the fans may be at the end of life period where the circuitry if deemed advisable from experience. A recom-
failure rate is increasing rapidly, mended addition would be expansion of the monitoring

circuitry to a built-in test equipment system to aid in faster

Other causes of power supply failures are in relay tripping diagnosis of failures and, thereby, reduce outage time. The
and insulation breakdown. These, also, suggest aging problems proposed redesign would be considerably higher in cost than
such as contact pitting and insulation deterioration, the refurbishment, but would be h:nited by using most major

components of the high voltage power supply, motor-

Heat exchanger outage shows much time lost due to leaks generator set, heat exchanger, and the klystron.
at seals and fittings. Again, this suggests aging from hardening
of packing and gaskets, vibration, bearing wear. etc. The potential cost of a redesigned transmitter and the

compromises inherent in redesigning any equipment suggest

The 926 minutes, under miscellaneous, described as high consideration of an entirely new transmitter to replace the
noise are difficult to explain. A major portion of this outage is existing equipment. The added design cost would be justified

by improved performance,ascribed to waveguide arcing which is not a fault within the high reliability and extensive
transmitter, monitoring and self-test circuitry. !

The result of the foregoing considerations was a plan to

IlL Duflnition of Options compare, on a life-cycle cost basis, four options to reduce the
rise in failures, shown in Fig. 1:

Possible approaches toward the recent failure history range Option I. Existing transmitter. Continue use withoutfrom "doing nothing" to replacement of the transmitter with a
complete new design. "Doing nothing" implies acceptance of action.
probable increased repair cost in future years plus acceptance Option 2. Refurbishment. Replace worn and obsolete

of greater risk ,.;f outage during a scheduled operation when components with new, current items.
lost data might be irrecoverable. Increased maintenance cost is

undesirable at any time. Losing irrecoverabledata after having Option 3. Redesign. Replace additional components, such
made minimum effort to reduce the likelihood of failure as obsolescent transistors. Redesign circuitry to remedy

known problems, expand monitoring and self.test circuits,
, would be inexcusable. Therefore, "doing nothing" is consi- redesign cooling system to reduce leaks and vibration

dered a first option but essentially as a starting point in caused failures.
searching for the most advisable plan of action.

Option 4. New transmitter. Incorporate highest reliability
A review of Table !, (plus the details of the associated components, current manufacture, extensive monitoring

D/lerepan_.y Reports), suggests that replacement of tempo- and self-test circuits. Design to current and anticipated
nents subject to wear and/or deterioration would offer a low future requirements. Centralized control would be a design
cost approach to reducing failure rate. For instance, Table 1 objective, with an option for completely unattended

1[
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operation. A pre-failure statt,s file would be incorporated quent failures would have some effect ,m other _.osts, it was
with tile monitoring circuits to store pre-failure status assumed that operations, sustaining, ae.d support costs
information, would not be increased.

Opthm 2: A minimum program of refurbishment was

IV. Cost History assumed:
(a) Replacement of fans with an estimated reducfiun ill fan

A cost model for tile DSN was reported in R."f 2. This failures to 25% of the FY77 level.
study developed a cost model for the DSN giving maintenance,
operations, sustaining, and support costs for each subsystem (b) A thorot,gh rework of coolant lines and fittings will
(see Table 2). For the transmitter subsys,em, tile 1977 costs reduce coolant system failures to 25% of FY77 level.

were: (c) Increased efforts to keep the waveguide mechanically
tight, pressurized, and free from impurities will reduce

Category Cost waveguide arcing and will give at least a 20% reduction
in arc detector trip-outs.

Maintenance $ 646.000 (d) Efforts to relocate critical controls plus improvement

Operations 501,000 in operating procedures will reduce procedural errors
by 33%.

Sustaining 547.000
(e) While efforts to improve and replace wiring would be

Support 462,000 made, most wiring would be unchanged. Therefore. it
was assumed that the number of wiring shorts, opens.

Total $2,156,000 etc., would be unchanged.

The cost of implementation was estimated as the cost of
These figureswere used as a base for making a cost compari_,,n new fans, coolant fittings, and other hardware to accom-
")f the four approaches toward improvement of the trans- plish these improvements, plus the cost of associated labor.
n_itter. The estimated percent reduction in failures was applied to

the outage time reported for 1977. The result indicated an

V. Estimating Cost to Upgrade Transmitter approximate 30% reduction in outage time. This reductionwas applied to maintenance costs beginning in the second

A _.omparison of life cycle cost for each of tbe four options year, assuming one year required for completion of the
was de._iredfor the 10 year period beginning in FYgO. The changes. A reduction of 30% in outage should aid in
subsyste;n cost figures for FY77 were adjusted to FY80 using reducing costs of other functions and it was estimated that
an estimated inflation rate of six percent per year. A the cost of operations, sustaining, and support would be

subsequent allowance for the combined effect of inflation and reduced by 10%, 5%, and IO%,respectively.
discount rates was made using a net discount factor of 0.98

Opaon 3: A "best estimate" of the cost of redesign was
per year, per Ref. 3. made, for each subassembly in the transmitter subsystem,

to find the cost of implementation,
The cost for each option was estimated by making an

estimate of the cost of implementation. The effect of the The redesigned subassemblies would have new, current
changes made toward lowering maintenance, operations, sus- components and new wiring. Presumably. known problem
taining, and support costs was estimated in terms of percent areas would be eliminated. By this reasoning, it was
reduction in expeJk_ewhich misht reasonably be expected. A concluded that Improvement in outage would be consider-
dmilar estimate was made of the minimum percentage ably _eater than the 30% reduction predicted in Option 2.
reduction in "minutes outage which could he expected. The Therefore, an estimate of 50% reduction in outap was
followtnll assumptions were made for each option: made as a feasible _sJgn Iml. This percentage was applied

to maintenance to compute a ten year cost.
Option 1: There will be no costof implementation since

.... no improvement will be made. it is believed that the failure It was estimated that a 15% reduction in operations,
•: rate b increasing due to tiling of mechanical and electrical sustaining, and tupport costs could be expected from lea

components. The rote was estlmatad to increase at five outage, from expanded self.test circuits, and from other
percent per year and this figure was assumed to increase refinements. This reducfl_ was used to calculate a ten year
maintenance costs proportionately. While the more fre- cost for operations, sustaining, and support, i

l
• l
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Olmo, 4: Beingm a conceptual ntage,this option wasthe VII. cOnclUsions
lnost difficult on which to make cos! estimates. For cost of

Tile reductlo,i ill relative outage IIICrCdSeS [-_roportlonallyIo (llllplctu_2ntatlon, d "best guess .+cstm+ate was used for cost
of design, fabrication and nlstallation, of each assembly, expenditure+ as would be expected. Tile figure.,, result from

estimates considered to be conservative. rile improvement

A major ob.lectlve in the new transmitter is rapid fault from which reduction m outage wa._estmlated is thought to be
diagnosis and quick repair of failur,_s. For a conservative the mininmn) gain possible.
figure for reductnon m outage thne. 0()_;was estim.,ted to
be a minimum design goal. Tlus percentage was used to Option 2. refurbishment, gives a high benefit-to-cost ratio.
compute manltenance cost. Basically. Option 2 involves replacement of old and worn parts

and this program would be the minin+un+to be masted.

The self-test circuit, pre-failure status file, and central
Additional improvements under Option 3. redesign, and

control'operation, should provide a substantial reduction in
operations requirements and a 25++reduction was thought Option 4, a new tranmmtter, are tom effective also. It appears
to be a realistic, minimt,m estimate. Th;s figure was used in that the choice of option is dependent upon. first, judgement
computing a ten.year cost of operations, sustaining and as to the value of outage reduction in OSN operations, and,

second, as to budget which is available for improvement
support, purposes.

The specification, design, and procurement of the new
Ten years was chosen as tile life cycle span to conform with

transmitter would require at least three years. Therefore. in
current life cycle cost studies. It is thought that Options 2 and

computing total cost. allowance was made for ,'" "atenance
3 would place the transmitter in condition to serve beyond ten

cost of the existmg transmitter durmg a tnree-year design years. A new transmitter per Option 4 should be useful for
and phase-in cycle, well beyond a ten-year life.

The assumptions are listed in Table 2 a_,d represent The figures for DSN expenditures for the S-band trans-
simply a single point selected estimate of the cost benefits mitrer used as a base for costs were determined after a lengthy
which could be expected from each option. Further studies study (Ref. 2). The cost estimates for the four options were of
may set more definitive, reasonable goals for achievement. a "best guess" type in accordance with the improvement to be

made. Therefore, accuracy of the total cost is commensurate
with the accuracy of the "best guess" estimate. The trend

Vl. I:I@IlUI|II shown in Table ! and Fig. 2 is valid, however. Basically. the
; results show that substantial improvement can be obtained for

The result of the estimates and computation of costs for small costs. As more improvements are made, the benefit-to-
: the nine transmitters in the DSN are shown in Table 3 and cost ratio drops and the gain becomes more expensive.

Fig. 2. As noted above, the computations for Option 4 made
allowance for costs of the old transmitter during a three-year Plans for additional refinement of the figures include

, design cycle. By way of interest, a computation was made for contacting cognizant organizations for opinions and estimates
, the new transmitter for FY83 through FY92, i.e., after on improvements which are required and the effect on outage

+ completion of the design-phase in cycle. These figures, and on costs if the changes are made. Also, current quotations
_+ Table 3, make Option 4 especially attractive when charges for for hardware requirements will be needed to arrive at more
_ the change-over period are deleted, accurate cost figures.

lm
/.."
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Table 1. Discrepancy Report summary, 1977

As,_cmbly Outage Dc_crlp[ion of tailurc

Power amplifier 351 mm Six arc deice.toe trip+, three due to
_uspcctedwavegulde me,match.

405 mm One high reflected power radios-
lion removed bv turning on
coolant flow to an I_olMor.

355 mln RF power hmlted, required
ad.;u.:tment of attcng,ltor cou-

pler ,_ct_crew.

35 rain Beam overcurrcnt relay tripped.

Power ,_upply 17mln Arc In high volt;.,gc cable, cable
replaced. Table 2. Effect assumed on coals

479 mm Eight/'an or air-flow _witch --
l'allures required replacmg sl,( Option .Maintenance Opcr.ltlons Sustaining Support
fan_ and two JIr-ilov, ,_wttchcs.

I. No tmprovemrnt +5':�Year N/C N/C N/C21 mm Three relay malfunctions. 2. Re(urbtshmen t -30'_ - 10% -51"; - I(Y';

168 rain iIV _.able insulation hreakdown 3. Rcdc,qgn -50"; -15"; - 15',' -15";
and one loose HV connector. 4. New transmitter -6(_ -25"; -25"; _25';

165 rain Tran,cmsttcr could not be turned

on bccau._ of lammed emergen-
cy off qWltCh on remote control

con_ole. ._

lleat exchanger 735 mm N,ne leak_ at seals, sight glass.
fittsngs, etc.

426 rain Nine failure,s due to low flow, ]
lost pressure, fan bcarml_s, etc.

Pcocedural error 132 rain Outage 13,_ of total). !
J

mm Hiigh noJ_. due to wavcguide ]
¢ Miscellaneous 424

arcing. _i
: 502 min Hi¢h noiw. cauw undeter-

mined, no recurrence.

70 min Other miscellaneous, i

Table 3. _lve ¢oet ot tmnemat_ elNIOe_ (IheummO) 1

Operations Cost "_ Outale
Trammitter Total Implementation Maintenance =ustat_ reduction l'¢du_tion

option cml support ......

Existlsql S25.220 No coil $11.776 $16.444 O_

Refu, rbblJ $20..q99 $265 $$.241 $15.093 $4,621 30%

Redesijn S18.991 S891 $4,115 $1),985 $6.229 50%

New dean $22.$83 $4.406 $4,522 SI 3.655 $2.637 60%

New dedzn $18.996 $4.406 $2.91D SIIJ_07 16.224 O0_
• ', (FYII$-FY92P

_l'm ye_ COStdeer pltlmoul of old tmmmitt_

L'
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A Circuit Model for Electromagnetic Properties
of Waveguide Arcs

H. C. Yen

RadioFrequencyandMicrowaveSubsystemsbection

This is tile third article in the series reporting the progress of a waveguide arc study
undertaken by tile Transmitter Group. In this article, a die;ectric model of waveguide arcs
is presented to relate measurable electromagnetic quantities to the physical parameters

, characterizing the breakdown process.

Y

t++po+r, ) +that is ret]_cted from or transmitted through or absorbed by Ro 8m + 1 )2the arcing plasma is often measurable (Refs. I and 2). Such [(e'- 1 + e 'q]
-" measurablequantities reflect the macroscopic electromagnetic

properties of the waveguide arcs as seen by a matched a4m2e" [6+(2e'-3)a 2] -/ L[][/:;+ iX
:. waveguide system. In this brief article, we outline an attempt 4 _:

to develop a "dielectric model" relating these measured 6
quantities to the physical parameters characterizing the break- _ "

down such as the electron density, collision frequency, and a4m2 !
velocity distribution. We plan to use this model to correlate (e'- 1) - 2S o - [6 (e'- 1) 1

+ the arc properties determined by the electromagnetic and [(e'-1) 2 +e ''=] 12
optical measurements. I "

1] _'
:_ _ For simplicity, we shall assume the arc plasma behaves like + a2 (e 's - 3e' + 2 - e''s) (1)

a

a dielectric with complex dielectric constant e = - (1 = t .+Vr2"T)and has a cylindrical shape of diameter d shunting the

. : rectangular waveguide at the center of the broad wall. The _-Z_ = a'Sm _24 I e" [6 + 2 (2e' - 3) as ]imaginary part of the dielectric constant accounts for the '_o
losses taking place inside the dielectric. Figure 1 shows the
equivalent circuit representation for such a: dielectric rod

shunting the waveguide (Ref. 3). Za and Z_ are given by: +/[6 (e' - 1) + (2 - 3e') a s + (e 's - e ''s) as]l (2)

+
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: _o ' le,ll ch:ildClt'll_fi¢ lllllled,lllk'eof !hc %%.l'_.'IZlll_I_.'.xy,_[Clll _0 a

,_. l'lee-sp,wcwavelength Zt'

Ro A't,+/)),

)'c" cut-offwavclenglh The lenl,mlmgpov,'etIsdt.,,stp,HedeHhc_ ullhcazc pla,,m,i

Ol III lh¢ lCllllllldllOll l,lb't'.,lullideilllf'_'the'Ill ;.I,_lhe FJo,d,¢l

abstained by ,llld Uallsnlilled Iluough Ih¢ ale tespccltvel.v
L/ _ ll|llel dHllellSlOll of thebroadwaveglildew:lll

To calr v Otll lh¢ ¢aIcul:lliOll fulthel, i.,.¢xleed to kllo',', lhe

W;.l'¢t'glllde dilllt'llSlOll, op¢l',lllllg flCqllCllCV, ;ii¢ i_I,i._iiI.i.,,i/e,

2a X 2]_al_nt belween 0.1 to 0.2 .ludglllg l'rolu lhe ale tracks lefl behind tu

sonic leporled S- and X-band e\pe, inlenls (Rel_. I ,rod 2). 1"he

ell_ _/_c = _/2,, ¢fI'_¢IOil/_'a'Z/,due I0tiletlneertallltVofthed,_!v,lhlei._llOt
compk'lel.v negligible: neve,ll eless, the ale sl/e c:m be con-

sidered relatively cerlahl. The llloM hnPorlalll :llld Imlollll-

4 a / " + " I I/" I is tile dielecl,ic ¢OllSlalll Of tile a,c Iq,,Sm:las secn I',elowSo = (" _d,,-- " I"- -n
n 1 ';_ • •• ,. •

Assume local l]lellllOd._llallllC equihlqiulll (L'I'E) e\lsls

inside lhe arc r,lasma (this is usually s;m,,,fied l ol gas pre_suw

larger lhan I alnlOsl_hele and prol_;tl,ly vahd t'Ol tile wavegu,de
Assuxnetile waveguide system is perfectly matched before

arc also); the collision lheory of gases (e.g.. Ref..4) gives the
arcing and neglect the effect of the arc movement. The

expression of plasma theleclric COllS|alll ;is follows.
impedance as seen by the source in the presence of arcing is

given by

" e = i + m'z 4n .f I dJo (tt, 7"1
rowe o .. j6o - ir,(.u) du " u_ du

' (Ro +Z_) Za

Zi,, = Z,, + Z +Zt, +Ro (3) (o)
where u.; is Ill,#angulal freqltel|Cy of lilt' eleeHo,llagnelic wave.v

L n is the elect,tin density, c is the electro,uc cha,ge, m is the
: and the reflection coefficient is electronic mass: e o is the vacuum tX'lmitttVltV; r,,lu) is the
-' veh)city dependent electron collision frequency and ,l'o(U.7") is
i" the unperturbed electro, velocity distribution function,

Because the state of the wJveguide ate is not well understood.
Zm- Ro Eq. (6) is hard to evaluate, llowever, tf we can assume a

" Z_n +R o velocity-independent collision flequency. Eq.(o)can be

reduced to a much simpler l'orm as t\_llows:

After some lengthy calculation, the ratio of the reflected ne_ I= ! ....... :- -7. I- [7)
power P, to the incident power P_n is _iven by mw_ 0 w - iv,, to(.to - iv]

. P, i_+r_(2r,+r_)-x_(zx,+x_)i:+41t.L+xpr_+x_ ),'! _IP i:1
e,-- i i +r_ (2_,+ r_)- x_(zxo+x_)- 2(x +x_+I)! ) +4 [(X, + X_) Ya + X_ )'_ + )'a + )'_ I

(5)
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Waveguide Arc Study
H. C. Yen

Radio Frequency and Microwave Subsystems Section

This is the second article #1 the series reporting the progress of waveguMe arc study
undertaken by the Transmitter Group. In this article we report some experiments attd
their preliminary results on the art' study and the arc detector evahtation. Some fitture
experiments are also briefly discussed.

I. Introduction along with the stub tuner, zero-reflected RF power can be

.: achieved at resonance. The iris width on the output plane is
__ This is the second article in the series reporting the progress such that the loading on the resonator is negligible while

of waveguide arc study and protection undertaken by the providing a measurable signal for monitoring the RF fields
Transmitter Group. In this article we briefly describe some inside the resonator.
experiments that have been or are being carried out to

investigate the arc properties and to evaluate the arc detection Preliminary results showed that the unloaded quality factor
: subsystem performance. Preliminary results are presented of the resonator can be as high as 6.5 X 10 3 at 2 Glh. Since

where appropriate, the RF source used m this experiment was not stabilized, the
critical coupling state (zero reflection power at resonance)
could not be maintained for long before detuning occurs dueII. Controlled RF Arc Generation
to oscillator drift and/or thermal effects. At present, we are

Our arc study will be based on a controlled RF arc exploring other alternatives. Among them, the scheme of using
established in the laboratory; therefore, a method of genera, a very stable VIIF oscillator in cascade with a frequency
ting a suitable arc has to be found. At present, we are multiplier seems very promising in providing the necessary

; experimenting with the idea of establishing an arc inside a stable RF drive.

resonant structure. During this phaseof study, a matched
; waveguide system with a resonant section was assembled. A The idea of using a resonant structure is to sustain a very

block diagram showing the essential components and the signal high RF field inside the structure with a low-power RF source.
path is given in Fig. 1. The RF power amplifier used here is However, as soon as a breakdown is induced, the loading on '"

. -_ capable of delivering more than 10 Winto a matched load. The the resonator can be such that a large mismatch between the
resonant section is made of a lO.16-cm-long standard wave- source and the resonator occurs, resulting in substantially

: guide (WR430) with both ends enclosed with conducting reduced fields inside. This, in turn, can quench the arcing :_
planes. The coupling is achieved through irisopenings in these unless the already formed arc can be sustained at a much lower
conducting planes. The width for the input plane is such that, field level. (This is in contrast to the arcs generated in a _.

-i
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high-power transmission system where arcs are continuously perfornnng both spectrometer .lnd radiometel measurements,
subject to intense incident RF until the latter is turned off.) but is calibrated for only tile fortner mode of operation. When
Such difficulty is inherent in ally experiment using a resonator measuring the spectral distribution of a source, order sorting
to study the properties of a not-negligible perturbation filters are needed for each segmetlt of the spectrum with
introduced to it. Nevertheless. arc study using a resonant bandwidth I00 _ 200 mn wide to eliminate the higher-order
structure still merits further pursuit for the following reasons, contributions from shorter waveiengths lot a given grating
During the initial breakdown of high-power transnussion, arcs position. The overall spectral range is determined by the Jilter
evolve from a rapid formative (initiation) state into a more type used. grating range, and photomultiplier responsivity. For
prolonged sustained state. The field and energy balance our system, it covers from 350 to 1200 nm with two different
conditions to bring about an RF arc and to sustain it are photonlultiplier detectors. Tile accuracy of the wavelength
believed to be quite different, as is the case for the dc arcs. In reading is estimated to be -+5nm mainly due to a mechanical
view of protecting the transmitter, it is logical and desirable to backlash in the grating scanning mechanism.
design an arc detector to be most responsive to the waveguide

arc characteristics that are exhibited during the formative stage Tire ar_. was generated ac,oss a 3.2-ram gap between two
:. of arcing, in addition to being resp_nsive to tile emission from tungsten electrodes with voltage of I0 to 15 kV across them.
., an established arc. The short-lived (but readily repetitive) The tube was repeatedly evacuated and retilled with 1 atmo-

pulsed arcs permitted by the resonator are useful in studying sphere of dry nitrogen gas.The nlaxinmm arc current is linrited
the nature of this formation phase of arcing because the RF by tile high-voltage supply to i mA and as a resul: only a very
fields inside tbe resonator prior to the breakdown can be made linrited light output has been obtained.
to approach that present in tile waveguide of a high-power

transnfission system, and therefore resonator arcs are expected A typical raw spectrum covering tile visible range is shown
to be good simulations of high-power waveguide arcs as far as in Fig. 3. The spectrum is somewhat disturted because tile

: this phase is concerned, spectrometer has quite different responsitivities over different
portions of the spectral regions. After correcting for this

Since the arc f,_.-mationtime was reported to be quite short difference, a "true" spectrum is obtained. This is a very time _
"- (about I microsecond at 5 kW, and much less at higher consuming process because it has to be done for each _

power), a prudent design requires that the arc detector should wa_, length. Compounding tile task are the original uncer:ainty "_

also respond positively during the following sustained state, of the _aw spectrum and the possible errors in wavelength
_ Thus some knowledge about the sustained arcs whether they designation. In Fig. 3 we also show a sample of a corrected

are moving (such as those that exist further along the spectrum. As can be seen from there, detailspectral structures
transmitter output waveguide) or stationary (such as those cannot be unambiguously resolved because of spectrometer

: ! that may exist at the kJystron window) isalso highly desirable, resolution, spectrum fluctuation, wavelength errors, and the
:: _' Methods of generating sustained RF arcs inside a resonator are correction process for responsitivity difference. Nevertheless,

; currently being explored so that studies can be done using such spectrum can still provide a general sketch of spectral :
/ 7 them as a source. Such arcs are not expected to be fully distribution and their relative magnitude.

_ commensurate with existing high-power transmitter arcs;

_, , io' nevertheless, at this early stage of the detector engineering For wavelengths between 700 and 1200 nm, a thermoelec-design, we do not wish to tie up a multimillion doilah trically cooled infrared detector has to be used. At present we
i megawatt facility to test arc detector responsitivity. Of course, have some difficulties obtaining a consistent spectrum in this
' high power RF arcsare eventually needed for final verification region largely due to the drift and dark current in the detector

tests, itself. This seems to imply insufficient cooling power for our r_

detector. Further study of this problem is under way.

dl. DC Nitrogen Arc Experiment One useful parameter to describe the general characteristics ,_"

During this phase of study, we also performed some de of an arc is the arc temperature, especially when local

nitrogen arc experiments mainly as an exercise of getting tbernlodynamic equilibrium prevails. An empirical method has
acquainted with the optical Instrument as well as the _lickering been established (Ref. 1) that can determine this temperature

nature and radiation spectrum of nitrogen arcs. A block very conveniently, Specifically, for a given pre.ure, the ,_
diagram showing the basic experimental arrangement is given nitrogen arc radiation (per unit source volume, per unit
in Fig. 2. wavelength bandwidth and per .,.ht solid angle) at wavelength ;_

X= 4955A Is measured. The arc temperature is then read off _:

The optical instrument consists entirely of an EG&G from an experimentally established calibration curve showing _
$801585 Spectroradinmeter system. It has the capability of the same quantity u a function of temperature. This particular :_

.A

lIT :
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wavelengthis clloseu because,m the vlcimly of it, Ihele isno (of tile older of nanoseconds),tile obsezveddelay can be
line SpCCIlUlU COlltrlbUtlOll (i.e.. pure cotlllnutnn) eVel I ,it a atlrlbtlled to tile CtmlbillatlOl| of the delay m actual ['].lsl|lllg,

very ele_,':lledtemperature. Whereas ill other palts of the delay due to hghl path, delay dtle to photodmde response,and
spectrtnll, sul_st,|ntialcontribution fronl line spectrulll broad- delay due to voltage covuparator(LM211) nl tile arc detector
ening can take place at elevated temperatures even thougll circuitry. (._l the lime scaleof observeddelay, .i seemsthat
they arealso devoid of line spectrum contrtbution at a lower most of the delay is due to the voltagecomparalor response
temperatore. Applyi,lg this schemeto our samplespectrum, when tile input voltage t:_ it is small (i.e., at very low-light
the tenl|xrrature was found to be well below 3000 K. which is level). This ispartially supportedfrom the specification)of said
consistentwith the fact that tile arc current is liu,led to less comparalor where it is shownt[lal substantial responsetime is
than I mA. To our knowledge,there is no nilrogen spectrum required at low nlpul level. To show tile weakeningeffect on
at this temperature, pressure, and arc current readily available the light eventually delecled by the photodiode due to tile
for comparison; therefore, to estabhsh confidence m our waveguide and optical fiber link, tile "'dead" time of file
measurement technique, spectra at much higher arc currents systenl was measured by directly comlecting file flash umt
are needed, output i:_rt Io file arc detector itlpul port. At nlaxinlulll 0ash

output, the delay tithe was measured at 0.7/as as opposed to
the minimal observed time of t,/as in file actual waveguide

IV. TransmitterTest Light Upgrading configuration.

A nitrogen atmosphere test light would be quite desirable as
a light source lbr arc detector testing, liowever, until such a Clearly. from the results obtained, we conclude, to make an
unit can be developed and implemented, the xenon-type flash arc detector effective and reliable, every step of caution has to

lamp seems to be an interim cost effective test lamp despite be taken to assure the maxi:num amount of light reaching the
the fact that the spectrum it produces is different. In fact, photodiode surface. Assumif_g that the detector remains
such a lamp can perform ahnost all tbe functions that we unaltered, tile following areas for improvement remain:
expect flora an ideal nitrogen test light, waveguide wall reflectivity, optical acceptance geometry,

optical fiber attenuation, and optical fiber-to-pbotodiode
A feasibility study of upgrading the existing transmitter test coupling. Among them, the acceptance geometry and fiber-

light subsystem was initiated during this phase of study. The diode coupling seem to offer more room fl)r improvement.
goal of this study is to evaluate a cmmnercial solid state Only the coupling problem will be discussed here and we will
electronic camera flash as a candidate for replacing the say more about optical acceptance geometry in the next

: presently used test light. The attractive features of the flash section.
unit used in this study (Kodak Ektra Electronic Flash)are
small size, low-voltage power source (3 V), fast rise time, and On a closer examination of our hardware, we found that

intense light output, the optical fiber-to-photodiode coupling was rather poor :n
our present set up. The problem arises mainly from the

_, The test light is mounted on the transition region from the physical construction of the fiber itself, which is custom-made
-, klystron amplifier output window to a WR430 elbow section, and has two input and two output channels. The individual
._ It perfornrs routine arc detector checks, provides a time tiny fibers that constitute the main optical fiber are so
: reference for response time check and can be used in the arc arranged that whenever there is light in either input channel, it

detector sensitivity calibration, which in turn provides the will be equally split into two output channels. Ideally we/

necessary information for setting the detector safety margin, would like to have the light emergingfrom the output channel

The unit was slightly modified so that it could be uniformly distributed over the witole cross-section area to
; electronically triggered to provide well-controlled and repeti, nutxhnize the effective interception between this cross section

tire unambiguom flashings. At the recommended +3 V supply, and the photodiode active surface because they are not of the
it required three or four seconds to fully charge the unit with same size and shape. Unfortunately, this is not the care for our ;

flben, Tit*, light enterging from our optical fiber tends topeak charging current as high as !.5 A. The standard arc
detector was used to detect the flash via an optical fiber link at c|uster in patches and is distributed irret_ ,tv over the cross
the bend of the elbow, ghe time delay from the risingedge of section. With the active photodiode surface s_ier than the

.... the triggering pulse to the dMng edge of the arc detector optical fiber crou section, the effective light tour, ling can I_e
. _ output wu measured at several test light levels. The results are severely reduced depending on the actual light distribution.

, summarizedin Fig.4.
An attenuation experiment was carried out to investigate

Ith Is the threshold intensity to produce an observable the loss due to thts "optical mismatch." A monodtrontatic
detector output. Since both puhes have rathershort rl_ times light mince, whine size _ the ume at the diameter of an

¢. A
1
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optical probe apertore used for detecting the light at the P = Total light emitted from the souwce per unit solid angle
output end but less than that of the optical fiber, provides a per unit wavelength _n.e., irradmnt intensity per unit

uniform illumination on tile input cross section. The results of wavelengtlf) :_
the Uleasufelileut were summ tri,'¢tl in. T:_.h." I htdgJng froth

the state of the art of optical fiber technology and taking into = 2.14 X 10-_' W/nm-rad

account the length involve,I and the power splitting feature, an L = Total light received at the input end of the optical

attenuation of 5.0 _ 5.5 dB between channels is regarded ,s fiber per unit wavelength
normal. We have recurred an additional attenuation of up ,,,

3.1 dB due to poor coupling. This deficiency in coupling can = 4.1 X 10-1°W/nnl

be corrected without difficulty. If we exchange the roles of

input a_.d output clmnnels, we can obtain a unffornl light Theret\)re the effectivesolid angle subtended is
output over the entire cross section at the it]put channels.

V. LED Array Simulation Experiment szfr-P - 1.0 X 10-4 rad

One piece of design reformation that is useful in maximiz-

ing tile anlount of light received by the detector is the fraction |Iowever. the apparent solid angle is approximately

of the light output that enters the optical fiber for a given

source and fiber configuration. Not knowing where the _2 _ ').0 X i0 -s tad
breakdown will occur in tile general area of tile klystron app

amplifier output window, it is impossible to obtain a specific

answer. In the following, we attempt to make an order-ol: That is, the effective solid angle is twice tile apparent solid

magnitude estimate of this fraction based on the assumption angle indicating that tile contribution of light indirectly
that the arc will strike across the center of the broad wall of scattered into tile optical fiber is not insignificant. In fact. it is

the waveguide at tile far end where tile test light is situated. A quite comparable to that from direct scattering. One other
linear LED ar,ay was used to simulate the arc. its dimension is aspect wolthy of note from the above calculation is that a

3.2 nun × 50.8 ram, and at a distance of mo.e than 50 cm linear source can radiate into a solid angle of the order of rr

away, it can be regarded as an effective point source. The radians while our effective solid angle is only about 2 X 10-4

desired fraction is then obtained by taking the ratio of the radian, i.e.. only about 0.01 percent of the light gets detected
amount of light received at the input end of the optical fiber in our present geometry. It seems reasonable to assume this

., to the light intensity of the source. Tile optical measurement is collection efficiency can be improved somewhat by enlargingB

0' similar to that shown in Fig. 2 and the essential data are the aperture of the optical fiber until tile electromagnetic
sunuoarized below: characteristics of the system start to be affected.
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Table 1. Optictl fiber attenuation and one of the
test configurations

INPUT OUTPUT

CHANNEL I--/ _ CHANNEL 1

CHANNEL2 -_ L. CHANNEL2

Input Output Attenuation,
channel channel dB = 0.3

! ! 6.2

I 2 8._
:" 2 I 7.6

2 2 6.1

• L: _"
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Radio Frequency Interference Effects of Continuous
Wave Signals on Telemetry Data: Part II

P. W. Low

Deep Space Network Oll:_rat_ons Section

in a previous report (OSN Progress Report 42_0). rite results of the / "tt series o1"
radio frequent'), interference tests and an empirical telemet_ bit SNR degradation model
derit ed for a flied telemetry data rate qnd a ]'axedtelemetry data power were presented.

In this report. Part 11, the remits of a second series of radio frequency interference
tests and the derived telemetry bit SNR degradation model, which includes the telemetry

,_ data rate and the telemet_ data power as independent variab,'esj,, characterizing the
tr continuous wave interference effects on telemetry data. are pn'sented. Thisgeneralized

telemetry bit SNR degradation model has been iraplemented in the _econd version of the
Deep Space Interference Prediction software.

I. Inlroductlon a second aerie-, of RF! tests was conducted at the Goldstone
Deep Space Station (DSS 1i). This report describes these

As part of an ongoingeffort to investigateradio frequency tests and the new telemetry bit SNR degradation model
interference(RFI) effects on Deep SpaceNetwork (DSN) derived.
spacecrafttelecommu,llcation siignals,a seriesof RFI tests
was formulated and conductedwith standardDeep Space
Station(DSS) equipmentto investigatecontinuouswave(CW) !

interferenceeffects on telemetry data in 197_. in =nalyzinl II. TeleimltWInMrfemnce Tt,mt t
the effects, the CWinterference was treated as an extraneous i
noise. Empirical telemetry bit stgrud.to-notse ratio (SNR) A. Toot Objective8 !
del_tdation and drop-lock modeb were then developed based The test objectives were (l) to characterize the telemetry
on test data andcertain physkal characteristicsof the teJem- bit SNR delFadationasa function of the telemetry data rate
etry data processingsystem.Thesetestsandresultin8models, and the telemetry data power in the presenceof a CWinter.
which were describedin a previousreport(Re£ 1), however, fednlgsJjgmd.(2) to integratet_teresultsinto the previoudy
were strictly for a telemetry data rate of 2000 bpa and a developedtelemetry bit SNR degradationmodel (Reg. 1) to

' teler_ctry data power of about - 140.5 dBm. To further under- form a ffneralized telemetry bit SNR degradation model, and
stand the CW interference effect on telemetry data as a func- (3) to investigate the CW interference effect on the high-order
tJon of the telemetry data rate and the telemetrydatapower, telemetrysul_arrierh_rmonics.

i
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B. Teat Configuration telemetry dat,_ power of -140.5 dBm (composite average) in
the presence of a CW interfering signal was presented. In

A block diagram of the test configuration is shown in
developing the model, the CW interfering signal was treated

Fig. 1. The carrier tracking and telemetry data processing sys- as an extraneous noise. Using the basic definition of received
tern is the standard DSS equipment. The Simulation Conver- bit SNR:
sion Assembly (SCA) was used to generate two binary data

streams; each data stream bi-phase-modulated a squarewave /Po T.\

subcarrier. The two composite (data plus subcarrier) signals SNR t = 10 log [._---K_s]"|are then mixed and used to phase-modulate a contmuous wave
carrier. Operations support software was used in the Telemetry
and Command Processor (TCP) to provide the telemetry data and
SNR statistics.

The desired downlink signal used ,'or the test was a typical _ PD Ta 1
" Viking spacecraft dual-subcarrier dowrdink signal. However, SNRIR = 10log Lk'_S ¥'TR)jonly the effects on the high-rate subcarrier were investigated.

Table 1 summarizes the exact desired downlink signal

configuration, where:

C. Test Cases SNR i = received bit SNR when RFI is not present

Seventy-eight RFI cases were tested. They may be cate. SNRtR = received bit SNR when RFI is presentgorized into three different sets:

(1) Telemetry data power variant: The CW signal was Po = total high-rate data power

placed 1.2 Hz away from the upper telemetry sub- Ta = bit (symbol)time(l/BR)

carrier. The telemetry data rate was set at 2000 bps. K = Boltzmarm's constant
The telemetry data powei was set to three different

levels; for each data power level, the telemetry data 7s = effective system noise temperature when RFI
SNR degradation was measured at selected CWsignal is not present
levels.

- TR = increased system noise temperature induced by
(2) Telemetry data rate variant: The CW signal was placed the CWinterfering signal.

', - 1.2 Hz away from the upper telemetry subcarrier.The

_: telemetry data was set to four different data rates; for Then, defining the received bit SNR degradation as:
each telemetry data rate, the telemetry data SNR

degradation was measured at selected CWsignal levels.

_ (3) CW interfering signal's effect on high.order (through A SNRt = SNR t -SNRIR
:b _ the 27th) telemetry subcarder harmonics: The telem.

_ etry signal level and data rate were fixed at -140.9
_ dBm and 2000 bps, respectively. The CW signal was The mathematical expression of ASNR! was derived:

i coincident with each of the sub-placed telemetry

I carrier harmonics one through twenty.seven (odd /Ts+TR \numbered harmonic only); for each case, the telemetry ASNR t = 10 log |I_ Ts ]
(i)

data SNRdegradation was measured.

Tables 2 through4 summarize the test ca_esperformed.
Also, using the basic relatiom_tips: (See Fig. 2)

IlL Bit Signal-to-NoiseRatio s vso - sJvR-Ls
DegradationAnalysis

A. Iklmmllry of Prov_uI OH 8NR Oograda_xl Model and

In a previousreport(l_f. 1), s tdemetr/bit SIqR(lq_dl-
tlon model fol' a fixed data rile of 2000 bpi lind a fixed SIVROR " SNRIR -l'$R

r
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where wllclc

S.VRo : SSA lm SNR whenRH isnolptcscm h - gain

S.\Ro,_ = SSA bitSNR whe,1RI:Iispresent n :-._.bc..itcthalmom,.'number,n = I,3._.tic

I.s = Systemlosswhen RF]isnotpresent
li_j.+/,,._.I-.r_,._l_f/_j./"/

And. defitung the SSA bit SNR degradation as" +/it_,. = uth hasmonic of subcarttcr (tz • .I,., t I
[st hal tllotllc Is also rot'erred to as <,ltl'_CZ|ltlOt}

AS+\'R O = S,\'/_ O - S.VRoR .IRt+.I = (."_,' interfering signal frequency

the mathematical function of ASNR 0 WJs expressed as: Thus, tile power response funt ',ion of the lelcmelry s3 slemt\_rany CW signal with povcer.P. would be.

"_ 2
aSXt¢o = .xs.vRt - _t._.-t.s_l 12_ /_rt, - sm1,_a.t;,,, T.) \()(P(n. A.t_,s,,1 = (P) - A]i,s,. Tt_ _ 14)I laving t-qs. ( I ) and (21established, tile functional relation- n ,-r

ship of tile CW interfering signal and tile increased system

,Ioise temperature it induces t\)r the case of tile CW signal Next, the t'ollowiltgrelationship (ratio) was formed:
coincident with the tdemetry subcarrier was empirically
derived fronl tile test data (ASNRo). Tile result was (NOTE:

LS and LsR were obtained from tile Telemetry Analysis P(n. Afn.w) = i 1,._ } ¢sin(nA./;,s,. T,,)/:I'rograln): P(I_(]) nu-zx z_ _ tray;,.,,. Ttj -/

Expressing it ill decibel l\)rmat, and rearranging terms:

J'J ., .042 2

j,

# .a/is c : 0

BR = 2K +(J,,O)2]I/2-.'_Q.5 (3) (Sill(_A"nsc TB)I 2...........vO --14°'s anm + lOlog n Af, sc TI_ ]

: where: Finally, this relationship was integrated into Eq. (3) alot_g
with two adjustment factors (based on test data) to form a

Arts c = frequency separation between the CWinterfer- generalized expression for T_:ing signal and the telemetry subcarrier

P__'t = CWinterfering signal level (dBm)

Then, the telemetry bit SNR degradation characteristic _O -t4o.s d_rn 1with the CW interfering signal at various frequency offsets + (40) 2 t/z -3q.5 (5}J
from the subcarricr or subcarrier ham' onics (test data included
up to the fifth subcarrier harmonic) was investigated. This was
done, first, by .v._iving the telemetry system's magnitude
response function, which is: Pt = PRFt - (0.94)" (20 log n)+ (0.90)

[ I. . ,o,o,(;;;;i- i}] '"'lH (n'"%f'=)I_= "_A-_¢ "T_ /
$

) ,
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where Combining tile BR terms, and expressing the result in deed)el ;

BR = liT R %rmat, :

pr = number of tile subcarrier Ilarmonic which the CW

interfering signal is affecting. Pe (Pt_' BR. n. Alas,, t = P - v IPD) + 20 log (h) - 20 log It/) _

Thus, Eqs. (O). (5), (1), and (2) formed the telemetry bit SNR - w (I 0 log BR)
degradation model as presented in Ref. !.

B. Degradation as a Function of Tele.try BIt Rate [i' _/_'_"1:

and Telemetry Data Power si _r BR-/
+ IO log ....

In this paragraph, the telemetry bit SNR degradation model Af,_,_,, /
as described in the preceding paragraph is to be generalized to BR .J
include the telemetry bit rate and the telemetry data power as
independent variables. To do this. an empirical approach is
used. The functional relationslup uf the telemetry bit SNR where w = 2 - u. the coefficient to be determined from the
degradation and the two telemetry parameters (bit rate and test data. Let Po = -140.5 dBm, BR = 2000, n = I, and

data power} in the presence of the CW interfering signal is Afnse = O. Then,
derived from qze test data.

P (-140.5, 2000, 1,0) = P- v (-140.5)
Let us first assume that the effect of the CW interfering

signal on the telemetry bit SNR is dependent on the telemetry + 20 log h - w ( 10 log 2000)
bit rate and the telemetry data power. Let us further assume
that for a CW interfering signal with power, P, input into the

Thus (in decibel format).
telemetry system, its relative effect on the telemetry bit SNR
as a function of the telemeuy bit rate and the telemetry data
power may be expressed in terms of effective CW interfering P (Po' BR. n. Alas c) - Pe (- 140.5, 2000, 1,0) =
signal power in the form of:

-v (,Do) + v (- 140.5) -20 log n

", p = p. (BR) u

• (pD)v -w(lOlogBR)+w(lOlog2000)

where: I" / '
Pe = effective CW interfering signal power + 10 log

u, v = coefficients to be determined from the test data. [ Afnsc i

Substituting the above relationship into the telemetry
system's power response function (Eq. 4), an effective power Or,
response function of the telemetry system for any CW signal
with power P is obtained: l'e (PD' BR, n, Afnxc) = /'e (-140.5, 2000, I, O)-v (PD)

+ v (- 140.5) - 20 log n

e• O'o, D --e • (eo)----= - w(101ogBR),w(101og2 )

2 _

-a-r;7 ] ,.,o,o,, /j "E j

9:
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Remember that Eq. (3) as described ill the preceding par:,- Eqs. 17) and (8) may be further simplified by letting:
graph is based on the telemetry bit rate of 2000 bps. telemetry
data power of -140.5 dBm. and tile interfering signal level

' PRFI with Arise equal to zero. Thus. applyi,lg tire above PR = PI- (13't)24)
relationship. Eq. (3) may be generalized as:

Substituting this relationship into Eqs. (7) and (8). and then
simplit)'ing, the ieleme'ry bit SNR degradation becomes:

[( :P/) + =
TR = 10a2 (40) 2 - 3'0.5 (7) P._ PI_FI - (0.O4)120 log n)- (0.11)P o

PI = PRFI-2OIogn- v(Po)+ v(-140.5)- w(101ogBR) - (0.8q)(lOlogBR)

r/Afnsc_ 2 [l'["alfRs:sc'_2]

I/ sin_.--_-/ (,))

.,,,,o,o,:ooo,.,o,o,/=L .,oo0,01o,_, ....IJ
(lo,,-',.°'°':''R )From the test data. v and w are best determined to be TR = + 1600 '/'- -39.5 110)

0.11 and 0.89. respectively. This, however, is done with the
retention of the two adjustment factors (0.94 and 0.90).

whichwereintroducedintoEq.(6).Thus.Ptbecomes: ASNR,: IOlog(Ts+-TRI
rs I (t

Pt = PRF/- (0.94) (20 log n) - (0.11) (PD) + (0. ! 1) (- 140.5)
ASNR o = ,ASNR/ - (Ls - LsR ) (2"1

- (0.89) (10 log BR) (10 log 2000) Using this generalized model (Eqs. (9), (10). (1). and 1,2);.

ASNR/ are calculated and plotted against the test data for

: [ l_ / test ca_s l through 64 in Figs. 3and4.

_- In

+(0.90) I0log C. InterferingSignal's[=fleeton High-Order

Telemetry Subcarrler H.rmonlc.: The CW interfering signal's effect on telemetry bit SNR
. when the CW interfering signal is placed at various high-order

Simplifying the above equation, then: subcarrier harmonics is to be investigated in this paragraph.
*; To do this, let us first examine the band.pass characteristic

of the telemetry channel of the receiver system used for the

P! = PRFI - (0.94) (20 log n) - (O.l l) PD test.

The receiversystem used for the test is a double-heterodyne
_ - (0.89)(10 IogBR) phase-locked receiversystem. The simplified functional block

diagram of the telemetry channel of the receiver system is

[
n input to the receiver system is being down-converted in two

stages to a 10-MHz IF signal, which is then fed into the Sub-

+(0,90) lOIog_ _._.__ /j carrier Demodulator Assembly for carrier and subcarrler :demodulation. The overall normalized magnitude response of
thh 10-MHzIF telemetry channel,of the receiver system is , i

shown in Fig. 6. Thus, the CW lnt-,rfering signal (or any

+ (13.924) (8) extraneous signal) that passes through the receiver is subjected , ;.

"_(_ _'
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to {I ) the frequency down-conversion as Is tile desned carrier, P_ = PR,,-1- (0.')4} 120 log t*) - (0.11 )PD
and (2) lhe corresponding signal level attenuation as charac-

terized by tire normalized magnitude response {Fig. O). There- - (0.80)(10 log BR) i
lore. ill evaluating the CW interfering signal's effect on the

telemetry bitSNRwhentheCWinterferingsignalisatahigh- [ __l- \ Af"se)_]

order subcarrier harmonic (or at any frequency away from the _in [.'r-- BR--

carrterL the C9_' signal level, PnFt, in Eq. (q) must be -_(0.90} lOlog -A-f._s,,-

accounted for its attenuation due to the receiver's magnitude -BR- / J
response as shown in Fig. o. Using Fig. O and the telemetry 7r
bit SNR degradation model derived in the preceding para-

graph. AS,VRt are calculated and tabulated against the test When ',he CW interfering signal is significantly away from
data t\)r the test cases 05 through 78 in Table 5. (or not coincident with) the desired carrier in frequency, tile

effective CW interfering signal power is reduced. The reduc-

Tile recewer's norm',dized magnitude response curve, as tion is due to the relative attenuation caused by the receiver's
shown in Fig, 6. represents the nominal design character- normalized magnitude response as shown in Fig, O. There-

istics; the actual normalized magnitude response is not pre- fore, in calculating the bit SNR degradation, the P/eFt terln in
sently available. Because of this and the fact that the nominal the above bit SNR degradation model must be adjusted for

design normalized magnitude response curve, as shown in its signal level reduction with the corresponding attenuation
Fig. o, covers only a relatively small frequency domain {about caused by the receiver's normalized magnitude response. The
9 MHz), the receiver's normalized magnitude response func- receiver's normalized magnitude response function was not
tion is not presented in this report, included in this analysis because of the lack of actual data.

V. Conclusions
IV. Summary of Analysis Results Based on the test data obtained from this series of CW

When a CW interfering signal is present in the DSS tracking interference tests, the telemetry bit SNR degradation model
and telemetry data processing system, the telemetry bit SNR previously developed (Ref. 1) was generalized to include the
is degraded. The telemetry bit SNR degradation as a function telemetry data rate and the telemetry data power as indepen.
of the CW interfering signal power, the frequency separation dent variables. Test results showed that the telemetry bit

, between the CW interfering signal and tile desired telemetry SNR degradation is relatively more sensitive to the telemetry.¢

f subcarrier, and the effective system noise temperature of the data rate than the telemetry data power. The test results of
DSS tracking and telemetry data processing system was tile CW interference effect on the high-order telemetry sub-
modeled in the previous report (Ref. I). In this report, the carrier harmonics revealed that when the CWinterfering signal
telemetry bit SNR degradation was found to be also depen- is away from the desired carrier in frequency, the effective

! dent on the telemetry bit rate and the telemetry data power, interfering power is reduced due to the receiver's band-pass
The bit SNR degradation model was generalized to include all characteristics (magnitude response). Thus, when using the
these variables: telemetry bit SNR degradation model, the CW interfering :

• signal power must be adjusted (reduced) accordingly with the

receiver's band-pass characteristic function. Because of the ;
"_ ASNR o = ASNR t - (Ls- LsR) lack of actual data, the receiver's band-pass characteristic

• function was not derived in this analysis. !.
~

_ IT s + TR_ Additional tests and analysis are needed to better under.

_ _SNR t = 10 log _'-'_s_/ stand the DSS equipment's RF! susceptibility. Some major ::
tasks will include:

•_ (1) The receiver's band-pass characteristic function and its
where image rejection capability. '_:_

[1029Sle0.O42tPR l_1/2 (2) Effects on the telemetry system for various kinds ofr, = + 1600 -39.5 interference spectrum.

m

r
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Table 1. Desired downllnk signal configuration

Carrier frequency Uc) 2293.148160 Mttz
Carr,er power tPc) See Tables 2--4

High rate data

Subcamer frequency (.tscI ) 240 kHz
Data format Uncoded

8zt rate (BR) See Tables 2.-4
Modulation index 66.54 degrees

Data power (PD) See Tables 2--4
l.x_w rate data

Subcarrier frequency 24 kHz
Data format Uncoded

Btt rate 33-1/3 bps
Modulation index 19.25 degree._

Data power (Pc " 9.1 ) dBm

Table 2. Telemetry data power variant test cases

Te+t
number Pc" dBm PD" dBm BR, bps TS. K PRFI, dBm /RE; Hz

I -141.5 -134.3 2000 25.2 -165.5 I"c +[sct + 1.2
F 2 -160.0 '

3 -155.0

4 -150.0

5 -146.0
6 -143,0

_, 7 -140,0
8 -137.0
9 -134.5

10 -141.5 -134.3 -132.0

11 -148.1 -140.9 - i._A.5

12 l I -149.5

13 .: - 145.0

14 -142.3

15 -148.1 -140.9 .-140,0
_- 16 -155.0 -147.8 -165.0

17 /' -160.0

18 | -155.0

19 _e -151.0; 20 -148.0 ; '

t 21 -155.0 -147.8 2000 25.2 -146.0 [c +[awl + 1.2

"_'i _i

•
C

• A,, ' ' • '

a .]
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Table 3. Telemetry data rate variant test cases

Test
number Pc, dBm PD, dBm BR, bp,_ TS, K PRI:I, dBm /RFI 117

22 -157 5 -150.3 200 25.2 -165.0 ]c +)'s('l + 1.2

2, , [ ! [ -161,5:4 t ; -155.025 _ -152.0
26 -I 57.5 -150.3 200 25.2 -I 51.1)
27 - 145.0 - 137.8 ,.t,O00 25.6 - 164.0
28 -160.1)
29 -157.0
30 - 154.0

31 -151.0
32 -148.0
33 -145.(I
34 -142.5

35 | -139.5
36 _, _ - 137.5
37 -145.0 -137.8 4.001) -135.0

38 - 138.0 - 130.8 20.000 - 164.0

39 I -160.040 - 157.1)
41 -154.0

42 -151.0

43 -148.0

44 -145.0
45 -142.0

46 - 139.0

47 -137.0

48 -135.0

49 -133.5 ,
50 -131.5

51 -129.5

52 -138.0 -130.8 20.000 25.6 -127.5
53 -130.5 -123.3 80,000 25. -165.0
54 -160.0
55 -155.0
56 -150.0
57 -146.0
58 -143.0
59 - 140.0
60 - !36.5
61 -134.0
62 -131.5
63 - 128.0

64 -130.5 -123.3 80,000 25.2 -125.0 fc +[_c + !.2

*

l

'_

_ ' "- ' Jl IID" _"
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Table 4. Test cases of CW interfering signal coincident with
various telemetry subcarrler harmonics

%.,q
mltnbt.r Pc. dBnl PI)' dBlll BR, bp_ TS. g PRFI" dBm ]Rbl' Ilz

65 -148 I -140 9 2.000 25.2 -14(t (1 1(. +fsvl

66 -14(I.(I .It + 3 r]sc 1

67 -!40.O ]c + 5x./$cl

68 -I 28.0 fc + 7X./sct

69 -128.0 ]c + 9X-tscl

71) -128.O fc + 1lX]sv I

71 - 121.O ]c + 13Xfscl

72 -121.O ft" 4- 15Xfscl

73 -121.0 ]c + 17Xfsc 1

74 - 121.0 t_. 4- 19Xfsc I

75 -12l.O [c+ 21xy'sct

76 -121.0 fc �23X-fsc1

77 ,Ik -121.0 fc + 25Xfsc l

78 - 148.1 - 140.9 2,000 25.2 - 121.0 / c + 27Xfsc I

Table 5. ASNR I ve P x_ for CW Intecfldng signal coincide_
with various tetlmNil_ subcarriM hlrmonice

Subcarrier PRFi" dBm CW interfering signal Measured ASNRI, dB Calculated ASNR/, dBharmonic attenuation lFig. 6) (d8)

1 -140 0 8.63 8.41 !

3 -140 0.2 2.34 1.86 ,;_
5 -140 0.4 0.75 0.76

7 -I 28 0.8 4.08 4.34 "

9 -128 1.4 1.96 2.68
I I -128 2.3 1.63 1.61
13 -121 3.2 3.97 4.02
15 -121 4.1 3.60 2,75

17 -121 5.1 2.05 i,84

19 -121 6.1 1.92 1.24

21 -121 7.3 1.26 0.82
23 -121 8.4 0.82 0.58
25 -i 21 9.6 0.42 0.42

27 -I 21 I 1,0 0.20 0.3 I

_3
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